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I. MANU6CRIPTS4AND EXTENDED REPORTS,.

41. . \

ELECTROMYOGRAPHY AS A TECHNIQUE FOR LARYNGEAL INVESTIGATION
. . ,

I. . .

Katherine S. Harris+

r

While, as earlier papers at this conference have'indicated, -the forces
that determine laryngeal adjustment-are complex, muscular forces are extremely
important. In recent years, techniques for studying muscle activity in

general have improved, and With these developments, the study, of the laryngeal
muscles in normal- alert humans has become, possible using the techniqUes of

electromyography.' In this paper, I will discuss some properties of'muscles,

and of the laryngeal muscles in particultar,4techniques for EMG recording, and,
'finally some results of studies on the musaular control of the larynx.

/

MUSCLE PROPERTIES

.

The building block for' a consideration of muscle activity iS the motor
uni . This term was coined by Liddell. And Sherrington (1925) to include tke-

motoneuron and the muscle fibers it supplies. The contr9ctile response to one
impulse in on motor neuron is to twitch contraction in the innervated muscle:
fibers. Thus, allest unit of muscular activity. is a contraction of the
muscle fibers of a :single motor unit, pnd the smoothly graded contraction of a
muscle is 'ac9dmplished 'by tempdeal and spatiar,,summation of the activity of a
nugliper of motor units., t, .

4 The muscles of the body have somewhat different tasks, and their
properties are Nell-correlated with. these tasks. For example,-some muscles,
such as the muscles of the. fingers, must make finely tuned mbvements, while'
other's, such as those of the leg, must support the body against the force's of
gravity for'lOng periodsof time. These mUsclei differ in the size of their
Motor. units, and in the histochemical properties of the individual muscle
fiber properties that determine their resistance to fatigue.

. e'\ Table 1 presents some-data on motor unit size in the intrinsic:10yngeal
muSnes, with data'ón one of the eye muscles and the biceps, for comparison.

r .

I

4

ilA version. Of this paper was preSented at the Conference on Asssessment Of
1, Vocal Pathology, Bethesda, Md., April 1979. (Proceedings to be published in

ASHA Reports.)
+AlSo Graduate Center, City Unkversity of New York!
Acknowledgment. This work was. supported .by ,NINC.DS Grants' NS13870 and

. N$13617, and BRSG Gr t RR055964
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While different authors have found differences in the number.of' fibers in a
motor unit, there is 'a _general ,agreement that the laryngeal muscles have low
innervation ratios, though not wite so low.as those of the eyeball and middle.
ear; the muscles of the,limbs and trunk have generally'far higher ratios.

The muscle fibers themselves consist of a number of myofibrils, made up,
in turn, of a parallel /overlapping array of actin and myosin filaments: In
contraction; the actin and myosin filaments slide relative to each other, so
that the muscle 'shortens- and develops tension. In normal physiological
conditions, this shortening', is initiated by the release of a chemical
transmitter, acetylcholine, at the4perve-muscle junction, the'motor end plate.

When a muscle fiber is at rest, ,here is a potential difference across'
the cell members' of about -90 mV, due to the differencein its permeability to
sodium and potassium' ions. When a nerve impulse reaches We motor'end plate,
acetylcholine is released, which changes the peomeability of the membrane to
sodium and pbtassWm ions. If this :depolarization reaches sufficient Levels,
the change in potential becomes self-regenerating, and travels along the
muscle fiber. During tAe passage of this action potential, the membrane
potential rises, then reverses its sign and finally returns to its resting
value of -90 mV. The movement of ions, and the associated changes in
potential, are, of course, the events generating the elea.romyographic signal.
The ionic,, currents at the' membrane apparently re;ease calcium ions within the
muscles; the diffused calcium, activates the contractile component of ,the
muscle, Producing, the mechanical effect of muscle shortening or tension
development (Carlson & Wilkie, 1968).

.

manyWhile the fibersof striated muscles share any Iliroperties, they show
some 'adaptations to their individual tasks. The muscles of the larynx must be ,

well designed for rapid adjustment; however, because of their .participation im
respiration, they must have some capacity'for sustained activity without
fatigue. Muscle fibers are of two basic types, red and white,, although there
are variants in different systems in different'animals. The "red" and "white"
designations refer to a difference in the fiber color, familiar from the light
and dark meat of chicken. The two types differ in their metabOlic properties,
with red muscle more suited' to sustained contraction due to the fatigue
resistance and white more suited to rapid phasic contraction. Most muscle of ;
the body, ,including the muscles of the larynx, show mixed red and white
fibers. Any single motor unit, however, is composed of fibersiofia uniform
type (Brandstater & Lambert, 1973) although, since adjacent motor units have
overlapping territories, a cross-section of a muscle will show a checkerboard
pattern of red and white.

Biochemical and histological studies of the laryngeal muscle; to that
-date (1970) were summarized by Sawashima. He concluded that, with respect to
metabolic properties, the intrinsic Laryngeal muscles asia group appeared to

4e intermediate between skeletal and heart muscles. However, he found
disagreements among' the authors he reviewed as to similarities, and dissimilar-
ities within the group.

Since that review, there have been further studies of the histochemistr
of the intrinsic muscles of the larynx. Data from one of them (Edstr6 ,
Lindquist, & M5rtensson, 1974) are shown in Table 2, showing the percentages

MAC
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Table 2

Data op Histbchemical Properties of the Intrinsic Laryhgeal Muscles
in Cat, after Edstr8m,Lindquist, and M5rtensson(1974)

Fiber ,type in skeletal muscle

(Kugelberg, 1973)

'Overall % 1.0 laryngeal muscles,.
with most common subtype starred

t r
CT

, TA

F.ci

LCA

TYPE -I TYPE II

(1)

J

(2) (1) (2) (3)

I IIA IIB

IIC

Jib

40%

10%

`401
*

10%
*

*

6

*

r 60%

90%

60%

90%

.4k
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Table 3 we-

Data from Atkinson (1978) onithe Mean Repponse Time for Some Intrinsic

_

,to Intrinsic Laryngeal Muscles ' Strap Muscles
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'of Type I and Type II (red and white) fibers found for each of the four
laryngeal muscles examined. 'While some of the fibers were like Type I and
Type II f,ibers found in limb muscles, Others were variants of previously
identified types. It is interesting.t0 note that Type II variants `are far
more common in the thyroarytenoid than in the cricothyroid.

A second study (Sahgal & Hast, 1974). examined the hkitochemical reactions
to ATP and three ,oxidative enzymes in cricothyroid, and"thyroarytenoid. The
results show, some differencdt between the' muscles, which the' authors believe
area l-sarelatel, to the 'differences in the speed of contraction.of the
muscles.

Thus, differences in the histochemistry of the muscles appear to ,,trd
reflected in their contractile properties. We have seen that the laryngeal
muscles are composed predominantly of Type II fibers, like the intraocular
muscles in man, (Kugelberg, 1973) The laryngeal muscles .are gener-ally agreedA

to be fast muscles, although"different authors have obtained different values
fOcf, their contraction time, the time from nerve or muscle stimulation to the.
peak of the muscle tension. Figure 1, adapted from Sawashima's review (1970),
sut arizes the results. The thyroarytenoid is consistently found to be fasten
than the cricothyroid*, which s consonant with the difference in proportion of
Type II fibers in the two muscles and,,-according to Sahgal and Hast (1974)

,

with the difference in their histothemidal properties.

Contraction time for.the intrinsic laryngeal muscles has been-estimated
'by a very different tecpnique by.Atkinson (1978) at Haskins Laboratories. He

' reasoned that. if a causal relationship between fo and the EMG activity of
various laryngeal muscles were assumed, there,should be a correlation between
fo and gross EMG aCtivitdb at some time delay determined 6y the mechanical
properties of th0 muscl. Thus, gross-correlation analysis Should provide
clues to relative contraction time..

He_asked speakers tolprouce sentences .varying in stress and intonation,"
thus varying dfo, and cross-correlated average fo and rectified and averaged
EMG activ,Ay, at varying delay times. Table 3 shows the delay times at which,
correlationreachedpeak value for different muscles. The finding of shorter
mean response time for thyroarytenoid' and. lateral cricoarytenbid than for
cricothyroid, with:Jonger response times for 'the strap muscles, is like the
result's obtained by more conventional techniques, summarized in Figure 1,-and
also parallels the histochemicalgrouping of TA with LCA, shown'in Table 2.

I .

THE ELECTROMYOGRAPHIC-SIGNAL

The origin ofthe electromyographic signal is discussed above in only
very general terms. If' the signals,: from the laryngeal ,muscles' are to be,
considered in detail, the recording procedure itself Must be discussed.
Figure 2(Geddes, 1972) shows ca muscle with a pair of recording electrodes on
its surface. The fibers are aligned parallel. to each ()tiler. When a muscle
fiber or the nerye is stimulated, a wave of depolarization-passes aiOng-each
stimulated fiber. Sowever, since each recording electrode is most sensitive
to the fiber closest to it, the event recorded will be weighted bg the

'distance between the pickup and the active fiber, as shown in the figure. As

11 I Of
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the wave of depolarization sweeps down the fibers and reaches the second
electrode, it becomes negative. The event recorded also reflects the timing
of the action potential passage at the two electrCdes,,and the size of the
recording surfac2. In the example shown, there is a period when thefiber is.
depolarized. under both, electrodes; hence, the signal returns -to zero before
reversing,:its sign. Another faCtor determining the signal picked up by the
electrodes is the intervening tissue. In general, the presence of tissue
creates a low-pass filtering effect whbSeb bandwidth decreases as distance
increases (DeLuca,- 1978). t

While it is possible to record from a single muscle fiber lEkstedt" &
StAlberi, 1973), the more usual recording represents events in a motor unit,'
br an aggregate of motor units. Under normal conditions, an action potential
propagating down a motor nerve activates all the.fibers of its motor unit.
The fibers of a single motor unit are iptermingled,with each other in such a
wayr6at the territory of one unit is about 20 times the cross-sectional area
of the "fibers of the unit .(8uchthal, Erminio, & Rosenfalk, 1959). Since a
portion of a'muscle might contain fibers belonging to any of fifty'motqr
units', an electrode in the vicinity might detect, activity in any or all of
them. The signal reaching a pair of electrodes in active tissue is the
.weighted sum of the activity .of each-,of the fitters of a motor unit, with the
filtering properties of the tissue between the electrode and the activerfiber
taken into recount. Since the orientation of the fibers of each motor unit.
with respect to ja fixed recording site will be unique, the shape' of the
resulting repord4d action potential will similarly be unique,' and can be used
to recognize the unit (LeFever, 1980)..

.

When a muscle is activated, the electrical manifestation of a motor ,unit
action pdtential is accompanied by a twitch of the activated fibers. Id

muscle contraction in physiological conditions, the motor units are repeatedly
activated,, whether the type of contraction is isometric (the muscle does not
shorten, but develops tension) or anisometric(the muscle shortens).

,

THE ELECTRODE .

In recordings from' the laryngeal muscles, or any others, it is often ,

possib p) recognize individual motor units by visual inspection, especially
when evels of contraction are low, o that only a few motor units are activ .

f
Ane ample is shown in Figure 3, a recording from e cricothyroid muse e.
(Faabo -iindensen, 1964). Alternatively, it is possible to record from su
large.nUmber of active fibers that individual components nnot be recognized;
as' in Figure -4. 'The signals shown *here -are a so-called "interference

That its, the pattern represents the activity of a large number of
fibers. The experimenter may wish to record single motor units' or interfer-
ence patterns, depending on the pur$ose of the experiment, and makes a choice
of electrodp.accordingly.

*

.-
Three general types of electrodes have -been used in speech research;

-surface, needle, and hooked wire electrodes. Of these,. hooked wire electrodes

have been most useful for recording from the laryngeal muscles. The muscles
of the larynx are aligned in a way that signals picked up by anelectrode on
the neck surface are ambiguous as to.whtch muscle is the signal source. Thus,

8
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Figure 3. Action potentials of a single motor unit during phonation. A.
Cricothyroid muscle. B. Microphone recorditg. Reprinted from 14
Bremer, 7964.
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ispirallon ijnspgrotton

a

Figure.4, Quiet respiration. The onset of inspiration is indicated by the
vertidaL stipplgd lines. A and B: Cricothyroid muscle. C and D:
Vocalis musofie. E: Posterior cricoarytenoid muscle. , Reprinted
from D. Brewer, 1964.
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although attempts have been made to use'surface recordings from locations over
the thyroid cartilage in a biofeedback application )(Guitar7---1,971) t,_ it seems
unlikely4r-that much further application will be made of such techniques.
Needle electrode insertions into the laryngeal muscles are not generally
feasible for posterior cricoarytenoid and interarytenoid muscles, although
such insertions were used by FaaborgAndersen in his classic study. The work
of the past decade was done almost entirely with hooked Wire electrodes,,
except for some clinical work to be described by Hirose.

Figure 5 shows the classic version of the hooked wire electrode (Basmaji
an & Stecko, 1962). Some technical details and possible variants of this type
?f electrode are discussed by Basmajian (1978). This type of electrode has
been used in recording from the laryngeal muscles by number of investigators
besides ourselves (Hirano & Ohala, 1969; Shipp, Fishman, & Morrissey, 1970).
Osing them, we have been able to record from all of the intrinsic laryngeal
muscles (and a wide variety of other speech muscles) using techniques
developed collaboratively with Dr. Hajime Hirose and his colleagues at the
Institute of Logopedics and Phoniatrics at the University of Tokyo (Hirose,
Gay, & Strome, 19/1).

c. 6.

If the investigator is interested invrecording from a very stall volume
'of tissue, the recording surfaces of the electrodes must be made as small as
,possible, while iT the investigator is interested in a representation of the
Nactivity' of the whole muscle, the recording surface must be as large as
possible, while still remaining within the confines of the same muscle.
Obviously, since the laryngeal muscles are small, some conventional configure

.-

tions of electrode may record actiyity from 'more than one muscle (Dedo &
Dunker, 1966). In the conventional hooked wire electrode, the hooks,v which
hold the wire in the muscle, also act as the recording points for the bipolar
pickup, through their- cut ends. Fowever, the spacing between the.two points
is set arbitrarily by the way, tffat the electrode happen6 to hook into the
muscle', and, indeed, may change within the recording session (Jonsson & Komi,
1973). Since. this type of electrbdd apparently records from a very small
volume of tissue, the fact that the di-stance between the electrode tips is not
fixed seems a design ,flaw. At Haskins, we have been exploring the various
designs in which the functions of stabilization and recording are separated,
and the field size is fixed by the separation between recording points.

PROPERMESOF MOTOR UNITS

Exploring the relationship betWeen ideal electrode and experiment re
quires 'a systematic discussion:Pc. the events within a muscle as we now know
them, largely from studies of.qimb 'muscles. Most issues of muscle clArac.T
teristics have only been explored with a limited number of muscles.

Let us begin with the'single motor unit. In constant force contractions,

it will fire with an overall mean interspike interval aridretandard' deviation
(DeLuca & Forrest, 1973; Figure 6), which can be used to characterize the
unit, and, perhaps, the *muscle itself. MacNeilage (1973) has.'shown that
single motor units from CT and PCA fire at' mean frequencies of 4bout. 15

impulses per second, during low frequency phonation. He suggested that these
rates were intermediate 'between rates for limb and trunk and intraocular

I "1
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Figure 5. Steps in making a: bipolar finewire electrode with the carrier'
needle used for insertion. leprinted from Bismajian 'and Stebko,
1962.
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Figure 6. Distribution Of interpulse intervals from a single motor 'unit.

Reprihted from DeLuca and Forrest, 1973.
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musculature, as we might expect from these other properties: ,.However,
found no evidence for the different kinds of units, tonic and kinetic;
postulated by Tokizane and Shimazu (1964), to be identifiable on the basis of
the relationship between variability and firing rates (MacNeilage, ,Sussman, &
Powersl, 1977). Other authors (DeLuca & Fiji-rest, 1973; Hannerz, 1974; Leifer,
1969) have found continuous distributions of single unit, properties for
various imb'muscles.

.

During forcevarying isometric contractions, there is a complex relatdon
ship between variation in ftring,rate and recruitment. At low for-6es, force
tends to be increased by the recruitment of additional units, with successive.
ly recruited units having' higher firing rates at recruitment. As eorce
increases, individual units increase firing rates, and at the highest force
levels, very little recruitment occurs. Synchrgnizatidn of firing of units

o may occur .raMhe muscle fatigues (DeLuca, 1978)."

The most consistent observation' of motor Unit, behavior is the relation:-

ship between the size of the.unit, and force output and order of recruitment,
with increasing muscle force, the "size principle" (Henneman, 1975). While,
this..relationship has not been oyserved_ for

humans

the laryngeal muscles, it

has been demonstrated for the masseter in humans (Yemm,.-1977) and for. the
anterior belly of the digastric by MacNeilage, Sussman,. Westbury, and Powers
(1979), atlip there is no reason.to believe tb4t thetjaryngeal muscles behave in

a very unusual way in this respect.. 'However, for all muscles, there is some
question ag to whether there are reversals of recruitment order for rapid,
anisometric contractions.

Since the territories,of motor units overlap with increasing forces of
contraction, it is increasingly difficult to identify individual. units. F

-studies of such questions, electrode size must be reduced, and sophisticat
progr4ms for the identification of motor units developed (LeFever, 1980).

qirTHE INTERFERENCE PATTERN

Most electromyographic studies of the laryngeal muscles have been con
cerned, not with tbe properties ,,,o individual motor units, but with the
functions of the muscles as a whole. Typically, the studies have related the
characteristics of a given muscle activity, to some sort'of output, such as
pitch. The eleptromyognaphic signal studied is usually .an interference
pattern, the signal from a large number of motor units. As an aid in
visualization, it is interesting to look at a synthesiZed interference
pattern, Figure 7 (LeFever & DeLuca, personal communication). The figure,
shows 20 motor units of shapes that would be characteristic of those found. in
an electrode field during a constant force, Isometric contraction.' That-
sizes and the relati4 extent of 'positive and negative deviations from
,baseline, vary with distance from and orientation to the electrode. The sum oT
postive and negative deviations is' shown' in the bottom -tine of the figure.
Obviously, there is'eumming,and cancellatJon of signals. from individual units,
depending on *their phase relations. Ther-,Tesultant signal-4s noisy, and
difficult to deal, with 'quantitatively. If.the electrode size is *educed, so ,

that feWer units are' represen d in the signal, the interference. pattern '

becomes more variable as a functi of time (14gUre 8A).
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"Figure. fr. A. Synthetic interference pattern, sum of 5 motor units. B. The
.same interferencd patterh,Aatar rectification.' CC DeLuca.
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A\ number of steps must be taken to deal-with. such_ signals.' The msual
approach has been to rectify and integrate. The effects of rectification are
shown'in Figure 8B. The traditional use of the reatified and integrated EMG
signal is based on a large body of research investigating the'relationship,
between the magnitude of the EMG 'signal so obtained and the force output of
the muscle (Bigland & Lippold, 1954; Bouisset, 1973; Bouisst & Maton, 1973;
Inman, Ralston, Saunders, Feinstein,. & Wright, 1952; Lippold, 1952; Zuniga &
Simons-, 969). This measure '( "integrated .EMG ") varies roughly linearly with
force, for isometric contractions at moderate force le/els, but at higher'
levels of force the relationsip become nonlinear. The situation becomes Tar
more complex for anisomptric -Contractions, in p.art because the mechanical
efficiehcy Of a muscle de ?ends on its length as well as its velocity;of
shortening or lengthening. Since the events of iritere4 in speech research
are typically of this latter sort, we can expect the magnitude of the EMG
signal to provide-ho more than an overall i,ndex of mechanical, performance.

A possibility that we have 'explored informally at Haskins is c4culating
the variance of the interference pattern, which is equal to the sum of the
variances of the motor unit ac ion potential trains contributing, and hence,
does notlead to the loss of contributions off' motor units due to cancellation
As does the more conventional measure.

.

We have said,. very little about the time constant, to be used for
integration. We use a 5 millisecond hardware integration window and smooth
"further algebraically, using software programs in which a time constant may be

ochsen, Individual tokens recorded with hookedwire electrodes show sizable
fltActuationds that are' not represented in, the mechanica'l output of the mpscle
aT'a whole. For speech, timesmoothing is useful only to the point where it
does not °obscure the sequencing on underlying articulatory events, An
alternative way of smoothing is ensemble averaging. The effects of time
smoothing and'ensebble%averaging are shown. in Figure 9, which shows' averaged
and. . ntegrated signals from repeated utterances. The details Jof these
analysis procedures are discussed at greater length in kabdratory reports
.4KewleyPort, 1973,.1974)-.

LARYNGEAL MUSCLE STUDIES

Having reviewed the general properties of, muscles, and of the laryngeal
muscles in particular, as well as some technical problems, we turn now to the
results of electromyographic studies' of the function of these muscles
speech. The most primitive question, is, perhaps, what muscles should be
considered as laryngeal muscieS? Traditionall4, the muscles of the larynx
have been divided into two groups, intrinsic and extrinsic.. The identity of
tliPintrinsic muscles is readily agreed upon; they are the cricothyroids (CT),

thyr_oarytenoids (TA), the interarytenoida (IA), the lateral cricoaryteno
,ids, (LCA), and the posterior "cricoarytenoids (PCA). The identity of the
,extrinsic laryngeal muscles, is more difficult to specify. If we take the
empirical point of view that any muscle that affects the positions of thyroid;
cricoid; and arytenoid cartilages relative to each other may be considered to
be an extrinsic,laryngeal muscle, then a wide variety of,muscles, not normally
considered- in relation to the larynx, must be included. For example, Painter
(1978) has produced some evidence that "genioglossus activity may influence

.'
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pitch, and Erickson, Liberman, aneNiimi (1977) liavelproducedLhe same sort of
evidence for geniohyoid. The implication is that a 'wide variety of muscles
may affect pitch, as Sonninen suggested many years ago (1956)R' However, given

' the lack of. detailed information about secondary effects -on vocal fold
adjustment, only the three steap muscles, the sternohyoid, the thyrohYoid, and
the aternothroid will be considered as extrinsics here:

Fundamenta,1 Frequency'Control. Electromyographic studies on the regula-
tion of pitch have been reported by many authprs. More recent electromyo&

_graphic studies have included those of Hirano, Vennard, and Ohala (1970),
Shipp and McGlone (1971), Gay, Hirose, Strome, and Sawashima (1972), and Baer,
Gay, and Niimt (1976). '

These, studies all conclude that cricothyroid activity increases as the
pitch is raised, at'least over most of the pitch range, as we might have.
expected from the mode Pf action of.this muscle in producing torque-around the
cricothyroid joint. This action presumably underlies the-observed lengthening
of the folds with increasing fo.

The activity of TA also increases as the pitch is raied over most of, the
pitch' range, although it is more active in ,chest voice' than in falietto
(Hirano, Ohala, & Vennard, 1969; Hirano et al." 19701 Baer et al., 1976), but
the function of this-activity is obscure. The thyroarytenoid,could act, of .

course, to produce a shortening force in opposition, to CT, althoUgh this
cannot be its primary function, since its activity_increases with pitch rise,
rather than pitch fall. One theory, 6y van den Berg (1960), as toitip primary
function suggests that it exerts "medial compression, limiting the ebrizontal
extent of vocal fold vibrat *on, ,permitting the more effective play of
aerodynamic forces. An alternate possibility is that its tension is adjusted
with compensating adjustments of CT;' to tune the natural vibrating frequency
of the muscle itself, considered as a tissue mass,_since the muscle makes up
the bulk of the folds and so determines, in large part, their vibratory
characteristics. A secondary problem in the characterization ofITA activity
is that there is disagreement oin the literature as to whether there are
functional or anatomical differences between literal and medial (vocalis)
parts of TA., so that an adequate description- of the function of one pet may
not suffice for the other (Sawa,h_ima,. 1970).

Reports on the other laryngeal adductors, IA, LCA, and the more lateral
parts of TA, tend to show increasing activity with increasing pitch. Van den
Berg (1960) suggested, on the basis of cadaver experiments, that the IA might
be active without the laterals at ,very low pitches, but this possibility has
never been experimentally verified.

Some authors (e.g., Dedo, 197d; Gay. et 1972; Baer et al., 1976)
report increases 6f PCA activity at the highAt to! s when intensity is great,
although there is not Universal agreement.on this point (Shipp & McGlone,
1971). Although this, muscle is normally an abductor, its activity at high f;._
is thought to bihace the arytendids against the anterior pull of the vocal
folds. The observations orGay et al. are summarized in Figure 10.

Control of 10' by the extrinsic muscles- of the laryr)x is less' well
understood than control by the intrinsic muscles. The larynx, and fo, move up

19
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and down during singing- by untrained singers, or 4 ring speech,' although
singers learn to keep the larynx at ap approximately constant low

position '( Sonninen, 1956; Shipp & Izdebski, 1975). These, movements are
produced largely by activity of the extrinsic attachments to the lgrynx,
especially by the strap muscles.

Nj Strap muscle activity (sternohyoid, sternothyroid) is correlated with fo
at both its highest and lowest levels. Although Kakitiand Hiki (Note 1) have
reported.differentiation among these muscles, the weight of the evidence is
\that they act together in controlling pitch,. This finding is, supported both
by electromyographic measurements (FaaborgAndersen & Sohain.en, 1960; Baer et
al., 1976) and by clinical observation of patients who Kaye had these muscles
sectioned (Sonninen, 1956). Although, on anatomical grounds, it would seem
that the sternothyroid muscle ought to increase fo by' tilting the thyroid
cartilage down and forward, andthat the thyrohyoid ought to decrease fo by
tilting the thyroid cartilage up and back, Sonninen shOwed that the situation
is more complax. In experiments with cadavers and in stimulation experiments
with patients undergoing thyroidectomy, he found that the effect on the larynx
of activity of these muscles depended on posture and head position. The
sternothyroi0, in particular, can tilt the thyroid cartilage either way.

Sonninen developed an "external frame function" theory to account-for f
o

raising, based on his own results and those of other investigators. According
to this theory, all the strap muscles work in conjunction with the anterior
suprahyoid muscles.. Although the strap muscles-may or may not raise the
larynx, their main function is to pull the thyroid cartilage forward. At the
same time, activity of the cricopharyngeus and downward pull of the esophagus
exert a downward and backward force on the posterior part of the cricoid
cartilage.'

Since the Mechanism "for application of the "external frame function"
theory- to fe lowering has been elusive, alternative theories have -been-

advanced. One of these is the passive theory, stating that fo /larynx lowering
is due to relaxation of the mechanisms for fo /larynx raising. Although
passive' lowering can explain some of the observed relationships, two facts
support,' the notion of at least an ancillary active mechanism.
Electroth-pgraphic activity accompanies lowering as we noted above, and studies
of vertical larynx position show that the position during low frequency
phonation j lower than that in rest position (Shipp & Izdebski, 1975). 'A

secbnd theory, attributed to Ohala t1972), suggests that raising and lowering
the larynx affeots 10 directly through adjustment of the vertical tension of
the vocal, fold cover, which is continuous with the lining of the trachea.
This theory cannot be adequately evaluated without improved understanding of
the vibratory M chanism of the vocal folds and actual measurements, of
"vertical tension in raisedlarynx and loweredlarynx configurations.
'Finally, a theory ccounting -for fo lowering by laryngealization has been
proposed by Lindqvist (1969). This theory asserts that the vocal folds are
shortened(and, inciden ally, transglottal prwure is reduced) by activity of
the muscle fiber's of the aryepiglottic sphincter. This mechanism does not
appeaf. to require lowering of the larynx and hence does not explain the
observed movements or associated EMG activity. It may operate jointly with or
independently of other mechanisms.
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Results of studies of strap muscle function in speech first suggested
that although fc, falls were always accompanied by an increase in strap muscle
activity, the activity did not always precede fo falls, and showed substantial
effects of segmental variables (Collier, 1975; Hirano et al., 1969). Later
analysis, however, suggested that strap activity does precede pitch drops from
a mid to low range (Atkinson & Erickson, 1977; Erickson et al., 1977).

A problem in studying pitcrcon rol in speech has been the difficulty of
analyzing the relationships among fo,.subglottal pressur nd the antecedent
activity of the large number of relevant muscles. One ec nique, which has
been found useful,,cross-correlat f

o and integrated G (Atkinson, 1978).
The delay at w
the response ti of the muscle. The magnitude of the correlation at thish%e

'ch the correlatio reaches a maximum can be used to estimate

delay can then be used in estimat ng the magnitude of that muscle's contribu-
tion to pitch control., The an ysis can be further refined by dividing the
fundamental frequency range into subranges. At n's study shows the
contribution of strap muscle activity to be greate at low frequencies, while
CT activity has its greatest effects at high fre encies. Although the data
analyzed in the study were extremely limited, further exploitation of the
technique seems warranted.

There is, nonetheless, a limit to the amount of reliance one can place on
the results of gross correlation studies. An ingenious nete-technique for

studying the relationship of fo and the activity of the various laryngeal
muscles has been suggested by Baer (1978). The technique was adapted from one
originally designed for the study'of skeletal muscles (Milner-Brown, Stein,
Yemm, 1973). Continuous records were made of eltctromyographic activity from
laryn geal muscles and of voice fundamental frequency from a subject producing
steady, sustained phonation at low fo. The fundamental frequency record
exhibits small perturbations around a nominally constant value. If we assume
that these perturbations represent the response to the firing of single motor
units in those muscles that control pitch, then an average-response computa-
tion of fundamental frequency triggered by single motor unit( firing of any
muscle should exhibit a systematic deviation' in the interval impdiately
following the firings. Figure 11 shows the results of followingethis
procedure for CT. Using this technique, muscles whose activity is grossly
inter-correlated can be uncorrelated to examine their individual effects on
some variable. We feel that this technique shows great promise in the
application just suggested, and others.

Stricture Control and Voicing Features
A

A second dimension of laryngeal adjustment in speech is stricture
control, the degree to which the laryngeal- sphincter is closed by the
approx4imation of the vocal folds. While these adjustments can be used to
produce overall changes in voice .quality, most speech studies of this
dimension have been aimed at understanding the mechanism of consonant voicing.

Fiberoptic visualizations of the glottis (Sawashima, Abramson, Coober, &
Lisker, 1970; Kagaya, 1974) show that voiced and voiceless consonants are
characterized by differences in glottal opening. It is the timing of tile

abduction and adduction of the folds, relative to the movement of the upper
articulators, that distinguishes consonant classes within and across
languages.
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AnatomicSrly, the five intrinsic laryngeal muscles can be divided into
three functional groups with respect to stricture control: adbuctor (PCA),
adductor (INT, TA, LAT), and tensor (CT). The question can then be tsked
whether the muscles function in speech in ways that the classification would
suggest. Is there active abduction and adduction in voicing maneuvers? Do
the adductors function together? Finally, is the activity of adduction and
abduction accompanied by changes.in tensing?

Abduction and adduction for voicing are clearly accomplished by the
action of PCA and INT activity in a reciprocal way, as has been demonstrated
in a number of studies (Hirose & Gay, 1973; Fischer-J6rgensen & Hirose, 1974;
Hirose & Ushijima, 1976).,

Figure 12 shows a fairly typical pattern obtained for this pair of
muscles (Hirose, Lisker, & Abramson, 1972). The general conckusion is that
the abductor (PCA) contracts, 'the adductor (INT) relaxes. The relationship
has been quantified. Hirose (1977) showed that for 0 series of utterances
containing voiced and voiceless stops, produced by` a' Japanese talker, the
value of the correlation coefficient ranges between -.85 and -.65. The
analysis does not make it clear what variables affect the value in a critical
way.

The extent to which the activity of the adductor group is correlated in
such maneuvers is still unclear. Some time ago, van den Berg and Tan (1959)
showed, in 'cadaver experiments, that the different adductor muscles can be
used to close the cartilagenous and membraneous parts of the larynx separate-
ly. Thus, we might expect some differences between the activity patterns of
INT on the one hand, and LAT and TA on the other.. Such differences have been'
seen in studies of Korean stops (Hirose, Lee, & Ushijima, 1974; Danish st'd
(Fischer-J6rgensen & Hirose, 1974) and glottal stops (Hirose & Gay, 1973)
Apparently, the activity of LAT 'and TA is connected to the necessity for

strong medial compression in these productions. However, the detail effects
of differential contraction of these muscles on the 'shape of the glottis are
not known. Figure 13 shows the contrast in activity of INT and VOC (TA) for
the three types of voiceless stop found in 'Korean. The important point to
note, Apart from the obvious overall differences, is that there is a sharp
peak in VOC activity for the glottalized Korean stop at consonant release,
probably associated with increased tension of the folds.

A'recent experiment by Yoshioka (1979) also suggests circumstances in

which we perhaps will observe differentiation among laryngeal adductors in
stricture control. He found* that /h and /s/ may be produced with equal
glottal widths, and equivalent patterns eciprocal PCA and INT activity,
but still differ in the presence of vibration t the edges of the membranous
portions of the folds in some examples of /h/. An obvious possibility is that
other intrinsic laryngeal muscles show differences in activity for stricture
control for the sounds.

A third question associated with the activity pf the vocal folds in

voicing control is whether activity of CT is associated with abduction or
adduction. Stevens' model of _glottal activity suggests that the tension of
the vocal folds will affect the likelihood of vibration, for a given pressure
drop across the glottis: It is therefore possible that some stops are

I
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characterized by contrasts in CT activity, particularly those that contrast in
degree of aspiration, like those of Korean (Hirose et al., 1974). A study of
stop production in a single speaker (Figure 14) fails to support the
hypotheses of CT .differentiation, but small differences in CT activity
accompanying voicing contrasts have been found from time to time.

The brief summary of laryngeal muscle function in thWsection acid the
preceding one reveal that we now have a gross qualitative sketch of the
activity patterns, and the technical means at hand to elaborateithia picture,
to match models and observations of the larynx developed in other ways.

However, we might now ask what clinical uses, might be made of EMG using
presently available techniques.

ELECTROMYOGRAPHY IN FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
. ,

At present, EMG is widely used in diagnosis of neuromuscular disorders.
It has not been used this way for the laryngeal muscle's, although it perhaps
could be. For example, it seems possible to detect abnormal single motor unit
firing patterns in these muscles, abnormal synchronization of motor unit
firings (Hirose, 1977), or, perhaps, to differentiate peripheral neurogenic
and myogenic disorders.

Another use, from my point of view a very exciting one, is to use EMG as
sa technique for examining articulatory programming and its breakdown.. The
work described in this paper, and others, can be used to show.a.very tightly
timeconstrained coordination of laryngeal and supralaryngeal events in
running speech. Aspects of this coordination appear to break down in

stuttering (Freeman & Ushijima, 1978), and in apraxia (Freeman, tssrds, &

Harris, 1978). While the broad perceptual consequences of breakdown in

laryngeal coordination have often been'described (e.g., Darnley, Aronson, &
Brown, 1975), it seems far more direct to look at the underlying failures of,
patterning. One of the most' unfortunate consequences of the description of
normal and abnormal speech in terms of transcriptional entitites has been to
focus description of speech motor behavior on the attainment or failur'e of
attainment of stationary acoustic or articulatory targets, rather than on the
temporal prescription for coordinated activity. For normal speakers, we need
to investigate what maintains these Oescriptions, .by systematically attempt
ing to disrupt them. For abnormal speakers, we need, first, to.deScribe the
disrupted speech in terms Of the constituent.articulatory acts, and second, to
investigate the relative roles of various factors, such as feedback, in

maintenance of existing coordinations.

REFERENCE NOTE

1. Kakita, Y., & Aiki, S. A study of laryngeal control for voice pitch based
on anatomical model,. Paper presented at the Eight International Congress
on Acoustics, London, July, 1974.
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INVESTIGATION OF THE PHONATORY MECHANISM*

Thomas Baer

Abstract. A rational ;approach toward the development of improved
techniques(tUr the prevention, detection, diagnosis,.and correction
of vocal` pathologies rests on an improved understanding of voice.
mechanisms. To achieve these goals, we need to better understand
the dimensions of phonatory performance and - their, dependence both on
the state of laryngeal structures and cal..patterns of control.
Because of the inaccessible location of the larynx, few direct
measurements of this performance are possible. Qilantitative mathe
matical modeling is a useful vehicle for studying laryngeal vocal
function. Continuatibn and extension of excisedlarynx and animal
studies can provide detailed data in support of the development and
testing of these models. Human experiments, in vivo, aimed at
factoring out the phonatory consequences of.variations in individual
laryngeal control parameters are sdggested as a means of further
extending such studies.

INTRODUCTION

A rational approach toward the development of improved techniqUesfor the
prevention, detection, diagnosis, and correction of vocal pathologies rests pn-
an improved understanding of voice mechanisms. For prevention,. we hope to'
understand the pattern of control, and its correlates in vibratory perfor
mance whose breakdown leads to physiological failures in the laryngeal
structures. Our research in detection and diagnosis is .directed toward

,isolpting non invasive' multidimensional measures capable of differentiating.
.p9rforpance of 'larynges with different pathologies from the performance Of
normal larynges *d from each other. In the area of. correction, we hope to
improve the conceptual friEework for voice training and therapy, and improve
the ability of4metions t3"predict the phonatory consequences' of alternative
procedures. '*To achieve these goals, we need to better understand the
dimensions or phonatory performance and their dependence both on the state df
laryngeal structures aid on patterns of control.

The process of phdhation can be separated into three capporients: a
phonatdry system, its inputs, and its outputs. The system consists of two
subsystems: one aerodynamic ,(the glottis) , and the other, mechanical (the

*A version.of this paper was presented at the Conference on Assessment of
Vocal pathology, Bethesda, Md., April 1979. (Proceedings to be published in
ASHA Reports,)
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vocal folds). Inputs ,to this system are muscular adjustments, transglottal
.pressure, and some other less significant variables. Ouputs may be considered
to be the pattern, of mechanical vibrations in the vocal fOlds, or, more
significantly for Voice production, the pattern of airflow into the vocal
tract. This latter output then serves as input to another vocal
tract--whosl output is the radiated voice signal.

The myoelastic-aerodynamic theory of phonation; (van den Berg, 1958)

accounts grossly for the nature of phonation in terms, of a passive interaction
betyeen the two' phonatory subsystems when an appropriate combination of inputs
is applied. The acoustic theory of speech (Fant, 1960) accounts for the
effects' of the vocal tract in transforming the glottal source signal to a
radiated acoustic output signal. Although both of these theories have been
well known for two decades or more, there are significant details that remain
poorly understood.' Thus, we have only limited ability to estimate the glottal
volume ,velocity waveform by Ganceling the effects of the vocal tract from the
speech output signal, and we have only limited ability to separate the

influences of inputs to the phonatory system from the influences,of the system
itself on detail's, of its output. Because of the inaccessible location of the
larynx, few direct measurements of this output are possible.

Investigations into the mechanisms of phonation and its control have
relied heavily on research' with models. Much basic knowledge can be derived
from experiments with excised larynges (e.g., van den Berg & Tan, 1959) and
with live animal preparations, which serve as simplified models of their
intact Counterparts but which can be more carefully observed and more
systematically controlled. Fabricated mechanical models hav also been used
to test hypotheses about the mechanism. For example, Smith (19e62) experiment-
ed with a "membrane-cushion" model, which seems to incorporate some elements
of the more recent "cover-body" theory of Hirano (1974, 1975,'1977). Mostly,
however, mathematical descriptions and computer simulations have been used to
formalize and refine knowledge about the mechanisms. Thus, the development of
these models is both a goal and a tool of phonatory research.

The history of these modeling efforts parallels the improvement of our
understanding of the system. As our understanding has become more complete,
the modpls have become more complex. Building on the aerodynamic studies of
van den Berg, Zantema, and poornenbal (1957), Flanagan and Landgraf (1968)
modeled the vocal folds asa simple mass- spring system performing horizontal
movements with one- degree of freedom. It soon became apparent that an
additional degree of freedom Was required to account for vertical phase
differences. Ishizaka and Matsudaira (1972) corrected some errors in van-den
Berg's aerodynamic analysis, and showed that a two-mass model offthe vocal
folds could more realistically account for the conditions under which phona-
tion could be initiated.' Ishizaka and Flanagan (1972) simulated the'two-masA
model, extending" the results of Ishizaka and Matsudaira, but were limited by
this model's inability to account realistically for the closed period of the
glottal cycle.. .Title (1973, 1974) increased the number of masses to 16, in
order to allow a distribution of vibrationS along the anterior-posterior
direction.- This,model also allowed for some,vertical movements. Finally,
Titze and Talkin (1979) have been .investigating more sophisticated models that
explicitly model the layered structure of the .vocal folds (Hirano, 1974) and
their behavior as a vibrator, and that incorporate tissue viscosity and bulk
incompressibility;
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.
Though it is understood that models must be complex to account realisti-

cally for the phonatory mechanism, there is also a danger inherent in the
growth of complexity. As the number of degrees of freedom and the number of
independent parameters multiply, the possibilities for accurately modeling the
detailed mechanism improve, but so do the possibilities fOr producing appar-
ently realistic behavior due toolechanisms that: may not'represent those of the
real larynx. For our purposes, models must be mechanistically correct as well
as descriptive ofthe output. It is therefore essential to determine as many
of their parameters as possible and the constraints among them by direct
measurement, and to evaluate the performance of these models in the, greatest
possible detail. FurtherNore, we ought to be able to make directly testable .

predictipns on the basis of our modeling efforts.

D Further progress in understanding the detailed mechanism of phonation and
in developing an accurate model of it thus depends on detailing the mechanical
characterisitics of vocal folds and determining their variation as functions
of laryngeal control. It also depends on improved methods for measuring more
detailed performance characteristics of real larynges, for comparing model
perforTance to the performance of real larynges,, and for generating testable
predictions from modeling studies. Hirano has discussed, both at the
Conference on Assessment of Vocal Pathology and in other publications (Hirano,
1975, 1977), measurement& of mechanical properties of the vocal folds and some
patterns of their variation with the contractions of individual muscles.
Other papers at the conference will discuSs techniques for obtaining detailed
measurements, and Titze's paper will discuss methods for comparing the
performance bf models with these measurements on in vivo larynges. In the
remainder of this paper, the continuation and extension of excised larynx and
animal studies i6 urged because of their ability to produce'detailed data for
the direct testing of models. Then, some ,experiments in vivo, aimed at

factoring out the phonatory consequences of variations in individual control
parameters, are suggested as a means of further extending these studies.

'4

I. EXPERIMENTS WITU EXCISED ,LARYNGES AND ANIMALS'

It is well known that %excised larynges, bOth canine and human, can
simulate many of the vibratory characteristics of normal human larynges when
they are attached to a pseudosubglottal system that supplies suitably conditi-
oned airflow and when the positions of the laryngeal cartilages are suitably
controlled, using strings to simulate the functions of muscles. As a

simplified model of their intact counterparts, excised larynges offer several
advantages. Because they are more accessible, they can supply observations
and measurements that cannot be made in vivo. For example, both Matsushita
(1969) and Baer (1975), have developed techniques for observing vibration
patterns both from the normal supraglottal aspect and from the subglottal
aspect. Baer also developed a technique for marking the,-vocal folds with
small particles and tracking their frontal-plane movement trajectories
throughout a. glottal cycle using a microscope and stroboscopic illumination.
Measurements could be made from both W'supnagidttal and s4glottal aspects,
and with the aid of qualitative observation tavd'al fo;d-bhapesin the frontal
plane throughout a cycle'could )De reconst ct froM the measurements. With
excised larynges, meaiurementsoofosubglottal ressure and glpttal airflow can
be simplified: Furthermoep, almost 'any technique for measuring characteris-

.
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tics of phonatory vibrations can be used more effectively on an Isolated
Vrynx. Additional advantages are that the configuration of an excised larynx
can be held constant or, ,syStematically varied, that its structures can 'be
experimentally modified to determine the effects on vibration, and that they
are accessible for measurement of mechanical properties in their configuration
for voice production. The major limitations of the excised preparation- -
namely, that its death changes some of its mechanical properties, including
its ability to tense the vocalis muscle--can be overcome by using live animal,
preparations and stimulating the muscles electribally. However, these advan-
tages have not been fully exploited.

Baer's work with excised larynges was directed toward elubidating the
phonatory mechanism in excised canine larynges. Althoue there is not space
here to describe these experiments in detail, some of the most significant
results are summarized below.

The experimental apparatus is shown schematically in Figure 1. ,A.larynx

was mounted on a pseudo-trachea, which made a right-angle turn just below the
larynx, allowing, a window to obtain a subglottal view. A stroboscope
synchronized to sudglottak pressure variations was mounted in front of the
preparation. The phase at which the stroboscope was triggered could be
adjusted to any point within the glottal cycle. Airflow was delivered at
regulated flow rate or pressure, and both average 'pressure and average flow
rate were mee-ured. The subglottal syste61 was intended to simulate the
acoustic properties of the real subglottal tract. The apparatus was mounted
on,...the top of a rotary indexing table, whose tabletop could be rotated, so
that observations could be made through the microscope at any. angle. The
tabletop could also be translated along its two horizontal axes. A measure-
ment system was devised by which the'Elocations of any points observed through
the microscope could be determined in three dimensions.

With respect to gross aspects of the performance of excised larynges,
observations /already made by others were replicated. In addition, it was
observed that, for a given laryngeal configuration, phonation could be
maintained'at values of subglottal pressure below those required for initiat-
ing phonation. As the tissues desiccated, the separation between conditions
for onset and conditions for maintenance increased. Thus, mobility of the
surface tissues appeared to be important for initiating phonatoty vibration.

Perhaps this observation has some implications for the assessment of patholo-
gies.

Figure 2 shows data from a run in which the frontal-plane trajectories of
three particles were measured at eighth-cycle increments while the larynx
sustained steady-state vibration. One particle was on the lateral superior
surface of the vocal folds, a second was hear the medial Superior surface of
the folds, and a third was on the lower (subglottal) surface. These
trajectories are typical. They were roughly elliptical, in the clockwise
direction (for the coordinate system shown). The minor axis of the ellipses
decreased as average distance from the midline, increased. Subglottal parti-
cles moved primarily in a horizontal direction, while supraglottal particles
well off the midline moved primarily in a vertical direction. Trajectories of
particles near the midline often exhibited complex perturbations near the
superior-medial parts of their trajectories. Trajectories of the two upper
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Figure 2. Frontal-plane trajectories of three particles during a. single

glottal cycle. Measurements were made at eighth cycle increments,
numbered 0 through Trtc,..The inset to the right of the trajectories
contains notes about the measurements, .including the angle,'Q, of
the tabletop for which each measurement was made. , The schematic
sketch at the top of the inset indicates the particle locations
with respect to the margin of the vocal fold.
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particles crossed, so that the particles ere nearly vertically aligned during
one measurement and horizontally aligned wring another. Thus, the'vibrations
were complex. Some'aspects of the trajectories and of vibrations in general
were consistent with'the,.notion of a displadement wave, progressing up the
medial surface at a velocity of about 1m/sec, and then progressing laterally
on the superior surface at .3.5m/sec. The supralottal wave was easily
observed, as with normal human larynges, and its velocity was measured
directly. Glottal closure also exhibited wavelike properties. Tissues at the
lower edge of closure were peeled apart, while tissues above the point of
closure were still coming
negligible immediately befo'
Figure 2 appeared to be on
the cycle, and was below th
Thus, it is evident that
modeled, in detail, as sim
parameter masses.

ogether. The depth of closure was often almost
the glottis opened. The middle particle in
superior part of the vocal folds for part of
int of closure for part of the closed phase.

the ibrationP are complex and cannot be well
le tr ations of a small number of lumped

Although some asSects o the Vibration patterns seemed best describable
by surface waves along the Cover of the vocal folds, vibrations orttie edge
also appeared to be describable as string vibrations (that is, wholebody
translApoli and torsional flexure). There may have been components of both
types of vibrations. This interpretation is interesting, because interactions -

between the two types of vibration as a function of variations in control
picpmeters'may help to explain fine contr 1 over voice quality variations.

Detailed shapes of the vocal folds during the eight phase increments in,
Figure 2 were estimated and are shown in Figure 31 A twomass model
approximation could be superimposed on these shapes if vertical movements of
the masses were allowed. Given this approximation, the aerodynadic theory of
Ishizaka and Matsudaira (19-72) was capable of reconciling average subglottal
pressure with, average flow rate.. It was also shown, as expected, that theq
aerodynamic model provided for the efficient transfer of energy from the
aerodynamic system to the mechanical system (Stavens, 1977), given the nature
of vertical phase differences. The mechanical parts of thetwomass model did
not well account for these. data, however. -Thus, to the extent it- could be
tested, the aerodynamic aspect of the twomass model seemed accurate, but the
mechanical part of the'dodel seemed inadequate.

A change in particle trajectories was observed as the tissues desiccated
and vibrations eventually ceased. These and other measurements suggested that
particle trajectories could be considered as oscillations-around an unstable
equilibrium position. This result implies that smallsignal modeling techni
ques, such at those of Ishizaka and Matsudaira (1972), which account for voice
onset by finding unstable solutions to linear equations, are justified,

Excised larynges were able to produce nearly normal vibrations even when
the.vocalis. muscle -on one, or ,both sides was completely removed. However,
these preparations did not seem capable of falsetto vibrations. Wave motions
with velocity similar to that of the normal case were still seen to propagate
upward on the medial wall. Particle trajectories were somewhat similar to the
normal case, although. they differ:* yin some details. These observations
shbuld be especially useful for testing models that account for the layered
structure of the vocal folds.
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`Figure 3. Sketches of.vocal.4old shape during a vibratory cycle. These
shapes were estiqated.on the basis of the data shown in Figure A
which is superimposed in each panel. Bilaterally symmetric shapes
are shown for.diblay purposes,'althoughmeasurepents were actually
mad on only one side. The corner in the upper right of each panel
indicates 1 scales.. Individual shapes at eighth cycle incre
ments are sho at the loWer part of the figure.. The top panel

42 shows all of hem superimposed,.
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The experiments described above illustrate the potential value of devel
oping a model specifically for excised larynges, as a step in developing a'
model for the'in vivo case. An advantage to modeling the excised -preparation
explicitly is not only its versatility, as illustrated by the experiments wi)th
excised vocalis muscles, but also the fact that measurements of mechanical
propertits can be made on the same preparation on which the vibration patterns
are measdred.

.
. i '

Optical techniques for measuring frontal plane vibration patterns, such
as_those used byreaer, are limited because they are time consuming yid because
only.vibrations'cf the vocal fold surfaces can be measured.- Aadiographic
techniques may provide a solution to the problem of measuring vocal fold
shapes throughout a cycle. There have been some radiographic studies of vocal
fold vibrations in vivo. Sovak, COurtois, Haas, and Stith (1971) described a
highspeed rad grap study capable of resolving the .details of a glottal
cycle. Holliefi, Cole n, and Moore' (1968) developed the technique of
stroboscopic laminagraphy, in which an x ray source,is pulsed stroboscopically
during a laminagraphiV'pro educe. For steady phonation, images of a frontal
section could thus be obta at successive phases within a cycle. The
usefulness of these studies was limited by:the poor quality of the images
obtained. Furthermore, they may be no longer practical, in view of modern
con rns about radiographic dosage, especially to the thyroid gland. However,
suc techniques could be applied safely and more effectively to the study of
excised or animal larynges. A promising impcpvement on these techniques was
recently described by Saito (1977) and Saito, Fukuda, tOno, and Isogai (1978).
Small lead4pellets were affixed to the vocal fold surfaces and.also implanted
within the vocal folds, so that both internal and external vibratiOns.could be
monitored. Strokoscopic radiography, synchronized to the voice, was then used
to track the movements of these particles throughout cycles of vibration.
Such measurements might be made even more effectiVely with, a 'computer
controlled xray microbeam system (Fujimura, Kiritani, & Ishida, 197x3; Kirita
ni, 1977), if its detector output, were stroboscopically sampled or its source
stroboscopically pulsed, bedause of the improved spatial resolution-' of this
'device. Conceivably, radiopaque medium could. be introduced- through the
irculatory system, as a further improvement of this technique. . ii. .

II. MEASUREMENTS IN VIVO: RESPONSES TO INDIVIDUAL CONTROL VARIABLES

o

There are many parameters controlling OhOnatipn' in the normal human
larynx. 'Control is exerted most directly through thg effects bf the intrinsic
muscles on laryngeal Configuration and through transglottal pressure. Forces
exerted by the extrinsic laryngeal mOscles and other extrinsic .structures also
have-an effect. Acoustic road can modify the patterns of airflow through the
glottis and probably 'the mechanical vibrations as well. There are probably
other effects, such as contol of vascular and mucous supply, which are less
well understood. Iring voluntary control of phonation, variations in several
of these'parameters are iftvcorrelatek (see, for example, Atkinson, 1978).
Although such variables as the levels of eIectromyographic activity in
individual muscles and subglottal pressure can be correlated with correspond
ing ohanges in fundamental frequency or °tiler aspects of phonatory perfor
mance, correlation does not guarantee causality, because of the intercorrela
tions among control variables.

, Therefore,. it has been difficult to isolate

e.
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the detailed phonatory response to any one of them. .Neverthelessl these,

detailed effects must be known in order to determine the relevance of data
from excised larynx' and animal experiments, to adewetely ,test detailed
phonatory models, and, in general, to fully understand,phonatory function.

I
One method for isolating the effects of a given parameter is to

externally apply involuntary perturbations and observe the phonatory response
while other parameters reniain constant. This technique has been most success
fully used for %xaminf5g the effects Af changes in subglottal pressureon
fundamental frequency. Several experibents har, been reported in °which
subglottal pressure is increased by a sudden push on the chest or abdomen of a

phonating subject, and both subglottal pressure and fundamental frequency are
monitored during an interval for which no muscular response isassUmed to
-occur (for example,, van den Berg, 1957; Isshiki, 1959; Ladefoged, 1963; Ohman '

& Lindqvist, 1966; Fromkin*,& Ohala, 1968). This experiment was recently
replicated by Baer (1979),` who also monitored th.e alectromyoiraphic activity
of laryngeal muscles to ensure the absence Vf a response. Transglottal
pressure can also be varied supraglottally through modulation of intraoral
pressure (Lieberman, Knudson, & Mead, 1969; Mixon, Klatt, & Mead; 1971;
Rothenberg & MaMshie, 1977). When pressure Modulations are oscillatory, at
frequencies of about46-10Hz, continuous muscular Compensation does not seem to
occur, although EMG evidence to support this claim has not been published,

Although results of these inducedpressurechange experiments 'differ in

some details, their consensus indicates, that fundamental frequency varies with
transglottal pressure at rates of about 3 -5Hzcm H2Owithin the speech 1ange,
with, higher rates at higher fundamental frequencies or in falsetto register.
These'results, as well as correlation between fundamental frequency and
subglottal pressure during voluntary control (Atkinson, 1978), suggtst that
the phonatory response to pressure change is fast, perhaps_ within tile interval
of one or two glottal periods. -

The effects of involuntary perturbations,in'acoustic load on fundamental
frequency have also been investigated through systematic variation in the
length of a tube that artificial) 4 -extends the vocal tract (Ishizaka,
Matsudair, & Takashima, 1968f---Ishizaka & Flanagan, 1972). Changes in

ch-as,°20Hz wsr"
t was not determi

atory laryngeal respon'
eased acoustic .loads can have an effect on pho

ascending scale.into an artificially extended vocal
a ma ng tube), the voice will typically break or switch to.falAe
furidamentpl frequency nears the first resonance frequency of the tract: A

--lower order manifestation_of.this phenomenon -might account for the intrinsic
pitch of vowels (Peterson &' Barney, 1952). IM any case,' such experiments
could be- repeated more .carefully to further constrain the performance of
phonatory models.,
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The logical counterpart to these studies for quantifying the effects of
individual muscles on phonatory performance would probably require electrical
stimulation of the muscles. There are no accounts or any such studies on
normal human subjects, and it is unclear whether stimulation experiments are
possible in practice. However, an alternative method, vich isolates the
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effects of single-motor-unit contraCtions; has rtcently been used by'Baer
(1978) for investigating the effects of individualftuscles on fundamental
frequency. Rather than analyzinvgross aspects of fundamental fregdency.e
control, this method- relates Very small changes. in fundamental frequency.
(namely, pitch perturbations) to very small changes in muscle tension, which
can be related to single-motor-thnit 'activity. Statistical indevendenct
between motor-uit inputs can then be exploited"o uncorrelate the muscles,
and examine their individual causal effects on fundamental frequency..

,

.)..
tw. ,

This method, extends the use of an averaginkoteohnique -that vas, first
developed for studying properties pf single motor units in skeletal muscles
(Milner7Brown, Stein, & Yemm, 1973).' Singlermotor-unit action potentials (see
Harris, 1981) must be identtified in an electromiographic recording.while'the

,

muscle sustains a contraction. A,simplified muscle model, .which is approxi-
,

mately valid at low to moderate levels of,contraction, is assumed. This model
is stiown in Figure 4. Its inputs, are the action potential trains from
individual gictopeurons. Each .of theSe -pan be considered a 'random point
process, and, they gre.stbtfstically independent across units.' Each motor-unit
action potential triggers a' mechanical twitch--a' positVe',pulse of tension
whose detailed charadteristic"4 vary across motor -units., At least some of
these units fire at low enough 'rates .so that adjacent twitches do not overlap.
The output tension of the whole muscle is 'the c,suMplation of its constituent
motor unit outputs. Although manyof_the motor' unf puts are trains of

t
'pulses, ,they sum to an approximately Constant,' though, sy, value because
they are tipaTly *ndeRendont. The relative ,amp ,t of this',noise-,

4,-

a . ends on -nuTbe.b.f-totortunits , and their; firing rates; -

, i 7

A,, Pc , ,:' , 0.Givem.the-model incFigure4.., the contribution of a sing e motor unit to
.the output tension 0.4 contraction properties)_ can be esti ted if its input
action polentials can be,,identified -and if these tnptits, are isolated by
intervals great enough to etlisueeagainst overlap of adjacent contractions.
Samples of the butputtensiod,yevefopli,fol*ving, the inpu t are aligned and
averaged. The outputfvf the isoltied`loOr:dnits is alImiys the same within
these intervals, while' the outputs,ofrap othii.motOrxIlditt are random and

1, 5,
thus average to a constant value.: t ' f'0- ,',:r' ., -6

To apply this technique to investigatdont,offyddamental frequency :con-,
trol, we note that motor-unit firings' are sekistidallindependent ad'oss
muscles as 'well a within a muscletc We then hypothesize.: that muscle-tension
variability contri)utes to the fundamental Prequenty4erturbetions that can'6'e.-.4,_
measured when a normal phonating :subject attempts to4uitain a steady. tone.
The resulting -model for pitch perturbations is then'in Bated in Figure 5.

'Laryngeal muscles produce roughly constant output :tenS 8 that are noisy
because of single-unit effects. The noise compo me .across muscles are
uncorrelated. -The .complex, effect of muscle Acrcei:on te Vocal folds, which
we have lumped under the:terTo"vocal.lbld tension,".,is .

but noisy. Output fundameneral frequeny then de ds 6n this tension and
other independent inputs such as subglottal pressure gd, perhaps, mucosity
alnd other random' effects. All the detailed inputs to this model are thus- -.-

statistically independent. According to the model,.thpn, fundamental frequen-
cy as a function of tile can be treated es an output-and bed averaged just as
muscle tension in earlier studies to'estimate the effects of single-motor-unit
contractions in that muscle. The effects'of other muscles and other inputs
average to a constant value. .

o roughly conistant,

;Ju
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Figure 4. Simplified model of a muscle during a sustained contraction.
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To obtain data for such a study, a subject is asked to sustain a steady
tone for several breaths. Electromyographic (EMG) activity, obtained 'through
hooked wire electrodes from a laryngeal muscle under 'study, and the voice
signal obtained-through a standard microphone. are recorded and input to a
digital computer. After instantaneous fundamental frequency as a function cif
time is derived, this waveform is offset by approximately its average value
and amplified to exaggerate the perturbations. Isolated single-motor-unit
firings are identified in the EMG waveform.. Then, samples of the EMG waveform
and the F0 pei-turbation waveform are aligned around the single firings and
averaged. The sample window extends from 100ms before to 300ms after these
firings.

Figure 6 shows a 1.5s sample of data when the mypcle under study was the
cricothyroid, whose function as a vocal-fold tenser and Ithce as a pitch
raiser is well known. Fuhdamental frequency was about 100Hz,.which is in the
lower part of the subject's range, in order to keep the number' of recruited
units and their firing rates,low: As this figure shows, fundamental frequepcy
was estimated to 1 Hz resolution. Although cycle-to cycle variations ?trely
exceed 1Hz, perturbations over larger time intervals were about 4Hz wide, Two
firings have been isolated in this record, and the corresponding sample
intervals are indicated by horizontal lines.

_Figure 7 shows the results of the, averaging, 'calculation for this'
experieient after 19 suitable firings were identified: The upper panel shows
the averaged EMG signal, which ex1ibits a pulse only at the lineup point, as
expected. The lower panel shows the average F0 perturbation. This

to
is

approximately at baseline both to the left of the lineup point and to the far
right of the window. However, there is a positive pulse beginning immediately
after the lineup point. This pulse reaches its peak amplitude of 1Hz at a
latency of about 70-80ms. The pulse appears to indicate that the single-motor-
unit contraction caused, on the average, a 1Hz increase in fundamental
frequency.

4> 44 .

A similar calculation was performed for one of the strap muscles, an
extrinsic laryngeal muscle whose -possible function- in lowering F0 has been a
source of some controversy. When fundamental frequency was in the midd of
the subject's range, no systematic .effect was found. Results n the
fundamental frequency was low are shown in Figure 8% .Although these ata are
somewhat noisier than those in Figure 7, they appear .to exhibit a'negatilie
pulse in the interval immediately after the lineupsrint. Thus, the strap
muscle is shown to have a causal effect in lowering-fundamenta14:requency from
an already low le el.

The
a
confirm on of a muscular contribution to

F0 perturbations is itself
interesting, since perturbations have been used as an indicator of vocal
pathology. These re s show that care must ,be taken when interpreting
patterns of pertu ation. More relevant to this discussion, however, is the
fact that we ca show the 'response to a_short duration 'pulse of tension in a
single muscl , .and that these data can thus be used to constrain the
performance of laryngeal models. It was noted that the average pitch
perturbation for the cri'cothyroid muscle begins immediately after the lineup
point. This' shows that the phonatory response must begin within one glottal
cyple. The latency of the peak of the response( 70-80ms, includes contribu-
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A control -mechanisms, and, for purposes of assessing vocal pathology, how these
relationships change in different pathological, states.

Techniques to be_discussed in today's session can be used to measure some
of these different parameters of phonatory performance, such as amplitude of
the glottal pulse and open quotient. When these parameters aremeasured
cycle-to-cycle, the same techniques described in the section for studying
fundamental frequency control can be utilited to assess the effects of
different control parameters. These data, together with such anatomical and

5
physical studies as those reported by Hirano (1975), are needed to improve our
understanding of the phonatory mechanism and constrain the performance of
mechanistic, models. Thus, these studies should be pursued. Furthermore, if
it were possible, it would be even more.useful to study not only changes in
vibratory performance chatacteristics as a function of these control parame-
ters, but also intermedia.te'variables such as the positions of the 'laryngeal
structuftes andtheir mechanicalroperties. However, these experiments must
await the development of techniques for measuring these parameters.

4

tions due 7to muscle contraction time, mechanical response latency in the
larynx, and latency of phonatory response. Since both the latency and the
amplitude of the mechanical motor-unit contractions can be.estimated in anima
experiments, these data might be further applied tothe detailed testin of
models of laryngeal performance, especially in comparison with data reported
bi Hirano (1975) relating changes in shape and mechanical properties of vocal
folds to stimul,ation of yarioals muscles. -These.data might also shed some
further light on the pattern of motor control. For example, the relatively
large amplitude of the Fperturbation pulse in Figure 7 relative to the'
overall perturbation in Figure. 6 suggests that very few motor waits were
firing at rates low enough to show the effects of individual 'twitches.
However, it is unclear how-many'other units may have been in tetanus. Perhaps
the greatest value of the single-unit technique will be in elucidating the
phonatory function. of muscles such as the Vocalis, whose gross patterns of
activity are so intercorrelated with those of other muscles during ongoing
regulation of phonation that their detailed effects have remained obscure.

.In considering the function of individual control parameters. in this
section, we have only discussed measurements of their effects on fundamental
frequency. :The reasonfor this is that, with few exceptions; these are the
only measurements that have 'been made. Fundamental frequency by itself;
however, is evidently not a very complete descriptor of phonatory. activity.
As fundamental frequency is varied,, attributes of the vocal source waveform
that contribute to intensity and. voice quality also vary. It is important to
determine how these parameters covary when changes are produced by different

-Finally, further insights are seeded into the detailed conditiOns neces-
sary for initiating and sustaining phonation, as well as. Apr regulating
ongoing phonation. An example of how. such studies might be performed in vivo
is by using involuntary perturbations of subglottal pressure. FoGoexample, a
subject might be asked to assume a configuration appropriate for voicing but
to maintain subglottal pressure at a level below the threshold for voice
onget.1.fransglottal pressure might then be suddenly increased, say using a
chest push procedure, to-a.level for which phonatory vibrations are initiated,
while laryngeal configuration remains constant. Conditions for voice onset
could then .be determined, in terms of the level of subglottal pressure as

S2 o_ ;
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function of variations in the configuration. With negative transglottal
pressure perturbations, conditions for voice offset could also be studied.

'Qv
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PHONETIC PERCEPTION OF SINUSOIDAL SIGNALS: EFFECTS OF AMPLITUDE VARIATION*

Robert E. Remez,+ Philip E. Rubin, and Thomas D. Carrell++

Abstract. Naive subjects, when instructed to listen for a sentence,
are capable of transcribing-the phonetic message of acoustic signals
consisting solely of time-varying sinusoids: These unnatural-
sounding signals mimic the-pattern 'of formant center-frequency and
amplitude variation over the course of polysyllabic, semantically
normal utterances. To what extent does amplitude variation over
time 'contribute to intellifibility? Our' present investigation
tested the hypothesis that listeners derive, some information apout
syllable patterns from amplitude variation alone, and may therefore
use contextual constraints' to dedude prosodically appropriate
portions of the -message in the tonal stimulus. Phonetic and
syllabic intelligibilit*were compared in four conditions: (1)
normal amplitude and frequency variation; (2) normal frequency,
variation with constant amplitude; (3) normal frequency variation
with a misleading amplitude. contour; and (4) normal amplitude
variation with no frequency variation`- These results are discussed
in the framework of phonetic perception and in terds of current
theories of the perception of- fluent, speech.

Talkers make sounds for listeners to hear. This truism has implicitly
motivated many present explanations, of speech perception. ,Essentially, these
.explanations have sought to enumerate the perceptually critical acoustic
elements produced by talkers when generating phonetic sequences. Researchers
have used the ability to synthesize speech to fashion acoustic signals
'containing only those acoustic components of natural utterances believed to be
necessary for perception. In doing so, we have made highly refined and
specific descriptions of the stimuli that elicit phonetic _perception. In
complementary research, studies of the 'auditory periphery, of the basilar
membrane, cochlear nucleus and auditory projection have permitted.us to learn
how the critical acoustic elements survive auditory transmission. But,

--Zg
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regardless t5f the differences among, the many apprRaches to studying phonetic

perception, all, approaches have assulled that the sNimuli for phoneti9,percep-
tion consist necessarily of the kids' of sounds prodUced by 0 vIriabl'Y
excitable, variably shapable tube-resonator--the vocal tract.l.

A recent demonstration of ours questioned the assumption that the
perceiver rectuiresphonetic stimuli to comprise, however selectively, acoustic
elements found in natural utterances (Remez, Rubin, Pisoni. & Carrell, 1981).
In .,:raising this question, our study also challenged the 'assumption that
ptionetic perception is based simply on a succession of discrete acoustic
`elements. In this study, we used a signal.consistirig of three time - varying
sinusoids, each of which varied in- a way that a formant peak might vary over
tt course of an utterance. Initially we fabricated the Sinusoidal pattern by
omputing the resonant centerFfrequencies of a natural utterance, using Linear

otPredictive Coding (see, Figure 1). The table of values produced through this
analysis was used to set frequency and, amplitude barame ers of a sine -wave
synthesizer. Fiere 2 shows the differing short-time ourier spectra of
natural, synthetic (OVE and Haskins Pattern Playback), and ine-wavd_signals.
Note the absence of a fundamental frequency, harmonic spe um, and broadband
formants in the sinewave signal. Lacking' these acousti attributes, the
sinewave spectrum does not resemble the spectrum of a natural signal, in any
literal sense. However, there,is energy, albeit infinitely narrOwband, at the
computed peaks throughout the duration of the pattern; and, the time-varying
properties of the sinewave pattern, specifically the coherence of the changes
of the energy peaks over time, replicate the natural case.

The perceptual effects of sinewave stimuli were easy to predict.. Because
the short-time spectra of three-tone signals differ drastically fr6m natural
and even synthetic speech; because no talker is capable of producing three
simultaneous "whistles" with these bandwidths, in this frequency range; and
because theafrequency and amplitude variation of the three tones is not
synchronized, the perceiver should hear three independent strew, one for
each sinusoid. The persceiver should hear no phonetic qualities.

4

However straightforward ethis prediction seems, them was a second,
contrasting prediction. Suppose that, the listener is able to disregard the
short-time differences between sinusoidal signals and speech, and can-attend,
instead, to the overall pattern of change of the three tones. The pattirn of
change of the frequency peaks resembles the resonance changes produced by a

vocal tract articulating speech. If the listener can apprehend this coherence
ip the time - varying, properties of the nonspeech signal, then he should hear a
phonetic message spoken by an impossible voice. -

liven nonspeech stimuli whose time-varying properties are abstractly
vocal, listeners perceived the signals in both of the ways we predicted.
Those listeners who were told nothing about the stimuli heard science fiction
sounds, bad electronic music, sirens, computer bleeps and radio interference.2

Those listeners who instead were instructed to transcribe a "strangely
synthesized English sentence" did exactly that, for the most part--they
identified the radically unnatural "voice" quality .of the patterns, but they
transcribed those patterns as they would have the original natural utterances,
uponwhich we based our sinewave stimuli.

6 l
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SINEWAVE SYNTHESIS SIMULATION

OF A NATURALLY PRODUCED UTTERANCE

INATURALLY, PRODUCED UTTERANCE I

1.

DIGITIZATION

/

'LPC ANALYSIS
WITH PEAK - PICKING

FORMANT CENTER FREQUENCeS

.

CONVERSION TO
SINEWAVE SYNTHESIS INPUT VALUES

1

.

%-.,) I

SINEWAVE
,

SYNTHESIS
.

/,

HAND CORRECTION
OF FREQUENCY VALUES---

X

DIGITIZED WAVEFORM

;

CONVERSION TO AUDIO

Figure 1. Sinewave stimuli are produced by imitating the time-varying proper-
ties of the center frequency and amplitude of the first three
formants in natural utterance.
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This finding was novel in at least two waPt. (1) It extended research on
phonetic perception of sinusoidal signals to a high uncertainty judgment task,
by offering unrstricted response alternatives. Previous tests of sinusoidal
patterns had used forced-choice identification tasks with small response sets
(Bailey, Summtrfield, & Dorman, 1977; Best, -Morrongiello, & Robson, 1981;
Cutting, 1974; Fant, 1959; Grunke & Pisoni,- 1979). Subjects' performance is
obviously stabilized in such circumstances. However, we showed that the
intelligibility of s inusoids does not depend on extensive training with
simple, schematiC ,stimuli, nor on test procedure, that intrinsicalLk promote
consistent performance.

(2) More generally, the study indicated that speech perception is
possible despite drastic departures from the short-time spectra of natural
speech--despite abSence of broadband formants, harmonic spectrum, and funda-
mental frequency-insOfar as the ftme-varying properties of speech signals ace
preserved; and, insofar as the listener is able to attend to the coherent
time-variation of the acoustic pattern. Both of these general qualifications
must obtain for phonetic perception of sinusoids to occur, for the listeners
who were not directed to expeft speech for the most part did not spontaneously
hear phonetic sequences in the tones. ,

The present investigation is directed toward questiotis that arose from
our initial research with perception of sinusoidal replicas of fluent,

' semantically ordinary utterances. Primanily,, wesnoted that the tonal patterns
could well' be considered an extreme case_, of defective acoustic-phonetic
stimuli. If this description were apt, then the perceptual process could- be
described more conventionally, in quite different terms. Listeners might
merely have memorized the tune ofrthe tones without any phonetic recognitken;
and, after inferring_a prosodic sdhema from the amplitude contour preserved in
the tonal pattern, listeners would then have been free to guest (or, rather,
to hypothesize),a likely phonetic sequence for the utterance using "top-down"
finesse. A. number of views of the perception of fluent speech incluce a

prominent faculty for best-guessing lexical patterns from the prosodic st^uc-
ture when the phonetic stimulus is defective ber ambiguous (e.g., Cutl4r & ..

Foss, 1977;.HUggins, 1978; Nakatani & Schaffer, 1978). Perhaps the listeners
in our original study relied on such guesswork for transcribing the stimulus,
and did 'not fediately perceive the message frOm phonetic structure preserved
in the time-varying tonal pattern. In that case, very little phonetic
perception would have occurred, and our theoretical claim would, need .to be
moderated.'

. '1

In the te4 we report here, each listener was presented with a sinusoidal
. pattern replicating the sentence, "Where ,were you a year ago?" ip response,

. . the listener reported two things: (1) JR transcription or the sentence; and
(2) a count of the syllables in the se4ence. If phonetic information is
preserved in tte coherence of the 'changing sinusoidsr"then transcription
performance should be no pooree than syllable'co Ling, which would presumably

,q message. If, on thelif6e based here on the ,linguistic structure o th
contrary, only proSodic--itformation in the form or amplitude variation is
readily available to the listener, then syllable counting should be much more
accurate than trarscription of the .message.' In this latter condition,

. subjects would be likely to vary in the particular phonetic guesses they make
given that do infinity of sentences may conform to the same prosodic pattern.

e

4 4
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The,present test also included a stimulus manipulation to evaluate more
directly the differenqe between perceiving the phonetic structure and guessing
'about it based on amplitude information about prosody. Four conditions wer%mow
used. 'In the first, listeners gave .their two responses to a sinusoidal
pattern that preserved both peak-frequency and peak-amplitude change of the
first- three formants of the Original, natural utterance (see Figure 3). In,
the second Condition, listeners heard a pattern that preserved the frequency
variation of the first three formant center-frequencies at a constant level of
energy throughout the utterance (see Figure 4). In, the third condition, the
sinusoidal pattern preserved the frequency pattern.of the first three for-
mants, but with a grossly misleading -amplitude contour containing four
segments of high energy and five segments of low energy, hkgh and
differing by approximately 20dB (see Figure 5). The fourth condition emplo ed

T 'a sinusoidal pattern with the original formant amplitude variation but with no
frequency variation (see Figure 6). If the coarse amplitude structure of the
stimuli provides reliable prosodic structure, and if subjects rely on this
source of information about.the message, then syllable counting should be
accurate in conditions 1 and .4, and poorer in.conditions 2 and 3. In
addition, the accuracy ot transcription. should follow the accuracy of count-
ing'. If subjects perceive the phonetic sequence based on the time - varying
properties of frequency variation, however, transcription and counting should
be good in all conditions butthe fourth, in which there is no frequency
,variation.

.Our results are straightforward, as Figure .7 depicts. Transcription was
good in conditions 1 (n=14), 2 (n=13) and 3 (n=12); there was no statistical
effect of the amplitude manipulation in these conditibP

. This indicates that
subjects were not.hindered by defective coarse acbustic truc ure when fine
acoustic structure was available for phonetic perception. (Condition 4 was
not scored for transcription, for the obvious reason that.-there was nothing
phonetic to transcribe.) In the syllable counting task, there was an enormous
difference betWeen condition 4 (no frequency variation, appropriate amplitude
variation) and the other three conditions (appropriate frequency variation
with either normal, fl'at, or misleading amplitude variation). A post hoc
vans test confirmed that'this effect is highly significant (Saheffe, p<.001).
Subjects were clearly unable to derive syllable information solely from
amplitude variation in this case (cf. O'Malley & Peterson, 1966).

60

We conclude from these results that sinusoidal signals do not consist of
veridical prosodic information and defective icoustic-phonetic information.
Listeners lacked the ability to follow the syllable structure when41 the
amplitude variafion of the original transcribable pattern was preserved, yet
they were able to apprehend the phonetic detail 'even-When the energy contour
was grossly inappropriate to the segments within it. It seems that listeners
who transcribed these sinusoidal replicas of speech, must have relied on
information about the phonetic sequence available in the frequency variation
alone.

Overall, these studies of sinusoidal signals contribute new knowledge
about phonetic perception -.that is perhaps counterintuitive. That is, phOnetic
perceptidn can be elicited solely by a coherent pattern of acoustic variation
comprising elements that cannot, in principle, be realized vocally. In order
to detect this coherence despite unproducible short-time spectra, listeners
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must ultimately rely on-even more abstract and more forgiving knowledge of
vocal tracts 'than has been proposed by Liberman (1979). We venture to Say
theq phonetig.perception may actually be based on attention to the coherent
patterns of change acoustic energy rather than on attention to the.

particular' qualities of the successive, discrete acoustic elements that
compose the speech signal. To refine our speculation, we must extend this
technique to a wider phonetic repertoire; to a more varied test of short-time
spectral. properties that permit the effect to occur; and toomaniptlations of
the coherence of change directly. lo
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MEMORY FOR ITEM ORDER AND.PHONETIC RECODING IN THE BEGINNING READER*

Robert B.,Ketzi+ Donald Stionkweiler,+ and Isabelle Y. Liberman+

Abstract. A defect in immediate mdinory for item order is often
attributed to poor beginning readers. We have supposed that this
problem may be a manifestation of an underlying deficiency in the
use of phonetic: codes. Accordingly, we expected good and poor
readers to differ in their ability to order stimuli that can be
easily recoded as words and stored in phonetic form, but notin
their ability to order nonlinguistic stimuli that do not lend
themselves to phonetic recodi in short-term memory. The purpose
of ttie present study was to tes this hyRothesis by examining the
ability of good and poor reaigr Ito reconstruct the order of sets of
briefly presented stimuli that ied in the extent to which they
could be distinctively recoded into phonetic'form: pictures of
common objects versus nonrepresentational, "doodle" drawings. As
expected, an interaction between reading ability and type Of stim-
ulus item- was found, demonstrating the-material-specific nature of
poor readers' ordering difficulties. These findings support the
hypothesis that a function of the phonetic representation is to aid
in retention of order 'information,, and that poor readers' ordering
difficulties are related to their deficient use of phonetic coda,.

. 1
Certain commonly occurring memory problemeof poor beginning readers have

been regarded as manifestatelps of an underlying deficiency in the use of
phonetic codes. Several studies have'shown that children who are poor readers
tend -to make ineffective' use of phonetic coding in short-term recall of
linguistic material (Liberman, Shankweiler, Liberman, Fowler, & Fischer, 1977;
Mann, Liberman, & Shankweiler., -1980; Shankweiler, Liberman, Mark, Fowler,. &
Fischer, 1979). However, special difficulties Oith recall and recognition
arise only when the stimulus items are words or other items that can readily
be labeled linguistically and retained phonetically in working memory (Holmes
& McKeever, 1979; Vellutino, Pruzek, Steger, & Meshoulam, 1973; Vellutino,
Steger, & Kandel, 1972). When the stimuli do not lend themselves to phonetic
coding, the performances of good and poor readers cannot be distinguished.
For example, we (Liberman, Mann, -Shankweiler, & Werfelman, Note 1), .tested'
recognition meinory-with two sets of stimuli that could, not be easily labeled:

To appear in Journal of Experimental Child Psychology.
+Also University of Connecticut.
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unfamiliar faces and abstract, nonrepresentational line drawings (Kimura,

1'963). 'It was found that good and "poor readers were indistinguishable on
memory, for both faces'and nonsense drawings.

lehe question we ask here is whether children's memory for the order of
occurrence'of stimulus items would alsb vary with their phonetic recodability.
Repeatedly, the literattre has suggested that poor readers haye difficulty in
retaining the order of items in tests of serial.recall (Bakker, 1972; Benton,

,197ja Corkin, 1974). There are indi6ations, as we noted, that the poor
re5Bera' deficits in item recall may be a manifestation of their deficient
ability to use'phonetic codes. We should now ask whether the deficits they
might haye in remembering the order, of stimuli would also vary with the
phonetic recodability of the items. This is what we would expect in light of
suggestions that one function of phonetic memory codes is to preserve item
order (Baddeley,. 19781 Crowder, 1978). Consequently, we would suppose that
the poor, reader''s difficulty .in retaining order information is material
specific and not a global 471emory deficit for item order.

To pursue this question experimentally, we needed to discover how poor
. readers would fare with order memory nor nonlinguistic material. While it is
true that some studies (Corkin, 1974; Noelker & Schumsky, 1973; Stanley,
Kaplan, & Poole, 1975) have reported inferior performance by poor readers in
ordering nonlinguistic stimuli, the interpretation of the findings in each
case is open to some question either because the items used were such as to be
readily labeled or were presented for long exposure times. In either
instance, .even though the stimuli presented, were nonlinguistic, the effect of
the procedure might be to accentuate the differences in performance between
the reader groups by encouraging linguistic recodifig on the part of the good
readers who habitually recode phonetically. Moreover, good and poor readers
have. been found to be equivalent in ordering other nonlinguistic items, such
as photographed faces (Holmes & McKeever, 1979). At all events, there has
been no direct test of the hypothesis that the _poor readers' problem with
order memory may be linked to a deficiency in the use of phonetic codes. The
present experiment was designed to provide direct evidence for such a link.
By controlling for the ease with which linguistic labels can be given to test
items, we expected to find that differences- in the performances of good and
poor readers would depend on the phonetic recodability of the stimulus
material.
A

9 2

The experiment compared good and poor readers' memory for order for two, .

sets.oecontrolled stimuli: a set,consisting of items that are easily labeled,
--line drawings of-common objects, and a set containing items.presUned to be
very difficult to label--Kimura's (T963) nonsense drawings. The latter were
chosen cot use in this study because good and poor readers performed eqOally
well with these stimuli in the test of recognition memory to which we referred
earlier (Liberman et al., Note 1).

In the present procedure, a linear array of five fi6res is'

tachiAbscopically presented, after which copies of the five 'figures are
presented on cards, or figure per card, in random *der. Subjects are ask
to rearrange the cards, reconstructing the order in. the previous display
Since,poor readers tend not to, make full use of phonetic coding in working
memory, we expected them to be less accurate, than good readers in ordering the
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phonetically recodable pictures of common objects, but not to differ from the
good readers in ordering the nonrecodable, doodle draWings. Thus we expected
an interaction between reading ability and stimulus type, attributable to
differences in the ocikree of reliance on phonetic recoding.

METHOD

Sub ects

'Subjects were selected from four secondgrade classes in the Tolland,
Connecticut public school System. Candidates for the pioor reader group were
'selected for screening if they were so designated by their teachers or if they
scored at the 4Oth percentile or lower on both word recognition subtexts of
the °Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills (CTBS) (1974), which had been
administered in the seventh month of the first grade. Candidates for the good
reader group either received a,superior evaluation from the teachers or ranked
at or above the 80th percentile on both CTBS subtests.'

`Subjects selected for screening were administered the Slosson
Intelligence Tep -(Slossan, 1963) and the word identification and the word
attack subtests of the Woodcock Reading Mastery Tests (Woodcock, 1973) in the
fifth and sixth months -of the school year. The final' good reader group
consisted of those subjects who attained a combined raw score of at least 115
on the two Woodcock subtests, while 'the poor seeder group included subjects
with a combined score of less-than 85. Subjects with extremeIQ scores (below
90 or above 135) were ineligible for further testing. In addition, one 'poor
reader had to be dropped because of prolonged absence and ensuing scheduling
difficulties. By these criteria, 21 good readers (10 females; 11 males) and
21 poor .readei-s (7 females, 14 males) were selected. 'the good readers had a
mean age of 95.1 months compared to the poor readers' mean age of 97.2 months,.
kt(40) = 1.7; P = .10. The good readers had a mean IQ of 115,..3 while the poor
readers had a mean IQ of 107.4, t(40) = 2.7; P = .012. The mean combined raw
score on the Woodcock was'134.6 for the good readers (range: 110Wto 153) and
53.0 for the poor readers (range: 22'to 77).

Stimuli and Apparatus

Two sets of 50 drawings comprised the stimuli of this study. The first
set consisted Of)the nonsense drawings of Kimura (1963), which we designate
"phonetically unrecodable" because they. are difficult to labeX,,distinctively.
The second set, which we call "phonetically recodable," included 50 line
drawings of common objects. The latter had been sflown, in earlier pilot
tudies to be easly recognized by second graders, each drawing typically
eliditing a single response which was a monosyllabic word. Each stimulus
condition required 20 test trials'._ Each trial consisted of a tachistoscopic
presentation of a different horizontal array of five stimuli mounted on 2.x 2
inch slides. To generate the required 20 arrays for each condition, 10 arrays
were selected by random drawing without replacement from the set of 50 stimuli
for that condition. Then 10 more arrays were generated by a second drawing

for each stimulus condition.. One set of three *stimuli not used in the test
trials was prepared to be used as practice trials. A 'siMple.array, -for
each stimulus condition is displayed in Figure 1.

a
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UNRECODABLE STIMULUS ARRAY

,,f3ECODABLE STIMULUS ARRAY

Figure ,1. The upper portion of the figure gives a

consisting of five nonrepresentational line
Kimura, 1963) for which ready verbal labels
lower portion gives a sample array for the
Which the items are easily named common

sample iii ri array

drawings (adapted from
are not available.
comparisoft-tondition in
objecti (edapted from

Makfir, 1969).
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The stimuli were, projected onto a white screen for 4.0 sec using a

carousel projector equipped with a tachistoscope attachment and a decade
interval timer. The projected array was viewed from about 55 inches and
extended a horizontal distance of about 15 inc} es (15.5 degrees). Each
stimulus array4Oubtended a visual angle of 1.5 t .3 degrees horizontally and 4

1.0 to 2.3 degrees vertically. A permanent focal point of retlective tape was
attached to the left of the projected stimulus array.

For the ordering task, each stimulus item was individua4y reproduced on
a laminated, white 3 x 5 inch card.

Procedure

Subjects were tested individually in two separate sessions, one session
for each stimulus condition. The two 'sessions were conducted on separate
days. To guard against transfer of a phonetic recoding strategy from one
session to the next, the initial session was always devoted to the phonetical-
ly unrecodable condition.

.Subjects were informed that they would see five figures on the screen for
a brief period of time after'which they would have to rearrange copies of the
figures on the table in the same order. To provide some control for the
direction of eye mov'ms, subjects were instructed to fixate on the taped

,

focal point before e ch trial. Immediately after each tachistoscopic presen-
tation, a sheet of cardboard on the table was removed to reveal the five
stimulus cards appropriate to that trial, arranged in random order. The same
order was used for corresponding trials across the two conditions. No time
limit wag placed on the subject's performance. In both conditions, a rest
period of approximately 2 min followed the tenth trial.

In each condition, a practice trial of three stimuli was presented before
the 20 test trials. If the subject failed to order the stimuli correctly on

) the practice trial,,,the trial was repeated once. In any case, the practice
set was always previewed with the subject to insure that the task was
understood.

RESULTS
a

4.4

The number of stimuli correctly ordered by each subject for each
condition was tallied for all serial positions. To be considered correct, a
stimulus item had to be. placed in the serial position that corresponded to its

original position on the slide. Figure 2 shows the mean number correct at
'each serial position for each group of subjects! It is clear froml inspection
of the. grouP data depicted in the figure that both good and pjoor readers
performed better with the'easily recodable stimuli. This result obtained for
every individual subject as well. It is also apparent from the figure that
the average difference between the good-and poor readers' performances was
Small in the unrecodable condition, compared to the corresponding difference
in the recodable condition. In the phonetically unrecodable condition, poor'

readers averaged 5.6 stimuli *.correct per serial position, compared to the good
readers' 6.7, while in .the phonetically recodable 'condition, poor readers
averaged 11.1 correct compared to the-good readers' 14.1: 0

11.
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+4. I
The data were subjected to an analysis of variance with one between-

groups, measure (reading ability) and two within-groups measures (stimulus
recodability and serial position). All three main effects were highly
4j.gnificant; reading ability, F(1,40) = 22.4, 2-< .001; stimulus rebodabili-
ty, F(1,4-0) = 236.1f < .001; and serial position, F(4,160) = 30.9, <
The variation in shape of the serial position curves with a change in stimulus
recodability is indicated` by the interaction between stimuluS recodability and
serial position, F(4,160) = 11.2, 2 < .001. Of special interest was the
interaction between reading ability and stimulus recodability, F(1,40) =5.1,
2 = .03, confirming that the difference in performance between good and poor
readers varies with recodability of the sti,muli. A more fine-grained analysis
of the interaction using a protected t-test l(Coherl & Cohen, 1975) demonstrated
that the mean performances of good and poor readers in the 'unrecodable
condition were ot_ significantly different, t(40) .= 0.8, 2 = .58. In con
trast, a sign ficant difference was found in the recodable condition,
t(40) = 2.3, 2 .028.

An analysis of covariance using IQ as the covariate indicated that IQ was
not significantly correlated with performance on 'the experimental. task. The
significant interaction between reading ability and stimulus recodability with
IQ controlled, F(1,39) = 5.0, 2 = .032, argues_ against attributing the
obtained differences in performance to differences in intelligende between the
good and poor readers of our sample.

However, the rather low level of perjormance of All the subjects on the
unrecodable condition raises ,&-he question as to whether the interactions
obtained may have been falsely inflated by a floor effect. Aflodreffect
would be expected to constrain the variance of the scores on the more
difficult task. Therefore, the standard error of the means of the scores at
each serial position on the two tasks was examined for indications of
heterogeneity. 'It was found that the standard error for the scores on the
unrecodable condition, ranged from 0.31 to 0.66, whereas for the recodable__:
condition, the 'standard error ranged from 0.55 -to 0.78. Thus, since the
ranges of these measures ofvariability differed for the two tasks, it is -"sk

possible that the reading ability-by-stimulus recodability interaction that
had been obtained might indeed have been falsely inflated.

This finding prompted us to do a further analysis, this time on the final
ten trials alone. This portion of the data was selected on the asaumption
that, previous practice may have brought the performances sufficiently, aboye
chance on the unrecodable condition to remove any constraining effects on the
variance. As can be seen in Table 1, the number of correct placenenis'i.
(averaged :over serial position) did increase- for both groups in the
unrecodable condition. Moreover, the heterogeneity of variance is completely
eliminated in these final ten trials. For these trials, the standard error of
the mean for the scores on the unrecodable condition ranged from 0.22 to.0.50
(poor readers: 0.30 to 0.45; good readers: 0.22 to 0.50); fqr the recodable
condition, the standard error ranged from 0.26 to 0.49 (poor readers: 0,31 to
0.47; good readers: 0:26 to 0.49). Since heterogeneity of variance is
clearly not a problem here, we can be more confident that any possible
interactions involving the recodability factor would not be artifactual.
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Table 1

Number of Correct Placements in Each Condition (Averaged-
over Serial Position) for the Initial Ten Trials and the Final Ten Trials

Stimulus Condition

.00

:Trials 1r,10" . Trials 11-20.

Poor Good . Poor Good

Readers Readers Readers Readers

Unrecodable 2.7 2.9 2.9 3.9
Re'C'odable 5.8 6.9 5.3 7.2

Performances'of good and poor readers on the final ten trials were then
subjected to the'sfne analysis as had been carried out on the full data set.
An analysis of variance mas computed withvone between-groups measure (reading
ability) and two within groups measures (stimulus recodability and serial
position). This analysis again revealed significant main effects of reading

. - ability, F(1,40) = 28.7, .2 < .001, stimulus recodability, F(1,40) = 200.8,
;2 <',001, and serial 'position, F(4,160) = 2.8, < .001. In addition, the
interaction,- between stimulus recodability and serial position was again
obtaine0, F(4,i60).= 3.8, 2 = .006. Finally, and most importantly, the

-interaction between reading ability and stimulus recodability was once more
significalg, .F(1;40) = 5:5, = -025. Moreover, with IQ controlled in an

analysis of covariance, the latter interaction remained significant,
..F(J,39) = 5.3, 2 = .027. Post hoc analyses using protected t-tests (Cohen &

Cohen, 1975) once 'lore demonstrated that the performances of good and poor
readers in the unrecodable condition were not significantly different,
t(40) = 1.6, .2 = .12, whereas a significant difference was found in the

''iecodable condition, t(40) = 3.0, = .004.

DISCUSSION

We have:rrai(ed the possibility that the problems in memory for order
often imputed to poor readers may be a consequence of deficient use of
phonetic memory codes. This possibility4was explored by requiring subjects to
reconstruct from memory the order of one set of stimuli consisting of drawings
of easily, named, adamon objects and another 'set consisting of
nonrepresentational, doodle drawings that 'do not readily lend themselves to
linguistic labeling. The results confirmed our expectations: the
performances of good and poor readers did not differ significantl.y.when the
task required them to order stimuli that are difficult to label, but good

readers were, significantly better than poor lefders in ordering stimuli that
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are amenable to labeling. Since items that are labeled by words would be
available to "a phonetically-based working memory, the results are consistent
with earlier indications of _good readers' superior ability to make use of
phonetic coding in working memory (Liberman et al., 1977; Mann et al., 1980;
Mark, Shankweiler, Liberman, & Fowler, 1977; Shankweiler et al,, 1979).

The fadt that all subjects performe he ordering of the nonsense designs
much less accurately than the ordering of the object drawings raised the
possibility that a floor effedt may have constrained the differences between
the groups on that task and, consequently, inflated the Critical interaction
of groups-by-stimulus type obtained on the full data set. However, the
interaction was also obtained' on the portion of the data deriving from the
second half of the experiment (trials 11 through 20) in- which the standard
error of the means for the differs very litie. Thus, we may suppose
that the obtained interaction is genuine and not artifiqially inflated by a
floor effect. It should be noted that these results with second. graders
parallel those of another recent investigation that demonstrated a material-
specific deficit in serial memory in adolescent 'poor readers (Holmes' &
McKeever, 1979).

It appears then that poor readers do have a material-specific deficit in
memory for order. By Wgy of explanation, two possible alternatives suggest
themselves: The deficit may reflect either the ineffective use of phonetili_
codes or a preference for diffe'rent and less efficient` coding strategies.'"'
Thei--e*--is some evidence that poor.readers show bdth types. of problems. A
recent study (Byrne & Shea, 1979) indicates that, if given a choice, the poor
reader does have a preference, for an inefficient semantic strategy in
retaining linguistic material, but can use a phonetdp code, albeit poorly,
when no other option is available.

Given the pattern of results obtained in our study, the difficulty of the
poor readers could be interpreted as arising from either of the abovementioned
causes---the choice of an inappropriate strategy or the inefficient use of the
appropriate one. As to the first possibility, the poor readers of the present
study may havehlosen to use a semantic code; for example, to retain the order
of the object drawings, whereas the good ,readers opted instead for phonetic
codes since that is their usual strategy, If this were the case, our data
indicate that a semantic coding strategy was certainly' inappropriate for the

--task, since the performance of the poor readers was worse than that of the
good readers. The second possibility, which seemscto us more likely, is that
the requirement of retention of item order may haire induced both good and poor
readers to attempt to use a phonetic memory strategy, but that the poor
readers were less able to do so. Evidence supporting this second possibility
is found in'' several studies in which even poor readers show some
susceptibility to phonetic confusion in. ordered recall of linguistic paterial,
such as letter strings (Liberman 1., 1977; Shankweiler,et al., 1979) or
word strings(Mann et al., 1980).

e
Poor readers,

1
thus, Qan use a phonetic strategy at tittles. We must

therefore ask what accounts for the.greater proficiency of the good readers in
tasks, such as ordering the object drawings; where this strategy is clearly
both possible and appropriate. An appeal cannot be made to differences in the
intelligence of good and poor readers because the patttern of results is

11.
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unaltered when the effect of IQ is held constant. It is conceivable that good
and poor readers differ in6the facility with whi,qh they can recode visual
stimuliclinguistically, and that the poor readerS difficultiees may arise in
part from slowness in the initial conversion from 'pictorial to phonetic form.
This view receives some support from experiments that indicate that poor
readers characteristically take more time than good readers to name a set of
recurring items (e.g., color patches) When there is a premium on speed of
response (Denckla & Rudel, 1976). However, previous experimental findings of
our own (Liberman et al., 1977; Shankweiler et al., )979) give' us reason to
believe that the poor ,readers problem goes beyond any m.possible slowness i

phonetically recoding a visual stimulus. In those studies, a differential
effect for rhyme was found for both good and pobr readers in the recall of
letters, whether the letters were presented visually as shapes orauditorily
as names. Similarly, the Byrne and Shea (1979) study, which involved auditory
presentations of stimulus items, alSo found a deficiency in the poor readers'
memory for words and nonwords. Thus, the difficulties of poor readers cannot
be due solely to inefficiency 4 recoding visual stimuli as °such. 4Much the
same conclusion was argued-on otOr grOunds by Perfetti, Finger, and Hogaboam

' (1978). We cam pppbably also rule out differences in the rate at which good
and poor readers scanned the drawings (Katz & WicklUnd, 1971, 1972). In sum,
the factors that limit fulls effective use of phonetic coding by poor readers
have get,to be identified, but'some,major possibilities can now be eliminated.

With regard to order memory, the, present findings are consistent with
.other,indicatiohs that children with; specific reading disability as a group do
not have a general probleM in remembering order. k Instead, the results suggest
that these children do nave a general problem in coding information linguisti
cally. In all situations in which phonetiC coding would be applicable and
desirable, their performance is hampered. In contrast, it is not affected, or
less so, when other strategies can be, utilized. Insofar as poor readers do
have problems with order memory; ;heir difficulties in that domain may be more
parsimonibusly viewed as further manifestations of their failure to make full
use of phonetic coding in working memory.

t

REFERENCE .NOTE
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PERCEPTUAL EQUIVALENCE OF TWO KINDS OF AMBIGUOUS SPEECH STIMULI*

BrooKoH. Repp .

a.

Abstract. Stimuli frlom two synthetic /da/-/ga/ continua were pre-
sented in a speeded labeling task. One,continuon was generated by
parameter interpolation; :the other, by adding the waveforms of the
endpoint stimuli in. varying proportions, Both continua showed an
increase:in.latencies at the category boundary, suggesting that the
two proce4pres yield equally ambiguous stimuli.

Ambiguous stimuliPlayacentral role in sp'eech perception- research. By
virtue of their perceptual Instability, they serve as indicatorsof a large
variety Of.laboratory phenoiena, including categorical perception, selective
adaptation, pitpgetic trading relAtions, and all sorts of context effects.

_Traditionally, ambiguous, stimuli have been constructed with the aid of speech
dynthesizers: Two unambiguous stimuli. from different phonetic categories are
selected,,,and a number of steps are interpolated between. their parameter
values, /heading to a continuum that2includes'S4oie..-embiguous stimuli in the
region 4f the phonetic category boundary. Until. recently, this was the only
method available. However; a'new tedgniquerwas applied in °a recent doctoral.
thesis by Stevenson (1979. Instead of interpolating parameter-value between
two endpoint 'stimuli, he add the digitized Waveforms of the endpoint stilLuli
in various proportions, inclitasingcifhe *amplitude, of one component waveform.
while decreasing that of 'the ofterandso pnoducing.a continaut. I. fact, he-
was able to construct such continua from cai.efullyaligned natural utterances
of /ba/, Idai, and /ga /; but the teehnique can, of ,c be &used with

s synthetic speech as well.
0 0411

Electronically.mixed synthetiC stimuli have been used*eltiously,
4:

ily to compare thefr,perception with that of the same. ctsiriZnentrd uli
. presented dichotically (Halwes,i1969; Porter & Whittaker, 1980; Repp, 1976,
1980: However,Stevenson (1979) was apparently the first to,construct whole
stimulus.continua that way. ,His. technique is interesting, gspecially because
i can- bet used wrth,.natural speech: How el-, are. there .any important
pei-Ceptual differehces between an.ambiguous st ulus created by superim ing

,--..

two unambiguous stipili.and one characterized by a tinglttset of intermediate
parameters? Stevenson used his stimuli in a variety of sTandard.,eZperimental
tasks, including Categorical perception, selective.alaptati.on, and dich4tic ..

listerlitg, and obtained results very similar to those found with traditional
stimulus continua, altholjghlle never pei.fb7ed-any dirlect,compiprison.1'

il

Tb be published in the Bulletin of the Peychonomic Society..
. too,-

Is.
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The present study explored one way in which the two types of
speech stimuli might differ in perception. When presented with an ambiguous
stimulus of the traditional kind, which has acoustic properties that are truly
intermediate, listeners experiehce,uncertainty that increases the time needed
to assign the stimulus to.one of-tWo categories (Studdert-Kennedy, Liberman, &
Stevens, 1963; Pisoni & Tash, 1974). However, when, listening to a stimulus
from a Stevenson continuum, which contains tw6 unambiguous sets of cues
superimposed, there might be no uncertainty on a fiiven trial:, rather,
perception might go with one or, th other set of unambiguous cues on a
pro6bbilistic basis. The present st dy tested, this hypothesis by examining
whether the characteristic peak- in ide tificatigh latencies at the category
boundary of traditiqpal speech continua (Studdert-Kennedy et al., 1963; Pisoni
& Tash, 1974) is present to the same extent on'agcontinuum of electronically
mixed stimuli.

Method'

Subjects. Eight paid student volunteers participated. They had little
or no experience in experiments of this "kind. .

Stimuli, The syllables /da/ and /ga/ were synthesized on the OVE IIIc
r;synthesizer at Haskins Laboratories. They we .distinguished only by tie

third-formant (F3.) transition, whose onset7freque cy was 2976 Hz in /da/ and
2150k1 .in "/ga/. All other characteristics were shared: fully' periodic
waviform',Ia'duration of 250 msec, a fundamental frequency that fell linearly.
from 110 to 80 Hz, 50=mSec'linear formant transitions, Fl rising from-285, to
771 Hzu F2 falling'from 1770 to 123 Hz, and an F3 stepdy-state frequency of
2520 Hz.-

..,

The mixed (Stevenson-style) continuum was constructed in the following
way: The two syllables were digitized at 10 ,kHz using the Haskins Laborato-
ries PCM system. Nine intermediate stimuli were obtained by adding the /da/.
and /ga/ waveforms point by point after reducing the amgitude of each by'a
.certain amount. That amount was .determinedby translating the ratios 1:9,

.--.

2:, ... 8:2, 9:1 into dB values' under-the.constraint that the aiplitude of
the combined waveforms remain constant. The resulting attenuation values were
-1, -2, -3, -5, -6, -8, -10, -14, and , -20 dB SPL for the /da/
component; they applied in inverse order to the /gat- component.2 Only the

0

ninestimUlivere used in the experiment.

The interpolated a(traditional) continuum was- constructed by synthesizing,
eight intermediate stimuli between /da/ and /ga/, changing the onset frequency'
of F3 in equall'decrements. All ten stimuli were digitized at 10 kHz. To
control for any possible. artifacts due to waveform addition on the other
continuum, and to match the numbers of stimuli on the two continua, the, ten
stimuli Were reduced to nine by gadding the waveforms of neighbors On the
continuum. StiMulus, adplitudes were first reduced by 6 dB SPL, to match the

0,

alplitudes of the
,

stimuli on%he' mixed continuum. 4

Randomized 'stimulus sequences were Yecorded on tape. The stimuli from
both continua mere.randomized.together ,to' yield 'a basic unitof-18
Five such' units' formed one continuous block of 90 stimuli, with intersttmuius
intervals of 2 sec. Four such blocks' were recorded, with longer pauses in

.
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between: Each block was prefixed with four warm-up stimuli that were not
scored. At the every, beginning of the tape was 4 actice sequence of 40
stimuli containing only instances or,the endpoint stimuli of the two continua. '.
Tothe author, the stimuli from the. two continua were phenomenally indistin-/
guigh4le.

Piocedure. Subjects were tested individually in a soundproof booth.
They sat in front of a table acrd rested their index fingers on two teldtraph
keys labeled "dah" and "gab", The response-to-keys assignment, was counterbal-
anced across subjects. The instructions stressed speed of response.' The
subjects were permitted to Slop the tape recorder by remote control between
blocks. and take.a rest, if'desired. The tape'was played back on a Crown 800
tape recorder lOdated in an adjacent room, and the subject listened over
Telephonics TDH-19 earphones. Reaction ,times were measured bya Hewlett-
Packard' 5302A-504Hz,uniyersal counter and -printed. out by a Hewlett-Packard
5150A thermal,prpier. The counter was triggered by a signal recorded on the
second tape channel and synchronized/with syllable onset.

Results and Discussion
. i

. The replts, averaged aver Subjects, are displayed in Figure 1. It can
be 'seen that the labeling. functions for the two continua were virtually
identical, and, -go were the latency functions. The, perhaps 'fortuitous,

coincidence of, the category boundaries3 is less important than the fact that,
both latency runctions exhibited peaks of equal magnitude at the category, .

boundary. Analysis 'of variance confirmed a significant- effect 'of stimulus
. .

umber,.Fe8',56 = 2.85, k< .01, but no sfgnificant, effect involving type, of
continuum.

+`. o
..,*.

. J'
- .

,. ,

k

./ .
. .

, Thug, the two kindg of continua -were:perceptualiy equivalent in this
speeded latie ing task.. In particular, stimuli from the' centers of the two
continua were a wally ambiguous and created equal uncertainty in Listeners.

, This tells us- so hing about' the perceptual Processing' of mixed stimult,.'
Apparently, it is not the case that the superimposed conflic ing cues are
accessed individually by some selective attention mechanism as perhaps
suggested by the, concept of auditory "listening bands'7-Divenyl, 1979) or
subject to mutual lateral inhibitiQn.or masking. Rather"; conflicting transi-
tions of'the same formani seem to engage in,a "trading relation," just as
transitions of different fdrmants do (see Mattinglp& Levitt,, 100, for a..\
recent\ study). The outcome of this' trade -off appears to' be perceptually
equivalent to an acoustically intermediate specifiqation;'at 'least as far as
phonetic perception°is concerned. Stevenson's (1979) extensive data obtained
with electronically mixed stimuli suggest. that they are equivalent to tradi-
tional stimuli in many other respectg. It seems unlikely, thep, that the hew
technique of stimulus construction wi.l lead to any new insights about, the
mechanisms of'speech perception, although ft .deserves continued attention
because of its applicability to natural peech.

4, . I
. .

Sevral limitations Of-,Stevenson's ethod should be painted out, however.

4 First, jt.can be used' only with stimuli of skmilai- temporal strudtyre, %.e.,
it is l'estricted primarily to variations°In spectral cues (see also Footnote .

4,1). Second, 'tt does" not work with stimuli .that do not readily fuse into a
single percept, such as vowels 4Steven4on,.1979). 4'hi, factors at work here

.
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seem to be very similar to those governing dichotic fusion (cf. Cutting,
1976). 'Third, mixed continua have the property that stimuli become increas-
ingly less discriminable ('on purely auditory grounds) the farther they are
from the 'center of the continuum, which is undesirable in categorical-
perception experiments, where the detectability of within-category differences
is of prime interest. Therefore it appears- that Stevenson's technique will
`be-useful only under very special circumstances.4 4114:

04
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1Stevenson (1979) drew an an ogy betweeb his ambiguou' stimuli and
certain ambiguous visual figures,'such as the Necker cube: A eontinuum cp be
constructed by beginning with an unambiguous drawing of orientationbA oe, the
(opaque) cube and,by then Slowly increasing' the intensity of the added .line.
segMents unique to'orientation B while decreasing the intensity of the ,line
segments unique to P until only B remains. At the center of the continuum,
were all linep are equally 'intense, we have the maximally ambiguous figure--
the (ti'ansparent) Necker cube,

. It isinteresting to note, that this visual
analogy is not appropriate for the'tr'aditional method' of constructing speec
continua; if.epplied to the 'cube 'drawings', that method would use 'spatia
interpolation between lines unique,to.the two: endpoint stimuli, resuitOg
curvilinear -distortions that destroy the identity an0A: Ae-dimensionality
the.cube. Howevv, the interpolation technique could b Used to construct a
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continuum from, say, a circle to'a square, whereas Stevenson's method would
fail here beca4se intermediate stages would be' seen as.a ognre superimposed
ori%a circle,not as one or the other. Apparently, the endpoint stimuli must
have a rather special relation to each other if both methods shall result in
truly ambiguous stimuli. It appears that this condition is satisfied only by
certain speech stimuli, such as stop-consohant-vowel syllables differing in
(stop) place of articulation.

2
Since only integer dB valued could be used on the computer, overall

amplitude varied over a range of 0.5 dB SPL. Also, the calculated values
strictly apply only to perfectly correlated waveforms (cf. Stevenson, 1979).
However, since the present stimuli differed only in F3, and only during the
first 50 msec, the values used were quite adequate.

6
3The author, as a pilot subject, had different boundaries on the two

continua. No claim is being made here that the two continue constitute
equivalent perceptual scales, i.e., that there is a one-to2-one equivalence of
stimuli.

SP

4
This conclusi9n is' not intended as a critique of Stevensonswhose careful

and sophisticated (but, unfortunately, unpublished) work made a valuable
methodological contribution.
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PRODUCING RELATIVELY UNFAMILIAR SPEECH GESTURES;
A SYNTHESIS OF PERCEPTUAL TARGETS AND PRODUCTION RULr

G. J. Borden,* K. S. Harris,** H011is Fitch,*** and H. XosPioka****

Abstract: Attempt& of speakers to imitate familiar and foreign
syllables under adverse feedback conditions were analyzed by.Orcep-
tual judgments, electromydgraphic ,recordings, and spectrographic

peasures. Although foreign syllables were more poorly imieated than
familiar syllables,. decrements in ,feedback' interWed more with
familiar than with-novel.utterances. Decrementsin)acaustid, tac-
tile, and proprioceptive inforNation were worse in combination than
'singly: Speakers did not improve, unfamiliar fricative 'production
under any bondition on 13 learning trials.

Research during the last decade has demonstrated that intelligibility of
the speech of skilled .spegkers'remains high,despite masking of the speakers'
apditorytsfeedback,or decreasing, their tactile feedback. There, is some
segmental distortion when the tovgue: is anesthetized (Ringel Steer, 1963;
BorOen, Harris, & Oliver, 1973), and some prosodic distortion when speech is
attempted under' simultaneous but modified ipditory feedback (Lane &. Tranel,
1971;- Siegel & Pick, 1974), but. the overall effect upon speech production
seems to be surpiisingly small (see Borden, 1979, fora review>. k

ft

,These findings argue 'for the importance of a fecifoeWerd system for
'production of well -known motor patterns for speech, with a \ditory and tactile
'information used gpr fine tuning or'correction of errors. The adult speaker
seems to know the possibilities of bis or her own vocal tract. Simple
constraints on movement imposed by talking with a pipe or pencil clendhed
.between the teeth or Wi =th an extDeriitntal bite block do not alterthe vocal
,tr,act,dimension's, and interference-%4ith speech is minimal (.Lindblom & Sund-
berg, 3971). These results are consonant with1those of animal experiments, in
which dire6t and complete elimination of sensory information is accomplished
by surgical means. It has been shown_lbat monkeys trained to perform specific
movements can continue to'do so, despite deprivation of feedback from limbs or
chewing muscles (Taub & Berman, 1968; Goodwin & Luschei, 1974; Polit & Bizzi,
197.8), althoughthere are indications that new movements are impaired (Polit &
Bi2zi, 1978).
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Of course, we cannot know with certainty the role of self-monitoring' of
speech, because it is impossible to eliminate simultaneously all channels of
information available to a speaker. We do know that sensory information is
important in learning speech for the first time or in successfully learning
the speech patterns of a new language. The labored speech of the deaf
(Osberger & Levitt, 1979; Harris & McGarr, 1980)' and the rare case of a
speaker with an oro-sensory loss (Chase, 1967) testify to the importance of
self-monitoring while learning speech. We know, too, that normal adUlt
speakers often need time to adjust to prosthetic devices that alter the
dimensions of their vocal tracts (Hamlet & Stone, 1976), and feedback' of
auditory, tactile, and 'propriocvtive information is presumed to control the
compensatory patterns that evolve.

There have been no studies, to our knowledge, however, that investigate
`self-monitoring of speech by comparing the effects of diminished sensory
information on the performance of, speech gestures new to the speaker with
those familiar to the speaker, with the exception of one report to the effect

that children who are bettersthan other children at identifying forms placed
in the mouth (oral stereognosis) are also better at learningi.non-native speech
sounds (Locke, 1968).

In the present invest gation, we were interested in exploring whether
perceptually accurate spee sounds would be produced under conditions of
adverse speech control when heispeech gestures were not those learned as part
of the language of the speaker. How well might the speaker control production
of non-English syllables? Might vowels and consonants depend differently upcK
sensory information? Ho** well might the speaker' control English and non-
English utterances when auditory feedback is.diminished? when tactile infoer-
mation is decreased? when vocal tract confiOration is altered? The question
that motivated these experiments was not what happens to speakers with loss of
feedback the speaking conditions reported in this paper represent diminished
or altered feedback, not its absence -- rather, the question is how do familiar

versus relatively novel speech gestures ,hold up under Various conditions and
combinations of conditions that alter or diminish information that is normally
fed back to the speaker as hels talking?

'0> '

..1 Two al4oache can be'taken to judge adequacy of performance. One
*

i
approach is to me ure some aspect of production directly in various p'di-
ti we hair measured articulator activity using EMG techniques, and
some aspects of acoustiq output, using conventional spectrographic analysis.
Another approach is to examine perceptual adequacy by using listener judgments
of performance. The second approach has the disadvantage of being subjective,
but does,measure communicative adequaPy. While the first approach is Objec-
tive, any particular set of measurements is not exhaustive.

Ohe can rationalize three hypotheses about the experimental outcome: The
first is that relatively novel utterances will suffer more than familiar
utterances under conditions of altered or diminished information, because
speakers might need more information for the less familiar utterances. The
second hypothesis is that familiar utterances would suffer more than novel
under deprived feedback conditions, b,ecause speakers may hold internalized
finely developed auditory-oro-sensory criteria for the well-learned utterances
ant' might use feedback to sharpen the match between their utterances and these
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criteria. For the less familiar utterances, however, speakers may hold only
broad criteria for how the speech should sound and feel, and therefore make
less use of information from the periphery. The third hypothesis is that
tamiliarity would make little difference, because speakNis might not succeed
in producing unfamiliar motor sequences even when all feedback information is
available; they might convert' less familiar utterances into familiar ones and
utter a variant of a similar sound from their own language system.

PROCEDURE: PRODUCTION TASK AND PERCEPTUAL ANALYSIS

The general design of the investigation was to have subjects imitate a
recordiftg of a phonetician s ng syllables that were within the phonetic
inventory of English and syl bles"\that were phonetically foreign to English.
The ers imitated the speech sounds under normal speaking conditions and
and altered speaking conditions: auditory masking, lingual anesthesia, and
alterAtions of the shape of the palatal vault. The. speech was recorded
acoustically and the muscle activity of the tongue was analyzed y electromyo-
graphic measures. Tapeg for each speaker made by pairing utterances spoken by
the phonetician with. utterances spoken by a subject under various speaking
conditions were used for perceptual tests to assess the judged differences
between speaking conditions.

Subjects

Three normal adult males served as the primary subjects for the experi-
m ent. They were speakers of American English, and, although they had studied
languages other thah English in school,'each subject was essfiefially monolin-
gual with little practical experience in speaking any other, languages. Two of
the subjects were 21 years old (DB and GF) and the third was 33 (TB). None
was informed of the purpose of the experiment. Since the long-lasting effects
of the anesthesia condition precluded the perfect, balancing of orders, four
additional subjects were recorded each with a different order of conditions.
These speakers were run without nerve-block g,anesthesia of the tongue and
withoub...0ec * yographic insertions to see wfillWorder effects there might be,

A'S and to enlarlie he subject pool. The non-nerve-block speakers were students
at Temple Uni ersity and were also naive about the purpose of the investiga-
tion. As other subjects were used for the perceptual part of the analysis, we
shall avoid confusion by referring Ao th imitators as speakers and to the
subjects of the perceptual tests as listeneks.

Speech Task '. A-
\)

...,

For this investigation we chose a osmall set of speech sounds, some_that
would be familiar to monolingual speakers of American English and some that.
woulod be relatively novel. The criteria were that .the sounds must exist in
some language and they must be acoustically distinct. -4e, chose two, familiar
vowels [i] and (ex] (as in-'see/ and 'say) and two familiar consonants, one
voiceless, [S] and one voiced [2] (a in 'shoe' and 'zoo''. For.the less
familiar sounds the vowels [y] an (as in the French wor 'tu' and
'deuX1) were chosen becausthey are rounded front vowels not phor logically

1
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present in English. The novel consonants chosen were the voiceless and voiced
palato-velar fricatives [x] and [W] (as ain 1.he Spanish words 'rojo' and

'rogar'). The vowels were initiated with [p] and,the fricatives were followed
by [i] yielding eight syllables. A phonetician proficient in the production
of all eight of these speech sounds recorded them in syllable .form after the
word 'say.' The list was read three times and a satisfactory token of each
type was chosen to be digitized on the Haskins PCM syesten. A tape recording
was constructed containing a list of 24 utterances (each utterance repeated
three. times and random &zed) followed by eight lists in which each syllable
type was repeated 10 times. The last eight repetition, lists were used to
investigate learning.

Experimental Conditions

The three primary speekers from whom electrOmyographic data were collect-
ed were recorded under conditions of auditory masking,, lingual anesthesia,
false palate, and combinations of thde conditions as well as the normal
speaking condition used as a control. The four speakerstrecorded without EMG
insertions were recorded in, the same conditions as the primary subjects with

the exception Of the condition of lingual anesthesia.

tf The condition of diminished auditory feedback was achieved by recording
the speech of the phonetician on one channel and white noise.on%the second
channel of a tape recording. The speech was delivered binaurally at 70 dB SPL
and the white noise, also binaurally, at 90 dB SPL during the subjects'
responses. To control vocal intensity, subjects were instructed to monitor
the VU meter on the tape recorder that was recording their responSes: they
were not' to let their vocal intensity rise above-oth# midpoint of tie range,
representing about 55 or 60 dB. Although the low frequencies of the voice
were undoubtedly transmitted by bone conduction, the higher frequency contri-
bution of the vocal tract resonances to the various speech .sounds was
essentially masked for the speaker.

4

Lingual anesthesia was produced by blocking the sensory fibers of the
lingual nerve on both sides of the jaw. The lingual-nerve, a branchsof the
Trigeminal nerve, was blocked by,,a dentist who bilaterally injected 1.8 cc of
3 percent Carbocaine containing a vasoconstrictor. The criterion for lingual
anesthesia was that the superior surface. of the anterior two-thirds of the
tongue must be insensitive to a dental probe.

The conditions 'of masking noise and nerve block resulted in diminished
auditory and tactile feedback, respectively. ProprioceAtive feedback, in this
case information on tongue position and movement, is impossible to interrupt
short'of surgical techniques. To impoveriih the usefulness of the propriocep-
tive information, however, the shape of the vocal tract was altered by placing
a dental impression material, Alginate, on the superior alveolar ridge behind
the central and lateral incisors. The material extended poster'orly along the,
hardlalate for several centimeters. Whateverpraprioceptive information the
,speaker may have received from tongue position and movement within the vocal
tract, the fact that vocal tract volume was changed, thus altering the
presumed coordinates of the space !'would alter the customary reference points
for proprioceptive informations After the impression material was removed

88'
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from the' mduth;of each subject, it was cut along 'a central line extending from

between the central incisors, and the width of the portion corresponding to
the apex of the alveolar ridge was measured. The addition of material
resulted in a buildup of the ridge by 6 mm for each subject.

.

Conditions were applied singly- and in combination wtth orders varied.
For the, primary speakers, speaking conditions were:given in the following
order. M stands.for4;aUdit9ry masking, NB foi- the nerve block resulting in
lingual anesthesia, eld A for Alginate, the dental impression_imateril used to
alter the architecture of the palate. For DB, the order was NB, M, an64A; NB
and A; and finally, NB alone'. ,For TB, the order was NB; NB andiM; NB, M, and
A, and NB ark A. For GF, the order was M; M and-A; ii?T'Snd M, Av. and NB. The
control condition was rec rded on another day to- ensure that there'were no
effects of the anesthesia. For the non=nerve-blo subjects four orders were
possible reserving the co rol condition for last: '1) A; A and M; M, 2) M; A;
A and M, 3). M;,A and M; A, and 4) ,A and M; A; M. The order A and M; M; A was
not possible 'As the 4mpression material could not be removed and reinserted.

°

Electromyographic Recording-

-Nooks-41 wire electrodes of .002 inch platinum alloy,were, into the
superior orbicularis oris muscle `(00); the superior,longitudinal muscle (SL),
the inferior longitudinal muscle (IL), and the genioglossus muscle (G6 of the
three primary subjects.- The orbicularis oris muscle was sampled to allow for
observations of.muscle activity ih the lips for the rounded less familiar
vowels. The genioglossus muscle was Sampled to assess'production of the high
front vowels, and the intriiric muscles ,of the tongue were sampled in an
effort to observe differential- tongue activity for production of the' the
fricatives. The EMG recordings consisted Of the eight speech task utterance
types, 13 tokens of each, under all speaking conditions. .Only the EMG signals
'recorded during the three token ,of eactrpre, in the randomized list of 24
items have been analyzed. The signals was rectified, smoothed with a 35 msec
time constant, and digitized. Procedres for insertion, recording, and
analysis are described in detail elsewhere'(Hirose, 1971; Kewley-Port, 1973)

.Acoustic Recording )r.

nd spectrograms were made of all utterances spoken by the"pi.imetv
speak r . Second formant frequencies lere measured for [eI), [y] and
AI)). NorMally, the rounded front vowel§ /y/ and Ware realized acoustically
with higher F1 and lower F2 than the,' unrounded front vowels /i/ and /e1/.,
(Pols, Tromp, & Plomp, 1973) The tongue ,is thought to be higher for the
unrounded members of the respective pai.rs /i-y/ and /eI-0/ (Raphael, Bell -
Berti, Collier, & Baer, -1979). .

The fricative consonants were measured in the center df the,third'formant
noise. ilorma4fty, the prominent resonances. for t$) -are ower'-in frequency
(approximately 2500 Hz) than those for [z) (approximately 4009 Hz)., Figure 1'

contrasts the [$] and [z] /resonances in She model "Say aap: "Say .

[zi]." Figure 2 shows ttee-Ndectrographic representation of the utterance "Say
[Xi]" and "Say [Ti]" as...spoken by the phonetician used in-this study. F2 and
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F3 are close together for [X] and [y] with F3 ranging between 2000 Hz and 2500
Hz ih an average male vocal tract. Conspicuous is the antiresonance below the
second formant. In cases where fricative energy'wasldw in the-F3 region, the
F3 frequency at the-onset of the following Nowel,was measursd.

Perceptual Testing

A listening ota e, was constructed from the model utterances' of the4

.phonetician and the imitations of each subject (one tape.for each speaker) by
digitizing all of the speech samples and editing them on the Ilaskint PCM
system so that for'eech syllable type, each speaking congtion Was contrasted
with ,each of the other speaking conditions in both- orders: Each trial
presented the model utterance, for-example "$ay zi" as said.by.the,phoneti
cian, followed by the 'speaker's, imitation under one condition, then the
phonetician again, f'ollowedby the speaker's imitatiqdronderanother condi
tion. The phonetician's utterance and the imitations `Nie separated by 500
msec, and the pairs for each trial were separatedby 1500 msec. A 3 second
pause,between trials allowed time for listeners to check on answer sheets the
imitation they preferred. -With five conditions (yielding 10 condition con
trasts and with orders 1°f* pairs reversed, 20 condition contrasts) of 24
utterances (8 types, 3 tokens each), each listening test consisted of 24 lists
of 20 trials each for a test of 480 items. Trials were r ndomizecl, throughout
each test, and each condition was paired with every of er conditio$ with
orders reversed. Each test was divided into two tapes. Listeners. were 27
students from the University of Connericut, a to judge the tyo test-tapes for
one.of the three speakers. Each tape took approlidately one hour. Listeners
were asked to, judge pronunciation and to disregard-any change in loudness or
pitch. They were''to indicate which of- the two imitations in each contrast
"more successfully matched the speech Akoj9p115"--13f the phonetician, For the
tape constructed from the responses of the first speaker;°judgments of three
nivel!, listeners were collected td compare with the judgments of the relative
ly naive 'student listeners, tó assess, the' effects of listener perceptual

92

sophistication. -

4
Listening tapes were also constructed frot.the responses ,of four speakers

who did not receive a nerve block. Again, students from the' University of
Connecticut served as listeners. The listener's were instructed to'. mark the
imitation judged worse than the other with a check and, if much worse,,owith an
X. This change in procedure was an attempt to obtain an idea of the relative
magnitude of decrement in perceived pronunciation resulting from the experi
mental conditions.
o

RESULTS

Analysis of the data can be divided-into the elec6omyographic analysis,
spectrographic analysis, and the analysis of listeNer judgments. We shall
briefly mention the EMG and spectrographic results first, and, devote more
space to_ the perceptual results.

8
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Electromypgraphic Analysis

The first three :samples of each syllable type,- spoken under each
condition, have beep analyzed for'the three primary speakers. Peak amplitude
measures for each electrode placement were graphed. Timing measures were also
made.

The muscle that is the primary contributor to lip closure-0 and lip
rounding, the orbicularis-aris muscle (00), was active for all three,speakers
dUring the rounded, vowels [y] and.[0], while.it was inactive for [i] and [eI].
Figure.3 showsthe.contrast between the two types. There is a compact peak of
activity for the[p] in [pi] starting before the vertical line at zero. The
line indicates the termination of the vowel in 'say' for the utterance 'Say
[pi].' The, [p] for [py] is also -preceded by a compact bUrst of muscle
activity, but 00 remains fairly active (324pv at around 400 msec) throughout
the vowel. Al] . these speakers showed evidence of 00 activity for the
unfamiliar vowels [py] and [P0].

Successful recordings were made from GG for two speakers, and were
examined for propluctions of [i]. Activity was remarkably stable for TB,
especially the timing of the ctivity (Figure 4).. Peak Amplitude was lower
with the addition of Alginate. For speaker GF, GG activity for [i] tendedto
be more.diffuse and drawn out as the speaking conditions got more complicated.

The patterns of activity for SL and IL from subject to subject.
In general, when either muscle was active for a gi en fricative, the activity
often became erratic with the application of Alginate to the palate, with an
increase in activity recorded from IL for two of the speakers; IL'normally
depresses the tip of the tongue. One ,speaker (TB) showed little change in SL
for 4z] in the Alginate dondition, but showed a decrease of IL activity
(Figure 5). Since TB producesqs] and [z] with the tip of the tongue curled
dowm behind the lower incisors bunching the dorsum of the tongue for the
constriction Borden & Gay, 1979), we assume that the pattern represents a
decrease in bunching.

Only one speaker (DB) used SL fbr fricatives other than [z], limiting
comparisons between novel and familiaryconsonants to that speaker. Comparing
the electromyograms of [z], the least 4ariable fricative for DB, with the mOst
variable, [X], -activi,ty recorded, from -SC in the worst speaking condition
(nerve-block, alginate, ,and auditory masking) remained essentially the same
for the tokens of [i] but varied considerably for tokens of [X] (Figure 6).
The first utterance was transcribed as [z] in all instances, but the .second
utterance was transcribed as [Xr], ,a 'velar fricative with a retroflexed
tongue, in the first imitation and as [5], a voiced pharyngeal.fripative,. for
the secon0,imitation: SL was 'active for the betIer imitation but completely
inactive for the gharyngeal fricative.

In general, electromydgraphic recordipgs confirmed the observations de=
scribed below. First, speakers imitated the unfamiliar rounded front vowels
adequately in all conditions% using(lip rounding,to do so. Second, adverse
speaking conditions tended to result in reduced tongue activity or erratic
patterns.
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Spectoraphic Analysis

MeasCreme nts of the second torments of the vowels for the three primary
speakers in this study are pbesented -in Fable 1. The'meansare based On th4
three tokens of each syllable under each speaking condition, that waA used in

' the wc4ptual.test. The acoustic difference betWeen'pairS found in previous
studies-I-Pols et' al:, 1973;.' Raphael et al., 1979) holds -uAer all-speaking
conditions for the fi] -Cyr contrast: F2 for [i] is higher than for (y3. .,The

.1. diTference is maintained for [el] and 4] under normal speaking conditions,
'but does 46t hold under all adverse conditions. A prominent effect upon the
formant frequenctis. of the vowels'is.seeh in the condition of auditory,

masking. 'Generally;- when subjects -are Prevented from' hearing the higher
resonances of theirAothes-durihg front vowel' production, Ithe resonapcei drop.

'.\ in frequency somewhat. -Also, there is 'a tendency for variability to be
,

- greater, ter '-the E2,6f-the less familiar vowels Cyl and CO] than for the,

,familiar vowels [ii and Cell. AP 4

Table 2 details the means' and standard ieviations-'of' the, F3 resonances'
for the 'fricatives as imitated by the three_speakers under various speaking
conditions. For speaker the eonditidalinvolving alginate on the alveolar, -
ridge resulted in,lowe'r vocal tract resonances in the Fl region thaft1 for other
conditions, but the other two speakers showed 2ittle.errect Variability was,
apt to be higher on Unfamiliar syllables and during combined deprivation
conditions but,nottconsistently so.-

Spec °grams orthe imitations of DB's [z] and [X] utterances.correspond-
ing to the ots shown in 'Figure are shown in-Figures 7 ana B. Figure 7

, (a and b) represents a wide band an narrow,band display, of two imitations
of "Sdy zi" as produced Under the -:e nedvecindltion of alginate, nerve block,
and- auditor), mas,king. Figure -8 showS two imitsations of 1Xi]. The first
attempt (Figure 8a) consists of fricative noise, but" the formants &ecline.,in

-

.

1 frequency'. It- was transcribed as [hr]' and as [Xr] due to its liquid -qlsality-:
;the second attempt' (Figure 8b) consists of fricative noise, but ,voicing
'cdntinues and.it was transcribed as a pharyngeal fricative []ot as a voiced.
aspirate. Again, note_the difference,in Superior longitudinal muscle activity
in Figure 5. ,

,

1f
. ,

. /
.ti ,, .

The spectrograms S5fthe 10 repetitions of the fricative: syllables Med
C/1 for each speaker under each conditipn ,were also .measureds 'Figure 9

1 represents,the plots for each- spoaker of 'F3 frequencies across 1.3 trials (f0
.
"Nrdpititions and the 3 tokens in the initial list). There is no 'systematic .0".

change that would indiCate the respnge of learning..
) 6.4

Perceptual Analysis 4.
/

l'",..-- investigate *theeperceptual effecbs ofto the various speaking conditions on

The purpose of obtaining listener judgmen4s pf the speaker imitations was

speakers' .ability to imitate the familiar and ietlitively.upfamiliar 'utter-
ances. It was obviopi thatt:the familiar' syllables were'closer to the model
under'al conditionsrthan were the unfamiliar'syllables. '

'

L
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. P3 for F'ricatives

Baied on Three Trials Each
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c NB ) 4,1
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.
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Effects of single versus combined sorts of decrement in information.
Figure 10 collapses listener judgments of seven speakers - -the three speakers
with nerve black and the four non nerve-brook. speakers. This figure repre-
sents avgraged listener comparisons of altered speaking conditions with the

. normal condition. Listeners preferred the normal speaking 'condition to
between 60-65 percent of the utterances spoken during any single alteration.
The normal condition was preferred to between approximately 80-95 percent of
the combined conditions. Thus, decrements in information available to the
speaker, although of different sorts,bimpair speech more in combination than
in'any,single condition. /

Effects of speaking condition on familiar versus unfamiliar syllables.
" To look more plosely at. how the speaking conditions affect judgments of

familiar versus less familiar utterances and judgments of vowel versus
fricative -syllables, we ran an analysis of variance on all possible paired
contrast conditions from the perceptual data for eachof the seven speakers.
Two within-subject variables, were explored: familiarity (familiar versus
'novel) and syllable type(vowel; ersus consonant). It can be seen in Table 3
that there is an effect of familiarity for some of the subjects,while there
'is an effect of syllable type for only one speaker. In some cases there is an
interaction of familiarity with syllable'type. For three speakers there was
no perceptual effect offamiliarity, syllable type,.or. their interaction that
reached signiTicance.

. ,,, .

7

In all cases in which there was 'a significant effect' of familiarity,
listeners reported stronger perceptual differenOes between familiar syllables
spoken under contrasting conditions than between less familiar syllables
spoken under the same dontrasting conditions. /.

In the cases in which there was a significant interaction between
fapiliarity and syllable type, the interaction was speaker-specific. for-TB,
the novel consonants were perceiyed to be least changed. This confirms the
general perceptual impression that IX] and [T] were. rather corisistently-
produced as [f] and [3] despite speaking condition. For the non-nerve-block
speaker representing the second order of conditions, S2, the familiar conso-
nants were perceptually more affected than the other syllable types, while for

, the speaker representing order S4, it was the noel vowels [y-0] that were
perceived to be least Qhanged by conditions. . v.

.

lil:

In summary, differences n imitations of familiar and less f iliar
vowels and fricatives are mo e marked according to listener judgm nts in
fapiljar syllablts than unfamiliar ones, andthe interaction between amiliar-
tY and syllable type depends upon ,the speaker.

Expert,versus student listeners. A possible explanation of the "famili-
arity% effect. is that -it is due to the differences in listener _familiarity
with the sounds,Tather than to differences in the productions themselves. In
order. to examine this possibility,'we compared the judgments of an expert.
listener, naive to the purposes of the study, with the judguients of the
student listener's. The expert listener was in general agreement with the
naive student listeners in his judgments of relative deterioration of imita-
tions under various speaking- conditions. . He too found larger differences
among the familiar utterances, even though to him all the utterances were more

. .
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Table 3

Analysis.of Variance of Perceptual Data Gollected,on 7 Speakers
Effects of Familiarity, Syllable Type, and Their Interaction

Primary Speakers
Zdf.1,9)

Speakers Without
,Nerve Block

(df 1,5)

108

4,

FAM. SYLL. INT.

DB . Y=21.8 F=23.2 ..NS
A FR.001 p<.001

TB F=10.6 F=5.1
p<.005 NS p<.05

GF NS .- NS NS
,

1

S1 NS NS NS

S2 -NS - NS FF7.967
.

1.;

p<.05 (
0,

S3 NS
c NS NS

. I

S4 F=31,.506 "NS F=11.7
p<.001 p<.01

112
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familiar than they were to the student listeners. Figure 11 contrasts typical
response plots of the expert listener and the student listeners' -for a familiar

and to unfamiliar syllable. For the [J],, listener scores relecred a decrease
in listener preference as the speaking conditions got more com4.ex, especially
upon the addition of auditory masking and alginate, while for [11, scores
varied. less from one condition to another.

The phonetician who served as the model speaker listened to the lists'of
24 utterances spoken under normal conditions, (3 x 8 tokens) by the three
primary subjectsand the tour additional subjects, and judged each imitation
to be 1) Americanized or American, 2) Almost Americanized, 3) Neither Ameriaan
nor foreign, 4) Almost foreign, or 5) Authentic Foreign Accent. All speakers
were judged to produce ordinary American productibns Qf all familiar syllable
types.

Table 4 summarizes for all seven speakers the percentages of familiar and
less familiar utterances judged by the phonetician to be correct. The'
familiar utterances are counted as correct if th91 are judged, to fall within .

the American English system. The'less.familiar utterances are counted as
correct if they are judged to be within the foreign sound system.

Table 4

Judgments Made by Phonetician of Utterances Spoken Under Normal Speaking
Conditions by 7 Speakers

Familiar Utterance-b Judged (/'
'Within American English System

(Correct)

1. [S] 100 %,

2. [eI] ,90%

3. 81%

4. [z] 75%

0e7
N ....: 21

7 speakers x 3 tokens

'Never Americanized; 57% Judged Almost Foreign
+Americanized; 14% [X] and 29% [y]

A

Less Familiar Utterances-Judged
Within Foreign Sound System

(Correct)

1. [4] 33 %*

[X] 29%4.

[1] 5%+

] 0%*

9

40'
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Even under normal speaking. conditions, [J] was judged to be acceptable
despite acoustic variation, While Cz]. was more vulnerable to perceptual'
inconstancy. American students were apt to Americanize the novel fricatives,
but never Americanizrd the rounded front vo eas;hich were judged more than
half the time to be almost foreign or correct in production.

1
t

Effects of conditions on syllable types. The nerve block condition
results in a rather small effect across syllables (Figure 12). A 50%
.preference would be expected by chance. Listeners judged the faRiliar
utterances of DB to be a bit better under normal conditions. For TB the
perceptual d-ifference is increased and includes the less familiar vowels, GF
produced, no perceptually different imitat,ions under nerve block except for the
syllables [pi tand [PeI]. However, we hale no nerve block alone-condition'for
GF,'so with the nerve block,1the subject could not hear himself and his palate
was thickened with alginate. Under this combined condition, the addition of a
nerve block was noticeable on 72% of the [i] and [eI] utterances.

4 4
Auditory masking, too, has only a small effect on listener judgments and'

affects different syllables for Nfferent speakers: 'DB the fricatives -, TB the
vowels, and GF all but the novel vowels., For the tales of the nonnerve block
speakers we asked listenerg to check the worse imitation but to mark it with
an X if it were much worse. Imitations under ieuditory masking were judged to.
be much worse in -[X] for #1, for al for speakers #2 and #4,. but not
much worse for any syllable of speaker #3.

- Alginate 'laced on the alveolar ridge is more disruitive, according to'
perceptual u, ients, than is either auditory masking or ringual nerve. block.
The altered ocal'tract produces a more noticeable decremnt, on the average,
to the fricatives than to the vowels. It is es ecially1isruptive to [f] but
also affects [1], while sparing (perhapaeven f irltating) [01 and [y].

Summary or'Results

Putting the results of the various analyses together, we find that:

(1) For -four speakers, familiar syllableg were more noticeably affected by
adverse feedback conditions than were less familiar syfables, but for
throe .out of seven speakers, familiarity of syllables di not contribute
to perce4vedldifterences among condi s. Whey there was an effedt of
familiarity, the familiar fricatiVes more affected than vowels by
adverse speakineconditions;

1/4%.' ,a4,'

(2) Speakers made perceptually intelligible imitati84 of familiar syllables' 7'

under all speaking conditions, although more *acoustgoo variation was
evident Tor) [J] than for the other Emglish phbhes: \ . ,c

?

(3) Speakers differed'in their ability to imitate nonfamiliar syllables with
Cwosubjebts (DB and-GF) making a variety of attempts to'produce [X] and-- .

One subject (TB) consistently substituting [JJ for [X] and [3] for [1];

(4) NonEnglish'[y] 'and (01 were more closely approximated than were the,
fricatives by all three speakers, with listeners perceiving the-prodUc

,

.t0
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tions as similar under all speaking conditions. Appropriate db activity
was evident for rounded 'vowels and. the F2 was usually. lower than for

.. \., their Unrounded cognates as would be expected givens the longer vocal
tract resulting from lip rounding. In agreement with these, indications
of lip rounding, the less fatiliar vowels were judged by.the phonetician
to be almost foreign under normal,ipeaking conditions;

-) ....
.N.

.
.

. a
(5) Listeners, whether expert or naive, preferred the imitations made under

0 normal speaking conditions to those under any of the adverse speaking
conditions. Imitations produced with lingual anesthesia were preferred
to those produced With, masking or with Alginate. Combined conditions
-were judged worse than any singlecondbtiont

.

16. .
(6) Nerve block produced a small effect on all syllable typles;,

of

(7)

9 e speaker. In general, the F2 frequency for vowels was lower with
maski g; , /

Auditory masking affected some syllableWes more than other's, depending

(8) Vocal tract shape change affected [f] and [11 particularly, 'with both
spectrographic and EMGeN2dence of tongue retraction;

Of

(9) There was no evidence of learning. Subjects apparently 'knew' how to
approximate [,y] and -BA] without tr als, but fdr [X] and [Y]. they tried.
and failed in the time given (13 t als).

0

DISCUSSION
4

.

1

Studies of speaker compensation under difficult speaking, conditions have
-concurred in their results, indicating that speakers are able to pr duce,
acceptable speech patterns despite bite blocks between, the teeth (Lind lom,,
'Lubker,,& gay, 1979; Fowler & Turvey, 1980) forel-ng a change in motor ap vity
and despite conditions such as auditory masking and anesthesia, changing
sensorx Wormationl(earden, 1979). The'present Study is pie first, bgeever,
to mankpulate the familiarity of the phonic material. By -cdntFasting
familiar utterances with less familiar utterances, the importance of learning
to, *rotor control maybe evaluated'Once the familiar utteran;bs havePbeen well
practiced relative to the less familiar utterances.

The problem lies Ail disambiguating the perdepI41,/td Productive asriects 4

of the control systems. To produce aoskilled motoractiuch as a welllearried
411apeech event, the spdbker presumably makes referenct

t

to an internal represen
'itation of the utterance in the forW of a percept41 target and then effects

.

.

.

the appropriate motor coordinations according to known produolion rules,, To
produce a relatively unfamiliar motor act such as a foreign speech event, the

speaker presumably refers to a more poorly formed perceptual target and enacts
a motor program based on le* w noWn 'production rules. Familiarity, then, 111

%influences both the*Nrceptual target and the production.
$

444
Thelinding in the present study,, that more familia?Atterances are in

some subjects more vulnerable to changes in speaking conditions than are the
\N a

1 ,

113
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less familiar utterance , lends support to the hypothesis tha t criteria fOr
the 'perceptual targets that speakers have'iiii-kualized are more detailed. for
familiar than for unfathiliar utterances, and that the motor Programs'used- to,

,produce them are more refined and well practiced. Loss,of information needed
tb sharpen the match between speakers' actual loutput and'intended output may
result in small acoustig differences perceptible 6y listeners. The same loss
of information about production of,less familiar utterances ret.1).ted in these
speakers producing less perceptuapy noticeableeffectS across speaking condi-.

_tions. It folloWs from the same hypothesis'thatthe less familiar Utterances
would be represented in the speakers' mind with asdt of auditory, prorsensory
.criteria that might be less well defined than for familiar utteranc6s, as well
as with a more poorly'practiced set of production strategies. The use of.Aoro-
sensory inforpation for the fine shaping of speech events bad. been suggested
in the work of Stevens and Perkell (1977).

44,

,

How is one to i4fer that hese differenCes arise from differences among
the productions of Mae speak s pnd not simply fromObe expectations of the,*
'listeners making the perceptual judgments? We -kmaithatl listeners tend to
categorize allophonic, varia4, ons according to the phoneme systems of their own
language and, further, ten to ignore small acoustic differences within their

o cl:wn phonemic .categories (Libermani Harris, HdffRan-, & Griffith, 1957).
Adoording'to the principles of categorical perception; th$W,,,(Eng14.sh-speaking
listeners would be expected to ignore differences among "Eng],.sh -like utter-
ances thit they might notice among more foreign utterances.. To the degree4
that the listeners' in this ''studf-noticed the clifTeregRes.in the familiar
utteranees more than, the Unfamiliar, it can be inrer're-C1 that the pfferentes
Were' real:. they existed in the spedch produchd mop. sotiy_in the
perceptiods made by listeners.

6 2

l-a

Further support for this inference comes fromeathe,agreementwitir English
listener judgmeats.of an expert listener for whom the "unfamiliar" 'utterances
were native to his langdage. Finally, 'the unfamiliar syllableS. (especially

-the consonants) were so poorly imitated and so variable, even under normal
speaking conditions, that the differences between speaking conditions were
relatively unimportant; whereas the imitations of the'familiar syllables were
remarkably' good in all conditions, but \small differenoeS across speaking

tt

,,conditions were perceptible.,'

Familiarity 8f the phonetic material was not :a significant .factor for
some of the sneakers, indicating that for these speakers, loss of,information
about their own speop made no more difference in their -pdrformance, whether
the, performance involved well-learned or novel speech, productions. The
implication 'here is that 'control- was essentially pngplanned; with little
evidence of the fine of the well:-learned uttegrances shown by three cif.
the seven speakeri'

The idea of feedforward or preprogrammed control of motor..systems in
speech is consistent with recent findings ih, the motor control litvature
cited in the Introduction. The coMPensatory motor patterns evidenced by
people and/ 8y' animals despite conditions that require changes in motor
coordtnation or that riemoyesensory information' argue for .a control system
with extremely rapid adaptdgrlity features. Some theorists account f r t
compensatory power of slush motor systems by suggesting that under, ficult

114 4
' -
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circumstances the motor 'Sian is compared to the motor performance through
afferent systems (Everts, 1971; MacNeilage, 1970)-or thlt the eff4rent program
is'simply simulated and matohed with simulated afferent fn'formatiqh,.thust
enabling' the' system to adjust by prediction without waiting- for ,actual'
performance (Lindblom et al., 1979). Other theorists account for the compen
sations by suggesting that the equilibrium points for final positions are J
specified and anitherference with one part of the system is adjusted for by
another part of what is essentially a vibratory system (Bernstein, 1967; Kelso
& Holt, 1980) or a coordinative stricture (Fowler & Tutvey, 1978).

' There was no evidence of learning in the 13 trials produced by each
subject of the-.lesa.familiar fricatives [Xi and [y]. The speakers apparently
failed to make use'of information provided through feedback mechanisms to
quickly shape a novel speech gesture. The well- programmed production' rules
appropriate to the speakers' language seemed in many-cases to override any

match a new per2eptual larget. It is.impessible determine from
this whether the difficulty in making the appropriate changes arises
from a poor perceptual image of the target, --from inadeq! ate and poorly
practiced production rules, or from a combihation of perception and production
factors.

There was less difficulty wj.th [py] and -[0] according to listener
judgmehts. The internal formation of some auditoryperceptual target may well
have been less demanding than for the unfamiliar fricatives. W the perceptu,,
al image is easier torselicit, might it_be because the production rules are not-,
far from sounds produced in English? Although there might be a slight
,difference in ,tongue elevation and fronting fOr [i] and [y], the gesture
itself, is not novel, nor is the gesture of lip rouhdirg. Subjects seemed to
make generally, acceptable [py].and [0] and .the fact that they.were so litt1,e
affected by loss of auditory feedback indicates that tpe strategy taken was
relatively simple (lip rounding; none of the conditions` affected the lips). and
may have been 'controlled by feedforward or open loop instructions to round the

4 lips.
06

The implications of this kind orstudy for second language learning are
obvious. We knoW a bit more about the ways in which perception precedes
production in children learning their first language (Menyuk & Anderson, 1969;

.,. Strange & Broen, 1980; McReynolds, 1978) than we, do about the ways in which
perceptign and production

Williams,
ay interact in adults learning a new language

(MacKay, Goto, 1971; l 1974; Borden, 1980)r.
.s % \

%
--------

'

.

. These suggest that for adults the-basic*articulatton responses for
speech mays operate under an automatic open locip motor system, with, the fine
tuning of sucb,r6sponses resting upon the availabi ity of a welldefined

Ile

perceptual target and information on the sounds and o al sensations produced--
at least for Ihe production Of continuants such as vo is and fricatives.

-- 11

Future research. might explore whether such feedback. information can
contribute to more rapid speech events"as well as continuants. Also, it would
be 'interesting to try to measure separately the development of a new
perceptual tar get or ,image and 'the development of new motor strategies, in
order to evaluate their respective contributiv* to the production of new
speech sounds. . -

.

'e
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. ORTHOGRAPHIC VARIATIONS AND VISUAL INFORMATION PROCESSING"
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Abstract. Based upon an analysis of how graphemic symbols _are
,thapped,onto spoken languages, three distinctive writing systems with
three different relatiops between script 'an8 speech relationships
are identified. They are logography, syllabary, and alphabet, k.

degeloped bequentialy in the history of mankind. It is noted'that
this trend of development seems to coincide with the 'trend of
cognitive development of children. This coihcidence may imply that

. different cognitive processes are recluired for achieving reading.'
proficiency in' different -writing systems. the studies 'reviewed
include experiment'on.visual scanning, visual. lateralization, per-

--Lceptual demands, word recoiiqition, speech -recoding, and sentence,
comprehension. Resuiti from such comparcisond I reading behaviors-
actots different orthographies suggest tbat *Imarvisual information
pr ce sing is indeed affected by orthographic variation, but only'fat
the ower levels (data-driven, or bottom-up -processes). With
respect to the higher-level processing (concept,-*ven, or top -down

processe4), reading behavior ssems.*:,,be immune to Or4lographic
(variation'S. Further analyses of seitatitetion in script, as wellies
in speech reveal that every orthography transcribessentences at the
lever of words and that the transcription is achieved in a morphemic
way..

-INTRODUCTIIM

Ever since gozin, Poritsky, and Sotaky (1971) successfully taught a group
of second-grade nonreaders in Philadelphia to read,Chinese, the question has
been repeatedly raised:,' If Johnny can't read, dOLILthat mean Johnny really
can't read in general or Johnny just can't read, English in particular? To the

*A revised version is toappear incPsychological Bulletin.
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!;t,reading specialists, educational psychologi s, and cognitive 'psychologists

who are Interested in the visual information processing of printed materials
such a question is of practical as well as theoretical importance with respect
to the' understanding of reading behavior. Ab-tha pradtical level, ins it true
that some writing systems are easier to learn than-others, and to what degree
can dyslexia be avoided given that a certain type of writing system happens to
be used for a certain type of spoken language? At the theordtical level, one
must start to untangle the relations between script and speech by uncovering
strategic differences at various levels of information processing (feature
extraction, letter identification, word recognition, etc.) in the reading of
different writing systems. "These analyses may result in a new form of
linguistic determinism (cf, Scribner & Cole, 1978; Texg &.Hung, 1980).

It is conceivable `that reading different' scripts entails different
processing strategies. Paivio (1971) has.gathered much evidence that meanings
of words and of pictures'are retrieved via,different routes. Thus, one may
speculate' that, depending on how spoken languages are repres ted by printed
symbols, readers have to develop different processing strategies in order to
achieve proficiency in reading. Failure to develop these strategies may
result in a certain type of dyslexia that may be avoided when learning to read
inother script. For exam ecause of the close graphemesound relation,
1phabetic script may r uire beg nning readers to pay special attention to
honetic structur . hildren who have not developed the appropriate "linguis

tic awareness" (Mattingly, 1972) of such a phonetic structure may become
nonreaders. The same children, who are classified as dyslexic under an

alphabetic system, may encounter no prbblem in learning to read a sign script
such as Chinese logographs.

The idea of teaching the dyslexic to read Chinese is by no means new.
According' to Hinshelwood (1917), Bishop Harmon suggested that the ideal
therapy for'this disofder was to teach dyslexic children Chinese characters,
because Chinese is a'sign script where each word was its own symbol. The

success of Rozin.et al. (1971), though it has not gone uncriticized (Ferguson,
1975; Tieng & Hung, 1980), undoubtedly reinforces this idea and seems to point
to the possibility that dyslexia may not characterize visualverbal associa
tion in general. Hence, for a general understanding of reading behavior,
cras..laraguage comparisons of visual information processing strategies should
provide 'valuable clues to the underlying mechanisms and processes involved in
reading.

We will critically review some recent studies pertinent to the issue of
comparative reading. We will begin by discussing different orthographic rules
for mapping written scripts onto speech in various languages. Then we will
examine results of experiments that were conducted, to find out wheth r these
orthographl.p, variations have any effect on visual information prot ssing.
Finally, A will draw some tenable conclusions about the relations b tween
orthography and reading.

RELATIONS BETWEEN SCRIPT AND SPEECH

The relation between written script's and spoken languages seems so close
that one would expect that anyone who is able to speak should be able to read.
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But this is simply not the cas . For all normal children, learning spoken
language seems to require -no s dcial effort. From the time the child is able
to emit his first sound, he is tuned to engage actively in the language
acquisition game, and the process seems to be spontaneous. Some psycholingu
ists (e.g., McNeill, 1970) even suggest that the language acquisition device
is prewired biologically in our genetic program and hat the language
environment serves as a ,Ptimulus releaser to allow this program to. unfold.
Learning to read, on the contrary, requires a relat ely long period of
special training and depends' tieavily on' intellig ce motivation, and other
socialcultural factors. And even with so much ffort directed toward the
acquisition of reading skills, not every child is blessed with the ability to
read.

There is a general consensus that written languages evolve much later
than spoken languages and that in some way the former are attempts to record
the latter. Increasingly complicated and sophisticated living experience-
renders oral communication an unsatisfactory mediator for cultural and social
transmission. If one is able to transcribe spoken language visually into some
kind of graphic representation, then communication can overcome the limita
tions of space and time that are, usually imposed on the spoken sound. Since
there are many levels of representation of spoken language, the transcription
of spdken language into visual symbols can be achieved in many different ways.
If we look back at the history of mankind, we soon discovei- that the evolution
of writing systems proceeds in a certain direction. In a sense, the
transcription starts at the deepest level, the conceptual gist, and gradually
shifts outward to the surface level, the sounds. At each step, unique and
concrete ways of representing meaning give way to a smaller but more general
set of written symbols. 0 In other words, writing efficiency is achieved by
sacrificing the more direct link to the underlying meaning; consequently, the
graphememeaning relation becomes more abstract.

Primitive men wrote (or more precisely, carved) on rocks, tortoise shell,
cave walls, and so on, to achieve some form of communication. These drawings
were usually pictures of objects that immediately evoked meaningful interpre
tations. A general 4dea (sememe), rather than a sequence of *yds in a

sentence, was --expressed via object drawing. Thus, semasiography writes
concepts directly without the mediation of spoken language. Archaeologists
have discovered these rock paintings and carved inscriptions in many parts of
the world (Asia, Europe, Africa, America, Australia Oceania). From them they
are able to reconstruct and speculate about the life styles of these early men
(Gelb, 1952). However, picture drawing as a communication tool has many
obvious difficulties. First of all, not everyone is capable of good, drawing.
Second, it is difficult to draw pictures that express abstract concepts.

4 Third, different ways of arranging objects within a picture result in

different interpretations. Finally, an unambiguous picture (e.g., a map
telling the location of food resources) can be disadvantageous. Thus, new
systems had to be invented.

The next step-is important and insightful and should be regarded as one
of the most important achievements in the history of mankind. Instead of
expressing a general idea by drawing a picture, symbols were then invented to
represent the spoken language directly. First, there were pictograms,
(e.g., 4c for tree), which were carried ver from the previous stage of
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picture drawing. Then, there were ideograms, which are frequently formed by
putting several pictograms'together to suggest an idea:. for instance, putting
two trees together side by side to mean GROVE (4) and stacking three trees
together to mean FOREST ( A). Thus by the principle of metonymy, many
ideograms were invented to represent ideas and feelings of various kinds.1

But even with this new invention, there were still difficulties in

forming characters to represent abstract concepts. This need led to th9
invention of phonograms, which were typically made up of two or mire
components, one of -which was used not for its semantic content but for its
phonetic value. The reader gets a hint as to the character's meaning from the
semantic compo nt (called the signifiq) and to its sound from the phonetic
'component. Wit these three methods and the combination of them, a large
number of characters may be created to represent all words used in the spOken
language. This is ,exactly how the Chinese logographic system was formed
(Wang, 1973) Some examW.es of the formation of pictograms and of phonograms
in Chinese are illustrated in Figure 1. Similar,principles were also used in
'ancient Egyptian hieroglyphics and hieratics (Gelb, 1952). For example, the
cartouche (an oval or oblong figure) was used as a signific to enclose the
syllabic spelling of a monarch's name. It should be noted at this point that
once the concept of sound writing was conceived and appreciated, it-immediate-
ly became a' powerful tool for inventing new characters; it was so powerful
that nowadays a majority of Chinese characters are phonograms (Wang, in
press)...

Chinese logographs actually map onto spoken language at the. morphemic
level. Such a one-to-one grapheme-morpheme relation in the logographic system
requires that there must be distinctive characterg corresponding to each
morpheme: The inevitable consequence is that one has to memorize thousands
these distinctive characters before one is able to read. Furthermore, writing
is tedioui and slow. Printing and typing demand too much effort and time, and
in an era Of mechanization and computerizatan cries for change are echbed at
every level of the Chinese scientific cbmmunity. This is not the place to
enter the-debate for or against the character reform currently taking place in
the People's Republic of 'China. Suffice it to say that the logographic
script, with so close a grapheme-meaning relation, has its difficulties and is
under a great deal of technological pressure. However,,one should bear in
mind that this does not mean that logographic scripts are in any sense less
advanced than alphabetic scripts; Evolutionary fitness should be defined in
terms of the particular environment. The intr1nsic virtue of Chinese logo-
"graphs cannot be outweighed by technological dtfficulties that may easily be
overcome by further technological 'advarkcements. What we need to find tout is/
how the logographic scripts affect reading behaviors.

We have already noted the powe? of representing sound. It taken only a
small step to go from the rebus2 system to the syllabic system, in which every
written symbol denotes a syllable in the spoken language. As we can see from
cuneiform syllabaries, west Semitic syllabaries, Aegean _syllabaries, and
Japanese syllabaries, the design feature is a close symbol-sound relation.
ThuS, with a relatively small set of syllable-based symbols one can transcribe
an infinite number of spoken sentences. An economy of writing is accomplished
and the unit of written language coincides with that of the spoken language.
However,'there immediately arises the problem of homophones, which are indeed
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Figure 1. (a) Examples of Chinese phonograms. In the upper panel, the
character''on the left-hand ode 4s the base character and is
pronounced as /wang/ (meaning,KING)q The three characters on the
right are derivatives that contain the base character as a clue to
their pronunciations. In fact, they are pronounced as /wing/,
/wang/, and /wan/ from top to bottom, meaning THE BARKING SOUND OF
DOGS (or alternatively, DEEP AND WIDE), NOT STRAIGHT, and PROSPERI-
TY for the three charact s, respectively. In the lower pa 'nel, the

base character on the lef ronounced as /mS/. It means HORSE,
and it is a pictogram by itse (see Wang, 1973). Similarly, the
three derivative characters on the right are pronounced as /i5/,
hig/, and /a1/, meaning MOTHER, ANT, and TO SCOLD, respectively.
Thus, if a reader knows how to pronounce the base characters, he
can guess at the. pronunciations of tHe derived phonograms that
contain the base character as a partial component. However, one
should be cautious in making generalizations because in many cases
the base character only gives a clue to the sound of a particular
phonogram (sometimes the clue refers only to the vowel ending) and
the tonal patterns , st,\ ) are not included. (b) Examples
of pictograms and their transformation through hundreds of years.
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a nuisance even with the contextual cues provided in reading (Suzuki, 1963).
This problem is best exemplified by the Japanese writing system, in which
three different types of scripts, namely, kanji, katakana, and'hiragana (four
if wealso count the Roman letters used in many modern Aepanese texts, i.e.,
romaji), a e concurrently used in order to overcome difficulty of.

homoph . In the Japanese sAlabary, the problem was resolved by retaining
Chine logographs, general y referred to as kanji, to be used as the content
words. The kana script is a set of symbols representing the syllable sounds
of the Woken language; t us, in principle, it can beltsed to write any wor
in the Japanese language The kana script is subdivided into two t

hiragana'script and kateka a script. The former, a more cursive, style, i
script used for writing the grammatical particles and function words; the
latter is mainly used to write loan words (foreign words such as television).
These three different .scripts, kanji, hiragana, and katakana, are used
concurrently in a text. Because they have different writing styles and serve
different linguistic purposes, reading is probably facilitated by these
distinctive visual cues. On the other hand, all the difficulties associated
with the logographic script arise once again. It is no wonder that over the
last 30 years, the Japanese government has been making every effort to
eliminate Chinese QharaCters in their writing system. However, the close
gr apheme- morpheme elation represented in a character has enough
intAinsic value in facilitating visual hat the e attempts to abandon
the Chinese characters have not'b n duccessful. 'Ir ically, instead of
reducing the number of charactP -T the Ministry of Educ ti was recently
forcecto add five more characters to their allowabl- lis .

For most of the Indo-European languages,
after the Greek system, and further evolved to a
number of written symbols further reduced.NO
well as consonant phonemes, developed over per

tint system patterned
1phabetic system, with the
alphabet, marking vowel as

od of about 200 years during
the first millenium-B.C. in Greece (Kroeber, 1948). The transition from the
syllabic to the alphabetic system marks another gigantic jump with respect to
the script-speech relation. The discovery of vowel letters, which form the
basis of the analytical principle of an alphabetiosystem, has been character-
ized as something of an accident rather than a conscious insight.(Gleitman &
Rozin, 1977). As a sound-writing script, an alphabetic system maps onto
speech at the level of the phoneme, a linguistic unit mailer than the
syllable but larger than an articulatory feature. The problem of homophones
was solved in some languages (e.g., English) by simultaneously taking into
account the lexical root of each word. The consequence is that the grapheme-
sound relation becomes somewhat opaque. , As C. Chomsky points out, "English
orthography represents linguistic knowledge on different levels. In particu-
lar, there is a phonological level and a morphological level. The same sound
can often be represented by different letters. Which letters are chosen is
_then decided on a morphological basis: e.g., 'sign' could be spelled sign,
syne, cyne, etc. If it relates to 'signature' in meaning, then its spelling
must be sign" (1970). Thus,, the grapheme-speech relation embedded in the

EArisglaign=bnni,cErirl
is characterized

1511=1177gprepri:frel=n.
and the opaqueness of the link between English script and phonology hps been
seen by many as a' barrier to acquisition. Not all alphabetic scripts have
such a deep grapheme-phonology relation. Mr example, 'Serbo-Croatian, the
major language of Yugoslavia, is written in a phonologically shallow
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orthography with the simple rule: "Write as speak and speak as it is
written" (Lukatela, Popadie, Ognjenovid, & Turvey, 1980, p. 124).

Teereis en important contrast between logOgraphic and alphabet0 scripts
with respect' to how symbols are packed together to represent the spoken
language graphically. For example, in English. script, spacegANare largely
determined on the t, basis of words:\ "man," "gentleman," "gentlemanly,"
"ungentlemanly" and "prigentlemanliness" 4ire each written as a singlihe word even
though the last contains five morphemes while the first contains only one."' In
Chinese script, on then other hand, the spading is based on morphemes and each
morpheme is in fact a syllable: a word like tricycle has three morphemes, in
Chinese (three-wheel-v hicle) and is therefore, written wit4"ithrekrcharacters
1 3, lik 4,_ ] and rea with three distinctive\qyllables. Perceftually, the
grapheme-sound mapping Chinese is discrete (i.e41,, each character is also a
syllable) while in Edgl sh script the relation is continuous an at a more
abstract leVek. This d fference may have tnplicatioes for till beginning
readers of these two%sc ipts. For Chinese ghtldren, the written array is
dissected syllable by sytl File and thus has a one-to-one correspondence with
the syllables of the spo kcn language. On the other hand,
multilevel representation, 14, reader of Englip may have to
morphophonemic process in Whi& words are first parsed into mor
symbol-sound relations appli (Venezky, 1970). Furthermore
rules are necessary in order to erive the phonetic form, e.g.
for sign. These processes seem ve abstract and hence may be
for a beginning reader.,

because of the
go through a

phemes and then
, phonological

, to get /sain/

quite difficult

As we look back at-these historical changes, we see that the evolution of
writing seems to take a single direction: At every advance, *the number of
symbols in the script decreases and as Wdirect consequence the absti-actness
of the relation between script and speech increases. This pattern of
development seems to parallel the general trend of cognitive development in
children. Results trom two independent lines of research are of particular
interest. First, anthropological studies (Laboratory of Comparative Roan
Cognition, 1979) have shown that children's conceptualization of thie printed
arrays in a text proceeds from pictures, to ideas, to syllables, and finally,
to WORDNESS. Second, according to E. Gibson (1977), one of the major trends
in children's perceptual development is the increasing spet41Ticity of
correspondence between what is perceived and the information in the stimuli'.
Similarly, a1beginning reader progresses froM the whol:1 td the differentiation
of the_whole, and then to the synthesis of the parl.a to a more meaningful
whole. In a sense, the ontogeny of cognitive behavior seems to recapitulate
theevolutionery history,of orthographies. This cannoi, be simply a biological
'coincidence (Gleitman & Rozin, 1977). Such parallelism implicates the
importance of a match between the cognitive ability of the reader and the task
demand imposed by the specific orthographic structure of the scripts. One is
almost tempted to suggest that orthographic structure in a writing system must
somehow mold the cognitive processes of its readers. In fact, it has been
claimed that the processes involved inextracting meaning from a printed array

a. depend to some degree on how the information is represented grpphically
(Besner & Coltheart, 1979; Brooks, 1977; Tzeng & Hung, in press). It,is
therefore conceivable that different cognitive strategies are required to

. achieve reading efficiency in various writing ilbtems. One particular concern
is whether these different cognitive requii-ements imposed by various script-

1
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speech relations impOse a Npermanent constraint on our visual informatio
processing strategies, such that' readers of different scripts learn o
organize the visual world4 in rad cally different.ways. Evidence for such a
new "lingtistic relativity" hypot sis can be round in papers discussing the
"weak" version of the socalled orfian hypothesis (Tzeng & Hung, in press)
and in recent ethnographtelstudie on the behavioral consequences of becoming
literate' in Various types of V writing systems (Scribner &, Cole, 1978).
Crosslanguage and crosswriting system comparisons are certainly needed to
heipts answer this and othgir questions. /

Curiously, there has never been a systematic attempt to investigate the
effects of orthographic variations on visual information processing. Venezky
(1980) characterizes such an absence of studies on orthographic structure as
an unfortunate oversight in reading research. Heattributes this absence of
interest by-psychologists. in orthography in part to the lackof a linguistic
base fpr describing different orthographic systems and in part to the fact
that eiperlmental psychologists in the past mere not really interested in the
problem of reading. Now the situation has been drastically changed. In 197
and 1980,three big volumes of theoretical and experimental work on visual
language (Kolers, Wrolstad, & Houma, 1979), spelling (Frith, 1980), and
orthogrzaphy (Kavanagh & Venezki, 1980) were published. In additioh, a
anthology of experimental work on the perception of print is -forthcomin
'Tzeng & Singer, in press)'. It is time to have a critical look at th
relation between orthography and visual information processing.

EMPIRICAL DATA

Several points should be clarified. First, although there are many types
of alphabetic scripts (English, French, German, Russian, etc, we will limit
our discussion to the English alphabet, mainly because most of the comparative
readingoltudies use Englishas the representative case. Occasionally, we may
discuss other alphabetic scriptS when they provide Mffportant contrasts to
English orthography with respect to certain experimental paradigms. Second,
and not unrelated to the first point, most comparative studies have employed
the following research strategy: Data and models of processing Enggsh
orthographytere the basic reference points for evaluating data collected with
analogous experimental paradigms in nonalphabetic orthographies. Third, the
nonalphabetic orthographies here refer to Japanese syllabaries (i.e., kanji
and kana) and Chinese logography unless otherwise specified. And finally, in
the review itself we assume an information processing approach. That is to
say, we first look at studies comparing visual scanning patterns,, then at
visual lateralization, at some perceptual phenomena such as the Stroop effect,,
at the issue of speech recoding, at word recognition, ;nd finally, at sentence
comprehension. The review is in no way exhaustive and is concerned only with
empirical data rather than linguistic- speculations.4,

Visual Scanning

On the surface, the most obvious difference between an English text and a
Japanese or Chinese text is that the former is written from left to right and
then line by line -fray top to bottom whereas the latter is usually written
frco top to bottom and then colutn byLcolumn fran right to left. Considering
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the fact that most people tare righthanded (this is especially true in both
China and Japan because of the socialcultural factor that stigmatizes left
handers) and that for righthanded people it iA easier to write continuously
from left to right, the development of a vertical and righttoleft text
arrangement (s certainly an unforgivable mistake. The 'inconvenience .can. be
felt immediately if one attempts to write with a brush and ink. As soon as
one moves to th .next)iine, the finished but still wet characters on the right s

t111
hand side

Ld
to interfere with the, current writing unless one consciously

lifts the elbo and keeps it in the air all the time. (The ancient ChinPne
hadla special way of training their scholars to be patient 0 poised-.)

Putting aside this inconvenience in writing, is a vertical and rightto
left text easier to read? That is, do we have a natural tendency to scan
downward during visual information processing/the anatomical arrangement\and
physiological structure of out. eyes seem to suggest the opposite. Studies in
perceptual. development have generally found that infants engage in more
horizontal than vertical scan '(Salapatek, 1968. Moreover,-Cth an equal
number of nonsense geometrical figures arranged ve?.tically or horizontally, it
has been found that horizontal scanning is quicker than vertical scanning, and
this result is observed for both American, and Chinese elementary school
children. One investigator attributes this difference to the possibility that

,,,,,
vertical scanning may result in greater muscular strain as well as quicker

0 fatigue (Tu, 1930): Similar results have also been obtained in Japan with
tachistoscopic presentation and with reaction times as the dependent measure
(Sakamoto & Makita, 1973). Thus, with respect to reading, there is no
evidence suggesting any biological advantage, to arranging written text verti
celly.and leftward .3 The Chinese style has 'influenced Japanese and Korean text
arrangement for centuries, and it is clear that such an arrangement is more a
cultural convention than a biological consequence. It is not surprising that
a shift toward lefttoright and downward prim ing has been made in many
science texts in order to accommodate Arabic erals and names of western
authors, whose works are usually indexed in t e or inal alphabetic script

t beside their translattOns. The readability of such texts seems not to be
affected in any systematic way (Chapg, 1942; Chen & rr, 1926; Chou, 1929;
Shen, 1927). Our eyes are really very,versatile.

6 It should be pointed out that not all'alphabeCic scripts are written from
left to right . For instance, Hebrew is usually written horizontally from
right to left. In 'fact, in aboutc A.D. 1500 as many scripts were written and
read from right to left as frqm left to right (Corballis & Beale, 1971). Only
with the expansion of European culture in later years did leftto=right
scripts become predominant. Again, there is no evidence to suggest a
biological predisposition for scanning in either'direction. Bannatyne 0976)
found that eye movement is general y random for 6yearold or younger French
children. However, with older subjects, the leftright eye movements become
more or less regular and the regularity 'increases with the age, of the
subjects. Apparently, tjis regularity is a result of reading ha blt: The
,following example given 14 DreyfOss and Fuller (1972) illustrates this point.

In South Africa, most of the men who work in the mines are
illiterate. The .miners, therefore, are given instructions, and
warning in the form of- symbols rather than words. In an.effart to
enlist the miner's _help in keeping mine tracks clear oT rOck, the

O
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South African Chambeirof Mines posted this pictorial message [See
Figure 2]. But thifp campaign failed miserably, more and more rocks
blocked the tracks. The reason was soon discovered. Miners were
indeed reading the message, but from right to left. They obligingly
dumped their rocks on.the tracks. (1972, p. 79).

The title of this little example explains'the otion very ell -- "LEFT AND
RIGHT ARE IN THE EYES OF THE BEHOLDER."

Although reading, direction is merely 41earne4-habit, it seems to have a.
tpemendous effect on the reader's perdeptuat perforpaftce. For example, it one
type ofpeech perception experiment, a subject hears a click while listening* -

to a recorded sentence' and Is asked to estimat*the part of the sentence with
which the click was simultaneously presented. With such an experimehtal
paradigm, Fodor and Bever (1965) found incidentally that when the click
location task was adlinistered dichotically, the click was judged as coming
earlier when it was delivered to the left ear and the speech to the right ear
than with the opposite arrangement. Bertelson and Tisseyre (1975) replicated

s

this finding. They conjecture that from the perspective of the subjects, the
click is in fact perceived to tilt left of the sentenceowhich is presumably 4"
transformei into a lefttoright written array. Hence, when the subjects we
asked to mark the location of the click on a response sheet, they tend .to
displace the mark toward the beginning of the sentence, owing to the spatial
relation beween.the click and the sentence. Bertelson and Tisseyre further
speculated that the opposite result should be found for Itbrew, which is
written from right to Aft. Indeed, they fourid that Israeli students, when
listening to Hebrew sentences in a similar click experiment, preposed the ,

click when the speech was in the left ear and the click in the ri ht more than
in the opposite arrangement. Hence, the direction of the effect is inverted
when a language that is written from right to left, namely Hebrew, is used in
the test. A similar impaAt oflearning to read materials written in different
directions (i.e., righttoleft or lefttoright) was also demonstrated on
children's visual exploratory patterns. Arrays of pictures er- common objects.
were presented to children who were instruoed to name all objects in each
array. The exact order of the naming was recorded. While Elkind and Weiss
(1967) found a developmental trend of lefttoright directionality in American a.

children, Kugelmass and. Lieblich (1979) showed a systematic appearance of a J.,.

righttoleft directionality Jo,. Israeli and Arabic children. These findings
are corroborated by Goodnow, Friedman, Ber.baum, and Lehman's' (1973) demons
tration of the effect of learning to write ip English and Hebrew on the
direction and sequence in copying geometric shsees.

i
11. 1

There also has been some suggestion that the habit of reading direction
(i.e., righttoleft vs. lefttoright) affects the, pattern of the visual
lateralization4 effect in a visual halffield experiment (Orbach, 1966) We
will discuss this issue in more detail- in the next .section,. We mectio1* h, it

here simply as a note on the effect' of reading habit on subsequent visual
ihformation processinOtrategiea.

, (a-74-

We hAve seen that different rra
r

ngements of text in various scripts have
a definite effeot on reading behavior. in general, horizontal arrangement
seems to be more natural from the viewpoint of anatomical arrangement of our
eyes and more efficient for writing itself.° However, "since our eyes are so
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Figure'2 LE4 AND RIGHT ARE IN THE EYES OF THE BEHOLDER (idopted -from
Dreyfuss'& Fuller, 1972).
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,versatile and flexible, the issue of
may not be too critical. One thing is
standard style, the pattern of their
result of reading habit'.

1

horizontal, versus vertical arrangement
'clear; Once children /earn to read the
eye movements becomes stabilized as a

An 'important issue, has been neglected in all these earlier studies of
visual *arming. Very little information is available about ,the on-line
processes during the reading of,different orthographic scripts. Since the
logographic, syllabic, and alphabetic scripts.map onto their respective spoken
languages at different levels (i.e., Torphemes, syllables, and morphophonemes;
respectively), it is important to know whether these orthographic variations
affect eye fixation and eye scanning patterns during reading. Such cross-
orthography studies of. eye movements,Jduring reading will, no doubt help to
resolve one of the key controversies among contemporary inverstigators of eye
movements, namely, the nature and delg of control of individual mdvements
(Levy-Schoen & O'Regan, 1979). For instance, does a Japanese reader tend to
skip hiragana symbols based on the knowledge that these cursive .scripts
usually represent functors in a sentence (as English readers %Ind to skip THE
during reading)?" How do Chinese readers compute successive saccadic jumps
when word boundaries are not clearly specified in the logographic scripts?
Immunity to the effect of such orthographic variations rould"lend' support to
the notion of autonomy--that the eyes move to their own rhythm, more or less
inflexibly, and with little concern for local variation in the nature of the
text. Hence, further research should be directed to basic questions such as
the size of perceptAel span in each Fixation (Rayner, 1978), the number of eye
fixations per line given:- am equivalent amount of information in different
orthographies, the length ,of each fixa.tion as a furIction of orthographic
variations, developmental changes in the eye scaniing patterns, and so on.

Neuroanatomical Localization'

The human cerebral cortex is divided into left and right hemispheres, and
presumabbr the two hemispheres function cooperlatively in normal cognitive
activities.. However, the ideathat these two hemispheres may assume different
types of functions was suggested more than 100 years ago (Broca, 1861). how
it is common knowlqdge that the hemispheres are indeed not equivalent:
Sperry, Gazzaniga, and Bogen's (1969.) research on split-brain patients
provides direct evidence dfthemispheric specialization!lof functiorit
In these patients,. after cutting the corpus callosum (the communication
chahnei between the two hemisphires), the two hemispheres.are able to function
separately .ma independellyir Sperry et al. (1969)NOund that written and
spoken .English are procssed in the left hemisphere, while the right
°hemisphere is superior in performing various visual and spatial tasks: The
second line of evidence for this lateraltatlIon comes from studies'ofinjuries
tothe left hemisphere-caused by acc ants, 'strokes, tumors;\ aWi certain
illnesses. These injuries usuallfimpaie'some language ability, ;4ith the kind
and degree of the impairment depending on the site and .severity of the injury
(Lenneberg, 1967; Geschwind, 1970). Evidence for asymmetrically represented
functions has also been found in behavioral research with normal subjects.
-Kimura (1973), for example, found in dichotrbllispening experiments that
subjects were quicker and more accurate id identifying speech ...sounds

,-,:transmitted directly (from the right ear:via the crossed auditorrpathwaks) to
the left hemisphere. Similarly, in visual half=field experiments' in whiCh.
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words were tachistoscopically presented to either the left or the right.pf a

central fixation point, Mishkin and Forgays (1952) found a differential
accuracy of recognition, favoring words presented to the right Of the fixation
point. The last finding has been, termed the "visual lateralization effect."
It is interesting to note that under certain conditions the,, visual
lateralization effect can also be,demonstrated with Chinese-English pilinguals
in cross-language testing situatitons (Hardyck, Tzeng, & Wang, 1977, 1978).

The general pattern that emerges from the results of the above research
is the following. In nearly all right-handed .individuals and many left-
handers as well (Hardyck & Petrinovlch, 1977) the left hemisphere is special-
ized for verbal cognition and memory, including language and most areas of
mathematics. The right hemisphere is specialized for nonverbal cognition and
memory, including spatial relations and imagery, but also music and other
nonverbal sounds. Our concern here is not to review the findings and

r-)b..pntroversies concerning specializdtion. Rather, we want to point out that
most of these findings came mainly from, studies with English or other
alphabetic systems. The question is whether orthographic variations make a
difference, particularly with respect to datakpertinent to reading rather than
speech. Evidence has.been presentedthat the nature of the reading impairment
depends, in part, 4.(m.the specifid structure of the written* language in
qudstion (Asayama, 1914). So, our review will focus on the cross-writing-
syatem comparisons of brain-damaged patients and of they visual lateralization
effect in normal subjects.

Aphasic Studies in Ja an The major work on the effects of brain
lesions on reading Japanese s abart has been done by Sasan*a and her
associates (Sasanuma, 1972; 1974a, 4b, 1974c; Sasanuma & FUjimura, 1971).
In an earlier review'of the Illerature on reading disorders due to brain
lesions in Japan, Beasly (cited in Geschwind, 1971) ob'served that comprehen-
sion of kana scripts is usually more severely affected than that of the kanji
script, although the reverse occasionally occurs. Followigg the implications
64,,this article, Sasanuma has carefully examined the characteristics of the
aphasic's speech production and reception and their abilities in reading kana
and kanji scripts during and after speeh_re overy. She reports son evidence
for the sel,g6tive impairment of reading kan and kanji scripts, as suggested
4y Beasly. Rather than- postulating a right an left hemispheric specializa-
tion for processing kanji and kana (this,dichotomy seems to be implied -in
Beasly's review), Sasanuma argues for differential disruption of language due
to localized lesions in the left hemisphere. The primary difference between
reading kana and kanji writings)is the necessity of a phonological processor
for kana, which is needed to mediate the grapheme- sound- meaning, correspon-

y.
dence. It is interesting.to note that a similar processor has been .postulated
fo the reading of alphabetic scripts (Rozin et al., 1971). .110.efore,-
41ria-tiuma's argument has potential for explaining characteristics of language
processing beyond Japanese and deserves more careful examination.

Sasanuma has found that most of'her patiellts.can be categorized into one
of four diagnostic patterns. About half of them had equal impairment for kana
and kanji. Another 25% showed the overall Symptomatology of Broca's aphasia.
On a task that involved writing high-frequency words in kata and kanji;-thede
patients made almost twice as many kana errors as kanji. When asked to write
a sentence, they used only kanji characters and the sentence form was similar
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to the agrammaticalspeech of Broca's aphasia.&" This led Sasanuma to ponclude
that there was probably a correlation between the impairment of kana process-
ing and an agrammatical tendency. A third group of patients -(about 10%) also
showed disruption of kana processing, but they differed from the last group in
several important respects. In language ability; they were similar to
patients with Wernickels aphasia. A few were diagnosed as having conduction
aphasia. These were fluent aphasics as opposed to the nonfluent aphasics with
lesions in Broca's area. Their speech was fluently articulated but meaning-
less. ,It is also important to note that all patients with selective
ippairment of kana .processing made errors that were phonological in nature.
When writing kanji symbols, however, these patients made the same kin) of
errors as normal subjects--graphemic confusions (Sasanuma & Fujimura, 197i).-

Th converse was found in the final group of patients who performed,
etter on tasks using kana than kanji. Unfortunately, Sasanuma .(1974a)

co -cted in-depth data on only one patient and gave no indication of ,the
prevalence of the disorder. It is apparently a much less common form of
aphasia. In writing high-frequqncy words in kana and kanji, this patient
reproduced kana symbols perfectly while missing 80% of the kanji symbols. If
he happened to write a kanji character, he used it as if it were a phonetic
symbol, without regard
belonging to the type"

semantic form aphasia
transcortical aphasia.

for its meaning.' Sasanuma classified this patien as
of aphasia that has been labeled Gogi aphasia or
(Imura, 1943) and is similar to the mixed, fo of
This type of patient often can read aloud and dictate

Kana symbols but without any comprehension.

pfp

Taken together, these findings would seem to indicate that kana and kanjie,'
processing represent distinctively different modes of'operation in lingUisti7
behavior. These clinical ervations by Sasanuma and her associates are
important and provide inSi into the mechanisms underlying visual informa-
tion processing of linguistic materials. Let us summarize these results with
some cautious remarks.

1. Most of the aphasic cases reported by Sasanuma and her associates
were caused by cerebrovascular accidents. Whenever possible,.Sasanuma incor-
porated reports on neuroanatomical localization into the data. However, it is
usually unclear just' how precise the localization data are and how secure we
can feel about the areas postulated in the aphasic syndromes found in these
Japanese patients. Nevertheless, c eful examinationsiSf these syndromes and
their related reading impairments ggest that these data are consistent with
a general pattern of language- pecific dyslexic effects reported in other
languages.(Vaid & Genesee, in press). In general, lesions in the temporal
cortex are associated with greater impairment of reading and/or writing of
scripts that aN Phonetically based (de Agoatini, 1977; Hinshelwood, 1917;
Luria, 1960; Peuser & Lehner, 1974/1980); lesions in the posterior,
occipito-parietal cortical areas are associated with greater impairment
reading and/or writing ,of scripts with a logographic or irregular phonetic
basis (Lyman, Kwan, & Chao, 1938; necombe, mentioned in Critchley, 1970.

2. There is an odd distribution of the a asic,syndromes, with only one
patient with impaired use of kahji and any with impaired kana, which
corroborates the disproportional pattern oted by Beasly (see Geschwind,
1971). Thus, the statement of "selective impairment of kap and kanji" may be
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misleading. This extremely skewed distribution suggests a. totally diatrent
interpretation. Rather than hypothesizing differentially localized structures
for processing kana and kanji:, it might be useful to look at differences in
acquition. One poSsibility is that kanji characters are difficult to learn
and peThaps the long years of practice and-special attention spent in learning
these characters make them more resistant to loss. after brain trauma. This
interpretation is interesting but hard to verify empirically. A more attrac-
tive intwretation can be offered as follows. The two different pattern-
analyzine_Skills (i.e., recognizing kanji vs. kana scripts) may be viewed'as
refActing two different types of acquired knowledge, namely, knowing that
versus knowing how. The former represents information that is data-based or
declarative, whereas the latter represents'information that is based on rules
or procedures such as grapheme-sound-...44wgrespondences (Kolers-, 1979).
According to Mattingly (1972), operations With these two types of knowledge
require two different levels of linguistic awareness,. Whereas the realization
of knowing that requires only a primary linguistic activity- (or Level I

ability, in terms of Jensen's (1973] classification), the 'realization of
knowing-how -requires a more abStract secondary linguistic activity (.or

Jensen's, Level II.ability). The' imbalance betWeen kanji and kana impairments
observed in Japanese aphasics may be the result of differential difficulties
related to the performance of these 4two levels of linguistic activities. The
dissociation of knowing how from knowing that has recently been demonstrated
in amnesic patients (Cohen & Squire, 1980).

11

3. When _discussing the patients that approximate Brace's aphasia,

Sasanuma observed a close relation between an'agrammatical tendency in speech
and an impairment in kana processing. Based upon this obsprvation, she

proposed a special'- phonetic processOr and a syntactic processor and further.
assume that these two processors were localized\ close to.-each other-in the
left hemisphere. Such a view of dual processors with differential cerebral
localizations is suggestive but may be objected to on several grounds. First,
that the majority of Sasanzna's aphasic patients were kana- dyslexic.

evidence was provided to show that the kanji-impaired patient was free rom

the agrammatical tendency. .Thus, it is unfair to single out a kana processor.
Second, linguistic variations such as kana and-kapji scripts do not by
themselves justify 4eurological differentiation' unles evidence
that rules out other possible interpretations. Third,' arid more. important,
there is a more parsimonous explanation that requires no complication of
neurological structure. Since the cursive hiragana scripts are used in

Japanese writings mainly to represent grammatical morphemes, failure to, read
hiragana symbols-4eads directly to the disruption of syntactic, stru?ture.
Therefore, the close relation between kana impairment and agrammatical tenden-
cy should be interpreted as the result of the special function served by ,kana
scripts in "Japanese writings.

4. Sasanuma and Fuj'imura (1970 have .reported that Japanese aphasic
with apraxia (an impairment of voluntary movement without obvious sensorimotor'
deficits) of speech perform less well 'certain tasks requiring visuarrecogni-
tion and writing of kana than do aphasics without apraxia, while the two
groups perform comparable tasks with kanji about &Ally well. The finding
that aphasics with.apraxia of speech have special difficulty with kana but not
kanji is importetnt. Sasanuma and Fujimura (1971) offer the interpretation, .

that apraxic patients.have difficulty with f.hOkana script because they cannot

tr,
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bypass their` damaged 'phonetics and phonology, as they can with kanji. But if
the neurological mechanism that is responsible for phonetics and phonology is
damaged, then these patients should also show deficiency in analyzing speech.
Since these patients did .not show any more difficulty in speech perception
than the other patients, it is not very plausible totodUggest that phonological
impairment is responsible for their inability o read kana. Erickson,
Mattingly, and Turvey (1977) provide an alternative interpretation. Suppose
that it requires more subvocalization to read kana than to read kanji. The
apraxic patients would have difficulty in reading kana because of the ,noise
feedback resulting, from the imperfect subvocalization: Evidence for more
speech recoiling activity in reading soundbased scripts such as alphabetic or
syllabary scripts has recently been provided by Treiman, Baron, and Luk
(1981)%

Clinical observations are always very suggestive and should be regarded
as a major part of scientific research. However, two apparent shortcomings
cannot be avoided in this type of research and were not avoided in Sasanuma's.
Firstaof all, the number of cases involved in most cliniCal studies is usually
small; thus, statistical evaluation is difficult. Second, the results are
difficult to generalize to normal people. Most clinical observations rare
collected after the patient recovers_ from surgical operations. However,
little is known abo4t the plasticity of the brain except that reorganization
and compensation do seem to occur-(Hecaen & Albert, 1978', pp. 394-399). There
is also evidence showing that a linguistic task can be accomplished by non
linguistic strategies (Hung, Tzeng," & Warren, in press)., Hende, caution
should be exercised in making inferences from the recovery patterns of the
aphasia patients.

With these comments in mind, let us now turn to the experimental results
on visual lateralization effects with normal subjects.

Visual' Lateralization Effects. The rationale behind the' v pl half
field experiment is as follows. When a subject loOks at a fixatior4oint in
the center of a lighted square within a tachistoscope, each visual halffield
projects to the contralateral hemisphere. For erample, stimuli "presented to
the,right visual field (RVF) are first processed in the left hemisphere. If
language is indeed processed in .the Cleft "hemisphere, 'then verbal stimuli
presented to the RVF should take less time to respond to than when the same
materials re.iesented to the left visual field (LVF). The delay in reaction
time ITs attributed to the need to transfer information from the eight to the
left hemisphere. The experimenter can also shorten the exposure duration so
that subjects make identification errors. .Depending upon the pattern of such
an accuracy. measure '(i.e.,, RVF'or LVF superiority) and upon the materials
used, specific futIctilons of-the left and right hemispheres can be inferred.
With these experimental 'procedures, most studies have found a RVF advantage
for the recognition of English words. This finding is generally referred to
as.a viquallateralization e fe

Under the influence of-Sas numags work, investigators have begun to study
visual lateralization effects th kanji, and kana script's. When kana symbols
are presented first to the VF and then to. the RVF, more errors in a

recognition matching task are observed than when they are presented in the
reverse order, indicating a left hemisphere superiority for processing kana

. rr
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script (Hatta, 1976; Hirata & Osaka, 1967). This result is similar to those
obtained. with alphabetic writings. More recently, 'Hatta*(1977) reported an
experiment measuring recognition accuracy of kanji characters and found a LVF
superiority for both high and low familiarity kanji, characters, suggesting
that kanji characters are processed in the right.hemisphere. Using a similar
experimental procedure, Sasanuma, Itoh, Mori, and Kobayashi (1977) presented
kana and kanji words to normal subjects and found a significant RVF superiori-
ty for the recognition of kana words but a nonsignificant trend toward LVF
superiority for kanji characters. Thus, it seems that for sound-based scripts
such as English words and Japanese kana, a RVF-LH superiority pftect.is to be
expected ilia, tachistoscopic' recognition task, whereas a LVF-RH superiority
effect is to be expected for the processing of logographic symbols.

The .implication derlying this orthography-specific localization
hypothesis is that a spe ial phonemic processor is required for the grapheme-
sound-meaning mapping in he lexical access of alphabetic and kana words.
Although there is indeed vidence for the hemispheric specialization of speech
perception (Cutting, 1974; Wood, Goff, & Day, 1971), generalization of such
ndings to explain the differences between reading logographic symbols and

reading alphabetic/syllabic symbols may be misleading. There is now much
evidence showing that reading l!ographic symbols also requires speech
recoding under certain circumstances (Erickson et al., 1977; Tzeng, Hung, &
Wang, 1977). Thus, the hemispheric difference found in the tachistoscopic
recognition of kanji and kana (or alphabetic) symbols reflects, not an
orthography-specific localization property but a task-specific property of
cerebral hemispheric functioning. To support this claim, Tzeng, Hung, Cotton,
and Wang (1979) asked Chinese subjects (all .right-handed) to name
tachistoscopiCally°presented characters. In the first experiment, Chinese
subjects were exposed to brief presentations of single characters_in either
the RVF or the LVF, and their task was to name the character as quickly as
possible. The, accuracy data reflected a LVF-RH superiority, replicating
previous findings (Hatta, 1977; Sasanuna et al., 1977). Although the results
of RH processing are clear cut, its implication for reading is less clear.
M6dern Chinese tends to be multiple-syllable, and so the 'perceptual unit in
reading may be larger than single characters. Thus, a major task in reading
is to generate meaning by putting together several characters to form meaning
terms. Recognition of single characters can be accomplished by non-linguistic
strategies such as pattern match. Only in 'combining several morphemes to
comprise a meaningful whole does reading require an analytic (linguistic)
strategy.

In the second experiment of Tzeng et al. (1979), the stimuli were two
characters arranged vertically, and the subjects were asked to name the
stimuli (all meaningful terms) as quickly as'possible. Tfie procedure of the
third* experiment was similar to that of the second experiment except that the
subjects' task was to decide whether these character 4trings as a whole were
correct ,semantic terms. (This is a common lexical, decision ask, and the
dependent measure was the reaction time requIxed to make the ecision.) A RVF-
LH superiority effect was found ilfbOth the, geoondAnd-the t ird'experiments.
These differential visual lateralizatigr4 r ultsotier=e It to reconcile
with the location-siaecific, hypothesie: owevgr, theie.aata.are consistent
withAhe view expressed...by Patterson and adshaw (1975), Who assume that the
left hemisphere is specialized for sequential-analytic Urns, Whereas the
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right hemisphere performs holistic-gestalt pattern matches. pus, all these
results should be interpreted as reflecting the function-specific properties
of the two hemispheres (Patterson & Bradshaw, 1975); they cast doubt on the
orthography-specific localization hypothesis proposed by previous

investigators. Such a shift of visual lateralization is by no means a unique
finding. In fact, Elman (Note 1) reports that even with single kanji

characters, a shift from LVFIRH superiority to RVF-LH superiority was observed
when the experimental task was changed from simple naming to syntactic

categorization (i.e., deciding whether .the presented character iS a noun,
verb, or adjective)., A similar shift, though not very pronounced, was also
observed in deaf subjects' perception of AIL (American Sign Language) signs

-I

(Poizner, Battison, & Lane, 1979), With statically presented signs, a VF-RH
superiority was found.; whereas with moving signs, the deaf showed no l teral
asymmetry. These latter stimuli included movements of the hands in straight
lines; bending, opening, closing, wiggling, converging, linking, divergent,
and others. These movements capture much of the significant variation of
movement in ASL at the lexical level. Recognition of these movements depends
on the ability to put several discrete signs together into a coherent moving
sequence. Therefore, the shift from right dominance to a more balanced

hIlispheric involvethent with the change from static to moving signs_ is
consistent with the position that the left hemisphere predominates in the
analysis of skilled motor sequencing (Kimura, 1976). It is worthwhile to
point out that single ASL signs, like single Chinese characters, sometimes
represent morphemes rather than words. In natural signing or in spoken
Chinese a meaningful, word frequently consists of two or more signs (or
characters). The similarity between 'perceiving ASL signing and reading
Chinese characters (despite other differences, cf. Klima & Bellugi, 1979) with
respect to the visual lateralization effect strongly suggests that the -idea of
a left-hemisphere phonetic processor is not viable.

This argument against the orthography-specific localization hypothesis is
further reinforced by the observation that procedural differences in a visual
half-field experiment may result in either a RVF or LVF superiority effect in
the tachistoscopic recognition of Hebrew words (note that Hebrewis an
alphabetic script),,depending on whether the stimulus words are presented

successively in either visual field or simultaneously in both visual fields
(Orbach, 1966). Habit of reading direction (right to left for Hebrew) becomes
an important factor in this case (Heron, 1957). In fact, all these- results
are compatible with the substrata-factor theory of reading (Singer, 1962),
which asserts that when a task cannot be solved at one level of cognitive
operation, a reader may have to fall badk on a more analytical mode, perhaps
by switching from the, right to the left "hemisphere. Under this
conceptualization, the interaction% between orthography an information
processing strategy as demonstrated here enables us to identify various
subskills at different stages of information processing. The visual
lateralization ex.periment may prove to be a useful technique for untangling
this complexity (see Tzeng & Hung, 1980, for a demonstration).

°So far, we have reviewed research on effects of orthographic variations
on cerebral lateralization using two different approacKes,"namely, the brain
lesion approach and the visual half-field experimental approach. The clinical
and experimental studies 'found differences resulting from reading different
scripts, and we have been critical of these findings. However, we do not wish
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to deny the existence of these differences. We only argue' that these
differences can be explained by proposing two types of knowledge (knowing how
vs. knowing that) and by the general properties of cerebral organization,
without inventing special processors or proposing special locations.

Stroop Interference Experiments'

In studies of the Stroop effect (Stroo 1 5), color names are written
in an ink -of a different color (e.g., GREEN in red ink) and subjects are
required to dame the color of the ink in which the word ;is written. In the
control condition, subjects name a serve's of different color patches. It is,
an established fact that tba)time it takes to name a series 'of colors in the
test condition is much longer than the time it takes tO"'name a series of color
patches in the control condition. Since the Sproop interference effect is
very robust and easy to demonstrate, the Stroop task and its variants have
been employed' by researchers in various fields to investigate different
psychological processes, such as the parallel processing of verbal and
nonverbal materials (Keefe, 1972), the nature of stimulus encoding in short-
term memory (Warren, 1972), the properties of bilingual processing (Dyer,
1971; Preston & Lambert, 1969), the automaticity of word recognition in
beginning reading'(Samuels, 1976), and so on.

A recent study by Biederman and Tsao (1979) with an ingenious application
the Stroop interference paradigm has shed light on the issue of

orthographic differences. They observed a greater interference effect for
Chinese subjects in a Chinese-verstod Stroop: color-naming task than for
American subjects in an English version. They attributed this difference to
the possibility that there may be fundamental differences in the petceptual
demands of reading Chinese and English. Since, for Chinese characters, the
direct accessing of meaning from a pattern's configuration is a function that
has been assigned to-the right hemisphere, which is also responsible for the
perception of color, the increased perceptual' load would result in greater
interference. For English words, on the other hand, the word processing is
mainly a left hemisphere activity; lesS interference is expected. This study,
although intriguing, suffers from several methodological weaknesses. First,
there were tremendous subject differences in the reaction times required to
name the colors of simple color patches (for some unknown}vason, the 'mean
reaction times of the Chinese subjects were relatively- slow overpll) and
differences in verbal ability (i.e., the Chihese su eats happened to be all
highly'salected- graduate students). Second, ,Chinise color term; are all
monosyllabio characters, but this was not true in the case of the English
version. Third, all Chinese subjects in the study should be considered semi-
bilingual whereas the American subjects were monolinguals, Although Biederman
and Tsao did try to rule out the first confounding factor by certain post-hoc
statistical analyses and the third confounding facto of bilingualism by
cuing other bilingual ,Stroop data, we think that their results should be
replicated with a more general subject population.

Shtmamura and Hunt (Note 2) and Biederman (personal communication)
i.independently ran the Stroop experiments with Japaiiese subjects naming the
color-terms written either in kana or kanji .(a within-subject factor). They
both found that the kanji version produced more interference than the kana
version. Since the same subjects took both the kanji and kana version, the
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subject` di erence was avoided. The result is still consistent with that of
BiederMan an Tsao (1979). However, ssible flaw may exist in both
studies. F fluent readers of Japanese; he color terms they read in

everyday lie are. usually expressed in kanji sc t and rarely in kana. The
greater in erference observed for the kanji script m be attributable to this
familiari factor. To counter such an argument, bo studies presented
furthgr evidence showing that in a simple word7naming experiment (naming words
printed in black), color terms written in'kana were actually named much faster
than color terms written in kanji. Similar findings were reported by Feldman
'and Turveyp980). So, although colors are more frequently written in the
kanji form and although kanji are more compact graphic representations of
words in general, naming time was consistently less for the kana. So far, so
good. However, whether, one may use naming latency data to resolve the
controversy generated by the Stroop task is a,queStion by itself. Since
Stroop interference can be obtained in cases where no naming is required

4 (Dyer, 1971), naming speed is hardly .a.n important factor. Thus, although
studies of both Biederman and Tsao (1979) and Shimamura and, Hunt (Note 2)
showed the effect of orthographic variation on the magnitude of Stroop
interference, other uncontrolled fadtors made their data less convincing.

with a pictorial variation of the Stroop task, in which subjects
were asked to name the pictures as rapidly as possible and, ignore the non-
congruent words presented simultaneously with the pictures, Smith (Note 3)
found no difference in the magnitude of interference between a Chinese version
and an English version. This result is opposite to those from studies with
Colors. One thing that should be noted is that Smith employed multiple-
character words, which are linguistically different from the morpheme-based
single characters used in the color studies. With these ambiguities in mind,
let us look at another set of Stroop studies.

In discussing their original finding, Biederman and Tsao (1979) further
speculated that there may be some fundamental differences in the obligatory
processing of Chinese and English print. They suggested that a re der of
alphabetic writing cannot refrain from applying an abstract rule systarto the

III

word whereas a reader of Chili se may not .be able to refrain from
-configurational processing of the Cgograph. Such a conceptualization - -that

\reading different types of scripts may automatically activate different types
of perceptual strategies - -is intriguing. ft-- leads to a unique prediction
concerning bilingual processing in a modified Stroop task. Suppose a' Spanish -

English bilingual subject- is asked to name the color in an English-version
Stroop task either in English, the same language as the printed colors 'terms
(intra-language condition), or in Spanish, the ling4age different fro to
printed color terms (inter-language condition). Based on previousAempiricil
findings (Dyer,. 1971; Preston & Lambert, 1969), one can predict that the
Stroop interference effect should be reduced in the inter-language condition
as.pompared with the'intra-language condition. Suppose further that another

7

group of Chinese-English bilinguals are asked to perform a similarly modified
Stroop task either in an inter-language or an intra-language condition. Once
again one would predict that the Stroop interference should as\reduced in,the
inter-language as cOalparecl% with the intra-language condition. Of particUlar
*interest is the comparison between the Spanish-English and the Chinese-English
bilingual subjects with respect to the magnitude of the reduction of the
Stroop interference from the intra-linguage to the inter-language condition.
According to Biederman and Isagpav(1979) conjecture that reading alphabetic

.._
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and logographic scripts make different perceptual demands, one would predict
that the magnitude of reduction should be greater for the Chinese- English
bilinguals than for the Spanish-English bilinguals, because English and
Spanish are both. alphabetic scripts and presumably compete for the same
perceptual mechanism (i.e., both would activate obligatorily the same
perceptual mechanism for deciphering,the.alphabetic script). Fang, Tzeng, and
Alve(in press) carried out exactly such a modified version of the bilingual
StfooP experiment, and the results of their study showed that indeed the
magnitude of reduction of the Stroop interference from the intra-language too-L
the inter-language was much greater for the Chinese-English bilinguals than
for the Spanish-English bilinguals. This seems to support Biederman and
Tsao's ,contention that reading alphabetic and logographic scripts make
different perceptual demands.

Fang et al. (in press) also made an interesting observation. They
recalculated from Dyer's (1971) and 'Preston and Lambert's (196,9) bilingual
data the magnitude of reduction of the Stroop interference from the intra- to
the inter-language condition. All together, there were five types of
bilingual subjects: Chinese-English, French-English, German-English,
Hungarian-English, and Spanish-English. Fang et al. ranked these bilingual
data according to the magnitude of reduction from the intra- to the inter-
language condition. The result is as follows: $hinese- English (a reduction
of 213 msec), Hungarian- English'(112 msec), Spanish-English (68 msec), German-

r4Eng lish (36 msec), French-English (33 msec). The ordering of the last three
categories is particularly revealifig. Why should switching between Spanish
and English produce a greater reduction of interference than that betwben
French and English or that between German and English? It is certainly' not./
intuitively obvious why Spanish and English are more orthographically
dissimilar than Frenc and English (or German and English) . 'However, if we
examine the spelling of color terms across these languages, then{ the
deviation of Spanis becomes immediately clear. For example, red, Woue,
green, -and brown (these colors were used in all these experiments) are
translated and spelled as rot, blau, grUn, and brAun' in German; as rouge,
bitU, vert, .and brun in French; but as rojo, azul, verde, and cafe,
respectively, in Spanish. Clearly, with respect to the color terms used in

all these studies, Spanish color terms are orthographically more dissithilar to
English color terms than boil French and German. Correspondingly, the data
showed a greater reduction of Stroop interference. The pattern suggests that
the magnitude of-reduction is a ,negative function of the orthographic
similarity between the two languages involved in the task.

However, since orthographic similarity is highly correlated with phonetic
similarity,-an alternative explanation for the data is to'attribute the effect
of switching language to the phonetic factor instead, of the orthographic
factor.. Even though these two explanations are ngt necessarily mutually
exclusive, it is important to, determine which factor (orthographic
vs. phonetic) contributes more t4 ,thai. reduction of the Stroop interference.
To answer this question, Fang et, al. ran a similar language-switching experi-
ment with Japanese-English bilinguals. In this case, the pronunciation of the
color'terms was the same for kanji and kana symbols. If the phonetic factor
is responsible for the reduction, then little difference in the magnitude of
reduction shopld be observed between the kanji-English switching condition and
the kana-English switching condition'. On the other hand, if the orthographic

de
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factor alone can effectively account for. the differential reduction, then the
magnitude of reduction should be significantly greater for the kanji-English
condition than -for the kana-English condition. The, results of Fang et
al.'showed that, even with the phonetic factor controlled, the reduction was
still greater in the kanji-English switching than id the kana-English switch,
ing. Thus, we may conclude that orthographic structure does.play an important
role, independent of phonological factors, in the lexical access of a
bilingual subjeQt.

From the viewpoint of cross-language research, 7tirte" demonstration of
differential perceptual demands in processing diff .ent orthographies is an
important step toward a general theory of visua information processing. It
leads to a host. of more intricate questions to b answered. For example, what
are.these perceptual,demands? Do they represent the activation of different
knowledge,structures {procedural 'vs. declarative), as speculatedAn the previ-
ous section? Do these differences result in different types of dyslexia? Do
they necessitate different instructional strategies for teaching different
scripts to beginning readers? . To readers learning a second language?
Furthermore, does the difference in orthographies (e.g., Chinese-English
vs. Spanish-English) also result in different lexical organization?---Ihebe
questions can be answered only by reading research with rigorous
experimentation and sophisticated statistrcal-analytical procedures.
Ultimately, we would like to be able to relate the depth Of the orthographic
structure to Ahe formation of the ,lexicon in a literate person (dither
monolingual pr biWaglal).

Phonetic Recoding in Reading Different Orthographies

Fluent readers can read faster than they can talk, but the' opposite Es
usually true for a child who has just started to learn to'read, because the
child has to sound out every word in orderto get at the meaning.- At what
point during the process of acquiring reading skills does the transformation
Orvisual code into speech code (a process generally referred to as phonetic
recoding) become automatic or even unnecessary (the latter view'has been
generally referred to as the direct access hypothesis)? The choice between
the phonetic recoding hypothesis and the direct access, hypothesis has been and
still is one of the most controversial subjects of debate in reading research.
Experimental data in orthographies other than English are particularly rele-
vant here because of. their unique grapheme-meaning mapping rules. For
example, the possibility of reading Chinese, in whilph the logograms do not
specify the sound of the word, has been taken as evidence to support the
direct access hypothesis.5 However, a growing number of recent experiments has
cast doubt on this general impression of reading Chinese (e.g., Tzeng & Hung,
1980).A Let us examine this'iasue of phonetic recoding versus direct access
more careYully with respect to available comparative data.

The 'idea that reader convert the graphemic representation of printed
words into a speech-relate code can be traced to the, proposal ST the
subvocalization hypothesis. In its extreme form, this hypothesis asserts that
readers must convert the written form into subvocal speech and. that, in a
sense, reading 0, no more than listening to oneself. Although there .is
evidence:supporting this' hypothesis (Hardyck kpetrinovich, 1970), a moment's
reflection suggests)it can easily be refuted on both logical and empirical
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grounds:- For one thing, it asserts that a fluent reader can never read faster
than he can talk. This we already know is not true. Second, Rohrman and
Gough (1967) and Sabol and DeRosa (1976) have shown that subject§ can gain
access to a word in the metitL lexicon in less than 200 msec, whereas naming a
three - letter word requir S approximately 525 'cosec (Cosky, 1975). Thus, it is

i:
absurd to assert that r aders have to wait to receive subvocal" information
before they gain access-to the lexical memory of4woris.

-

The phonetic recoding hypothesis differs from the subvocalization hypo-
thesis in that the grapheme-speech, conversion is at a more abstract level,
thus` avoiding the tedious motor process of .vocalization. ,There is a great
deal of evidence that phonetic information is, often used during the decoding
of written English. In the rly 60'S, researchers on memory accumulated much
evidence suggesting that phon4tic recoding occurs in processing verbal materi-
als even if they are presented visually (Conrad, 1964). These experiments
generally found that confusion in short-term memory is more often due to
phonetic similarity between the to, -be- remembered and the interpolated items
than to visual or semantic similarity. 'Analysis of the kinds of errors the
subjects make suggests that a grapheme-speech code conversion occurs and that
this speech code is phonetic in nature(Eaddeley & Hitch, 1974). .

v _.
Another source of evidenpe for than phonetic recoding hypothesis is work

/by Corcoran (1967) and others who have demonstrated that spelling arrors
resulting in'a letter string that is pronounced like a word go undetected more
often than errors leading to letter strings that do not sound like words.
Similar results were.obtained by MacKay (1972) with a different experimental
paradigm. These investigators have taken these data to suggest that the
reader has translated the printed words into a phonetic representation that
correspbnds to an entry in his mental lexicon such that the spelling errors go
undetected.

.

Considerable evidence has been accumulated that .shows a. syllable effect
411kri reading-related tasks: disyllabic or multisyllabi ...j ords are named. more

411;

slaelly than monosyllable words; same/different judg
1

ents are sldwer for
eultIple-syllable than single syllable item's, and letter detection is more
abcurate in monosyllabic than disyllabic words (see Massaro, 1975, -for a
general review): Since the syllable effect is obtained for(words equated' for
visual length, the effect can be taken to indicate translatibn into a phonetic
form during the visual recognition' process. However, one should take extreme'
caution in. interpreting resultS of a naming task." At, least two processes
shoyld be distinguished: (1) visualrecognition and 2) .artilculating thb
response. A ssyllable effect can be 'localized in eite

/
process, but out

*theoretical interest is in only the first, since ou -on ern is really with.
how speech is used to gain access to meaning durin the fn "tial contact with
print. An experiment that demonstrated the fable e fact without the
contamination of the naming process (Pynt9K 1974) is partic early revealing in
this connection. Pynte found that FretCh people gazed lo er at two -digit
numbers- whose names contained mire syllables (e.g., 82 is pronoun4ed ay
quatre-vingt deux, with four sylitbles) than at those, whose names ,contained

fewer

syllables (e.g., 21 is pronounced as vingt huit, with only two
syllables). The syllable effect observed in reading numbe1 is important
because Arabic numerals are logographic symbols and it has been assumed that'
reading logOgraphic' scripts does not engage any phonetic . recoding.
Apparently, this assumption is not valid.
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Experiments using lexical. decision tasks provide a' fourth source of
evidence in favor of the phonetic recoding hypothesis. Rubenstein,'Lewis, and
Rubenstein (1971), presented letter strings to their sllbjects.and simply asked
Whether or not each letter string. was an English word.` They found that
subjects took considerably longer 'to reject pseudowords that are homophonous
with (sound like) real English wordsje.g., brane) and that nonpronounceable
items (e.g., sagm) Are rejected most rapidly. In another experiment, these
investigators also found slower' positive responses foriords that are homo
phonic in nature, such as yoke-yolk and sale-sail than for Control words such
as moth. Meyer and his associates (Meyer %Ruddy, Note 4; Meyer Schvane-
veldt, & Ruddy, 1974) have replicated and e nde ci. these findings to experi-

mental situations involving lexical judgments of airs of letter strings-.

In summary, a number of experiments using a variety of techniques have
produced evidence that the phonological structure of a word affects its visual
processing. This evidence'is consistent with a phonetic recoding hypothesis.
However, the seemingly clear picture becomes muddied when we begin to examine
'other sets of experimental results, which support the direct access hypo-
thesis, that readers are able to go directly, from the graphemic representation
of the printed word to the lexical representationin their mental dictionary.

--First, Baron (1973) demonstrated thatsubjects had no more'difficulty in
deciding that a phrase was nonsense when it sounded sensible than. when it did
not. For example,*they could classify the phrase, TIE THE NOT,t as nonsense,,
as quickly as the phrase, I AM KILL. According to the phonetic recoding
hypothesis, one would have expected the phonemic correctness of the first
phrase to slow ddwn rejection time if phonetic translation had indeed
Occurred. But this expectation- was Clearly not confirmed. Second, Bower
(1970) asked speakers of Greek to read passages' containing misspqllings that
were pronounced exactly the same as the correct spellings. This was accom-
plished by interchanging vowels that were pronounced idenbically but spelled
differently. The Greek readers were considerably slowed down by this .visual
distortion, suggesting that their normal reading must be via some route
disrupted by the visdal change. Obviously, the grapheme to phoneme route was
still available and undistorted (though it was less familiar), indicating that
it was not the only route -used dur*Kg rapid reading. Third, Davelaar,
Coltheart, Besner, and Jonass9n (197& ve shown a dependence of the
homophone effect on the exact items use: the lexical decision' judgments.
In. their experiment, Davelaar et al. inc' ed one comparison (MOTH vs. YOKE)
under Rubenstein et aleeconditions, with nonwordslike SLINT. The result
showed a reliable slo er response time for YOKE than that for MOTH (628
vs.606 msec): When the experiment was changed slightly by including nonwords
(like BRANE) that were homophonic with real words, the previous difference fh
respodse time between YOKE and MOTH (600 vs. 596 msec, respectively) went
away. The conclusion seems clear: an optional, not compulsory, speech-based
process'is involved in lexical access and the subjects can bypass it when the
task demands make' it a'poor strategy.

A final but perhaps the strongest set of evidence against the phonetic
recoding hypothesis comes from 'an experiment conducted by Kleiman (1975) .

Kleiman presented subjects with a pair of words and asked them to make one of
three types of judgments: (a) graphemic similarity, (b) phonemic similarity,
and (c) semantic similarity (synonymity) . On ,some trials the subjects were
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also required to "shadow" a series of digits- _heard through an earphone while
performing the judgment task. '''On other tigtals they performed only the
judgment task. Kleiman found that prevention 45f 'phOnemic translation had
*little effebt on graphemic and semantic judgments as compared with performance
on phonemic judgment. Since semantib judgment' required access. to 'meaning,
this. result suggests that meaning access does not depend on graphethe-phoneme
conversion.

.

We have seen evidence for and gsainst tlie phonetic_ recodth hypothesis
with respect to the reading of alphabetic ,materials. What about parallel
lines of research in reading logographic material's? In lect, eup'poqers of
the direct access hypothesis 'have always used the example of reacting aihinese
logographs to reinforce their argument.; The argument goes like this; Since
Chinese logographs do not contain information about pronunciation, peOple must,
be able to read withaut speech recoding. This Statement is not .exactly
correct. First of all, the majority of Chinese logographs are phonograms that
at times do give clues towthe jironundiation of theme ch'aracter. (the efficiency
coeffic$ent, for toorrectlilprediotinpr#nunciation' of a phonpgram from its

, constituent, soUnd, cdmponent estimated to be .36, see Tzeng & Hung, 1980).
Second, reading should llot be .equated," Oth lexidal jaccess of a single 4,0 r d ;

rather, it should _be 'regarded as_ a more general linguistic activity that
involves all sorts of ,Subcomponent activities such as iconic scanning and-
storage, lexical retrieval,' shorte-terVmdlorye4 tactic parsing at both the
macro- and micro-levels (Kintsch &tVenl)ijk: , and 'semantic integration
(Bransford ,& Nanks, 1971). This Icind, Of co alization immediately
ques he _validity of 't e,, that reading logo Paphic script "such as
Chines , yolyesAo grephemeSphoneme translation., ,$.1Ch. translation may hot' be
necesser,y,- atG the entry oi"- the, lexicon, tiut it may very well occur during the-
short=term memory stage, or the syntactilkersing stage.

.

. 4?zeng et .a1,-(1977) carried.:-out two- experiments investigate ether
phonemic similarity afrectS'the,, visual information rocessing of Chinese
characters. The firStexperimeWemproyed a retroactiA:interference paradigm
introduced by WiOelgren (1965') .- ,,ChtneSe= 'subjectS:were -asked to memorize a
list of four unrel'ated charactersepresentee vissua1lyi followe,d.by the shadowing
of a series of aurally presented Varacters that werffp-honemically similar or
dissimilar to the target charactees. The results showed .a tremendous amount
of intral st and i erlist interference d e 'similarity.' This is
consistent th th experimental results n English ,tConrad, 1964; kintsch &
Buschke, 1969, Wick lgren, 1965). Furthermore, vowel similarity produced more
interference than did consonant similality.i4:14s finding is consistent with
previous experiments- 4y Crowder (1971) with alp4betid materials and a very
different experimental procedure. In their second} experiment, Tzeng et
al. extended the finding 'of ..such a phonemic similarlEby 'effect to a sentence
judgment task. The experimental- task requiredOubjects to judge whether a
singly presented sentence was a normalP sentence Or* anomalous sentence.
Normal sentences were both gralltatical and ,-mean gful whereast anomalous
sentences were both ungrammatical' 'and rela el meaningless. The major
independent variable was the degree of phonem c ilarity among the char-
acters that made up the sentences; the dependent measure was the reaction time
required for making a co c judgment. ,The results clearly showed that
performance in such a tence judgment task was impaired by the introduction
of phonemic similarity into the test material. Erickson et al. ,(1977) also
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demonstrated the effect of phonemic similarity with Japanese subjects memoriz7
.ing a list of kanji characters.

In another experiment, Tzeng and Hung (1980) asked Chinese subjects to
read a section of prose Containing about 1500 characters and concurrently
circle all characters containing certain graphemic components such as

6 or . These two graphemic components sometimes .are used. to
construct phonogram that sometimes they have nothing to do with the'pronunCia-
tion of the entire character. For example,,the pronunciation of g, /tgi/ is
based on the sound of /tai / while -that if 16, hi/ is not, even though P
both characters contain the same graphemic component 3 on the right-
hand side.' It was found that subjects detected more characters in which the
designated graphemic component carried a phonetic clue. This result is

similar to Co coran and Weening's (1968) finding that when English-reading
subjects are sked to perfof a similar task, they detect the'embedded letter
e mare often en it is sounded than when it is silent. One may argue that
since the findings reported by Tzeng and his associates were obtained with
Chinese students who are to some extent bilinguals, the results may be
attributed to their having been exposed eto alphabetic materials. This
argument was weakened by a recent study with Chinese children who had just
started to learn Chinese sharacters. Chu-Chang and'Loritz (1977) Jound that
in -a ChiRese character redbgnition task, where a tachistoscapically presented
character list was followed by a list consisting of corresponding phonologi-
cal, visual, and semantic distracting characters the children responded
predominantly to phonological distractors.

r

To explore further the contrast between processing logographic and
alphabetic' scripts with respect to the issui,of phonetic recoding, Tzeng and
&Avg (1980)-rpn an experiment similar to that of Kleiman (1975). They asked
Chinese suhjeceto make one of four, types of judgments about two,simultane-
ously _presented characters that were flashed very briefly ,in the
tachistoscope: (a) graphemic similarity (share anvidentical radical), (b)

phonemic similarity (rhymewith each other), (c) semantic similarity (synonym-
ity), and (d) sentence anomaly (grammaticality of asentence).: Again, on some
trials subjects were concurrently engaged in a digit shadowing task while
performing the'decision task and on other trialaVthey were not. Tzeng and
Hung found thatthe'phOnemic decision was seriously affected by the shadowing
task, whereas both the graphemic and semantic decisions seemed to suffer only
from general disruption caused by the shadowing task. The authors concluded,

, like Kleiman with his data on English, that lexical retrieval' of single
.characters does not require any grapheme-phoneme translation. Of particular
interest was the result of the sentence-j t condition. It was found that
sentence judgment Was also affected greatly b the shadowing task, suggesting"
a caused by the pr vention of the grapheme-phoneme
conversion.

ti

One implication to be.drawn from all these findings 'is that phonetic
mediation is, just one of the strategies for obtaining access to meaning,
rather than an obligatory stage. The use of phonetic recoding may depend on

- such factors as the difficulty of the materials' and the reader's purpose
' (e.g., whether he wishes to commit the material to memory). Hence, Tzeng et
al. (1977) concluded: "There are at least two major ways in which phonetic
recoding is claimed as an important, process in,reading. First, in blending
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the individual letters of words, the phonetic recoding_ of the individual
letter sound can plausibly be argued as an important intervening stage, at
least for children learning to reapi. A Second way in which phonetic recoding
may be involved in reading is concerned with the'question of whether fluent
-adult readers need to phonetically recode printed material or are assisted by
doing so. In thi's latter view the phonetic recoding is viewed as a general
strategy of human information processing, and thus the orthographic difference
in the printed materials becomes less important" (p. 629). Th *view that the
role of speech in lexical access changes with increasing exper e in reading
was confirmed in a developmental study by Barron and Baro 1977). They
reasoned that at the,beginning stage of reading, children y need to' sound
out words in order to match them with the only lexical system they have at. the
time, a lexical system organized by speech; however, as fluency develops,
direct connections, emerge between the printed words and their meaning,
resulting in a visually-organized lexign. Barron and. Baron's experimental
results were consistent with such a dual-lexicon hypothesis. This tendency of
shifting from a speech-based lexicon to a visually based lexicon seems to be a
universal phenomenon of fluent reading behavior. Based upon clinical observa-
tions of Japanese aphasic patients, Asayama (1914) suggested that the "sensori-

acoustic" center of the'cerebral cortex plays,a major role in the initial
learning of kanji because it is not acquired ostensively but rather by way of
the oral Japanese translation. With practice and experience, thejsignificapce
of this center diminishes- until, finally, asSciatiOns'between the "optic
center" and the "concept center" can take )lace directly without involvement
of the sensory-acoustic center. Thus, a general principle seems to hold for
fluent readers regardlesp of whether the scripts contain sound-based symbols
or morpheme-based logographs--a speech code may not be necessary for lexical
access, but it is certainly' useful for short -term memory. This conclusion is
similar to the one reached by Liberman, Liberman, Mattingly, and ShankweiLer
(1980), that the requirement l'of a phonetically based-Voirking memory for
linguistic comprehension should be a 'universal phenomenon.

Before we leave the debate on the phonetic recoding
direct access hypothesis, let us remember Cadbbell
admonition about opposing theories. "When one finds

, servers advocate strongly divergent, points of view,
priori grounds that both have observed something' va
situation. The stronger the controversy, t more li
Campbell and Stanley's observatioh certainly applies to
versus direct access issue in reading.

hypothesis versus the
and Stanley's (1963)
...that competent' ob-
it seems likely on a
id about the natural
ely this is" (p. 3).
he phonetic recoding

Given the possibility of two d fferent paths leading from the print to

111

the two lexic ns (speech-based or isually based), the existence of some
speech recodi activities is no long r in doubt. The question now facing us
is.when they are used. What factors'iencourage their use and what factors
discourage it? Undoubtedly, study of the different forms of script-speech
relation--Chinese logographs, 0Japanese syllabakeS1773w61-4free Hebrew, and so

on--should reveal further constraints upon possible patterns of speech recod-
ing during reading. For example, English and Chinese writingse,differ along an
important dimension: 4he extent to which one can predict sound from the
printed array. It is quite possible that differences in orthographies along
this dimension affect the use of speech recoding in silent reading. If the
written forms on the page stand in a regular-relation to the sounds of

.
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language, readers may.use the grapheme-sound rules to help them derive the
meanings of words. Such a path would be largely'unavailable to the readers of
Chinese but would be highly available to English readers. Therefore, one may
expecereaders,of English to engage in speech recoding more than would Chinese
readers. A recent experiment comparing the'degrees of speech recoding between

4
Chinese and English readers confirmed this expectation (Treiman et al., 1981).

One can push'the argument even further and .make the claim that .in an
alphabetic script where the prediction of sound from' letters alone is always
valid (i.e., a perfect Spelling-to-sound regularity), readers,may,autonatical-ly,activate the phonological route to the .lexicon. Experiments .with a '

phonologically,shallow orthograhy such as Serbo-Croatian (the major lang
of Yugoslavia, which can be written in either Roman or Cyrillic) ha
consistently demonstrated that lexical decision-proceediftwith referenee)to the
phonology.(Lukatela et al., 1980). Most important, these investigators found
that even\when matters were arranged so as to make the use of a phonological
code punitive in accessing the lexicon, readers of Serbo-Croatian were unable
to slippressothe phonological code. This result is directly oppos4te to that
obtained with English. Davelaar et al. (1978) found that under similar
arrangements, readers of English abandoned the phonological route and opted
for direct visual access to the lexicon. Thus, in a less shallow orthography
such as English, reading may proceed simultaneously at several levels of
linguistic analysis. Tke concept of depth with respect to the orthographic
structure seems to be a useful construct in evaluating the issue of speech
recoding.

A
. . Fran ttie above discussions, there is an erest eculation to be

.made. In between Serbo-Croatian orthographies, wh have excellent letter-
sound correspondences, and Chinese logograp , which has only very fuzzy sound
clues, we have other orthographies such as glish, Which are phonologically
deep and thus are graphemitally and phonemically opaque. According,to Baron
and StraWson's (1976) classification of Phoenician (those who attend to the
phonetic aspects) and Chinese (those who attend to the visual aspect) readers,
one should expect thai fluent readers of Serbo-Croatian are disproportionately
Phoenician and fluent readers of logography are disproportionately Chinese.
For fluent readers of English the proportions of Phoenician and Chinese should
be roughly equal with a tendency of being skewing toward becom g more and

/more Phoenicikti (Lukatela et al., 1980). It seems that the evelopment of
coding options and the development of metaCognitive abili y in order to
optimize certain coding strategies relative to appropriate linguistic contexts
are essential for` becoming skilled readers of *s phonologically deeper orthog-
raphy such as English. Here is an area in which comparbtive reading studies
adross °differ nt orthographies can yield important information.

Word Recognition

The pro esses by which words are recogyized.in isolation have occupied
the attention of many expepeental psychologists over thelast hundred years.
Research in t is area haeinade significant contributions to our understanding
of attern cognition, memory structure, %ht. relation between speech-and
read ng, and cognitive functioning in general. However, cross-language
sttid es, especially- cross-writing-system .compar4sons of word recognition
processes; are very much needed. The reason is simple and straightforward.
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Different orthographic structures exhibit different script-speech
relationships, and perceptual pathways leading from. print to meaning seem to
be constrainedby these differences, as shown b'y different degrees of speech
recoding activirrand different patterns of Stroop interference. It should
also be pointed out that current models' of word recognition such-as MortoWs
(1969) logogen model and the spreading activation model'of Collins and Loftus
(1975) make the assumption that orthographic information is contained in
semantic memory. This assumption was verified in a recent study by Seidenberg
and Tanenhaus (1979) by the demonstration that the erthogriphic code is
readily available even in an auditory word recognition task. They showed that
in a listening experiment, subjects were markedly slower in deciding that
"rye" and "tie" IN)rne than that "pie" and "tie" do. Thus, by examining
factors that affect word recognition in differept writing systems we should be
in a better position to specify the,ilature of logogenswin our semantic memory.

In general, it seems that similar factors affect recognitioeof logo-
graphic characters and of alphabetic -words. Solomon and postman (1952)
demonstrated that in English the recognition threshold for high-frequency
words is lower than for low-frequency words. Other .variables that also
influence word recognition include meaningfulness (Broadbent, 1967), imagery,'
and concreteness (Paivio, 1971), with higher value An these dimensions being
associated with lower thresholds. In Chinese, these same variables also show
similar effects on character recognitions Yeh and Liu (1972) demonstrated' the
effects of frequency and meaningfulness on the recognition threshold. The
effectiveness of imagery and concreteness were substantiAted by the experimen-
tal work of Huang and Liu (1978). One interesting observat.ion *should be noted
here. In English, word length has been found. to bea negative fUnction of
frequency of usage and this has been referred to as one type ,of Zipf's law..
The same observation seems to hold ial the case of Chinese characters. ThuS,
whereas the average word length in English is about fiveto six letters, the
average number of strokes in common Chinese characters is about six' (Wang,
1973). In both cases, the graphemic, development seems to favOl.,the direction
of perceptual ease and production economy. In another interesting study,
Nelson and Leda (1976) selected randomly a list of/tharacters from norms of
scaled mean :fulness in Taiwan ('Liu' & Chuang, 1970) and asked Canadian
college st en s who had no experience with Chinee to rate these characters
for., th- visual meaningfulness. The result showed that the 'amount of
percep l information in these characters as conveyed to those English-
speakin observers correlated significantly with the index of associative
meaningfulness for Chinese-speaking individuals. Similar studies were also
carried out by Koriat and Levy (1979) who showed tha% Israeli ,students
nonco 4 nate of Chinese were abler to correctly guess the meanings Apf Chinese
logogra hs with better than chance success. 4

6
#

Psychological studies such as these can yield insights as to how
characters evolve through the ye s. In order for such a correlation tohold,

, one has to assume that, on the ne hand, high frequency of usage has forbed
simplification of the character and, on the other hand, the graphemic
simplification and formalization rocess is constrained by universal perceptu-
al-motor factors. The first assumption is
assumption deserves critical analysis. In
Hung, and eher (Note 5) demonstrated that
objects, such as a coffee 'cup, people tend

.

easy to defend, but the second
a recent study, Tzeng, galley,
even in simple drawings of common
to exhibit the history of,their
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interaction with the object. For example, most people draw a coffee cup with
a handle on the right-hand side because that is the way they usually hold the-
cup. The argument advanced by Tzeng et al: is that graphemic information is
sutcject to certain perceptual- motor constraints. If such is the case, then
visual recognition of Chinese characters may be aided by such constraints,
just as the Canadian and( Israeli students are able to gather some meaningful
information from the graphemic information alone:- All these results suggest
that choice of orthographic code to designate conceptspi.s not arbitrary but is
rather governed by lawful, cross-culturally consistent, figural-semantic asso-
ciations (Koriat & Levy, 1979).

Another important 'research topic in current word recognition studies
concerns the issue of the so-called word superiority effect (WSE). most a
hundred years ago,eCattell.(1886) discovered that with very brief exObsures a

letter can be- reported more accurately when it is embedded in a word than when
it is presented alone. Since then, this WSE has been repeated and confirmed.
.Reicher (1969) performed an experiment that rules out a simple guessing

s theory. Immediately after exposure of a stimulus word, Reicher tested one
critical letter position with a .forced choice between two alternative letters
(e.g., a choice between "D" and "K" after the word "WORD"). The key to the
experiment is that both critical letter alternatives always made a word in the
context of the other stimulus letters (e.g., "WORD" and "WORK"); in fact, each
letter alternatiVe was equally likely to appear in the presented context. To
measure the WSE, the same critical letter was presented in an unrelated letter
string (e.g., "AWOD") again,, followed by a forced choice between "D" and "K"
as alternative :last letters. Reicher (1969) found that performance for a

letter in a :iOrd was substantially higher than for a letter in an unrelated
letter string, and indeed higher than fOr a single letter presented alone.

A number of investigators soon point6d out ghat a modified version of the
sophisticated guessing theory could be formulated to account for the WSE
obtained with Reicher's paradigm (for a review, see Johnston, in press).-
Experiment after experiment was conducted to set up the parametric boundary of
this effect. In fact, the WSE has become 6ne of the most 'important
experimental paradigms in evaluating theories off' word recognition. It is not
our intent to review all the theories and modils constructed to explain'this
effect but we would like to highlight two contrasting views of. the WSE and
review a study of this effect with kana symbols that helps to clarify_these
two contrasting views.'

One important observation on the WSE is that the Superiority Affect is
not r resticted to meaningful words. It can readily be demonstrated with
pseudowords that follow.the orthographic regularities of English spelling.
Since orthographic regular=ity is corre ).ated highly with pronounceability, the

observed superiority effect has usually been attributed either to the'ortho
graphicll /regularity of the letter groups (e.g., Massaro, 1974 Or to their
syllabic nature (Spoehr & Smith, )975). The latter view-is called the vocalic
center group (VCG) hypothesis, according to which a syllable-like structure is
the perceptual unit for word recognition. The reason for the superiority in
the Terception of words and pseudowords is that he perceived letter strings
are readily parsed into VCGs.
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The VCG hypothesis has recently been challenged by a study in Japan
(Miura, 1978) that demonstrated 'a WSE with kana script using Reicher's
experimental paradigm. Since each kana symbol has an invariant one-syllable
pronunciatiob, the superiority effect obtained cannot he attributed to the
advantage of parsing into a VCG. Actually, a VCG model would predict that
word and nonword recognition accuracy should be the same and should be lower
than for the Single kana symbol. The results were just the opposite of these
predictions. Miura therefore suggested that a model based upon, orthographic
regularities may be a better candidate for the interpretation of .t,40 WSE.
Unfortunately, no corresponding experiment on the WSE -has been run with
Chinese. logographs. It would be. extremely Interesting to make such a cross-
orthography comparison. We mentioned that the WSE could be obtained with
pseudomords. One\COuld make Counterfeit Chinese characters and see if the WSE
still occurred for Chinese readers. Maybe the locus of the WSE lies neither
in the speech pathway nor in the visual pathway to the lexicon but in the
memorability of a more abstract, and,, integrated code, as recently suggested by
Johnston (in press).

In recent experimental work with English materials there is another
interesting finding: For English- speaking subjects, written words are 'named
markedly faster than:pictures of common objects but are classified by meaning
(semantic categorization task) more slowly than pictures (Potter & Faulconer,
'1975). -The difference cannot be readily explained by uncertainty as to the
name of a pictured object or by features that allow pictures to, be classified
without furl recognition. The general pattern of these results suggests that
a pictureof'an object and its Written- English name ultimately activate -in
memory one and the same concept or ineaning, accounting for the near equality
for pictures -and'- words .in classification time. A word, however, appears to
activate_,an artitulatory;"mechanismbefore activating its concept, so that
written words cg,te named rapidly. For, a pictured object,' access to the
articulatorl mechanism is'apparentil'indirect; the object's concept must be
activated first and then the associated name retrieved, so that naming is
slow. Thus, the-status' ofjiords and the status of pictures are experimentally '

differentiated.

One challenging question has always been raised with respect to the
recognition of Chinese logograms: Is the recognition process more similar,to
picture perception or to word recognition? This distinction is similar to
Huttenlocher's (1975) distinction between "reference-field schema" and "symbol
schema" and has been shown to be,linguisticalfy meaningful in differentiating
sign language from spoken language. Many, linguists and? reading speCialists
(Gibson & Levin, 1975),,have'Jspeculated that Chinese -logograms are similar .to
pictures and different from English words-, in three respects: They are
graphiCally unified, _they may represent features of their reference directly
(e.g., the trunk and.branches'of a'tree make up .the character ,for wood,*),
and they do not represent the component sounds of their, spoken names: On the
other hand, logograms are also like written English words and different from
pictures ib that they, ag-symbol schemata, relate to the reference field Only
indirectly through encoding andtdecoding processes. Thus,' 'a comparison with
picture perception may indicap=whether the pictorial properties of Chinese
characters or their status ea" words determipei how they are processed. If
processing _Chinese logograms is more'like picture,perception,;then one would
expect that Potter and Faulconer'S (1975) experimental'procedures-Would yield

)
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smaller differences between logograms and pictures in naming and classifica-
tion tasks for Chinese readers;' compared with the pattern obtained with
English readers.

-Two experiments were carried out by So, Potter, and Friedman (Note 6) on
the time it takes Chinese subjects to name logograms and to classify them
according ,to meaning: Forfthe purpose-of cross-language comparison, they also
reran the experiments. with English subjects naming or classifying pictures and
words. The results showed that in English as well as in Chinese, written
words are named faster than pictures. The magnitude of the difference is
almost identical An both languages. So, contrary to the speculation that
written Chinese, is harder to..pronounce and easier to understand than written
English, both languages are very similar in the processing of information.
This finding for Chinese and English suggests that in any language there is a

direct link between a written word and its spoken name, even when the writing
system does not represent the componept sounds of words.

The question of whether Chinese logographs are processedlike pictures
was also tested with a picture-word interference paradigm (Smith, Note 3). In
a pictorial variation of the Stroop task, subjects are presented with a series
of line drawings, each containing a noncongruent word. For example, a drawing
of a chair may contain the word "hat." Subjects are asked to name the pictures
as rapidly ad possible, ignoring the words. Typically, the presence of an
incongruent word results in considerably skower naming c ed with a
control condition in which pictures are Obsented withou rds osinski,
Gollinkoff, & Kukish, 1975). .Smith (Note 3) reasoned that if Chinese words
are processed like pictures, then more interference should be observed with
Chinese readers than with French readers in a similar picture-word interfer-
ence. task. Her. results were negative, suggesting that words written with
'Chinese characters are no more processed like picture than words 'written with
alphabetic scripts.

4

According to the logogen model (Morton, 1969) and the semantic - network
model (Collins & Loftus, 1975) of word recognition, the linguistic unit with
which the logogpn or concept is concerned is, roughly, a word. We have
mentioned that a single Chinese character,should not always be equated with a
word. .For example, the_English word library is written as a three-character
compound, 0A ikt ., in Chinese. Thus, the word is a more abstract code,
compared with a single character. It is no wonder that at the level of the
word, the logogen shoufd be independent of the orthographic factor. Factors
suft as frequency of usage, imagery, meaningfulness, and concreteness are
concerned with the logogen itself. So these factors should. have similar
effects on words written in 'different orthographies. Only factors that
specifically concern the connection between print And the logogen should show
differential effects on word recognition in different ort4graphies. Besner
and Coltheart (,1979)* asked their subjects to choose the larger number from a
Flair of digit numbers printed in different sizes, and found,' that subjects'
choice reaction times were subject to the interference of size-incongruency
(e.g., when the symbol for 6 was much larger-than that for 9) only when the
mhbers were presented in Arabic numerals4(i.e., logographic symbols) but not
when they were preadnted as spelled-out English words (i.e.; SIX vs. NINE).
Apparently, different mechanisms are involved in making the connectio betweep
print and the logogen in these two cases. So, with respect to esul of
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different types of experiments on word recognition, the conclusion to be drawn
is that at the level of the word, the,orthographic variation does not seem to
matter much. At the level of words, script and speech converge on an amodal
linguistic entity. v.

%entence Comprehension

We have reviewed so far the effects of orthographic variftion on visual
information processing from the most superficial level of eye scanning to the
deeper level of word processing. We have found that processing differences
for different-writing systems seem to occur at the lower level, with little
difference beyond the level of the word. Our attention will now Shift to
sentence processing. Ordinarily, real -life, reading involves comprehens* n of
individua sentences. as wel tegration of semantic contents ,across
paragraphs within a text. We d not expect to find any processing
difference due to different ort gr hies at such higher level processing.
Although there have not, been many studies on this issue, our general
impressign based oncurrently available data is that similarity seems to be
the rule across different orthographies.

1

Just and Carpenter (1975) employed the picture-senten
paradigm to examine sentence comprehension in Chinese, Norwegi

,This experimental paradigm was first established by Clark a
who asked their subjects to decide whether a sentence wa

verification
and Englieh:

Chase (1972),
true or false

according to an accompanying picture. For example. if a sentence is, IT'S TRUE
THAT THE DOTS ARE RED and the picture is of red dots, subjects' response
should be "Yes," and this sentence_ is classified as a .true affirmative (TA)
sentence. If the picture shown is of black dots, then subjects would respond
"do," and the sentence is .a,false affirmative (FA) sentence. There are also
negative sentences. For instance, if the sentence is IT'S TRUE THAT THE DOT
ARE NOT RED and the picture is of black dots, then this is a true negative
sentence (TN) and subjects' response should be "yes." Again, if the picture is

11., red and the subjects' response should be "no," the sentence is a fal,se

negative (FN) sentence. Based upon an analysis of the verification process in
each case, Clark and Chase (1972) were able to predict that the verification
times fo,r the four types of sentences_abould be ranked as TA<FA<FN<T

Carpenter and Just (1975) further elaborated and modified the Clark and
,Chase (1972) model and developed the so-called constituent model of sentence
verification. This model assumes that 4'l internal representations, whether
of pictures or sentences, are propositional. The verification processes start
at the most inward - constituent Propositions.--IFor example, the TA sentence, can
be represented as {AFF(RED,DOTS) }. Since the picture is also represented as
(RED,DOT), the time it takes to compare the sentence with the picture shOUld
be the quickest because of the direct match (the time required to do the
comparison is called kb units of time). Whentlier corresponding constituents
from the sentence and picture representations mismatch, the comparison process
Is reinitiated, -so the-total number of comparison operations, and consequently
the total latency, increase with the number of mismatches. Accordingly, the
time it takes for the verification of FA sentences will be k+1 since an
additipnal mismatch has been found. The FN sentence is represented as

{NEG(RED,DOTS)},4hich results in two, additional mismatches: thus it_ should
take k+2 units 'time to Verify. The propositional representatiorr-for 0 TN
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sentence is iNEG(RED,DOTS)) but picture is represented -as (BLACK,DOTS).
Therefore, three additional steps are required in this case in order to be
able to verify the sentence; consequently it takes k+3units time. (For
detailed analysis* of these verification times, see ,Carp ter & Must,

these four types-of s tences.

1975.) This model beautifuliy..the sentence verif action times for

With this experimental paradig , Carpenter and Just (1975) ran two cross
language experiments and fitted heir model to the data. In their first
experiment, they used "Chinese subjects and all sentences were wri n in
Chinese. They found a remarkable similarity between sentence verifi tion
processes in Chinese and English even though word :boundaries are c arly
defined by spacing in printed English sentences but notin printed inese
sentences. The time per constituent comparison (i.e.; k), 210 msec for
Ch nese sentences, is very close to the '200 ,msec for English. Thus,
processing rates and modes of processing are similar even'fhough these two
languages come from very different language families and even though these two

- writing systems represent their respective spoken languages at very different
levels.

In Carpenter and Just's second experiment, the same procedures were used
to test Norwegian subjects with sentences written in Norwegian.--One complica
tion was added: a quantifier variable was included. For example, the

sentence was IT'S TRUE THAT MANY' (or A FEW) OF THE DOTS ARE RED. They found
that mean latencies increased with the number of constituent comparisons for
both kinds of quantifiers. The processing time per operation was slightly
longer in Norwegian (322 msec in the first block of testing and 278 msec in
the second and third blocks), compared with those of English and Chinese (200
msec and 210 msec, respectively). However, there were fewer practice trials
and sentences and pictures mere more complex in this experiment.

Overall, there seems to be considerable universality in the underlying
mental operations across three languages. It is of particular illiterest that
the time for each additional retrieval and comparison in this type of task is
Very close to the duration of the scanning and comparing operation (240 msec)
found by Sternberg (1969) in a cohtext recall experiment. This suggests that
a common fundamental operation underlies different tasks, across different
languages. It is worthwhile to mention that in a recent study with a similar
sentencepicture verification paradigm, Hung, Tzeng, and Warren (in press)
found that deaf subjects engaged identical schemes to process signed sen
tences. Such commonalities point toward an explanation of language universals
through the discovery of processing universals.

The experiments just mentioned have monolingual subjects processing
sentences written in their own languages. What would ,tiappen if bilinguals
were to read materials written in mixed languages? EC they use a dual

linguistic system or a single, cognitive system but with specific linguistic
information stored at some points? Tsao (1973) used ChineseEnglish bilingual
subjects to study this issue. He employed Bransford and Franks' (1971)
experimMental paradigm to investigate the abstraction and integration of ideas
across sentences when sentences were presented all in Chinese or all in 46,
English (the singlelanguage condition), or half, in--Chinese and half ins
English (the mixedlanguage condition).° Subjects were asked to temember.
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I either the gist of the sentence.or both the gist and the language in which the
sentence was written. Tsao found that linguistic integration occurs across
different languages. He also found that subjects could discriminate between
old and new'sentences in the single-language condition and between old and
translated old sentences in the mixed-language conditions. So, he suggested
that some information about language and about what idea occurr&1 in wh
anguage was retained. a,

In his second experiment, Tsao employed pntsch 'and, Monk's (1972)
lAradigm to study the storage of sentence information presented in different

uages. Again, Chinese-English bilinguals were the subjects. The results
sh d.that it took longer for subjects to read mixedlanguage paragraphs than
the single-language paragraphs.' However, after the subjects comprehended the
par graph, the reaction time for answering inferential questionsiconcerning
the ontents of the paragraph they had just read was the same fb7 both mixed-
lang age and single-language conditions. ,In other words, after the sentences
are c prehended and the semantic contents are stored away in a corelcode or 4
syst , subjects have free access to this information and can convert the
inform tion into any form language in which they are required to respond.
Tsao_c ncluded that the un erlying representation of information from,connect-
ed disc urse is propositional; verbatim details may well be retained but they
do not nfluence the process of reasoning and decision-making.

In um, from both sentence verification and sentence integration experi-
ments, may concludei,tnat-'higher level processing is not affected by
variation in orthographies.

4 There
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

s an inseparable relation between written language and spoken
y both are essential communication tools in human societies and
t the former is parasitic on the latter. There are many writing
any different languages. Essentially, they can be divided into
ies based upon their various grapheme-meaning relations;
yllabic, and alphabetic. We have reviewed most of the major
rk dond with these different types of orthographies and have
imilarities Sand differences between them in terms of k visual
cessing framework. We have found that indeed in lower level
ferent orthographic symbols were processed differently in terms
ning, perceptual .demands, involvement of different pathways
nd meaning, and cerebral lateralization functions. However,
visual information processing at the higher levels, we'find

'th respect to word recognition,. working memory strategies,
comprehension. This evidence suggests that reading is a'

enOn, a culture-free cognitive activity, once people in

e systems have acquired the ability to decipher the written
ibson and Levin (1975) aptly describe the state of affairs as

dings do not mean that the process of reading is not
y the nature of the different writing systems, but that
are alike. It *ems reasonable that different writing
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systems which relate to language at different levels will involve
attention to and abstraction of different aspects of the orthograph-
-ic system. Readers of-a sh.labary must search .for invaiances at-
one level, readers'of an alphabetic system, at another level.* But
the skilled readers of one system are able to read as efficiently as
skilled reader's of another, (p. 165).

These statem is hive been supported by tpe present review, whicl4has
indicated that it e reading behavior at the macro level seems not to be,.
'affected by orthographic variations, the information processing strategies at',
the perceptual level are affected by how meaning is'epresented in_the printed
Symbols. Given such differences to the bottom-up processes required in

transforming the visual-spatial arrays into meaning unite, beginning readers
of different writing s terns appar4ntly face different learning tasks when
they are taught how to d cipher printed symbols. The match between,the task
demands imposed by vari us writing systems and the developing cognitive
structure of the beginni reader is an essential fac or for success in such
learning.

a

The three major writing systems reviewed assume thre different types of
script-speech relations. Chinese logography represents speech at the level of
the morpheme rather the word, so that 'each: logogran'stands for the smallest
type of" meaningful unit and hence its form remains constant regardless of
syntactic structure. That is, grammatical marking elements, such as tense,
plural, gender, and so on, are introduced by adding.other; morpheme characters
rather than by modifying the form of a particular character. For example, in
Chinese logographs, 12, went,- and gone are expressed by exactly the same
character ( ) and both ox and oxen are expressed by the single character
( 4 ). This'perceptual constancy provides a certain advantage over those
writing' systems, such as the English alphabet, that require the marking of
grammatical inflections at the' word level. Thus, a reader learning a

logographic systeM may have initial success as long as the cracters to be
learned are distinctiyely different; but as more characters re introduced;
there are bound to be similarities to the previously learned character* (after
all, the number of basic,. strokeg in Chinese charactl r formation is only
eight). Then, whatever cues the young reader was using ,tend to fail,
confusion sets in, and learning.is disrupted until other memory strategies are
acquired (Samuels, 4976).

The syllabary represents speech at the level of the syllable, a much more
easily segmental unit 'than the phoneme, with a reduced set of symbols. For a
beginning reader, the match between Symbol and perceived sound' segment makes
the translation of visual arrays into speech code an easy task. The concept
of* mapping the secondary linguistic activity ,(reading) onto the primary
linguistic activity (speech) can be acquired earlier through direct perceptual-
associative links. However, the initial success of learning a syllabary
starts to collapse as soon as more lexical items are learned and the problem
of homophones sets in, and confusions over segmentation (examples in English
would be to-gether vs. to-get-her; a-muse vs. am-use) pile up during ordinary
reading (Suzuki, 1963). Special processing strategies are required, with
great demands on the reader for the linguistic parsing ofa syllabary.text
(Sdribrier & Cole, 1978).
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Finally, an alphabetic writing system represents sgtech at the morphopho=

nemic leve] such that the graphemeJsound- meaning relation is more less
opaque; requiring a more analytical processing strategyAo unpack the meaning
encoded in words, which are composedof a further reduced set of symbols. The
abstractness of such a multilevel. repreitentatj.on may be optimal for fluent
readers (Chomsky & Halle, 1968), but it poses a great deal of difficulty for
those beginning readers whOse cognitive ability has not achieved the level
necessary for extracting the orthographic drities embedded in the written
words. Liberman, Shankweiler, Liberman, Fowler, and Fischer (1977) reported a
high correlation between children's reading ability aqd phoneme segmentation
performance. They carried out a 'longitudinal study with nursery-school,
kindergarten, and first-grade children and found that when'children of all
ages ,were asked to identify the number of phonetic 'segments in spoken
utterances, -none of the 4-year olds could-segment by phoneme whereas nearly
half '(46%) could segment by syllable. At age 6, 70% succeeded. in phoneme
segmehtation while 90% werea successful in syllable-segmentation., They ,then -

tested the sane children at the beginning of the second school year and found
that half of the children in the lowest 'third of the class on a reading
achievement test had failed the phoneme segmentation task the previous June.
On the other hand, all the children who passed the phoneme segmentation'task -

scored in- the top third on-the reading achlkement test. They concluded' that
the ability to break down, the spoken utterance into its components f6 crucial
to reading acquisition. Mattingly (1972)'proposed that development of compe-
tence in reading requires that the internal structureflof one's language be
made explibit. "Linguistic awareness" refers 'to_ the AdiiAdual's conscious .

knowledge of the types and levdks of linguistic structures that characterize
the spoken utterance. A beginning reader has to know the spelling-so-sound
rules of English in order, to recognize an old word,, and a mature reader uses
these rules to assign a, pronulciation to a printed word that he has not seen
before7 The critical role bf Mattingly's "linguistic awareness" in learning
to read,has been supported by several recenty.eading studies in English, which,
has a phonologically deep rthographic structure (Liberman et al., 1977;
Liberman &-Shankweiler, 1979), and in Serbo-Croatian, which has, a phonologi-
cally shallow orthography (Lukatela & Turvey, 1980).

A critical question that deals directly witk the relation between
orthography and reading- should be raised at this point: What aspects °of
sentences in spoken language do different orthographies attempt to transcribe?
The traditional cla'ssification of orthogriphies into logographic, syllabary,
and alphabetic modes iseems to imply that each mite transcribes sentences in
radically different ways (but see Mattingly, Note 7). However, from our
review of the literature, the generalization seems to be that all orthogra-
phies attempt to transcribe.sente5ces at the level of words and, furthermore,
t e transcription of words is morphemic in nature. This point seems unneces-
rily obvious in Chinese logography. The morphophonemic character of an

alphabetic orthography is also .obvious in the case of a language with a

relatively "deep" phonology, such as English or French. -An example of suchq
representation can be seen in the transcription of the words heal, health,
healthy (Chomsky & Halle, 1968). Mattingly (Note 7) has convincingly demon-
strated that the same morphophonemic principle holds- for orthographies with
shallow phonology, such as Vietnamese and Serbo- Croatian, as well as for
syllabary orthography, such as Japanese. This characterization of orthography
suggests that in the actual process of reading, the analysis of a sentence
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begihs with its, lexical content and not with 'its phonetic repreSentation,'
since 'neither Chinese nor English transcribes words in phonetic forms. In

fact., in sentence processing, regardless of the type of orthography, phonetic
representation is used for the purpose of refreshing, the information in short-
tenn'memorye especially when the material is difficult (Hardyck & Petrinovich,
1970 Tzeng eti al., 1977). This conceptualization is consistent with the
Observation that differendes dud 'to orthographic variation in -the 'visual
processing of print occur only before but not after word recognition.

Given, this argument, that all orthographies attempt to transcribe sert-
tences at the word level, the next questionAs whether different ways of
achieving such a trapsci-iption also create different pathways between print
and the loicon. The answer is poSitive and at .east two pathways can be
readily identified. The phonol6gically based routT reOresents a procedure or,
rule learning of knowing 'how and ,the visually Lased rodte represents an
associative learning of knowing that; :These two types of knowledge .may

different neurological realizations (Cohen & Squire, 1980). In princ ple,
different dyslexic patterns (Marshall & Newcombe, 1973) may result fro. the
selective impairment of ,these two pathways or their combinations. How ver,
experimental data together, with, clinical obserVations, are very much needed to
support all these arguments. Aphasic studies across different orthographiei
would certainly reveal important details about'these different'pathways.'

Another qtestion that needs to,beansWered iwhether there is an optime
orthography' for the purpose pf reading. inthropologisti'-are generally sense,
.tive to such a question, since it may imply a lioistiqz.chnvinism--the
belief that one's own orthography is the best of all possible orthographies.
But the argUments advanced -about written languages should-be:.carefully
dis nguished from those concerning spOken language. In, speech, moving siur
ton s and maneuvering air through `.our supralaryn racts are ,no Tore
foreign to' us than programming. our, arms tp mo .wave",' gpa'sp, 6r- make
gestures. Using written languages,,on-the other a , requires the utilize-

tion of something external to us: conGentional notational systems invested by
human beings-. Changes in spoken language follow a more or less uni),ersal
principle of biological evolution whereas maintenance or.chang in written
languages is usually by sociocultural and Cognitive factors Which may

,sometim es be as arbitrary as a dictatorLs decibion. The apparent heterogenei-
ty of`orthographies may also imply inequality in the ease of achi ving_reading
efficiency: It is therefore legitimate as well as important to raise the
question about criteria of an optimal orthography, with or without respect to
different spoken languages. No answer can be provided here. However, clues
for a plausible answer may be obtained in Wang cin press).

:One thing is sure: We cannot study a writing system. without *also
considering the spoken language it attempts to transcribe. Prop history we
learn that the development . of a. particular writing system is always
constrained by the linguistic properties of its corresponding spoken language.
Thefact that the Chinese writing syspm adopts a logographic system and tops

t, -at the morphoeyllabic level reflects the monosyllabic nature of its morp e

!

rnes

and the lack of morphological inflection. When the Japanese borrowed Ch nese
characters to transcribe their spoken language, additional symbols were
required to represent grammatical inflections. Hence; Japanese scholars ofd
those early days had to take some chihese characters apart and derive from
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them the sound symbols, namely, the kana syllable elements (Wang, in press).
But due the simplicity of the llabic structure and the limitfd number of
syllables in their spoken language ,(no more t n 90 different sy\lables are
used; hence, the problem of hom phones) , the apaneAe adopted both syllabary
and lOgographic scripts. For go eans, who also borrowed Chinese characters to
transcribe their spoken language, the writing ystem had to go one more step
to the level of alphabet in order to meet the perceptual demands imposed by
its much richer syllable structure (Martin, 1972).

,Frcm these examples, one can .see that the relation between script and
speech in any language exhibits a principle of mutual compatibility. That is,
the relation suggests that through writing,t properties of substance (meaning)
and surface (script) enter iAo invarrant-combinations '(at the level of words)
to comp -e a speechrelevant description of the semantic intents. In other
words, whe we read an array of graphemic symbols, we not only register the
physical pr ies (shape, length, width, space, etc.) of tie print, but also
perceive the un que, \abstract propertiegk of speech that are afforded
(supported or f'rnished) by this particular type of script. Sucp a

complementarity if the script and the speech is best captured by the notion of
--Nyfordance proposed by Gibson (1977). Thus, in this sense, no writing system
should be claimed to be more advanced thathers. 'principle of mutual
compatibility also

T
so tmplies that successfUlireiding dep nds on the maturation

and the awareness of one's own spoken language (Mattingly, 1972).

Man stands alone in history as the sole creature on earth who invents
written syffibdTs and who also benefits &cm these symbols. Since these new
symbols are to some extent arbitrary inventions external to our organismic
Structure, both accommodation and assimilation proc sses must have worked at
their extr es in order for us to achieve tfficienc in manipulating tam. It

took a sp n of many thousand year for our ancestors o cane up with a system
that works for a particular languages -and it takes a great deal of effort on
the part f' a modern learner to became a fluent reader. The diversity of
writing systems provides excellent opportunities for investigators of human
cognition td4examine how children of different-languages adjust themselves to
meet various task demands imposed by different orthographies. Once we
understand something about the kind of advantage or disadvantage that a

certain type of orthographic representation can bestow, we- would be in a

better position to understand how man can came to invent them. Once we are
able to understand the script - speech relations in various writing systems and
find out effects of such orthographic variations on our readillg behaviors, we
would be in a better position to "unravel the tangled story of the most
remarkable specific performance that civilization has learned in all its
history" Miley 1908/1968, p. 6).
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FOOTNOTES

1
Examples of such ideograms during the early developAt 'of written

scripts cars be found in many different parts of the world. Huey (1908/1 68),
in his monumental book on reading, 'gives many excellent examples to illustrate
the principle of metonymy. For those researchers who are interested in the
issue of metaphor, these ancient ideograms and th? rules behind their
formations can, be a 'very useful resource for discovering hoW people useometaphors.
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2A representation of word or phAse by pictures that suggest how it 'is
said in the spoken language, e.g., 40 4 for idea. The rebus system is a
hybrid of picture'and sound representations.

3There is, however, sod experimental evidence suggesting that the. rate
of reading English may be limited by the reader's horizontal eye movements.
With a method of RSVP (Rapid serial visual presentation), Potter, Kroll, and
Harris (1980) demonstrate that when eye movements are not required eaders

04 are able to comprehend text presented as rapidly as 12 wps (word per s cond),
more than twice as fast as people normally read. 'Interestingly, reading in a

'RSVP manner is highly similar to the way a Chinese reader reads a vertically
At:ranged text. Results of these RSVP studies suggest that there may be some
yWt-to-be-discovered advantages of the Chinese way, after all..

The term lateralization refers to the specialization of the left and
right hemispheres% of the brain for different functions. The rationale behind
the visual hemi-field experiment and the actual experimental set-up will be
discussed in a later section.

5Strictly speaking, the proposition that Chinese characters do not
specify sounds of the spoken language is not correct. We have already noted
phonograms (see Figure 1) constitute a majority of modern' day Chinese
logograms.
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VISUAL WORD RECOGNITION IN SERBO-CROATIAN IS NECESSARILY PHONOLOGICAL

Laurie Beth Feldman

Abstract. In a naming.task conducted with bi-alphabetic readers of
5erbo=Croatian, it was shown that letter strings that can be
assigned bOth a Roman and a Cyrillic alphabet reading incur longer
latencies than the unique alphabet transcription of the same word,
and that the magnitude of the difference depended on the number of
ambiguous characters in the ambiguods letter string. While this

t within-15ord phonological ambiguity effect obtained for both .words
and pseudowords, it was more consistent with words.' The same
pattern of results occurred in a lexical decision task, and the
correlation between latencies (for words and pseudowords) in the two
tasks was significant. It was cogoluded that both lexical decision
and naming in Serbo-Croatian nrceisarily involve a phonblogical
stratey,

INTRODUCTION

Alphabetic Writing'Systems: The Legacy of alPhonographic'Orthography

Writing systems differ in terms of the units with which they transcribe
the spoken language. Logographies such as Chinese and Japanese Kanji have
charactems that correspond to words or morphemes..., Japanese Kana and-Hebrew
are'examples of (approximately) syllabic orthographies where each character of
the written language corresponds most closely to a syllable unit (Gelb, 1952).
Perhaps the most complex orthographies to learn are alphabetic, inhere words
are transcibed by phonemes that are abstract units relative to the syllable
and the wod (Mattingly, 1972). Both the syllabary and 'the Alphabet are
phonographic orthographies where the characters that comprise the written forM
correspond Most closely to segments of speech. In.the evolution of writing
systems based on the spoken language, the introduction of a phehbgraphic
principle represents greater complexity as it exploits the abstract relation
between ortl.rgraphic characters that comprise the word and the word as spoken.
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Consequently, this suggests greater demands on the analytic capabilities of
the reader. The benefits, however, would appear to compensate the disadvan-
tages: As far as mastering a written vdcabulary, the phonographic.principle
reduces the task of learning and recognizing new word forms (Gibson & Levin,
1975;.Gleitman & Rozin, 1977).

A4

Among alphabetic systems, the depth of the orthography and ,the relation
between the written and spoken %forms may vary. Written Serbo-Croatian
respects a phonographic pfinciple fully, retaining a very consistent relation
between (classiCal) phoneme and grapheme. In contrast, the graphemes and
phonemes in English are less' 'direct and more variable in their mapping:
English graphemes tend to represent (systematic) phonemes or morphophonemes.
The consequence of this systemat ity at the. morphophonemic level is that for
many words .of English, the ort ographic fgrm does not directly specify the
surface phonetic form. (For ex ple, the morphological relationship of "HEAL"
to "HEALTH" is captured in the written form of the words, while the
specification of the differing vowel sounds is sacrificed.) In addition, the
letter-sound correspondences are variable in English, as there are many
exception words (e.g., "HAVE" versus "SAVE"). In general, theories of word
recognition and reading have been described for English and have accommodated
the idiosyncracies Of the English orthography into an account of the strateg-
ies for word. recognition. The present studies constitute an attempt to
evaluate the word recognition strategies delineated for English when they are
applied to the phonologically shallow orthography of Serbo-Croatian.

For alphabetic, orthographies, a reader may derive a word's phonological
form in one of three ways. Two of these may be termed both phonological and
word-nonspecific, and ope may be termed visual and word-specific. The two
varieties of phonological word-nonspecific -strategies are analytic in that
they exploit the phonographic principle that relates the written form to the
spoken 'form. Consequently, they can apply equally to both words and pseudo-
words'and proceed independently of word-specific knowledge. Exploiting gener-
al grapheme-phoneme 'correspondence rules (Venezky, 1970) that abstractly map
'between print and speech is one possible strategy,, and it will work success-
fulli A. any letter string that does not violate the correspondende rules.
These Appgng rules analyze 'independent grapheme units (Gough, 1972) or
functional graphemes (Gibson, 1962, 1.970) in order to arrive at a phonological
description. Therefore, to the extent'thatthe generatiori ofba phonological
code is the sole determiner of response time, recognition latencies for words
and for pseudoWords.with.similar orthographic structure should be .equal, and.
latency should be a function of the number and complexity of independent

. graphemic units.

A 'A second phonologibally 'analytic, word-nonspecific strategy proposed'
minimizes the importance of individual grpheme-phoneme correspondences and
promotes procedures involving the coordination .and synthesis of several
phonological representations (each of which may be a multirletter unit).
Here, the phonology of a letter string is derived by 'a process of (automatic)
analogy based on its orthographic similarity vtoother 'strings of letters-
(Glushko, 1979,.1981). Pseudollords alp words are pronOunced by analogy with
the same multi- letter units, termed orthographic neighborhood, as they occur
in other real words rather than by-application of context-insensitive letter-
sound correspondence rules. In ,general, the two phonological; 'word-

.
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nonspecific strategies subsume both words and pseudowdrds as they are analytic
and, therefore, do not depend on the familiarity of particular lexical
entries. To the extent that a phonological st ategy is neutral with respect
to lexicaloatatus of a letter string in a re ding task, no interactions of
lexicality with phonological variables are pr acted. In general, evidence of
phonological strategies is weak with real words that are exceptions to the
grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules, that is, words such as "SWORD" or
"TONGUE," but this may reflect how "regular" and "exception" words are defined
(Glushko, 1979; Bauer & Staiiovich, 1980). Nevertheless, for pseudowords and
for words that are regular and obey the correspondence rules, either
phonological strategy is.always adequate.

The third strategy, distinguishes among letter strings on the basis of
their lexical status and the regularity of their letter-sound correspondences.
Thisstrategy is visual and word-specific (or morpheme specific, see Taft,
1979) and it entails a .lexical look-up by which the reader goes from some
aspect of the written form to an entry in the internal lexicon. Only in the
lexicon is a phonological represeRtation (as well as a phonetic
representation) adequately specified for a pariticular word or sequence of
morphemes. Within the lexicon, eptries are organized and searched according
to their frequency of occurrence and, within this strategy, response time is
based on the ease identifying a familiar visual form as an instance of a
particular lexical entry. As a result, a strong' co relation between reaction

...--;
time and word f equency is usually interpreted s evidence of a lexical ..

contribution to ecogRition (e.g., Rubenstein, Garfield, & Milliken, 1970). /

By a word-spe ific strategy the essential part of the letter string is

treated holist ally, or at last not analytically in any phonographic sense.
(In some acco ts, e.g., Taft [1979], the ],etter string must be freed of
affixes or nonessential segments. It is IlWalways obvious how this procedure
would "operate given that the distinc on between an essential and a
nonessential letter sequence may requite word-specific knowledge.) This
strategy _encompasses' real words, both regular and exceptions, but it cannot
apply to the needing of pseudowords, as a search of the lexicon would'fail to
locate an entry for them. To complement this strategy, one of the two word-
nonspecific proNdures need be introduced. This supplementary strategy is

indistinguishable in kind from either of the phonologically-analytic word-
nonspecific strategies described above, but since it is only used when the
visual, wofd-specific strategy fails, it is only implemented for psOdowords.

.

In summary, in word recognition and reading, the phonologically analytic
word-nonspecific strategies of grapheme-phoneme conversion or (automatic)
analogy can be applied both for regular words and' for pseudowords as they
exploit a phonographic principle that istanalytic and does not focus'on,
particular lexical entries. The lexical strategy is not phonologically
analytic. Because it is tied to a specific word's visual it can only
succeed for real words.. As word-specific strategy is limited in''

effectiveness, it must be-complemented sometimes by a phonological strategy.
'Whereas a word - specific strategy -need' not be sensitive to component
orthographic structure or to phonological complexities, the effectiveness of a
phonological strategy may depend on the lexical status of a letter string.
'There is empirical evidence that subjects have the option to alter the balance
of recognition strategies according to the nature of the lett strings and
the experimental task and that, at least in English,. it is the relative
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contribution of the phonological° strategy that appears to vary (Coltheart,
Besnerk, Jonasson, & Davelaar, 1979).

Evidence for a Phonological Recognition Strategy in English
. cm

:

In the literature on word recognition based on English, there are three
sources of support for a phonological recognition strategy, although all are
subject to frequent criticism: (1) effects of .orthographic structure; (2)
adherence to grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules; (3) effects of homophony.'
The nature of a strategy that exploits-,a phonographic principle implies the
importance of orthographic structure to the processes of word recognition. In
general, naming latency is sensitive to number of letters for both words and
pseudowords, while in lexical decision, this structural variable is only
important for pseudoword performance (Frederiksen & Kroll, 1976; Forster
& Chambers, 1973). Likewise, the complexity. and position of consonant
clusters significantly affects naming but not lexical decision times
(Frederiksen & Kroll, 19761:',. When naming protocols differ from lexical
KNecision protocols, logical task requirements are generally invoked.: where
. exical decision requires specific word knowledge, naming may proceed
independent of the lexicon (Baron, 1977; Coltheart et al., 1979). As a

result, phonological effects demonstrated only in the naming task do not
provide convincing evidence of a phonological recognition strategy.

e,

With other factors controlled, time to decide that a letter string is a
word (lexical decision) is generally itiorten for those regular words that
comply with grapheme-phonede corrrespondence rules (Venezky, 1970) than for
words that are _exceptions to those rules (Baron & .Strawson, 1976; Edgmon,
-cited by 'Gough & Cotsky, 1977; Stanovich & Bauer, 1978; Barron, 1978).
Similarly, When grapheme-phoneme regularity is redefined in terms of the
consistency of an orthographically specifed neighbbrhood (Glushko, '1979,
1981), words from phonologicalry consistent neighborhoods are recognized
faster in lexical decision than are words from phon?logically inconsistent
neighborhoods (Bailer & Stanovich. 1980). Here, it is assumed that only when,
the grapheme-phoneme correspondences are consistent and regular is 'a
phonologically analytic strategy appropriate. If recognition were ertvely
dependent on the lexicon,' then as long as word frequency were c ntr led,
regular words should not be faster than exception words. The assumption here
is that regular. words are faster than exception words because there is an

A.advantage to opera ing a frequency - sensitive word-specific strategy and a

phonologically-analt.loword-nonspecific strategy together.

Early support -for a phonological strategy was derived from dhe detriment
to performance on lexical decision with word homophone letter strings such.as
weak/week and pseudoword homophone strings such as burd and blud (Rubenstein,
Lewis, & Rubenstein, 1971). Later reklications (Coltheart, Davelaar, Jonas-
son, & Besner, 1977) found that the effect of homophony was tied to lexical
search in that itionly occurred for the lower frequency ward in the homophonic
,pairand that the visual similarity of the.pseddoword (but not the real word)
to other .ieal words affected reaction, time. (Similarity was defined by how
many words could be produced by changing any one letter in the
pseudoword.) Generally, the detriment due' to homophony, as evidence of a
phonological strategy, is' more robust for pseudowords than for words. As
Coltheart et al. (1977) point out, hoWever, the failure to find effects of
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homophony fir words indicates that possible lexical entries are not both
searched in a serial fashion (from high to low frequency) and phonologically
specified.1)Alternativel'y, failure to demonstrate evidence of'a phonological

0 strategy might reflect readers'. skill level or the 'constraints on strategy
,imposed by the' experimental task.

,.

From a developmental perspective, good beginning readers were slower with
pseudoword homophones than with control items, while poor readers performed
equally with both types of letter strings (Barron, 1978). While poor readers
may never employ a phonological analysis, s 'lied readers can use a phonologi=
cal recognition strategy, although tt,iis tional and may be suppressed when,
necessary. With skilled readers, a be imint to performance does occur for
the lower frequency homophone word (e.g., altar, beech) when the accompanying
pseudoword are not homophones of real words (e.g., slint). If the pseudo
words ar homoilhones of real words,' .however (e.g., brane, brume), then
subjects n suppress a phonological stategy (Davelaar, Coltheart, Besner, &
Jonasson, 1978; McQuade, 1981).

The effect of homophony, like the influence of phonological consistency
in orthographic neighborhoods, is often treated as a post4exical condition,
resulting'from a miAmatch between a letter string and one For several) lexical,
entries (Bauer & Standvich, 1980). This account assumes an interference due
to the inconsistent phonological descriptions provided by different (word

s specific) lexical entries. It is not necessary that tie,knowledge structure
of plausible phonological interpretations 'for multiletter units be word
specific, however. And, 4 the extenthat these phonologicaleffects occur
amogg pseudowords, they cannot be lexically derived. . :

In most conceptualizations, the, strategies Operatehimultanecusly .and
. -

interdependently with the 'assdmption'that either of the phonological strateg
ies generally acts more slowly than the wordspecific strategy. Thus, the
latency differenpe between words and pseudowords is explained: Responding by
a visual strategy, an option Ir'hat is only viable for words, -will be faster
than responding by a phonological strategy, such as would be necessitateeky
pseudowords (e.g., Meyer, Schvaneveldt, & Ruddy, 1974; Coltheart et al.; 1977;
Coltheart et al., 1979). Likewise,.phonological effects will be tore easily
demonstrated with pseudowotds then with words. -

For words in English, Colthegrt et al. (1979) have claimed that the
phonological strategies are always optional, but the wordspe4fic% visual.
strategy is sometimes mandatory.' From theWerspective of task; this word -1.24k6
specific strategy is not necessary for naming, whilp the phonological strbbeg
ies may or may not contribute to lexical decision. Henderson (1977) has
claimed that the participants in the reading .debate have not 'adequateily
considered the preservation of morphology in the orthography (but see Taft &
Forster, 1975). In support of this, there is a suggestion that within the
experimental setting, the number of morphemes in a word affects recognition;
strategy (Rubin, Becker, & Freeman, 1979). All of the studies on word
recognition mentioned above were conducted in English, but it is possible that
some of theseAresults reflect peculiarities of English and do not apply to'
reading, in other languages. It therefore becomes essential to test the

dominant theory of word recognition and reading in languages that differ from
English in the relation between phonolpgy, morphology, and the written form.
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Serbot-Croatian: A Phonologically Shallow Orthography

In contrast to.the English orthography, which tends to be morphophonemic
in its referent (Chomsky, 1970), the writing system of Serbo-Croatian pres-
erves a ve.ry close relation to (classical) phonemics and reveals morphological

.relatedness only when the, phonology is similar. In Serbo- Croatian, all
similar orthographic patterns will sound alike. Even fully systematic phono+
logical alternations in surface forms are represented in the orthography so
that visual or orthographic similarity of morphologically related forms may be
obscured; for example, nominative singular RUK +A, dative singular RUC+I;
nominative singular SNAH+A, dative singular SNAS+I. (Note: Inflection is the
major grammatical device of Serbo-Croatian. The preceding are Roman tran-
scriptions of tie English words, ARM and DAUGHTER-IN-LAW, respectively.) In
addition, as a result of the tendency toward open syllables, the possible
patttrning of consonants and vowels is much more restricted in Sertp-Croatian
than in English. No only do the orthotactic (<raft, 1979) rules. fully mimic
the phonotactic rules, but the possibility for ambigudus syllable boundaries
due to'sequences of consonants is greatly reduced.

. /

The depth of afl alphabetic orthography -is reflected by the extent to
which the.spoken form is specified by the orthographic form: That is, by the
complexity of the derivational rules that relate the orthographic transcrip-
tion to some Cabstract) description appropriate for speaking. A deep orthog-
raphy with alcomplex relation to the spoken form may induce a word - specific
strategy that avoids the derivations. In English, the complex relation
between written and spoken form is increased because, historically, the
written form and-the speech form have not evolved in the same way. Therefore,
the graphemic transcription often does not correspond exactly to the phonology

and this could influence recognition strategy.

!. In comparison with the derivational rules for English, Serbo-Croatian has
mainlined a close correspondence between the written and spoken forms. This
is ire Outcome of deliberate alphabet' reforms introduced by Karadii6 and Gaj
in the last century that reconstructed the Roman and Cyrillic alphabets in
which the Serbo-Croatian language is written according to the simple rule:
"Write as you speak and speak as it is written." As a result, the Roman and
the Cyrillic orthographies transcribe the sounds of the Serbo-Croatian
languagekin a direct and consistent manner, and there are no (nontrivial)
derivational rules. In summary, the' orthography is shallow and there are no
exception words in Serbo-Croatian. Consequently, a word-specific strategy
mould never be required.

6
Since tthe Roman and Cyrillic alphabets transcribe the same language,

their4faphanes.must map onto p,the same set of phonemes. These two sets of
graphemes are, with certain.exceptions", mutually exclusive (see Table 1).
Most of the Roman and Cyrillics letterg are unique\ to their respective
alphabets. There are, however, a number of letters that the two alphabets
have in common. The phonemic interpretation of some of these shared letters
is the same whether they are read as Cyrillic or as Roman graphemes; these are
referred to common letters. Other members of the shared letters have two
phonemic interpretations, one in the Roman reading- and one 14 the Cyrillic
reading;, these are referred,sto as ambiguous letters(see Figure 1).
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TABLE 1
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Serbo-Cro ian Alphabet
Up ercase

"Common
letters"

z
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Roman
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uvz

HPC

[3'

Uniquely Ambiguous Uniquely
yrill lot letters letters Roman letters

4

Figure 1." Letters of :the Roman and Cyrillic alphabets.
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Given the nature of and the relation between the two Serbo-Croatian
alphabets, it is poSsible to construct a variety of types of letter strings.
A letter string of uniquely Roman and ..common letters or of uniquely Cyrillic
and common letters woulq/be read in only one way and could be either a word or .

,nonsense. A ]wetter string composed of'the commot and ambiguouS letters qpuld
be pronounced in one way if read as Roman and.pronouncedqn a distinctively
different way if read as Cyrillic; moreover, it, could be a word' in one.
alphabet and nonsense in the other or it could represent two different words,
one incone alphabet and one in the other, or finally, it could be nonsense in
both alphabets (see Table 2).

Whatever their category, the individual letters of the two alphabets have
phonemic interpretations that are virtually invariant over letter contexts.
Moreover, all the individual lettens:in a 'string of letters, be it a word or
nonsense, are pronouriced--there are no letters made silent by context.l
Finally, but not least in Importance, a ltrge portion of theopopulation uses
both alphabets competently. This is due, in part, to an education requirement
that both alphabets be taught within the first two grades. The Roman alphabet
istaught first in the western part of Yugoslavia and the Cyrillic alphabet is
taught first in the eastern part of Yugoslavia.

In sum, the Serbo-Croatian orthography relativeto4the English orthogra-
phy permits less variability in its orthotactic patterning relative to
phonotactic patterns, but more variability in the writteh form of some, base
morphemes. It is less concerned with preserving morphological relatedness and
closely relates to the spoken language. The depth or .sr, orthography reflects
the.extent to which the phonetic rendition is specified by the orthographic
form: Serbo-Croatian is characterized as a shallow orthography

-_...Word Recognition in Serbo-Croatian

The complex relati between letter and sound in English reflects its
phonologically deep orthography and t opaquenels of this -lation is offgred
as a reason why phonological-involve ent in the fluent reading of English is
not efficient (Goodman, 1976; Kole s, 1970; Smith, 1971). This easoning
would not preclude a phonological strategy in the fluent reading 1f Serbo-
Croatian, however. Due to the systematic relation of graphemes and phonemes,
in principle,. a reader of Serbo-Croatian could arrive at a phonological
description of a word correctly withoit ever relying on knowledge about the
specific word.2 Differences among orthographies in structure and'in phonologio-
cal depth may influence reading strategies, in which case a model of word
recognition delineated for English okay prove inadequate when applie Serbo-
Croatian.

The shallow character 2,f the Serbo-Crottian orthography. rationalizes a
phonological priority relative to a word-specific priority in reading and word
recognition and there is-empirical support for this claim. In Serbo-Croatian,
an effect detrimental to performance on lexical decision with phonologically
bivalent grapheme strings was demonstrated for words (Lukatela, SaviE, Gligo-
rijeviC, 0gnjenovi6, Turvey, 1978) and later, for'? both words and pseudowords
(Lukatela, Popadid, Ognjenovid% & Turvey, 19 0). In the earlier experim t,

both the design of the experiment and the nstructions to the subjects w re
selected to restrict the task to the Roman a phabet, but subjects were unable
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Ix

Composition of
Letter String

AMBIGUOUS and COMMON

ff.

Table 2

Types of Letter Strings and Their Lexical Status

Phonemic -Interpretation

CABAHA*

r,

KOBAC

KACA

HEPETAC*

COMMON

JAJE

Cyrillic /savana/

Rdtan itsabaxa/ .

Meaning

savanna

nonsense

Cyrillic /kovasi nonsense

Roman /kobats/, hawk
0

Cyrillic /kasa/ safe

Roman /katsa/ pot

nonsense

.°4, r
Roman /xepetats/ nonsense'

e"
Cyrillic /j0 e/

(

Romifftjaje/

Cyrillic /taka/
TAKA

4 RomNytaka/
s

UNIQUE and COMMON'

i
SAVANA*

77_ j

NERETAS*
e

1'60E41
P52^ le

. .
o-

:

_Cyrillic impossible
.

Roman IsavanY5'
* Cyrillic impossible

Roian /neretas/

Cyrillic /kobats/

Roman impossible

.-
f
egg

Ag.

nonsense

nonldinse

sAla"yarina,

11

- :nonsense

nonsense

hawk

TS-

Cyrillic /pudal/ ,o'nonsensemaw/. --,
Roman impossible

( *indicates_ those letter string types included ln the present experiment)

-------------
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to suppress a Cyrillic alphabet reading when the letter string permitted one.
In the later experiment (Lukatela et al., 1980), no alphabet restriction was
imposed. This detriment could be interpreted as either a (visual) alphabet or
a phonologyinduced ambiguity. Because the phonological ,bivalence of those
ambiguous graphemes sliould exert no influence on visual matching and because
those words composed of shared Characters with a common phonemic value in both
alphabets were no plower than pure Roman strings, it was concluded that fpr
the "phonologically shallow orthography of SerboCroatian, lexical decision
always proceeds with reference to phonology. Not only was the effect.
replicated for pseudowords (Lukatela et al., 1980), but the influence of
phonological bivalence on words occurred both when the alternate reading
produced a word or a pseudoword (Lukatela, Savid, Gligorijevid, Ognjenovid, &
Turvey, 1978) Therefore, this effect is ,not easily characterized in-terms of
the differing lexical status of the alternate reading.' In that experiment,
however (Lukatela, Savid, Gligorijevid, Ognjenovid, & Turvey, 1978), subjects
responded positively only to those letter strings that were words in Roman.
Therefore, words in Cyrillic, as well as all pseudowords, required a negative
response. A better test of the influence of'lexiidal status of. the alternate
readings is currently underway (Feldman, Note 1).

The present work continues to investigate whether the phonological coding
strategy for word recognition is optional in the phonologically shallow
orthography of SerboCroatian. In the original bivalent phonology experiments
4Lukatala, Savid, Gligorijevid, Ognjenovid, & Turvey, 1978; isukatela et al

cl,f78TI, different words occurred in the phonologically unique and phonological
ly ivalent conditions. Therefore,_ the effect of phonological bivalence: was
assessed between words. Although word frequency range was balanced across
/conditions, the effect of.rUnique or a bivalent phonology was measured on
*different letter strings. In sum, evidence for a ppomological recognition
strategy for lexical decisiOm on words has been demonstrated for Serbo
Croatian by comparing between different word types. In the present experi
ment, the internal orthographic structure of the letter string was constructed
in such a- way that the punitive effect of phonological coding could be,

assessed within (two forms orthe same) words for both the naming and lexical
decision tasks.

4

As discussed above, there are two possible strategies or codes by which.
access to the leiicon or the process of word recognitiop can occur. ,If, as

sometimes implied for English, there is only one phonological code and if-this
phonological description is lexically derived such that word identification

A. Must rely on some familiar visual form or an unanalyzed pattern, then word
recognition should be independent of phonological factors and be closely tied
to a holistic orthographic form. In this case, effects of phonological
yariables should not impairf(or.faciiitate) word performance on linguistic'
tasks such as lexical decision. This wordspecific strategy is differentially
effective according to lexical status. For words, either the wohspecific
strategy or its secondary phonological strategy could"operate in principle.
For pseudowords, however, a phonological strategy is the only possibility, as
the pseudowords are not familiar and have not been encoded previously. As a
.result, a.wordspecific strategy would predict that variables that introduce
phonological complexity should have-a greater effect on pseudowordS than on
words.(se* Coitheart, 1978).
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To the extent that phonological strategies are sensitive to the compo
nedts of orthographic structure and to the position of phoneme clusters within

the letter strin0Frederiksen & Kroll, 19/6), the impairment due to phonolog
ical bivalence should vary as',a functiom of the number and distribution of
albiguous characters within the letter string. In a recent experiment
(Feldman, Kostid,"Lukatela, & Turvey, 1981, this volume), overall effect of a.

phonologically bivalent sequence of letters could be alleviated if a unique
letter appeared in the final position.. In addition, .and more important to, the
present investigation, in a fully ambiguous string the magnitude of the
impairment depended on the number of ambiguous characters. In that experi
ment, all comparisons ,Mere within words in that they were made on the
difference between the ambiguous and unique readings of the same word (or
morphemebased unit). Therefore, there was no contamination due to word
frequency, word length, or richness of meaning. While there is evidence that
skilled readers in SerboCroatian exploit syllable units' (katz I Feldman,
1981), in the experiment reported, by.FelOman et al. (1981, number of
ambiguous letters was confounded with number of ambiguous syllables and all
letter strings had two syllables. t3

In the present experiment, the withinword effect of phonological biva
lence on naming was investigated and' the effect on lexical decision, was
rTplicoted. If phonological bivalence impairs performance for both words and
pseudowords,.then these results would suggest that a phonological strategy is
mandatdrY regardleis of the lexical status of the letter string. If the
impairment due to phonological bivalence is greater for words than for
pseudowords, then the notion of a,phonological strategy employed .only'tds the
complement of a'wordspecific strategy is invalidated. If the effect obtains,
for Amlng as well as for lexical decikop suchthat a correlation is obtained
between latencies in the two, tasks,, the a common knowledge structure must
participate in both' tasks. And,. if the effect of.phonologica/ bivalence
varies with the number or position of the ambiguous, letters within the string,
then a' phonographically analytic phonological strategy must be operative.

Subjects

i
. ., .

,Sixtytwb first yer students of psychology at'the University of Belgrade
participated in this *ay. in partial' 'Tulfillment of coursed requirements.
Twentyeight subjects performed lexical decision ,judgments and thirtyfour
subjects performed a naming task. Subjects wIre eliminated from the study if
their error rate exceeded 10%. This occurred with six subjects in'the naming
portion. In all, there were 56 subjects, 28 in each task, whose data 4ere
included in the statistical analysis.' .

METHODS

1

Ot

Stimuli

Each subject viewed 246.slid which included. 30 practice trials. Half

of *le letter strings were words half were pseudowords that were actually
derived from other real words by changing, two or three letters, in the_latter
portion of the letter string. Half Of the-items contained two syllables,(with

41; five or 1x letters) and half contained three syllables (with six or seven
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letters). All words were nouns in.& the mid-frequenC range as judged byw
consensus among several native speakers. Eac.b.--subje Saw three types of
words and pseudowords. defined by the 'banner* iniowhich they were presented
across subject groups, CONTROL items weee printed in 'Roban for both groups of
subjects, e. ,'MUZIKA. PURE items Were printed in. Cyrillic for half the

. subjects (Gr up e) and in Roman for the other half (Group Two). These PURE
letter str gs contained characters that are unique to an alphabet (either
Cyrillic or Roman), in both their Roman and their Cyrillic transcriptions.
The third type were AMBIGUOUS items, choben such that they contain only common
and ambiguous characters in the Cyrillic rendition. In contrast, in the Roman
version, these letter strings contain characters that are unique to the Roman
alphabet. As a result, the Cyrillic form permits two diffe ent readings while
the Roman form' specifies a unique' reading. Within t ambiguous letter
strings, number and position of ambiguouS characters ere systematically
Varied. For the three salable e items, two or three ambiguous characters were
distributed over two or tree syllables:, For the twp syllable items, one or
two ambiguous characters were distributed over one or -two syllables (see Table
3).

Procedure

Twenty-eight subjects performed lexical decision task. As each word
appeared,* th64 had to tap-a Akey with both hands to indicate "yes" (further
key) or "no" (closer key), in deciding whether or not each stimulg9 was a

word. The other twenty -eight subjects performed ttie naming.task.'
they had to read each word aloud as rapidly as possible. .'All stimuli; were '

tlitled on Prima U Film and the Cyrillic and Roman typeface were closely Watched
for size and form. Common ,characters :were identical -iq the two typefaces.) 1

In contrast to the lexical decision' task, responses in the naming task were
timed with a voice - operated 'relay that began counting with the onset ,of. the
visual display.

In the instructions for le cal-idecision,, subjelki were" informdd thAt
words would appear' both in Rom n- and in Cyrillic. During the experimental
session, subjecti, were advised of their mistakes.- In the naming task,
subjects were given the saM west iption of-the stimulus set as in the lexical
decision task. They were i truct d to pronounce each string as a word if it
could be read .9s suchyr For all subjects, stimuli were presented for 750 msec
,in and channel of a Scientific PrototYPe model .GB Tachistiscope. A blank
1,f-ield,immediately. preceecled and followed the display interval. The.interval
between experimental trials was about 2000. msec and reaction times 'Were

\::_t_hea'Sud from t e onset of the stimulus display. A brief pause was. introduced
halfway .-TrrPugh.,t1te-e\cperimental session. _

-
Each group' of'tubjects saw eighteen Cyrillic words and eighteen Cyrillic'

pseudowords, intermixed vath Winety Rom* words and linety RomanIpseudowori19.:_
For, both laical deo' sion and naming, ,Group Two subjects saw eighteen '

AMBIGUOUS. Cyrillic word e.g., CABAHA.Usavana/) (which could also be recd
apseudoword in Roman /t abaxa/) and eighteen PURE words :in Roman, e.g.,

',.FABRIKA Ufabrika/), as well as'eighteen AMBIGUOUS Cyrillic pseudowords-,-e.g.,
HEPETAC UneretasTor yxepe,,, te) and eighteen !PURE pseudbwordS.,in: Roman,,e.g., EDOGOM ( /edogom /).. In a O4 they saw a- CONTROL ff*tof seventy-two.
words and'seventy-twqA-pseudoword wnitte in Roman. Group One subjects" saw

.

e

r
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Table" 3

04

Distribution of AmbigUous Letters and Phonemic Interpretation for AMBIGUOUS.
Cyrillic Letter Strihgs_

, .. - Number of Number of
Throe Syllable Phonemic Ambiguous Ambiguous
Letter.Strings Interpretation Meaning Letters Syllables

Cyrillic /savana/ savanna
CABANA

Roman /tsabaxa/ nonsense

Cyrillic /karavan/ caravan 3 2

KAPABAH

Roman /kapabsx/0 nonsense

fd/ Cyrillic /ostavka/ resignation 2 2
OGTABKA

Roman /otstabka/ nonsense

Two Syllable
Letter Strings

OPMAH .

CAHTA

KOTBA

Syr
'1%

Roman /opmax/

Ato

/san

Roman /tsaxta/

/kotva/

Roman /kotba/

cabinet

nonsense

2
.

2

iceberg . 2
4

1

nonsense
6

anchor 1 1

nonsense
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the same AMBIGUOUS words, now written in Roman, ,e.g.., 'SAVANA, where they are
no loriger ambiguous, and the PURE words written in Clorlajic, e.g., OABPTKA,
as well as eighteen AMBIGUOUS pseudowords written inc-Romiii and eighteen-PURE
pseudowirds written in-Cyrillic. Group One, 'like Group Two, saw the CONTROL
words and pseudowords written in Roman, e.g., MUZIKA.

.

.
..

.
.

twoIn summary, for both the lexical decision and naming tasks' there were two
of subjects. The PURE Cyrillic words (18) and pseudowords (18) for

Group One were presented to Group Two ill Raman and the unique Roman version of.4.-
the AMBIGUOUS words (18) and pseudowords (18) from Group One'were presented to
Group Two in their AMBIGUOUS Cyrillic form. In addition, both groups saw the
slve. set (72 each) of Roman words and of pseudowords. As a result,; the ratio
of Cyrillic words to Roman words was one to five for both groups of .subjects.'
All comparisons between groups were therefore performed on the same set of a
words where the alphabet changes (for the PURE and for the AMBIGUOUS word
sets) across subject groups.

a

As ndted above, if Group Oie saw a particular word type in its Roman'
version, then Group Two saw that same word type in an AMBIGUOUS Cyrillic
version. Conversely., The PURE Cyrillic word type from Group One appeared, in
Roman for Group Twb. The two types of Cyrillic words differ in one important
respect: The Cyrillic words for Group Two, i.e., AMBIGUOUS' words, are also

.1 readable in Romat'i -*This is-not true for the other type, the PURE words, which
were,preserited to Group One. Phonological bivalence,l.s restricted to Group
TwOts Cyrillic words and pseudowords.

, .

Lexical Decision i.

RESULTS

An analysis of varian6e_ for lexical decision, with minimum and maximum
latencies set at .,50 mtee.and_2500 msec, revealed highly significant effects.

- for liexicality. (word/pseUdoword),, min F!(1,21) = 21.15,o p,< .001,; for group
*(one0,1o,), tin F!(1,15) = 2Q.28, .p < .001; for -word type (ambiguous/
pmreiControl), min F'12,1t) = 22.35, p < .0t1; and for length-in syllables
,(two/three), min F'(1,11) = 6.22, p < .05. In addition,, the' type x group
interaction was significant with min F'(2,16) = 20.73, p < ,001. Ther

ity 'x type xlgroup.interactiomwas also significant with min F'(2,20) = 6.66,
P.-< .01.

Me n numberof errors per subject for lexical. "decision was 4 for Group
One d 1 for Group T40. 'Considering only theambiguous type items; meaA

e 2 for-Group One'ind8 for Group Two (See..Table.4). For all 'items
for both groups, 'there Washo evidence, of e speed-acouraay trade-lOff. In
fact, reaction time and errors were positiveircorrelated; .for Group ,One, r =4

for Group TWo-, r =.50. Theae.correlations'were siOlficently different,
e= 2,09, p < .050 but the difference is most likely due' to the restricted
'range .of scores for, Gr6up We. In ,girder to "asse43 ,the posiibility that
subjects'-altered their .strategy as they proceeded through the talk, the
correlation of the .difference Uetween the" 'Unique Milan ,ambiguousambiguotA
Cyrillic latency Pia each word.. and OteudoWord? ana post ipn of ,the item min
the list was computed for each item. (A large-numder indicates a pOsition

1 sa t 0.
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Table 4

,
Summary of .

Deta for Lexical Dediiion on AMBIGUOUS Cyriliic/Unique
Roman Letter Strings

I

LENGTH' IN

SYLLABLES' TWO TWO THREE THREE
'LEXICALITY NORD psEupowollp WORD PSEUDOWORD

- 4

ROMAN ORMAN VAOAS VANA 'NERETAS

! . k
MEAN' - 632 ds 717 677. 769'
STANDARD .

N '

DEVI'A'TION 86 76 89 63

ERRORS .4 .3 .1 .6

CYRILLIC OPMAH BAMAC CABAHA HEPETk

MEAN 945 925 984 . 993

STANDARD

DEVIATION 106 144 123 139 .

ERRORS '3.3' .5 3, .4
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late in the list.) For lexical decision, the correlation was not significant
(r = .19). This result suggests that reliance on a phonological strategy did
not diminish during the experimental session. Similarly, in order to assess
the possibility that reliance on a phonological strategy varied with word
frequency, the reaction time to the unicitie Roman version of each word was used
as an estimate of word frequency, and the correlation between unique Roman
latency and the difference between thg unique Roman and ambiguous Cyrillic
form of each word was computed. In lexical decilion, the correlation was not
significant (r = -.17). _Therefore, reliance on a phonological strategy did
not vary as a function of word frequency.

Protected t-tests, between mean reaction times for lexical decision (witti
the estimate of variance computed from the subject's analysis of variance)
showed that the significant interactions of type x group and type x group x
lexicality could be attributed to a significant difference between AMBIGUOUS

\,.
Cyrillic/unique Roman form of Words, (CABAHA/SAVANA), t(13) = 8.89, p < .001
(see Figure 2). Groups did nqt.,differ significantly on uniquely Cyrillic or
Roman PURE words, (OASPHK4/FABRI t.(13) = 1.09. Therefore, there is no
general tendency for RoMan items to be recognized more quickly than t

Cyrillic version of those same items. The between-groupdifference on CONTROL
words (MUZIKA) 'only approached significance,. t(13) = 1.96, p < .10.
Nevertheless, the magni de of the AMBIGUOUS and CONTROL word difference
across groups varied si nificantly, t(13) = 7.91, p < .001. The unique Roman
and the ambiguous Cyrillic forms of. the AMBIGUOUS type words differed more a
thad the (consistently) R man forms of CONTROL words. Pseudowords demonstrat-
ed a smaller effect of ambiguity than did words, t(13) = 3.6, p < .001. For
Group One the difference between (unique) word types was not -significant,
while for Group Two, the difference between word types was significant. Group /
Two was always slower than Group One;. hor*rer, the magnitude of the difference
between groups varied over word types. /Finally, ambiguous type pseudowords
differed more in their Roman and Cyrillic forms than did PURE-type pseudo-
words, t(13) = "3.74, p < .01-. . -

In order to ascertain the effect of ambiguous characters another
analysis of variance was performed including only the ambiguous Cyrillic and
unicitie Ro n forms of the Apicuous type wards and pseudowords. Because of
the spe al constraints on iglecting these words,14no Clark analysis 973) was
perform d. the results of an analysis of variance usin subject
variability as the error term(s) are repotted.

In this analysis, letter strings were classified according to the number
and distribution of ambiguous characters within the letter string. As in. the
more complete lexical decision analysis discussed above, there wate signifi-
cant main effects of group, F(1,6) = 99.44, MSe : 159087, p < .004, and
length of word in syllables, F(1,26) = 9.62, MSe = 11117, p. < .01. In
contrast to revious analyse's, however, lexicality only approached signifi-
cance, F(1,26 =.2.48, MSe = 57878, p < .20. ImpoAantly', the distribution xf'.

group interac ion was significant, F(2,52) = 4.88, MSe = 8398, p < .05, as was
the distribution x.group x lexicality interaction, F(2,52) = 10.55, MSe =

218937, p < .01.

Protected t-tes s on the within-word difference between means for the
unique Roman and a biguous Cyrillic transcription of the same words (pooled
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over two= and three-syllable words) reveal e d that when number of ambiguous
syllables was. controlled, number of ambiguous characters increased latencies
significantly, t(13) = 3.65, p < .01. And whe number of ambiguous characters
was controlled, clustering two ambiguous chars s within one_syllable was
more difficult than having the two ambigUous letters distributed through
different syllables, t(13) '= 2.62, p <_.05 (see Table 5). for pseudowords,
none of the contrasts among various distributions bf 'ambiguous letters was
significant.

An analysis of variance conducted on the errors in judging the lexical
status'of unique Roman and ambiguous Cyrillic forms of the AMBIGUOUS word type
provided the same basic results as did the reaction time analysis: Main
effects of lexicality and group were significant, as was their interaction;
F(1,26) =4 38.20, MSe. = 65.93, p < .001; ,F(1,26) = 39.08; MSe =
p < .001, and F(1,26) = 31.85, MSe = 65.93, p < .0b1, respectively. Here,
length,of,the word in syllables was not signiTicant, F(1,26) = 2.16, MSe =
27.0, p > .20. And, in the error analysis, the distribution of ambiguous
characters was not. significant, F(202) = 1.0, MSe 12.78 and did not
interact with gropp, although it did interact 4.th other variables:
distribution x syllable, F(.2,52) MSe = 25.41, p < .05; distribution x
syllable x lexicality, F(2,52) = 17.74, MSe = 34.48, p < .001; distribution x
lexicality x group, F(2,52) = 3.82, MSe = 21.29; p < .05.

Naming

In the analysis of variance performed on the naming data, with the same
criteria for minimum and maximum latencies, a very similar pattern emerged.
There were highly significant results for lexicality: min F'(1,16) = 50.49,
p < .001;' for group, min,F'(1,15) = 20.76, pox .001; for word type, min
F'(2,12) = 45.55, p < .001, and for length in syllables, min F'(1,1 = 29.04,
p < .001. As above, the type x group interaction was significant, min
F'(2,20) = 90.96, p < .001, but in contrast to the lexical decision results,
the lexicality x group interaction was also significant, min F'(1,20) = 7.81,
p < .05, and the lexicality x type x group interaction was not: -min F'(2911)
= .08.

In naming, mean number oflterrors per subject was 11 in Group One and 15
in Group Two. For the ambiguoUs word type. alone, mean number of errors was 2
in Group- One and 9 in Group Two (see Table 6). Once again, there was no
evidence df a speech-accuracy trade-off. The correlation between reaction
time anderrors for both word and pseudoword items was r = .61for each group.
When the difference between the unique Roman and the ambiguous Cyrillic form
of each word was coryelated with the position of the item within the list, the
correlation (r = .19) was_pot significant., These data suggest that reliance
on a (detrimental) phonological strategy did not dnish during the experi-
mental session. As in the lexical decision task, in order to examine whether
reliance On a phonological strategy varies with word frequency, reaction time
to the unique Roman form of each word was treated as an, index of word
frequency,, and a correlation between the unique Roman form and the difference
between the unique Roman and the ambiguous Cyrillic form of each word was
computed. In the naming task, in contradistinction'to the lexical decision
task, this correlation was significant and positive, r = .54, p < .05., It

suggests that the detriment ,due to phonological bivalerIce decreases with
frequency.
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Table 5
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Mean Reaction Time by Distribution of Ambiguous Characters for Lexical
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Protectedtests on mean naming latencies (with the mean square error
term deri'ved fromthe subjects' analysis of varience) confirmed that latencies
to name ambiguous wordt'and pseudowords were prolonlod. -While there was no
significant difference between groups on Roman'CONTROL,words,,t(13) = 1.51,
groups did differ on AmBiquou8 Cyrillic/unique Roman words, t(13) = 14.95,
p < .001. And the difference between groups was greater for the AMBIGUOUS
type items than for the YURE type it'emS t(13) = 13.45, p_< .001. In contrast
to the lexical decisiOn data, the differefice between naming ambiguous Cyrillic
and unique Roman appeared greater for pseudowords than for words, t(13) =
4.01, p < .01. This ,result is difficult to evaluate (and a proteci4ed ttest
is not strictly legal) since the'lexicality x groupetype interaction was hot
Significant. Because there was no "correct" reading of an ambiguous pseudo
word, both Cyrillictpd Roman readings were included in the 'analysis, and, in
fact, this condition had a larger variance than its unique Roman'counterpart.
(Standard deviations for ambiguous Cyrillic pseUdowords of two and three
syilable length were 248 and 204, respectively, while their Roman equivalents
werk 83 and 59.)-Finally, Group Two was slower on Ambiguous Cyrillic than on
Pure Roman strings, t(13) = 1508, p < .001. For.Group One, there was no
evidence of an alphabet bias as' Pure Cyrillic and Unique Roma& string were
equal, t(13) =,.'72 (see Figure 3).

In order to evaluate the effect of the distribution of '-ambiguous
characters on naming, an analysis of variance including only the amliguous
Cyrillic and unique Roman naming latencies of the AMBIGUOUS type words and
pseudowords was also performed. As in the analogous .]lexical decision ana
lysis, a Clark analysis (1$73) was not appropriate due to the severe selection
constraints on words. Therefore, the results reported below'are based on an
analysis-of variance of naming latencies using subject variability as the
.error term(s).

, 4 ti

In agreement withthe larger naming analysis discussed above, there were
significant main effects of group, F(1,26) = 89.54, MSe = 210297, p < .001,
length in syllables, F(1,26I = 34.41,E M = 14409, p < .001, and lexiCality,
F(1,26) = 68.32, MSe = 12020, p < .001, and a significant group x lexicality
interaction, F(1,26)-= 21.86, MS; = 12020, pl4--001. When letter Strings were
classifled according to the number and distfibution of ambiguous characters

,,(distribution), distribution was significant, F(2,52) =. 5.31, MS = 911313,
'p < .01, as were the interactions of diselsbution x syllable, F(2,52) = 12.07,
MS .7. 10582, p < .001; distribution x lexicality, F(2,52) = 4.80, MS = 14941,
p < .05 'and, most important, distribution x gr6up, f(2,52) = 3.48, MSe =
11313, p < .05. The second order interactions of distribution x syllable x
group and distribution x syllable x lexicality, were alSo significant: F(2,52)
= = 10582, p < .01 and F(2,52) = 14.40, MSe = 10626, p < .001, /
'respectively. Finally, the fourth order' interaction of distribution x lexi
cality x group x syllable was also significant, F(2,52) = 19.78, MSe = 10626,
p < .001. .

Protected ttests on the naming data resembled the results for lexical.
decision. For words, when number of ambiguous characters was controited, two
ambiguous characters within one syllable were slower than one ambiguous
character within a syllable, t(13) = 2..541; p < .05 for*threesyllable words,
and t(13) = 2.82, p < .05 for twosyllat'ila words (see Table 7). There were no
other significant. results for words and,, probably due to their large Vari-
ances, no significant results for pseudowoHs.
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fable 7

Mean Reaction Time by Distribution of Ambiguous Characters to Name
AMBIGUOUS Cyrillic Wor,ds (and Their Roman Controls)

Three Syllable
Letter Strings

. CABAHA

KAPABAH.
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Two Syllable

Letter Strings

OPMAH

CAHTA

KOTBA
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An analysis of variance'conducted on\rrors in naming the unique Roman
and mnbiguOus Cyrillic forms of the AMBIGUOUS word type was generally
consistent with the reaction time results. Significant main effects of group,
F(1,26) = 23.83, MSe = 129.9, p < .001,.and lexicality, F(4,26) = 4.82, MSe =
63.23, p < .05 occurred, although length in syllables was not significant,
F(1,26) = 3.04. In contrast. to the results for lexical' decision, the
distribution of ambiguous characters in the error analysis was significant,
F('2,52) = 31.18, MSe'= 20.63, p > 001, and distribution interacted with group,
F(2,52) = 7.06, MSe =, p < .01. The interaction of distribution x
syllable and distribution x syllable x lexicality were also significant,
F(2,52) = 9.79, MSe = 26.49, p < .001 and F(2152)5.16, MSe = 27.77, v< .01,
respectively, as was the interaction of distribution x syllable x lexicality x
group, F(2,52) = 12,96, MSe = 27.77, p < .001.

The correlatiOn Between means for individual letter strings in the naming
and lexical decision tasks was computed for the two groups of subjects who saw
the ambigyous'Cyrillic letter strings (Group Two's) and separately for the two
groups of subjects who saw the unique Roman version of the same items (Group
One's). Each correlation was computed on all items, both words and pseudo-
words, as well as on words alone. While the correlations were slightly higher
for words alone than for words and peudowords combined, these differences
were not significant, z = 1.19, p > .25 for Cyrillic and z = .69, p > .25 for
Roman. Subsequently, all correlations computed between lexical decision and
naming included both words and pseudowords, although AMBIGUOUS 'and CONTROL
type items were treated in separate correlations. The correlation between
lexicql decision and naming was r = .34 for unique Roman version of the
AMB;GUOUS items (Group One) and r = .48 for the AMBIGUOUS Cyrillic version
(Group Two). For the Control items, the correlations were r = .56 (Group One)
and r = .73 (Group Two). The difference between the correlations for
AMBIGUOUS and CONTROL type_items was not significant whether both types of
items appeared in Roman, which permitted a unique reading (as or Group One)
z = 1.14, p >'.25, or whether the'AMBIGUOUS type appeared in its ambiguous
form while the CONTROL items uniquely specified a Roman reading (as for Group
Two), z = 1.64, p > .10.. These results suggest that; the relation between
lexical decision and naming 'did not vary significantly with word type,
phonological bivalence, or lexicality.

DISCUSSION

The results of the present experiment demonstrated that phonologically
bivalent letter strings retard word recognition relative to the unequivocal
form Of the same letter string. Similar phonological, effects occurred both in
naming and in'lexical decision, implying a common phonological influence in
both tasks. This interpretation was supported by the high correlation between
tasks that obtains for both words and pseudowords, and, given the nature of.%
the Seropo-Croatian orthography, it implies a strategy that is not specific to
real words alone. . Given the nature of the Serbo-Croatian orthography,
however, phonological bivalence and visual (alphabetic) bivalence are usually
confounded. Before concluding that this effect of phonological bivalence is
definitive evidence of a.phonological strategy sin word recognition, an
interpretation in terms of a lexically-based 'visual search must be. invalidat-
ed. Most obviously, this detriment occurred for pseUdowords as well as words
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and it is usually assumed that only words e in the lexicon. To. anticipate,
allowing )that pseudowords as well as wor 1 comprise the lexicon and then
introducing several further modifications to the lexicon will justify most-of

the data, but not all: By definition, no account based on a visual search of
the fexicon can be sensitive to phonographic analysis of component orthograph-
ic structure as the significant effeQt of the distribution of ambiguous
characters would require. It will ,.be concluded that word recognition in

Serbo-Croatian is necessarily phonological.

In general, both the lexical decision and the naming paradigms revealed
an effect of 'phonological bivalence that could not be accounted for in erms
of4any overall difference between subject grouu or alphabets. Pro cted t-
tests confirmed', that Group One demonstrated no difference between rd types
nd no systematic preference for letter strings in either a Roman or a

Cyrr is form. In contrast, Group Two, which was always slower than Group
One, was especially impaired on the Ambiguous Cyrillic-forms. To the extent,
that experience with a word in\printed text occurs equallY often with its?!
Roman and with its Cyrillic form, there should be no difference in latency as
alphabet varies. To the extent that the experimental condition can introduce
an alphabet bias, this bias ,should have been similar for both groups and
insensitive to word type: The ratio of Cyrillic to Roman items was constant
across subjects, all subjects had learned Cyrillic first, and subjects were
randomly assigned "to experimental groups. And, as pre ed, for those
zubjects who saw PURE (FABRIKA) words in Cyrillic and CONTROL (MUZIKA) and
AMBIGUOUS (SAVANA) words in Roman (Group One), there was no difference between
alphabets

each
word types. In assessing any ieneral difference among word

types, each contrast entailed a within-words comparison between the Roman and
the Cyrillic- renditionS of the same word disOla d to different groups of
subjects. Therefore, orthographic and semant factors, as well as word
frequency were filly controlled. The effect of ph nological bivalence was the
difference between the Unique Roman and the ambiguous Cyrillic rendition of
the same letter string, once any overall, difference between groups had been
considered. This within-word effect of bivalence'was evident in the signifi-
cant group x type and_in the group x type x lexicality interactions.

In summary, thp results of the present experiment showed that the

possibility of two. phonological interpretations of a visually presented letter
string affected performance on lexical decision and on naminvin a way that
one phonological interpretation did not. Whether this effect is actually less
robust for pseudowords than.for words.or less reliable in naming than in

lexical deci ion should not confuse the overall conclusion. Latency differ-
encesences on th order of 300 msec ofcomputed on- two forms o the same letter
string, on phonologicallyt equivocal and one phonologically unequivocal,
provide str g evidence of a mandatory phonological strategy in visual word
recognitiqn. Before concluding that phonological bivalence need be,inteepret-

. ed ag" evidenc of a phonographically analytic phonological strategy in word
recognition, two versions of a visuplly-eased, lexical Search interpretation
will be examined.

Two Lexical Searches as an Alternative to'a Phonological Option

Assuming that word recognition always proceeded by a purely visual
strategy, all phonological specifications. for.Words would be lexically mediat-

,
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ed so that any effect of phonological bivalence should have been restricted to
pseudowords. "By a word-specific strategy where response-latency for words
depends qn.finding a visual match for-a particular entry; the phonologically
bivalent nature of a visual array of Characars should have been irrelevant.
Clearly, in:the presamt Itord recognition studies, subjects never employ a pure
(single.lexictii) visual strategy, but rether they engage a strategy that is
sensitive to phonological or at least alphabetic ambiguity. Experimental
manipulations that affect words and pseudowords differentially)are'generally
interpreted to indicate the involvement of a word-specific strategy. In the
present experiment, the ambiguity by lexicality interaction indicated that the

e degree of detriment.due to ambiguity 'for, words'and pseudowords differed.
Nevertheless, *the stronger effect on words introduced by phonologically
ambiguous letter strings Is consistent with the original bivalent experiment:
Lukatela, Savi6, Gligorijevie, Ognjenovi6, & Turvey, 1978), where the effect

bivalence was significant'onay for words. 'It is posSi le,,therefore,,that
?the effect of phonological bivalence originates with the problem of matching
holistic letter string patterns.with particular lexical e tries and that word
recognition io Cyrillic and Roman requires two; distinct (risuallyt-defined)
lexicons. f .

' The general pattern of results for lexical decision 'and naming were
impressively similar and the correlation between tasks supported the claim of
the participation of a common knowledge structure in both tasks. (Note that,.
for ascorrelation, the naming leqcon end the lexical decision lekicon need
not be identical, they only need.tp.be organized in thesame way.) One
possibility is that this correlation reflects a lexical6.contribution and that
the phonological effect occurs because the letter.string matches with two
entries in the lexicon. The standar interpretation of this correlation
between tasks (Forster. & Chambers, 1973; Frederiksen & Kroll', 1976) is that it
reflects a visually-defined search on some non-segmented letter pattern that
is specifiC to real words. In the present experiment,.however, this:systema-
ticity extended to- pseudowords. Because pseudowords do'not have.particular
entries in a visually-defined lexicon, the effect could not be visual qr
holistic end' specific to particular words (or morphetes); unless one supposed
that pseudowords as well as words can be described by the Roman and Cyrillic
lexicons. Allowing that a response could follow/immedtately when an entry was
identified or that multiple decisions could arise, different degrees of
impairment to performance' for 'ambiguous words and pseudowords could 'be
expected and these modifications will be considered.

1. Alphabet-governed Lexical Searches: Terminating

.

Respecting the assumption that phonologically bivalent str'ing3 are slower
because they entail a parallel visual search of two lexicons '(one for Roman
forrs and one for Cyrillic ,forms), there are two possible way's in which the
different visual alphabets are searched: If they are searched in parallel
such thatoperating in two files slows all latencies, then.performance on
words composed entirely of shared letters should be Impaired, regardless .of
whither the shared letters correspond to the same phoneme in each 'alphabet
(common letters), .e.g., JAJE read as /jaje/, or correspond to different
phonethes in Roman than in Cyrillic (ambiguous letters), KACA read as
/kasa/ orkas /katsa/. In fadt, words' containing only common letters are no
slower than words that contain letters unique to one alphabet (Lukatelalt14
al., 1980; Feldman et al., 1981).
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Alternatiyely, the alphabet files may be searched in a successive
fashion. Actually, Lukatela, Swiid, Gligorijevid, Ognjenovid, and Turvey,
(1978) have refuted an..:ecco-unt of phonological bivalence based on two serial
-visual alphabet. searches, because lexical decision to bivalent strings that
were words by either'ilphabet rea

.

ing, e.g., KACA (so that searchthat be
successful in' either alphabet e) was no faster than to strings that were
words iir Roman and pseudowords in 'Cyrillic, e.g., KOBAC. Likewise, pseudo-
words composed exclusively of common.letters, e.g., TAKA (so that they have
the same phonological leading in both.Roman and Cyrillic) wereno slower than
pseudowords,that contained letters 'unique to one alphabet (Lukatela'et al.,

it 1982). In sum, accounts of this detriment based on successive visual searches
of Two lexicons would predict that the presence of letters shared by the Roman
and Cyrillic alphabets, regardless of their common' or ambiguous phonemic

'value, should infl4ence recognitions but this result was not observed.
. . ,,

.

Alternatively, perhaps only letter strhngs containing both ambig ous and
. c mmon (and no unique) characters foster two alphabet searches. While, the

distinction between ambiguous and common letters shared by the two alphabets
is phonological rather than vigual, this, option is worttly of consideration

.hege. because it encompasses' both words and pseudowords and it treats bivalence
ai the result of complications in lexical search. If the probabilit,y of
beginning search 'in either alphabet is equal, then for an ambigdoUs Cyrillic

word (which is a Roman pseudoword), search will startin the corPect alphabet
file one' half of the time. ,On the average, the .,,subject need search one' and

one half files to recognize an ambiguous word. To reject an ambiguous
pseudoword (whichis a pseudoword, in both Roman and Cyrillic), however, two
full alphabet files need be examined on every trial. This terminating search -

based account would predict. that piesological bivalent letter strings should
be slower when they are pseudowordlirthanwhen hey are words;. Both alphabets
always must be considered before" a "no" respo se is possible. For words,
however, some imes the search will begin with-lie appropriate alphabet and

, responding wi knot be delayed. Counter to this prediction, in the present
experiments, atencies,for lexical decision on ambiguous words and pseudowords
did not d ffer (while analogousiatencies for the unequivocal alphabet

.transcript on of the same strings -did differ). Moreover, a visual search
'.might preuict a..trade-off between errors and reaction time (at leaSt for real
words), and higher variances among reaction times for individual ambiguous
words--where lexic earch can terminate--than for ambiguous pseudowords--

where lexical search is necessarily _exhaustive of two lexicons. In the

present experiment, ho ever, these measures were positively correlated and an
analysis of var.-lance on errors produced the same general results as. on

,reaction time. Final y, in the preSent experiments., counter to the predic-
tions of any visual se rch based account, -the effect of phonological-bivalence
assessed within forms of the same letter string was greaten for lexicse
decision on words than on pseudowords. (The type x group x lexicality inter-4r
action was not significant for naming due to the high variability in the

pseudoword data. Therefore, no comparison of word and pseudoword latencies in
naming is offered.) One other modification to the, two-visually-defined lexical
search model will be considered because it can account ,.for the relative degree
of bi;/alence among words and pseudowords.

V
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2. Alphabet-gomerned Lexical Searches: Nonterminating

',.. .
. .

The larger effect of phonological bivalence for words than for pseudo-
. words in lexical decision, invites the notion of competing responses: For,

I-
wOrds,* subjects must decide between the "yes" response engendered by the
Cyrillic reading and the "no"-response engendered by the Roman' reading. For
pseudoWords, however% both readingsiwould necessitate a "no" response.. Until
now, it was assumed. that lexical search terminated immediately when a lexical
entry was selected (dr equivalently, as ColtheaPt has uggested, thatvisual
and phonological strategies did not operate at,the same ate). If search.does
not terminate' immediately, then response competition be ones a,viable descrip-
tion (and further, responding by, a phonological strategy such as pseUdowords
tralditionally require peed not be slower than responding by a visual ''strate-.`
.gy). In this case, the phonologically derived pseldoword reading could
influence"the lexical reading'of an ambiguous letter string so that bah a
positive and a dtgative decisidn Are indicated. In fact, this account could 0
work for naming as well as.Tor lexical-decision. Remember that in naming, the
detrimental, effect of bivalence -appeared greeter for pseudowords. -There,
there were two a-cceptable articuaations while for words, only one, wading
produced a word. (Instructions specified o read.the letter string as aword
if it could be read as such.), > '

- , ' a
.

In general, attributing the ,detriment due to phonological bivaleoce to
interfering responses.comARmenfs the claim (Shulman, Hornak,' & Sanders, 1978)
that phonological effectain.English may reflect a supplemental6torage medium

toimprove visually=based performance railer than the 'descriptors by which a

Word was recognized., Since the'memoy-based account suggests a contribution
by the lexicon to this- phonological effect, it would not explainfwhy the
evidence of a phonological, storage should be so much more pronounced,in Serbo-
Croatian than in.Eriglish. More important, a nonterminating visual search of
two alphabeticallyadefined lexicons and its consequence, a lexically-derived
description-6f bivalence, cannot account for 'ene crucial adect of the preient
data. .- .

Ars

In the present, experiments, the detriment in curred by phonologically
bivalent letter strings varied as a function Of the number and distribution of
ambiguous Characters. Counter to any visually- defined search account of word
recognition, these phonglogical results were exaggerated foryords relative to
pseudowords and were more 'stable in-lexical decislon, where there wad no
correlation between word frpquencY and degree.of inhpairment, than in naming.
In 'general, the degree of impairment increased with number of ambiguous
characters, and two ambiguouS characters within one syllable were more
difficult than two ambiguoui characters in different syllableS. As an

alternative to W7visally defined search, if the nature, of the Serbo-Croatian
orthography and the ganeral effect of phonoloiidal bivalence are reconsidered
in terms of- procedural knowledge or pattern' analyzing-operations (Kolers,.
1975a), then perhaps this effect cane be better captured in phonologically
analytic rather than purely visual terms.

Recognition Strategies in Serbo-Croatian:. A Phonological Priority

By tradition, visual strategies are presumed to be word-specific and are
not appropriate for pseudowords. But the appropria':enesd-Nof different. stra-

.
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tegies for word and pseudoword recognition. must be the outcome of, not the
starting point, for a description of lexical knowledge. Therefore, 'it ,is

important to "note that even if words and pseudowords were described by common
lexical pedicates,'so that A visual, word-specific strategy is in principle
possible, the effect, of phonological bivalence cannot be 'rationalized by
searches' through a visual lexicon of even two lexicons. In the ,later
experiment,by Lukatela ( Lukatela et al., 1980), as in the present experiment,
an effect of bivalence was obtained for pseirdowords. Because, it slowed words
and pseudowords in the same way and was independent of the number of lexical
readings for, each letter string, those 'investigators .(1dukatela et al., 1980)

proposed an account of the detriment due to phonolgical bivalence that was
independent of word-specific knowledge and was based on the rate at which a
description of the letter string that was appropriate for lexical search could
be derived. This is reminiscent of a pattern analyzing procedure (Kolers,'
1975a, 1975b,. 1976) in that the systeMatic variability in word recognition is
captured by the operations to apprehend visual patterns, rather'ihan ,,search
.among substantive knowledge struiurea such as the lexicon model usually
implies. Given the nature of the Serbo-Croatian language and the systematic ,

relation between orthography and phonology, the present "results suggest:a
pattern analissia for word recognition that proceeds in terms of the ,phonology,
is independent of the lexicon, and is sensitive to component 'tor4thographic
structure.

,

The pattern of results for lexical decision and naming .was-eemarkably
similar and the consistently high.oprrelations 3etween lexical decisie- and
naming suggested"that a'9ommon knowledge operation proceeded for all typep of
words arid seudowords in both tasks. Traditionally, this correlation has been
interprets implicating the lexicon, a visually-defined worcr(or morpheme')
specific knowledge structure, but in the present experiments, this correlation
obtained for pseudowords as=well.as for .words. :,'In general, the major 'results
demonstrated a very robust effect of phonologicat,bivelence, and any account°
of this effect in terms of visual search of lexical structure, even one that
allowed the inclusion of'rpseudoworde, proved incoMplete to encompass the
significant effect -of the distribution of ambiguous Characters. In sum, there
was no reason to conclude that the'bases for lexical decision and for naming
diverged: Both tasks entailed a phonological strategy even when it actually

,

. hindered Performance.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

.

In the word recognition studies conducted in English, the phonological
word-nonspecific strategy is often characterized as optional while the visual.
word-specific strategy is characterized as mandatory. °The,possibtlity of tw'o
strategies should actually diminish any,phonological effect Since, at, least in
English, the visual strategy is purported to operate faster than a phondlogi-
cal strategy .(1Coltheart et al.., 1977). Nevertheless, the present experiment
on Serbo-Croatian provided no evidence favollng this On the same
grounds, larger phonological effects (or weaker lexical effects) would be
expected for the naming of words than for lexical,decision to words,, but this
was not confirmed. In addition, the subjects in the present experiments all
learned Cyrillic as 'their first alphabet and there is'evidence that this early
experience governs facility with the alphabets, even in 'Mature readers
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(Lukatela; Savie, Ognjenovi -3, & Turvey, 1978): In the present experiments,
all the ambiguous.stringg that were words, were words in their Cyrillic

. reading fIf subjects Thad an option of employing a word specific strategy
exclusively, then in tIlese experimental,conditions it would have%been optimal. .

0, .to reduce,the availability of the (RoMan) pseudoword reading and engage only
the (Cyrillic) word reading Nevertheless, these readers could not eliminate
a phonological strategy in word recognition. even when it was obviously
detrimental.to pei-formance.1 In sum, the mag tude oT the effect_pf phonologi
cal bivalence for words and pseudoworda suggests that for skilled readers of
SerboCroatian, ithe phonological strategy is neither slower nit optional.

.

. . ..
.

,- Phonologibally,bivalent letter'. strings retarded performance relative to
the unique alphabet transcription of the same, form' and this has, been

.c,
,
interpreted es evidence of a phonological strategy in word recognition. The
question of a lexical contribOtion to the specification of phonology has not
been resolved, however. Although there is evidence of a phonological strategy
that is sensitive do sub rphemic component structure, this does not elimi
nate -the possibility of loiting morpheme or word units, that is, a lexical
specification of other aspects.,pf phonology. 'NeVertheless, no currently
available visually defined wordspecific search model has proven adequate
because that class of model proceeds holistically and is not phonographically
analytic. In this discOssion; no consideration of a lexical contribution that
works' concurrently with a lexically independent contribution has been deline
ated, and yet there is no reason why a lexiconindependent and a lexicon
derived phonological specification could not be implicated if, ultimately, the
magnitude of the detriment due to phonological bivalence depends, among other
factors, on the lexical status of the alternate reading.

In the word ecognition literature, thele has been a tendency to treat
all aspects of knowledge about words in terms of substantive knowledge and<to
assume that the connection between newly presented words and previouily
acquired knowledge about words entails a search and match procedure in the

. internal lexicon. ISsues in current theories of reading\.and word recognition
fticus on whether this match occurs in 'terms of predicates that reference
,visual aspectd or predicates that reference' phonological aspects of the
written word. For alphabetic orthographies in general and for the shallow
orthography of Serbo Croatian in paTcular, these predicate types are not
easily. distinguished:- Instead, in e presene experiments,. the distinction
betWeen strategies has been recast in'terms of a contrast between holistic
word specific and phonologically analytic wordnoh6p3cific strategies where
the focus of a wordspecific strategy 'is the word or morpheme and the focus of
the wordnonspecif strategy is the, phoneme. It was concluded that .naming
and lexical decisi n' for both words' and pseudowOrds are nonoptionally

; .phonologically'analy ic. .
-...

.

.
7

It 4, The dominant theories of reading and word recognition have,been developed
in English and have assimilated the idiosyncracies of this phonologidally deep

,.....

. orthography into the theory. Comparisons with SerboCroatian, with its
Othologically shallow orthography, invites the differentiation of the univer
.sal aspects of this particular theory of reading from the languagespecific
contribution. In the literature on word recognition based- on English, it is
often claimed that the acquisition of reading skill en ;ails a shift away from
a phonological `recognition strategy (LaBerge & Samuels, 1974; Frederiksen,

? ,

JL

L
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1981) and, given that the'English orthography references morphology as'well as
phonology, this may be true. .By contrast, the written form of Serbo- Croatian
has preserved a consistent-reference to phonology and the character of this ,

orthography is evident in. the ,present studies d'f word recognition among/
skilled readers. Unlike reading in English that demonstrates a priority for a

, visual strategy, skilled, reading in Serbo-Croatian retaips a _phonological
priority.

AK
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FOOTNOTES

1
There are exceptions to this characterization: For example the "d" in

predsqdnik is generally interpreted es..../t/. The _number of violations is
small, howevel. -
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2
Two aspects -of vowel accent (tone: rising/filling, .length: long/short)

are not captured by the written -form. , While vowel accent may differentiate
between two semantic interpretations, this distinction is often ignored
eacpeclally in the dialects of the larger cities (Magner ed `Matejka, 1971).
Moreover, vowel identity, at least as it ins defined by formant structure in
some restricted phonemic environments, is not distorted by variations, in
accent (Kalil, 1964).
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.WORD RECOGNITION WITH MIXED-ALPHABET FORMS'

Laurie Beth Feldman and Aleksander Kostic5+

Abstract. .In Order to assess the influence of.lrisualk distorted
print on word recognition, -.subjects named two styles of visually-
distorted Serbo-Croatian words. Eadh word was repeated in several
different 4istOrted versions. For one group, the visual distortion
entailed mixing characters 'from the. Roman and Cyrillic alphabets
(e.g., KMFMA). While both of these alphabets are generally used to
transcribe Serbo-Croatian, they are never mixed within a word. For
the other group, the visual distortion entailed mixing case
(e.g., KiFla). On the first tria1,41atencies-to`name words written
in PURE.Roman'form (e.g., KIFLA) were no faster than latencies to
name mixed alphabet forms: In addition, after training, mixed case,
forms were slower to name than,mixed alphabet forms.' It was
concluded tpat for Serbo-Croatian; mixed alphabet visual distortions
do not impair, performance on a' word naming taskAut ttiat mixed case
distqrttons may not always function as mixed alphabet does. Tbe
assumption that word' recognition is based on a familiar visual form
was called into question.

'While there is considerable debate aboUt the role of phonology in the
identification of real Words in English, it is .usually assumed that the
familiar`,,yidual form ,of the~ word facilitates lexical access in studies- of
re#ding and word recognition. By definition, the gr&phemic characters of an
alphabetic writing system correspond (approipitely) to phonemes. Therefore,
the distinction between a.visual, word-dpedlfic strategy and a phonologially
analytic strategy 'hinges on a (word-nonspecific) linguistic analysis of.
orthographic structure and on, its consequence an appreciption -oT the
-contributlod of phodology to the formation,of a,visual pattern of alphabetic
cOracters.' S?me researchers (Coltheart, qesner,_Jonasson, & Dev'elaar, 1979)
,have plaiMed that the phonological strategy is optionaljand°can,be suppressed

when it imptdes.performance, but-that the visual strategy is alWays mandatory.
In order to eliminate the value of a visual recognition strategy` experimental -'
ly, visually distorted letter strings are $ehted for recognition in lexical
decision or naming tasks. In the work, with English, this distortion is

commonly, introduced by alternating upper= and loWercase.letterswithin a word'
Pollatsek, Well, V.aSchindlerf,_ 1979; Baron, '& *Strawson, 1976; Mason,

.4:Also.University of Connecticut and University of Belgrec-----
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1978), and any disruption of linguistic, information designated by case
(e.g., proper noun, sentence initial word) has been ignored.

Although a phonological strategy depends on the analysis of the component,
orthographic structure in order to apprehend the phonology, it is generally
assumed that the disruption incurred by alternating upper and loWercase
letters affects'a visual wordspecific strategy more than a phonological word
nonspecific strategy. 'The underlying assumption is that a visual word
specific strategy exploits- overakl ,Visual shape of a word or transgraphemic
features and avoids a phonological analysis. In contrast, a phonologically'
analytic strategy is insensitive to holistic (andletter features of) visual
form and focused on graphemic units. By this reasoning, effects of visual
distortion on word recognition are traditionally interpreted as evidence of a'
visual,wordspecific recognition strategy.

As -described' elsewhere .(Lukatela,' Savid, OgnjenoviC, & itp
Turvey, 1978; Lukatela & Turvey,, 1980), the relation between the written and
spoken forms of SerboCroatian differs from the relation between the written Ali
and spoken forms of english in several. respects. Essential to the present
investigation, Serbo Croatian is written in two different alphabets, Rombn and
Cyrillic. Although a small set of characters overlap, most of the characters
are unique to one alphabet or the other (see Figure 1 and Table 1). '(Also,
see Feldman, 1981, this ,volume, for a more complete description): In
addition, SerboCroatian.has a shallow orthography with 9 relatively simple
mapping between grapheme,and phoneme so that it is not necessary t o o bqsider
the morphological (or orthographic) Context in which a particular' grapheme
occurs in order to assign it a phonemic value (see Feldman, 1981, this volume,
for a more complete discusdion) 'As a result, the orthographic conditions of
SerboCroatian permit an unusual mixedalphabet type of visa. distortion of
letter strings without interfering with the phonological interpretation of
particular Sequences of graphemes or Introducing linguisticallY misleading
case alternations.

.

P

It should be noted that although'all readers in Yugoslavia' learn to read.
both Roman and Cyrillic at an early age, the two alphabets seldom appear,,,
together in text. Most certainly, the characters of the'two alphabets will
never appear mixed within.a word. By writing words'in a combination of Roman
and Cyrillic characters, an unprecedented visual word form can be generated.

In the present experiment, words printed in a mix of orthographically
unique Cyrillic and Roman characters were presented. in a naming tas to one

group of subjects. Another oup'of, subjects named mixed case Roma forms of
Alhoae same words. Onset ti vocalization for the two styles of visual

',distortion was compared across Weis. Even if subjects are initially no
slower with bialphabetic patterns than with pure alphabet letter strings,

_ repeated practice at analyzing distorted print may facilitate performance over
tri4s:, When new test words are presented on a subsequent trial, the visual
pattern analyzing skill can then be extended to new aid different letter
stAn&s so that latencies twill not be prolOnged. However, mixed alphabet
forms may prove to be qualitatively different from mixed case. forms. If the
alternation of uppercase and lowercase characters-poses a special problem,

e.g., a linguistically anomolous situation, then mixed case and mixed alphabet
forms may both be facilitated over trials, but these two distortions may
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Figure 1. Letters 9f till,. Roman ancrCyrillic alphabets.
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function differently when'applied to new test words. Since there is substan
tial evidenCe that skilled reading of SerboCrqatian as assessed by both the
'lexical lecision and naming tasks, is necessarily phono cal (see Lukatela,
PdpAdid, Ognjenovid, & Turvey, 1980; Lukatela et al.,, 1978; a dman, 1981), if
totally nfamiliar mixed-salphabet visual distortions do not imOipir performance
relativ to pure alphabet forms, then perhaps it is the visual wordspecific
strateg that is optional in SerboCroatian.

MTHOD

Subjects

Thirtysix first year studehts of psychology at the University of
Belgrade partiCipated in this study in partial fulfillment of course require
ments. Thirtyone of those 'subjects had learned to read Cyrillic first, and
the fiye subjeCa`who had learned Roman first were approximately equally
distributed between conditions.

Stimuli
0

Ali stimuli in the experiment were words containing between tow and six

c,

letters. WoFds were selected in pairs so as to be phonologically similar in
that each pair had at least 'three letters in common and each pair began with
the same letter (e.g., ULAZ UZDA, KIFLA KUGLA). No words contained char
acters shareorby both the Roman and Cyrillic alphabet (e.g., P, H, B, °C) so
that they, commanded a different phonological interpretation, depending on
alphabet.

In the CASE condition, words were presented in'a mix of upper and lower
case Roman letters. Each training word was presented rive times in different
configurations of alternating case ,(e.g., KiFla, k)fLa, KifLA). In the
ALPHABET condition, the same words was presented it a mix of Roman and
Cyrillic uppercase letters. As in'the case condition, each training word was
presented fivb times in different 'combinations of alternating alphabet (e.g.,
MITA, [(ROLA, KIIIIA); Following training, a new set of ten.test,words was
'presented in the same style of distortion. The set of ten test words and the
set of ten practice words were

of
for frequ(noy and word length.

1?-eceding the session for of the two experimental groups, two practice
items, one of Whicli was in a,1, URE Roman '(ninalternating form), and one of
.which was in the appropriate distorted form, were presented. In summary, each
subject viewed 62 slides, which included two practice words, five repetitions
qf each of ten training words, and ones presentation of each of ten test words.

Procedure

Subjects were required to name each word aloud as quickly as possible.
The experimental session was divided into six (contlecutiveY trials, each
consisting of one presentation of the-same ten items (word order varied within
each of the five training trials). For the ALPHABET condition, trials dfie

...._through five contained randomized presentations of the same ten training words,
in different mixed alphpbet configurations, while trial six consisted of a new
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set of ten test words, also in.mixedalehabet form. For the CASE condition,
trial one consisted'of the same t6n training .lords in PURE Roman uppercase
print. Trials two through five consisted of mixed case alternations of the
same ten training words, while in trial six, a new set of the (same) test
words was presented, again in a mixed case form. All stimuli were typed_ on
Prima U Film (with the Cyrillic and Roman typeface closely matched for size
and form) and were "presented for 750 msec in a Scientific Prototype model GB
tachistoscope. Reaction times were measured from the onset of the visual
display to the onset of vocalization by a voice operated relay.

...)
In summary, each of two groups of subjects saw five versions of each of

ten training words {selected in pairs for phonological similarity) ineither
distorted CAE or di orted ALPHABET form. Oh the sixth trial, ten new test
words were presente in either a mixed case or a mixed alphabet' form,
consistent with the previous trials. Subjects had to name each letterstring
as quickly and as clearly as possible. Errors and reaction times were
recorded. Practice items, were not included in the analysis.

, In all, there,
were 60, reaction time measurements for each subject. .1

' RESULTS AND DISCU6SION
fr

An analysis. of variance on coritt responses with minimum and maximum
latencies set at 300 msec and 1000 msec as performed. (By setting the
reaction time limits at these levels, a total of 17 rand 21 responses were
eliminated from the ALPHABET and CASE conditions, respeltively. These res-
ponses clustered on the affricate 6/tS/. Given t,ie variability among initial
phonemes in both the practice and test words, this restricted -distribution of
errors suggests that the voice key was not adequately sensitive to the onset
of that palticular acoustic pattern.) °Total errors were extremely low--3 a
1, respectively, and these were incorrect articulations.

The analysis revealed a significant decrease in naming latency over
Trials F(5,170) =028.50, MSe = 910.1, p < .01, Ipd no significant difference
between mixed CASE and mixed ALPHABET conditions, F(1,34) = .61. Although the
Case by Trial interaction missed significance, F(5,170) = 2.04, MSe = 910.1, p
< .10, t..tests were performed. Examination of the first presentation of each
training word (Trial One) revealed no difference between Mixed alphabet and
pure Roman forms,'t(17) = 1.35. Indeed, if anything, the mixed alphabet forms
tended to be faster (see Figure 2). Ex ion of the first presentation of
each test word (Trial Six) revealed. a iqant difference between mixed
alphabet and mixed case distortions, t(17) = 1.84, p < .05. Generally in the
data, there is a suggestion that acroSS trials, mid alphabeCforms'appeared-
slightly faster than mixed case forms, but 4inly in Trial. ,Six is a comparison
of mixed case and mixed alphabet unconfounded with number of previous
repetitions of the same word possible. There, mixed 'alphabet forms are named
faster than mixed case fords.

' Unfortunately,'due_to the
).
design of the experiment, no direct comparison

of pure Roman and mixed case forms was possible. Therefore, discussion of the
"locus" of the detriment due to case distortion in the course of lexical '
access and recognition as delineated for English is not relevant
(e.g., Pollatsek et al., 1975; Bauer & Stanovich, 1980). Perhaps any differ
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ence between mixed case and mixed alphabet distortions, is better_ interpreted
as evidence that not all visual distortions are equivalent in terms of the
pattern analysis required for recognition (Kolers, 1976, 1979). In particu
lar, as mentioned above, case .alternations' may signals linguistic information
in a way that alphabet alternations do not. In that event, mixed alphabet
forms provide a purer styli of visual distortion.

Although such letter strings never occur in conventional print, ttests
of the means of the two conditions in Trial One revealed that mixed alphabet
forms were no slower to name than pure Roman versions of the same set of
words. This result violates all theories-.....of word recognition that grant
priority to the familiarity of some holistic visual form of the word. Some
theorists (Baron, 1977; Coltheart et al., 1979) have claimed that in English
the kriowledge base for a naming task need not be synonomous with the knowledge
base for lexical decision, and when the relation between the written and
spoken form is particularly reliable, such as in the phonologically shallow
orthography of SerboCroatian, this criticism is perhaps more fordeful.
Nevertheless, there is evidence to the contrary (Feldman, 1981, this volume).
In that experiment, both the analogous pattern of reaction times (and errors)
for lexical decision apd.naming as well asdthe correlation between latencies
for individual words in the two tasks showed that subjects employ the same
strategies in both the lexical decision and naming tasks. Additionally, there
is already some evidence from a lexical decision experiment by Katz and
Feldman (1981) that mixed alphabet forms are not consistently slower than pure
word controls. in- contrast to that --experiment, where half of the control
items were in pure Roman print and half of the items were in pyre Cyrillic
print so that both alphabets need be available in. both the control and mixed
alphabet experimental conditions, in the present experiment all pure alphabet
forms were written in Roman. In sum, attempts to model word,recognition in
SerboCroatian with visual descriptors sometimes succeed by positing, two
different alphabet spaces or lexicons for Romah and Cyrillic, but no visual
model could accommodate the two alphabets into a visually defined lexicon such
as the present data on mixed alphabet forms require.

It has been suggested elsewhere that the special properties of a writing
system may influence word recognition in particular languages. As mentioned
above, the English orthography is not fully consistent'in its mapping between
written form and surface phonetic form and, to the extent.that.the phonetic
form entails the phonemic form-, this may be offered as a justification for the
claim that in English 'a visual strategy is mandatory while a phOnological
strategy is optional (Goodman, 1976): By contrast, SerboCroatian is very
reliable in the relation between written and spoken, form. It has been
demonstrated previously,that in Serbo Croatian a phonological strategy is not
optional (Lukatela et al.., 1978; Lukatela et al., 1980; Feldman, 1981, this
volume). The results, of the present experiment complement that 'claim:
Distortions to visual form do not generally impair performance in a Nord
recognition task-. If such distortions selectively impair one strategy, .then
it must be the visual wordspecific strategy that is optional in Serbo-0
Croatian.
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STROOP EFFECTS IN TWO TYPES OF.WRITING SYSTEMS*

Tzeng,++ and Liz Alva+++ ,

'TV
,4

Abstract. -The.relation between word processing ,strategy and the
orthographic structure of".a written'language.,was explored in the
present study. Three exleiments were.lconducted - 'using Chinese.:
English, Spanish-English, and Japanese- English bilinguals, respec-
tively. Each subject was asked to perform .amodified Stroop color-
naming task where the stimulus and the cespOnse:language were either
the same or different. The magnitude of Stroop,effect,was greater
in the intra-languge condition than in the,,inter=language condi-
tion. When the magnitude of reduction of Stroop. interference" from
the intra- to the inter- language. condition was comeg4,across all
bilingual groups, an inverse was Found hetween the
magnitude of reduction' and the degree of sj.milarity.between the
orthographic structures of :the two written languags. It is con-
cluded that reading logOgraphic and -phbnologiOd. symbols entails
different processing mechaniSras and that ,controversial issues in
bilingual processing cannot he_resolved without :taking into account
the effect of,orthographic'variationTnnothe' infornatibli proCessini
syqtem. a. , A

, - 4
The, invention of written symbols to represenZ=Apaketelahguage is Undipbt-

edly One of the .most important achievements in, they' history of Onkind.. The
written symbol has enabled us to overcome the T _tationSo of spaoe 'hd 'time
imposed by oral communication and ,pas allowed tend oUr"thoughts 'across
centuries as well as continents.

There have been [zany different types of wri, t04 systems invented to
represent various types of spoken' languages. The designing.principles for
'writing systems can be divided into two different categories,. The first` type
of orthography evolved from the earlier semasiogYaphy, which -expresses 4

4 1
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general idea in picture drawings rather than a sequence of words in a
sentence, to logographs with each symbol expressing a single particular
morpheme. The concept underlying the developmelip or this_t_ype 4of oi-thbgraphy
is to map the written symbols directly onto words; from Which meaning .is
generated. The second type of orthography evolved' from the rebus a'represen-
teflon of a word or phrase by pictures that suggest how ay, ward is pronounced
in the spoken language! e.g., 40 for idearto the syllabary and
then to the alphabet. The boncept behind it is sound writing. . That is; the
relation of sign to meaning is meant to be mediated through the sound system
of the spoken language. This differenCe in hoW lexical units may be recovered
from written' symbols raises an important and interesting question:' Da our
visual, information - processing strategies differ when the information is
presented in differeht4ormats? In recent years, this que§tion h s become of
major concern among many cognitive psychologists (Biederman & Tsao, 1979;
Gleitman & Rozin, 1977; Park & ArbUckle, 1977; Tzeng, Hung, & Garr , 1978).

That reading different writing "systems may entaiirdifferent information
Processing strategies is supported by some recent clinical an experimental
observations. Sasanuma (1974) reported that the ability of JaAnese aphasic
patients to use lQgographic (kanji) and -phonologic (kana) scripts, can be
selectively impaired. Parallel to this finding, in visual hemi-field experi-

.ments in which stimuli are presented to the right or left visual field briefly
via a tachistoscope; a right visual field (i.e., left hemisphere) advantage is
usually Tound for the recognition of phonologically based symbols such as

41'
- English words or Japanese kana scripts, while a left visual field-ladvantage is

... found for the recognition of single Chinese characters (Tzeng, Hung, Cotton, &
vWang; 1979). Furthermore, in a cross-language study that investigated the
,effects of language (Chinese vs. English) and mode ofostimulus presentation

to-r> (visual .rs. auditory), Turnage .& 44CGinnies (1973) hound that vi,sUal input
facilitated the learning for Chinese subjects whereas auditory -input produced
Superior recall performance for American subjects. All tpese results seem to
point out that readers of different' scripts-may have developed different
processing, strategies in order to achieve efficient reading. 4 is of utmost
importance fo cognitive psychologists to find out at Which level of informa-
tian processing theseAifferenCes due to orthographic variations occur.

A recent study of, Biederman and Tspo (1979) shed light on the issue of
the orthographic 'variations by using a Stroop '(1935) interference. paradigm.
It is an established fact that in the Stroop color-word test, it requires more
time to name a series of color patches when the patches are themselves
incongruent color'names (e.g., GREEN in red ink) than When the patches are
simple, colored rectangles.', Bi,e4erman and Tsao (1979) found .a greater in-
terference effect for 'Chinese subjects In a Chinese version Stroop color-
naming task than for,Amer can subjects in an English version. They attributed
this difference to the Oissibility that thWre may be fundamental difference;
in the perceptual demands of reading Chinese and English. Since the percep-
tion of color and the direct accessing of meaning from _a patternts configure-
tion-iie functions that have been assigned to the right hemisphere, it was
suggested that during the Stroop test these two functions might be competing
for the same'perceptug capacity of the right hemisphere; This compet ion
could have been avoided in the English Stroop test because reading English d

naming color are executed by 'different hemispheric mechanisms. Biedenpan and
Tsao further.speculated that there may be same fundamental differences in the
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onigatory processing of Chinese and English prink.s. They suggeped that a
reader of alphabetic.writing cannot refrain ft.om appying, qn abstract rule
system to the word Whereas a reader of Chinese may not be able to refrain from ;

conTidurational prdbessing of the logograph.
, $

The conceptualizatidn that reading different types of scripts automati-
cally activates different types of,perceptual'constraints isan intriguing
one. It leads to a unique prediction concerning the bilingUal processing in a
modifiedStroop task. Suppose a Spanish-English bilingual subject is asked to
name colors once in each of the two languages for color stimuli that are
either Spanish color words, English color words, or control. patches.- Based on
p?evious empirical findingsjOyer, 1971;'Preston & Lambert, 1969), we can

'predict that naming speed will be relatively slower-when the taming
language an e.language of ,the color words are the same than when they are
different. In other words, we can predict that the Sti-8op'interference effect .

will be reduced in'the--inter-lanktage condition as compared with that in the
intra- 3anguage condition. 'But\since'both Spanish and English are alphabetic
scripts that tend to activate $11Milari obligator* processing strategies, tie
magnitude of reduction ip the Stroop interference W6uld_not be much. Now(.
-suppose we ask a group of Chinese E sh bilingual subjeits to.perform the
inter- and Antra-lan uage Stroop tasks. in ich the interfering and the naming

cA
languages are eith r Chinese or English. It is again reasonable to predict
that the inter-la g(uage condition will prodUce less Stroop'interierence than.
the intra-language conditions ,However, the most important question is whether
the magnitude of 'reduction (fttm the intra- to the inter-language condition)
will be greater, equivalent, or less for the Chinese-English' bilinguals, as
cOmpared to that fors the Spanish-English bilinguals. Apcording to Biederman
and Tsao's (1979) conjecture that reading alphabetic and logographic scripts
entails different perceptual demands, one would predict that the magnitude of
reduction (i.e., from the intra- to the inter-language condition) should be
greater for 'the Chinese-English bilinguals than for the Spanish-sEnglish
bilinguals. This expectation results from the assumption that while English
and Spanish scripts activate similar obligatory processing strategies and thus
'are competing for the same perceptual demands, the Chinese and English'scripts
activate.different obligatory-processing strategies thatdo not interfere with 4-

each other. Experiments 1 and 2 were conducted.to test Otls unique prediction
generated from the considerations of orthographic variations and their rela-
tions to human ,information proceasipg. Experiment 3 was conducted to further
teat this predictionhile holding the phonological factor constant by using
Japanese-English biling ,subjects.

METHOD

Experirdent 1

Sub ects. Thivtr Chinese-English (C-E) bilinguals with aormal color
.vision served as subjects. 1% were students at.the University of California..
Twenty orthem were recruited from the Riverside campus and the remaining ten
were froni the Berkeley Campus. All subjects had learned Chinese as their
first langua6. All of them passed, TOEFL (Test of English as .a Foreign
_Language) before they were admitted into the UniveLAity of California. Based
-upon their naming latencies of English and Chime, color terms (printed in

??'

black ink ), aall of them should be classified as Chinese dominant.

2 1,1
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Materials. Thr e stimulus boards were prepared:- one control board, one
color ,-word board in English, and one color -Word board,in `Chinese. Each board
measured 10.6 x 50.8 em2.,

1

.

st The control board was constructed with six rows of ten 3 x 3 cm2 patches,
the colors of which were either" red, blue, green,'or brown. 'Thepatches were
8paced-22 am apart within each row and the rows were-spaced 3 cm apart. Among.
the 60 patches, 'each of the four colors appdated 15 times in a random
arrangement except that no color ever appeared twice in succession.

On the Englishyboard, the color arrangement was identical- to that on t he

control board while each patch was replaiced with an English word indicating an
incongruent color name. Due to the physical nature of English words, each
color .word was 1.5 cm .tall and up to 3 an wide, centered in the place where
the patch would have been. Words and colors used on this'board were red,
blue, green, and brown (Note: they are all monosyllabic words). Each wort
and color appeared 15 times randomly and no word or color appeared twice in
succession.

e Chinese board resembled the English version in all aspects exClIpt
thae'each English word was transformed into its corrVsponding Chinese char
acter and measured 3 x 3 cm2. The characters used on the Chinese board were

AL and N14 , representing red, blue, green, wand brown,'
respectively. The Chinese characters are monosyllabic in nature.

Design and' Procedure. Each subject was ,given six tasks: (1) color
naming of patches in English, (2) color naming of patches in Chinese, (3)
color naming of English colorwords in English, 64) color naming of 'English
colorwords in Chinese, (S) color naming of Chinese colorwords in English,
(6) color naming of Chinese colorwords in Chinese. The order of administra-,
tiqn was random.

fore the experiment started, the subject sat in front of a table while
the s imulus board was placed on it, covered-with a Heavy 4ent-peper sheet.
The ex riment first explained the task and procedure to the subject. The
subject was ask d to perform each task as accurately and as quickly as
possible, and to corre0 mistakes Wherever pobsible. The subjesewas- also
asked not to point at the items-while naming their colors. It wallespecrially

!emphasized not to ,read the words but to name the colors of them instead. The
subject was then. asked to respond to two practice item one Chinese

- character 'e (representing yellow) in pink ink and lanother
character

Lre,

A\ (representing purple) in.yellow ink. After proper responses`
were made, the experiment started. Each time a stimulus board was to be
displayed, the subject was informed-of the type of task to be performed. The
stimulus board was covered aeain as soon as the task was completed. Color
naming times for entire boards were recorded with a stopwatch to the nearest
tenth of a sbcond. Time between tasks was minimal, representing only the
delay required to rebord data and obtain the new stimulus' board.,
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,Experiment 2 s '\41°.-

. .

Subjects. ' Thirty Spanish-English (S-E) bilinguals with normal color
vision served as subjects. All had learned Spanish as their first language
with half of them J90anish dominant anti. the other half English dominant 'by
their own estimate e However, based upon their naming latencies of English
and Spanish color words printed- iniblack), all of them shogld'be classified

.as Spanish dominant.

Materials Three stimulus boards were used 3eEiperiment-2, namely, _lone

,'control board, one English color-word board, and one Spanish color-Word boaA.
Both the control board and the
ExperiteA 1. The Spanish bo
aspects except that each Ehgl
equivalent. -The Spanish equivale

glish board Were identical to those used'in;
4 resembled its English counterpart in all
s'.word was transformed into its Spanish
s were rojo, azul, verde, and,cal)'e.

Design and Procedure. Each subject wap given six tasks: (1) color
namta of squares in Englksh, (2), color naming of, squares in Spanish, (3)
color naming of English color-words in English (4)' color naming of English
color-wonds in Spanish, (5) color naming of 6panish'color-words in English,
(6),eolor n
tion was
rExp6rimen

ing of Spani8h color-words in Spanish. The order of administra=
ndom. The instruction and procedure were 'Ole same as those in.
1. Color naming times for entire boards, were recorded with a

\stopwatch to the nearest tenth of.a second.

<
RESULTS AND DISC.QSSION

For ea6h,,, subject, the color naming time' for the entire board Was
transformed into the naming time for a single item in milliseconds. This
transformetion procedure was applied,to each of the six tasks and then the
mean color-naming-time for each of thee sii tasks was calculated based upon
these transformed scores across the Whole group. /The data of the C-E
bilinguals are presented in Table 1 (Experiment- 1). and the data of the S-E
bilinguals are presented' in Table 2 (Experiment.,,;2). Note,that scores in
Imrentheses represent the magnitude of the Stroop interference effect.

At first glance
?

the data presented in Table 1 seem to suggest that
English color words 'produce greater Stroop interference (492 cosec) than
Chinese color characters 4402 msec,,, a result at odds with that obtained.by
Biederman and Tsao (1979). :However, _careful reflection reveals that this
comparison between,our data and those of Biederdan'and Mao- not be .a valid
one. InC"-Ithe present experiment, English is the second language for our
subjects Whereas in Biederman and Tsao's experiment, English is the native
language non their AmerIcan Subjects. Thus, the .data, as shown in Table 1,
shouldh.otbe taken as an instance of failur to replicate Biederman and Tsao.
In fact, our concern here is not to compare the degreei of interdirence
bekWeen the. Chinese Strobp task and the English Stroop task. Rather, the°
concern is with whether or not English and Spanish words (.being both

alphabetic scripts) wouleactivate the same processing mechanism such that
switching, languages in a bil*ual Stroop task should not-reduce the amount of
interference as muctl a1 in tpecase Bf switching bytween English and Chinese

logographihscrifot).

*N.
44.
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. 44 Table 1 i
,

Mean Color Naming Times (msec per item) for C-E Bilinguals
on the Stroop Tasks Ilt = 30).

Aglish

English
color-word

Chinese
color-word

Control
square Mean'

1431 11281 826
Responp, (605) (302) (454)

,2=-:1.

ar Chinese 1098 (1221 . '728
Response (378) (501) (440)

Mean (492) (402)

C

4

Note.. Numbers in parentheses indicate the amount of Interference (color-word
minus control square).im......*

=.1
0.11.11110

tf.011.1 =11.=11=11
Table 2

'Mean Cold' Naming Times (msec per item) for S-E Bilinguals
e on the Stroop Tasks EN = 30);

English

English ,,.._

color-word
Spanish
color-word

'Control

square Mean

1169 1017 674
RespoilSe (495). (343) (419)

Spanish . 1166 1110 720
Response (446) (398) (418)

Mean ,(470) (366)

Note. Numbers in parentheses indicate4,.tpe amount of interference (color-word
minus control square)..00.. .1.
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But before we examine the data pertinent to the above concern, let us
clarify one particular point about the rationale behind the methodology. It
can be argued that fn no situatAwdo subjects visually process words in the
two languages simultaneously and that )we may have a confusion etween input
(reading) andoutput (naming) mechanisms. Consequently, one may ask on what
basis we can expect reading and naming to engage in one similar set of
mechanisms. This question can be answered quite easily on empirical grounds.
First, an automatic speech recoding of visually1 presented words is an
established fact and it occurs in processing words Britten in alphabetic as

,well as non-alphabetic (such as Chinese, Japanese, etc.) scripts (Erickson,
Mattingly, & Turvey, 1977; Tzeng, Hung, & Wang, 1977). Second, an automatic
graphemic recoding of auditorily presented words has recently. been established
in a series of experiments by Seidenberg and Tanenhaus (1979) and by Nolan,

_Tanenhaus, and Seidenberg (1981). More importantly and interestingly, further
studies on the graphemic recoding phenomenon by Tanenhaus, Flanigan, and
Seidenberg (in press) demonstrated that such an automatic graphemic-recoding
was respilasible for slowing down color-naming responses in a Stroop-like task.
Similar findings were also reported by Conrad (1978). Therefore, our assump-
tion that the orthographic factor is involved in a color-naming task is
completely justified.

,---Let us now examine the data presented in Tables 1 and 2 with respect to
predictions made earlier in this paper. First 51,f all, the',Stroop interference
effect was indeed reduced in the inter-language condition as compared with
that in the intra-language condition. There was a 213 msec per itelLreduction
foe" the C-E bilinguals and a 48 msec per item reduction for the S-E
bilinguals. And indeed, the magnitude of reduction' appeared greater for the
former than for the latter. :A.

A one - tailed planned comparison between inter- and intra-language Stroop
effects was made for both bilingual groups. The magnitude of shift- language
reduction was significant for the C-E subjects but not for the S-E subjects, t
(29) = 6.08, 2 < .0001 and t (29) = 1:48, p < .10, respectively. Thus, the
main gediction was confirmed. That is the reduction scores of the 'two
groups did differ significantly, and the magnitude of reduction As greater
for the C-=E bilinguals than for the S-E bilinguals.

*For each bilingual grodp, a repeated-measures analysis of variance was
also performed with the stimulus language as one factor arta the response
language as the second factor. For the C-E subjects, the main effect for the
stimulus language was significant, F (1,29) = 6.35, MSe = 38225, 2 < .05,
whereas the main effect for the response language was not, F (1,29) < 1. Also
significant was the interaction between the two factors, F.(1,29) '= 36.94, MSe
= 36697, 2 < .001. Further analysis of simple effects showed that there was.

significantly less 4nterference whenever response and stimulus language were
different compared £0 the cases when they were the same. For the S-E
subjects, the only ignificant effect found was the main effect of the
stimulus language, F (1,29) = 13.52, MSe = 24031, 2 < .001, with English
coldr-words resulting in greater interference than Spanish color-words in both
response conditions.

For both S-E and C-E subjects, the stimulus language had much stronger,'
control over the degree of interference effect as canpared to the response
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language. Both groups exhibited a significant main effect of the °stimulus
languages while, in both groups, response languages accounted for essentially
zero percent of the total variance. Theie results suggest that the bilingual
Stroop effect is more likely, to be at the perceptual level than at the

response level. The emphasis on the sitraulus factor is in line with Biederman

and Tsao's _conjecture that the orthographic structure in. the written language
may play an important role in determining the magnitude of the Stroop effect.
They also localize such an orthographic effect at the perceptual stage. They
reason that different orthographic structures may impose different task
demands Puch that different perceptual mechanisms are activated to meet these
demands% This conceptullization also helps to explain the results of the two
bilingual groups. Since both English Spanish are alphabetic scripts, the
perceptual mechanisms activated to process hem are similar. Consequently,
switching languages would not reduce the Str,op effect. On the other hand,
Chinese logographs and English letters are two different scripts, and switch-
ing language means turning-off one perceptual hechanism and turning on another
one such that little interference would occur.

Based upon the above observations, we may induce a. more generalized

statetent about the effect of,the orthographic structure on the bilingual
Stroop interference. That is, for any group of bilingual subjects, the

magnitude of reduction from the intra- to the inter-languagd'Stroap interfer-
ence effect is a linearly decreasing function of the degree of similarity
between the orthographic structures of the two languages. The validity of
such an assertion can be tested by examining the patterns of the bilingual
Stroop effects in the existing literature. To do this, we recalculated from
the results of the present experiment and two other different bilingual
experiments the magnitdde of reduction of the Stroop interference from the
intra- to the inter-language condition (Dyer, 1971, Experiment II, session 1;
Preston & Lambert, 1969). All together, there were five types of bilingual
subjects, namely, Chinese-English, Hungarian-English, Spanish-English, German-
English, and French-English bilinguals. Whgrever more than one experiment was

run with l'espect to a certain type of bilihgual, data were combined for that
bilingual condition: We ranked these 'reduction scores according to their
magnitude and obtained the following results (Table 3): Chihpse-English

bilingyals,rev'ealed a reduction of 213 wee; Hungarian-English, 112 msec;

Spanish-English, 68 msec; German-English, 36 msec; and Fnench-English, 33 msec

per item. The ordering of the last three categories is particularly reveal-
ing. Why should switching between Spanish and English produce a greater
reduction of interference than that between French and English or between
German and English? It is certainly not intuitively obvious why Spanish and
English are more orthographically dissimilar than French and English (or
German and English). However, if wej examine the spellings of color terms
across these languages, then the deviation of Spanish becomes immediately
clear. For -example, ,red, blue, green, and brown are translated and spelled as
rot, blau, grqn, and braun in German; as rouge, bleu, vert, and brun in
French; but as rojo, azul, verde, and cafe, respectively, in Spanish.

Clearly, with respect to the color terms Used in all these studies, Spanish
color terms are orthographically more dissimilar to English color terms than
both French and German. Correspondingly, We also observed a greater reduction
of Stroop interference. This pattern confirms our 'expectation that the

Magnitude of reduction is a negative function of the degree of similarity
between the orthographic structures of the two written languages. In other
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words, the greater the orthographic similarity between the two languages, the
stronger the competition for the sane processing mechanisms and thus the
smaller the reduction of Stroop interference from the intra- to the inter-
language condition.

Table 3

Mean Reduction of Stroop Interference (msec per item) from the Intra- to
the Inter-language Condition for Six Types of Bilingual Subjects fran, the

Present Study and Experiments by Dyer (1971) and-Preston and Lambert (1969)

Chinese-EngliSh 213
Kanji-English 121

Hungarian - English 112
Hicakana-English 108

Spanish-English 68
German-English 36

French-English 33

aData from Experiment 3.

However, since orthographic similarity is highly correlated with phono-
logical similarity, an alternative explanation is to attribute the effect of
switching language to the phonological factor instead of the orthographic
factor. Even though these two explanations are not necessarily mutually
exclusive, it is important to determine .which factor (orthographic or phono-
logical) contributes more to the, reduction of the Stroop interference.
Experiment 3 was conducted to-weigh the importance of the orthographic factor
while holding the phonological factor constant.,

EX' T 3

' To answer' the question Whether the orthographic difference alone ca
account for the lexical processing and consequently the differential shift-
language effects observed in the last two experiments, Japanese-English
bilingual subjeCts were tested in Experiment 3.

Japanese is unique in the sense that three different types of scripts are
concurrently used to represent the spoken language. Among the three types of
scripts, Chinese logographs, referred to as kanji, are generally used to write'
the content words. The other two kinds of scripts, which are referred to as
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hirakana and katakana and are syllabic in nature, are used for 'writing
grammatical particles and foreign words, respectively. Though these three
types of scripts differ in their writing styles, the words written with any
one of the scripts are read in exactly the same pronunciation. This unique
aspect of Japanese writing enables us to vary the orthographic structures
while holding the phonological factor constant.

In this experiment, for -words were written in either kanji, hirakana,
or English. . With respec to the script/speech relationship embedded in the
orthographic structure of the writing system, the hirakana script as a sound-
writing system bears cl ser relation to the English script than the kanji
logograph does. Following the arguments advanced by Biederman .and Tsao
(1979),'it is reasonable to assume that the hirakana and English scripts are
more likely t share a common processing mechanism than the kanji and'English
scripts. -Ac ordingly,' if the orthographic factor alone can effectively
account,for t differential reduction scores observed in Experiments 1 and 2,
then the magnitude of reduction (from the intra- to the inter-language
condition) should be significantly greater for the kanji-English condition
than for the pirakana-English condition. On the other hand, if the phonologi-
cal factor plays a more important role, then little difference in the
magnitude of reduction should 'be observed between the kanji-English and the
hi akana-English condition. *Of course, there is always the possibility that
both factors may play determinant roles i,n the bilingual Stroop effect.

What about the direct comparison between the pure cases (i.e., no
language switching) of kanji and hirakana conditions? Biederman and Tsao
(1979) demonstrated that more Stroop-type interference occurred in logographic
than'in alphabetic scripts. However, their demonstratiop has been criticized
on the grounds of a possible confounding by two very different subject
populations (Tzeng et al., 1978). In the present experiment, with kanji and
hirakana scripts as the experimental materials, we were able to draw subjects
from the same population and assign them randomly.to two different conditions.
Any demonstrated effect of orthography on the magnitude of the Stroop
interference, therefore, should not be attributed to the subject actor.

Method

Subjects. Fifty Japanese-English bilingual students with normal color
vision served as subjects. They were all 'natives of Japan and had at least
six, years of formal training in English as a second language. Most of them
were enrolled in the ESL (English as .a Second Language) Extension program and
had been in the U.S. for less than one year. Thirty-eight subjects were
tested at the University of California, Riverside campus and the remaining
twelve were tested at the University of California, Berkeley campus. Subjects
at both campuses were randomly divided into, two groupS. Group 1 was exposed
to color-words in kanji and English while. Group 2 was exposed to color-words
in hirakana and English. '

Materials. Four stimulus boards were.prepared: one control board, one
color-word board in English, one color-word board in hirakana, and one color-
word board in kanji. For the consistency of grammatical form in Japanese, the
four colors and color -games used in this experiment were red, blue, green, and
purple. Both the control board and the English board resembled those used in
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Experiments 1 and 2. except that the color and the word brown were replaced
awith .purple in all cases. The hirakana board resembled the English version in
all aspects except that each English word was transformed into hirakana. The
hirakana equivalents were g;,0, (AKA), I (ADO), s,ry (MIDORI), and

PS ;t" (MURASAKI), representing red, blue, green, and purple. Their kanji
counterparts were 3x3 om2 large at} l..were the characters 4: (red) , A- (blue),
4 (green), and 1r, (purple). The cOarol board; the .English board, and the
kanji version composed the stimuli for Group 1. ' The control board, the
English board, and the kana version composed the stimuli for Group 2. J

r

Design and Procedure. Subjects were;;anilomly divided into two groups.
All subjects were asked to perform the following four tasks: (1) color naming
of squares in English, (2) color naming of _squares in Japanese, (3) color
naming of English colorwords in English, and (4) color naming of English

lir

colorwords in Japanese. Two additional tasks were assigned t Grout, 1

subjects: (5) color naming of kanji in English, and (6) color nami g of kanji
in Japanese. Similarly, subjects in' Grout.. were asked to t form two
additional tasks: (5)° color naming of hinaana in English, and (6) color
naming of hirakana in Japanese. The order of administration was random within
each group and yoked between groups. The instration and procedures were the
same as those in Experiments 1 and 2. Color naming times for entire boards
were recorded with a stopwatch to the nearest tenth of a second.

Results and Discussion

Color naming times for the entire card board were again transformed into
reaction, times of naming a single item in milliseconds. Table 4 shows the
mean reaction times required for performing the six taski. The scores of the
Stroop effect shown in parentheses were analyzed separately for Group 1 and
Group 2.

4

The scores.df Stroop interference obtained from Group 1 were subjected,to
a repeated twoway ANOVA that examined the effect of the stimulus language and
that of the response language. Statistical analysis revealed that the main
effect of the stimulus language is significant, F (1,24) = 8.11, MSe= 20083,

< .01, whereas the main effect of the response.language was not,'F (1,24) =
3.03, MSe = 32514. There was also'a significant interaction effect between
the stimulus and response languages,'1,24) = 13.67, MSe = 27016, 2 < .005..
Further analysis suggested that the interaction resulted mainly from kanji
scripts being exceptionally interfering when subjects are naming in Japanese.

A similar ANOVA was carried out on data of Group 2 subjects. The
statistiopl analyses revealedeneither an effect of the stimulus language nor
an effecedf the response language,,F (1,24). = 3.11, MSe = 16795, and F (1,24)
= 2.00,'MSe = 44964, respectively. However, there was a significant interac
tion between these two factors, F (1,24) = 9.50, MSc = 30645, .2 < .01. Post
ho analysis of simple effect's showed that when 'subjects were naming in
English, English scripts interfered more than hirakana, F (1,48) = 4.98, MSe =
9930, .2 < .05, and when subjects were naming in Japanese, hires na interfered
more than English, F (1,48) = 50.04, MSe = 9930, 2 < .005. In t e presence of
hirakana, naming colors in Japanese was more difficult than n English, F
(1,48) = 9.49, MSe = 37804, .2 < .005, while naming colors in one language was
not more difficult than in the.other when Englist\Words were presented, F
(1,48) < 1.
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Table 4

Mean plor Naming Times (msec per item) for. Japanese-English
Bilingual's on the Strad') Tasks

7

Group 1

(N = 25)
Group 2

(N = 25)

°

ing.

Unji Eng. Nana
. olor- color- Control color- color- Control
ord word square Mean word . word square Mean

,

English .994 954 704 990 928 721.

Response (290) (250) (270) -(269) (207) (238)
4 t

Japanese 913 1115' 681 910 1064 684

Response (232) (4311 ) (333) (221) (375) (298)

4111

Mean (26i) (342) (245) (291) .

Note. Numbers isn parenthese indicate the amount of interference (color-words minus
control square).
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Of particular concern is whether differences in the orthographic struc-r

ture play a decisive role in the magnitude of Stroop interference in a mixed-
language condition. A one-tailed planned comparison between the intra- and
the inter-language condition was made for each of these two groups. The
magnitude of shift-language reduction was highly significant for both groups.
There was a 121 msec per item reduction for Group 1 (kanji), t (24) = 3.68, 2
< .005, and a 108 msec per- item reduction for Group 2 (hirakana), t (24) =,

3.08, 2 < .005. However, the reduction scores of the two Noups did not
differ significantly, even tholIgh the direction of the diffejence was consis-
tent with our expectation, t (48) = .28, ns. Apparently, the phonological
factors contribute more to the reduction of Stroop interferjpce in the mixed-
lankuage condition than the orthographic factor does.

Another comparison was made between the two conditions where both
stimulus and naming languages were Japanese. Shimamura and Hunt. (Note 1)

-conducted a Stroop experiment with color words written either in kana or in
kanji (a within-subject factor). They found a higher Stroop effect for kanji
than for kana script with Japanese subjects. In the present experiment, color
naming in Japanese did appear more difficult foe\the kanji version than for
the kana version (434 vs. 375). Again, the difference is in the right
direction. However, the difference was not statistically significant, 048)
= .23, ns.

According to the above' results, it does not seem that a strong explana-
tion based upon variations in orthography has gained support in Experiment 3.
Yet, the orthographic factor cannot be totally' dismissed without some cautious
comments. In all comparisons made between kanji and hirakana processing, the
direction of differences exhibited an expected pattern but the differences
failed to reach a statistically significant level. However, we have noted
that similar studies carried out in other laboratories (Shimamura & faint, Note
1; Biederman, personal communication) with a more powerful design (within-
subject instead of between - subject) and with other dependent measures (e.g.,
error rates)1 did report significa?t differences. Therefore, we think the
orthographic factor' does play a role, but may not be as important as the
phonological factor, in the bilingual Stroop experiment.

A criticism has always been raised against the comparison of kanji and
,kana symbols in the color naming task. For fluent readers of Japanese, the
color terms they read in everyday life are usually expressed in kanji script
and rarely"in kana. Hence, the greater interference observed for the kanji
script may. be attributable to this familiarity factor. To counter such an
argument, Shimamura and Hunt (Note 1) and Biederman (personal communication)
presented further evidence showing that in a simple word naming experiment V.

, (naming words printed in black), color terms written in kana were actually
named much faster than color terms written in kanji. Similar findings were
reported by Feldman and Turvey (1980). So, although color terms are more
frequently written in the kanji form and although kanji are more compact
graphic representations of words in general, naming time was .consistently less
for the kana. Thus, familiarity seems not to be a major factdr in this case.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

Inrecent years, reefing research hat.become a significant taterdiscipli-
nari endeavor with contributibns from such diverse _fieldi as anthropology,
artificial intelligence, cognitive psychology, educational psychology, lin-
guistics, and, neuropsychology The present study tackles the issue of word
processing from a caoss-language perspective. Since the way a spoken language
is represented graphemically varies from language to language, it is essential
to find out whether such orthographic variations impose differdht processing
requirementg on readers of different written scripts. Two questions are of
particular concern in the pregent stud/. -4rst, Mould different processing
mechanisms be activated in reading the logogriaphic 49d-the alphabetic scripts?
Second, does the particular pair of languages that a bilingual individual
knows have a specific effect on the degree of.language overlap? For instance,,
should Chinese-English bilinguals be considered ',as qualitatively different
fAm Spanish-English bilinguals with respect ta their lexical representations?

The First question can be answered more or less in an affirmative manner.
Indeed, the idea, that reading, logographic and phonologic symbols entails
,different Cognitive strategies`and processing mechanisms.has been supported by
studies concerning aphasia (Sasahma, 1970, visual lateralization effects
azeng et al., 1979), quantity-cOmparison tasks (Besner & Coltheatt, 1979),
and serial recall (Turnage, & MoGinnies, 1973). Biederman and Tsadhave
suggested that there may be fundamental differences in the obligatory process-
ing of alphabetic and logographic print. A reader of . alphabet writing cannot
refrain from applying an abstract rule'system to the word, Whereas a reader of
Chinese cannot refrain from configurational processingAof the logograph.

Answers to the..second question are less unequivocal. On the one hand., we
see that a rough estimate of the magnitude of reduction in the Stroop effect
in mixed-language conditions,(as compared to pure-language conditions) from
among seven different types of bilingual subjects exhibits anforderly rela-
tionship between the orthographic structure and the amount of reduction. On
the other hand, experiments with the two types of Japanese scripts only 0.
provide minimal support for the predictions generated from the consideration
of orthography. Nevertheless, we -also 'noted that data from other similar
'studies did provide much stronger support. Thus, we may conclude that the-
orthographic structure does play an important role, independent of the
phonological factor, in the lexical formation of a bilingual subject.

.0014
.

o
The implication of such orthographic and phonological effects for re-

search 4n bilingual processing is clear. We "'imply cannot, or should not,
lump data of different types, of bilingual subjects together and attempt to I
come up with a general statement about the processing mechanism.' It hasbeen
the common practice of investigators of bilingUalisth to talk about 1...1 (first
language) and L2 (second language) without paying much attention to the degree
of orthographic and phonological simi;.arities between.the twp languages. No

wonder. there is so much inconsistency from one bilingual study to another.
For example, there is currently' a 'controversy as to the pattern of the
hethispheriC,dominance in L1 and L2 a bilingual subject. "It is'conceivable

Kefthat a Spanish-English bilingua should show a very different. cerebral

lateralization pattern from that of a Chines6-English bilingual (Tzeng et al.,
1979): Thus, without taking into account the influence of the orthographic

-
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structure, many controversial issues in bilingual proCessing.ire difficult t

resolve. .

The relation between language and th&ight has been a tof.alcc_of intensive
.investigation for hundreds of years.' Delineation of script/speech relation-
ships and discovery of how the orthographtc variations affect our inforfttion
processing system will, no doubt open u a new possibility for specifying the
nature of symbol/thought interactions.

REFERENCE NOTE

1. Shimamura, A., & Hunt, E. Stroop'interference tests with kanji and kana
scripts. Unpublished paper, Universittof Washington, Seattle, 1978.
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FOOTNOTE

1Biederman also suggested that we examine the error rates across kanji
4. and kana conditions. We did keep the records of errors in each condition.
Because of the tremendous amountof individual difference p and the uncertainty
of the npture of these errors, we did not analyze them systematically.
However, the overall pattern is-konsistent with the argument that the kanji
Stroop task Is much 'more difficult than the kana Stroop task. The mean errors
committed in the kanj'i and kana conditions are 5.42 and 2.75, respectively.
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CATEGORICAL PERCEPTION OF ENGLISH /r/ AND /1/ BY JAPANESE BILINGUALS

Kristine S. MacKain,+ Catherine T. Best,++ and Winifred Strenget++

Abstract. Categorical perception of a synthetic /r/-/1/ continuum
was investigated with Japanese bilinguals at two levels of English
language experience. The Inexperienced Japanese group, referred to
as NOT Experienced, had had little or nO previous 'training in
English. conversation. The Experienced Japanese had had intensive
training in English conversati)on by native American- English speak-
ers. The tasks used were absolute identification, AXB didcrimina-
tion, and oddity discrimination. 'Results showed classic categori-
cal perception by an Amerioan-Englidh control group. The 'NOT
Experienced Japanese showed near-chance performance on all tasks,
with perfortce no better fOr stimuli that straddled the /r/-41/
boundary tha for stimuli that fell& in either category. The
Experienced Japanese group, however, perceived In and /1/ categor-
ically. Their'identification performance did not differ from the
American-Engligh controls, but their overall performance levels on
the discrimination tests were somewhat, lower ben for the Ameri-
cans. We conclude that native Japanese adults learning English as
a--second language are capable of categorical perception of /r/ and
/1/. Implications for perceptual training of phonemic contrasts
are discussed.

Languages differ.in their phonological end phonetic inventories. For
example; in a particular language (L1), two phones may occur, while in another
language (L2), the phones may not appeaat all. Or, L1 and L2 may share ,two
phones, but in L1 the phones may be phonologically contrastive, while in L2,
they may occur in contextual or free variation rather than Icing used to
.7111ttinguish meaning. Because of thia variation across languages, several
questions have been asked about the potential role of linguistic experience in
the perception of phonological categories. Are-apeakers universally sensitive
to the perimeters thaylistinguish.phonological contrasts in all languages, or
does experience with the phonological ca;tegories of one's native language
affect the reeption'of those entreats? For native speakers 'of languages .

that do t ake
e of particular apeech'sounds in ajhonological contrast,

+Cornell University Mediehl College.
a0tAlso Teachers College, Columbia University.
114-+University 'of Minnesota.
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is the perception of those sounds affected? If so, can perception of a
phonetic contrast be modified in adulthood through learning a language that 4/
does employ the contrast as a phonological opposition?

The first two questions have been answered to. some extent by cross -
language investigations.of vowel and consonant perception. It has been found
that linguistic experience with phonological contrasts does affect perception
of them, at least for some vowels and consonants. For vowels, explrience
influences perceptual discrimination judgments made along an interval scale,
but does not produce differential nominal judgments. Using nominal
(s4Me/different) judgments, Steyens; Liberman, Studdert-Kennedy, and bhman'
(1969) found no difference in the ability of native Swedish and American-
English speakers to detect differences in vowef contrasts that were phonologi-

' cally distinct in Siredish but not in English. However, by-employing a more
sensitive interval scale discrim7ination measure, Terbeek (1977) found that
language experience in monolinguals of five different-languages does affect
vowel Perception,- The'perceptual distance between/two vowels was judged to be
much greater if the pair contrasted phonologically in the subjects' native
language than if the pair was not a 'native contrast.

Linguistic experience also affects the location ofi phonetic perceptual
boundaries between stop consonant contrasts. For instance, Voice. Onset Time
(VOT)--the time between release of articulatory closure and onset of
phonation--is a sufficient cue for phonological ,categorization of stop
consonants in perception (Lisker & Abramson, 1970) and production (Lisker &
Abramson,- 1967). These inyestigators found cross-language differences in the
location of the perceptual boundary between "voiced" and "voicergss" phonetic
categories along a synthdtic stimulus 'continuum unde ;ly.ng VOT. For each
language group, identification (Lisker & Abramson, 1970) and discrimination
( Abramson & Lisker, 1970), onses were generally in close correspondence.-
Moreover, identification aniescrimination responses for Thai and, American-
English speakers were different and generally corresponded to their respective
stop voicing production distributions, reported in an earlier study (Lisker &
Abramson, 1964). §imilr effects of elperience have been found with native
Spanish speakers (Abramson & Lisker, 1973;- Williams, 1977) whose VOT
production distributions differ from both Thai and English. It 'appears, then,
that experience with specific voicing contrasts among stop consonants
determines the location of perceptual boundaries separating those phonological
categories along the acoustic continuum.

. lb
The effects of linguistic experience just summarized suggest, in addi-

tion, the converse situation--that lack of experience with 4/given phonologi-
.4,

cal contrast should result in a poorly-defined perceptual boundary separating
the two memberd, of that contrast. Cross-language studies on categorical
perception of non-native limpetic contrasts' have addressed this issue,
Categorical perception is sar to occur if the subject cannot discriminate
speech sounds any better than she/he can identify them within diff4rent
phonological categories.` Under these conditions, equal increments along a
phonetically relevant acoustic continuum are not discriminated unl ss the
increment crosses the boundary between phonetic categories (e.g., L' erman,
Cooper, Shankweiler, & Studdert-Kennedy, 1967).
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In this Vein, recent studies (Miyawaki, Strange, Verbrugge, Libeftan,
Jenkins, & Fujimura, 19791; Mochizuki, Note 1) have assessed th perception of
synthetic /r/-/1/ continua by, native Japanese and native Am rican-English
speakers. Native Japanese speakers who have learned English s a pecond
languagme in adulthood are notorious for having difficulty in di riminating
/r/ from /1/. In spoken Japanese, the liquid /1/ does not occur. Although a
form of In (4rhotic") is said to occur phonemically; it fits the criteria of
a flap [1], and is :more similar acoustically and articulatorily to 'e
American-Wish voiced dental-alveolar flap [1] than to' the approximant [4]
in Verican English (Miyawaki, Note 2; Price, Note 3): The 21 Japanese
subjects in the Miyawaki et al. (1975) experiment hadiall studied English for
at least 10 years; however, theirmstruction did not stress conversational
English and only two subjects had resided inarlpaglish-speaking country. The
Japanese subjects completed an oddity disciriliation task on a synthetic /r /-
/1/ continuum that varied only the spectral configuration of the third oral
formant (F3), considered to be the primary cue for the contrast in English.
Presumably, neither endpoint corresponded to the spectral configuration of the
Japaneie In category. American-English subjects completed both oddity dis-
crimination and identification tasks. The latter showed typical categorical
perception results; they divided the continuum consistently into two phonetic
categories in the identification. task, and discriminated between-category
comparison pairs well but within-category comparison °pairs poorly. In con-
trast, the Japanese did not discriminate the series categorically; discrimina-
tion was nearly random and was no better for comparisons that crossed the
phonetic bqundail than -for those lying within either the or the /1/
category.

Whereas the 'Miyawaki et. al. (4,975) study included a test of /r/-/1/
discrimi n Japanese, Mochtzuki (Note 1) tested nine Japanese dpeakers
only n an identi ication test, which used a synthetic /r/.../1/ series ( gain,
.only the F3 spectral configuration was varied). Her Japanese subjects divided
the continuum into two distinct phonetic catsgories with a perceptual boundary
that closely corresponded to that of Eth American-English control group; this
would seem at odds with the Miyawaki et al. report. However, it may be
important that the English" language experience of. the Japanese in the two
experiments differed omewhat. Although both sets of-subjects had had similar
levels of formal tra ing with English, Mochizuki's subjects had all lived in
/an English-speaking country, and were still residing there at the time of
testing=(range = 6 months-4 years in U.S.).

4
The present-investigation examined categorical perception of In and

by native Japanesel,speakers at two levels of English language eiperience,'and
compared their performance to that of,native American- English speakers. The
design was a ,replication and extension of Miyarikt et al. (1975) with the
following changes: (1) The synthetic stimulus series 'included variation in
both spectral and temporal acoustic dimensiohs that differentiate natural,
American-English In and /1/ (Daleton, 1975).' These redundantly cued stimuli
were used in order to optimize the Japanese `subjects' opportunity to show
perceptual differentiation of the /r/-/1/ contrast. (2) In addition to the
oddity diacrimiftation task used in previous studieso an AXB discrimination .

task was included. This task has lower memory demands and is thought to
provide a better opportunity for detecting auditory differences. (3) An
absolute identification task was included for computing predicted discrimina-

4
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ti'n performance by the American and the t*o Japanese groups. These three
tasks provide an extensive perceptual profile for the phonological contrast
with stimuli that closely resemble natural speech exemplars of the phonologi-
cal categories in American English. The primary question of interest '.was

'I

whether Japanese-English' bilinguals with relative

l
y intensive experience

conversing with native,English speakers would ide fy and discriminate /r/
and /1/ according to American-English categories, while Japanese with less
English conversation experience would show leis categorical /r/-/1/ percep-
tion.

METHOD

Subjeats.

The American g;oup was comprised of ten undergraduates. (5 males, 5

females) recruited through notices posted on campus bulletin boards at Yale
Univgrsity. We recruited Japanese adults from the, Yale community by
telephone; 12 agreed to participate (7 males and 5 females). All were
Japanese natives who had moved to the U.S. as adults, except for one young
woman who had moved at 15 years. They filled out a language-experience
questionnaire prior to the experiment, and two subgroups were chosen on the
basis of the amounts and quality of their English conversation experience (see,
Table'l). The Experienced group contained five subjects (2 males,,3 females)
Who had had intensive English conversation training by native American-English
speakers. The other seven (5 males, 2 females) were designated NOT Experi-
ence#, by contrast, because they had had little or no native English
conversation training. All subjects reported normal hearing in both ears.
Pay for participation was $3.25/hr

Stimuli

A /raki -/14k/ ( "rock" -"lock") series bias ,generated on the OVE-IIIc
synthesizer at Haskins Laboratories. The endpoint stimuli were traced from
spectrograms of /rak/ and /14k/ utterances by an American male.v Although the
F3 initial steady-state and transition direction is a sufficient minimal cue
for the perception of the initial /r/-/1/contrast by Americans (O'Connor,
Gerstman, Liberman, Delattre, & Cooper, 1957; Miyawaki et al., 1975), the
stimulus series used here, included variations not only in spectral charac-
teristics of F3, but also in spectral characteristics of F2 and, ,in temporal
charactgristics of F1. Figure 1 provides a schematic spectrographic represen-
tation of the stimuli. The series contained ten nearly-equal stepsl of
concurrent change for the F3 onset frequency (between 1477 1iz and 2594 Hz for
/r /'and /1/, respectively), and for F3 frequency at the point of inflection'
(between 1067 Hz .and 1207 Hz). There were five equals steps of F1 transition
aliruptnees (between 21 ms and 49 ms) so that each F1 configuration occurred in
two of the stimuli in the series. (See Appendix A for a detailed specifica-
tion of stimUlus'Parameters.)

Procedure

All subjects took part in Wee tests during a single session: 1)

forced-choice identification, 2) AXB discrimination, and 3) oddity discriiina-
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Table 1

American English conversation experience of the Experienced
and the NOT Experienced Japanese subjects.

Factors: A
% day conversing

in English since
coming to U.S.(25,
50,75, or 100%)

Experienced

Japanese!

5/7 (?)a
r S 8 (?)b

S 9 (e)a
S10 (9)b
511 Mc

75%
75%.

75%
25%
25%

X =55%

B
# hr/wk inInstruc-
tion onlainglish

conversfition by
flatly* speakers

(-/

6

10

8

10

4

X = 8

C

mo. experience,

inEnglish conver-
sation with native
speakers

48
48
18

18
6

X = 27.6

NOT Experienced
Japanese:

5 1 (T)c 25% 3 5
S 2 (ol)d 25% 0 5
S 3 (ol)d 2.5% 3 2
S 4 (07)d 25% 0 6
S 5 Mc 25% 18
S 6 (d')d 25%. 0 18
S12 (d')d 50% 0 6

X = 28.6% X =--.86 X = 8.7

4

a graduate student
undergraduate student

d
homemaker
postdoctoral associate

ki_

,

e

*

o
0

o

o

-

a
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Figure 1. Schematic spectrogram representations of the ten stimuli in the
synthetic /rak/-/laki series.
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tion. Testing was conducted in a sound-attenuated chamber, with stimuli
presented at a comfortable listening level (approximately 75 dB SPL),over TDH-
39 headsets to groups, of two to four subjects. The identification test
consisted of 20 repetitions of the ten stimuli, randomized within each block
of ten trials. Intertrial ptervals (ITIs),yere 2.5 seconds, and interblock
intervals (IBIs) were 4 sec.' Subjects wrote "R" or "L". for "bock" or "lock"
on each trial, and chose the closer word for any ambiguous-sounding stimulus.
These and subsequent instructions were typed in English for the Japanese
subjects to read.

of.

Subjects then completed' an. AXB discrimination - test that contained ten
'repetitions of each of the two AXB orders for the seven possible 3-step
stimulus pairings (1-4F 2-5, 3-6, 4-7, 5-8, 6-9, 7 -10,). Trials were blocked
by 14 (2 orders x 7 AXB pairings), nd were randomized within-blocks% Within-
trial interstimulug intervals (ISIS)) were 1 sec, ITIs were y sec, and IBIs 6
sec. Subjects indicated for each trial whether the second item (X) matched
the', first (Al_or third item (B).

Next, the subjects completed the oddity discrimination test, whic
contained eight blocks of 21 trials randomized across blocks of two. Each set
of two blocks contained 'one each of the six oddity orders for the seven
possible 3-step pairings. There were thus 24 trials for each of thecomparison pairs. The subjects indicated whether the odd stimulus on each
trial was first, second, or third. '

RESULTS

Americans

The Americans showed classic categorical perception of In and/I/1/
(Figure 2).' Their identification responses (left-hand panel) showed a sharp
category boundary near stimulus 5, and the endpoi0,9timuli (1 and 10) were
identified with perfect consistency as /rak/ and /lakf, respectively.

Predicted discrimination functions were computed from the identification
\data, for 'both the AXB and oddity tests. For each discrimination test,
h.stinct peaks in performance were obtained near the /r/-/Ircategory boundary
(center and right-hand panels, Figure 2). The data were analyzed by a two-way
Stimulus Pairs (7 levels) X Functions (2 levels: obtained and, predicted)
analysis 9f variance (ANOVA). The Stimulus' Pairs effect indicated that p.,
between-category performance peaks were higher than withinrcategory perfor-
mance. on both the AXB.test, )- 11.45, p < .001, and the oddity -test,,
F(6,54) = 9.50, p Z .001. Obtained performance was someWhat 'better than
predicted (solid vs. dotted lines,Figure 2), according to the Functions
effect for both the AXB _test, F(1,9)' = 8.44, p < .025, and the.oddity test,
F(1,9) = 5.25, p < .05. However, post-hoc Tukey tests of pairwise comparisons
\TGlass & Stanley, 1970) revealed significant differences only for comparisons
of clear-case stimuli' against ambiguously-identified boundary,stimuli (i.e.,.
AXB pairs 2-5, 3-6, and 6-9; oddity pairs 3-6, 5-8, and 6-9). Obtained
performance w& no better than predicted for between-4taadry comparisons
(pair 4-7) and for clear within-category compariSons (1-4, 7-10). That is,,
obtained discrimination performance exceeded category-based predictions only
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Figure 2. Response functions for he American group on the identification,
41k AXB, And oddity tests.
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when there were "category goodness" differences between stimuli within a
phonetic category.

NOT Experienced Japanese

In striking contrast to the Americans, the identification data indicate
poor /r/41/ classification by the Japanese with little English. conversational
experience, (left-hand panel, Figure 3). Category judgments hovered near
chance (50%) throughout the 'stimuloas series, and even the endpoint stimuli
were, on the average, only slightly differentiated perceptually (60% vs. 40%
/rak/ responses).

As predicted bitheir i entification results, the NOT Experienced*Japen-
ese performed little bet r than chance on the two discrimination tests.
Although obtained performance on both tests (center and right -hand' panels,
Figure 3) appears to be slightly better than predicted, the Stimulus Pairs x
Functions ANOVA on these data failed to show any significant .differences.
Thus, the data from this group replicate and extend the Miyawaki et al. (1975)
results.

Experienced Japanese-

While the .results for the NOT Experienced group support the Miyawaki et
0. al. (1.975) suggestion that lack of experience with /r/-/1/ as a native
phonological contrast limits the perception of that contrast, the data
nonetheless pose some questions: Can the limitation in /r/-/1/ perception be
overcome py adults, and if sqr to what extent, and through what possible types
of experience? The We for the Experienced Japanese (Figure 4) address these
questions. All of these subjects had had intensive English /conversation
training with native American-English'speakers and spent a larger perckitage
of their average day conversing in English than did the NOT Experiepced
Japanese (see Table 1). As shown in Figure 4, their identification data
(left-hand panel, Figure 4) are quite similar to the American results, and
contrast'with those for the NOT'Experienced Japanese.

In addition, the discrimination functions'for these subjects, on both the
AXB and oddity tests, were more similar to those of the Americans than those
of the NOT Experienced Japanese (see'group comparisons, Figure 5). Although
their discrimination performance was not as high'as that of the Ameridans,
both discrimination tests revealed an increase'in correct performance near the
/r/41/. category boundary. The Stimulus Pair effect for the ANOVA on this
group53 discrimination data confirmed the significance of 'this discrimination
peak on bath the AXB test, F(6,24) = 3.981, p < .01, and the oddity test,
F(6,24) = 6.919, p < .001. Unlike the Americans, however, obtained:discrimi-
nation was not' significaptly better- thall predicted. The stimulus Pairs X
Function interaction for their AXB data, F(6,24) = 2.703, p < .05, indicated
that the between-category .obtained function was signifitantly flatter than
predicted less distinct peak).

The contrasts and similarities in' the identification functions 'for the
three groups (shown in Figure 5) suggest that the occurrence and abruptness of
an /r/-/1/ category boundary for the Experienced Japanese might be related to
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Figure 3. Response functions for the NOT Experienced. Japanese group on the
identification, An, and oddity tests. '
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- their greater OnversationaI EnglishfZisperience, relativeto the other (japan-
.

Sae. group. To 'assess this.poebibility, .a Leasure of the, steepness of the
category bOundary was devised, for, correlatidn with the English -language
experience factors listed in Table 1. For all individuals in each group, a
narrow-range PRDBIT analysja of the` identification data was used. to fit the
best ogive to the 50% crossover *.region of the ,/raki-/laki- categorization
function (see Figure 6). These analyses included the stimulus number closest
to the individual's rossover, plus .the 'adjacent higher- and lower=numbered
stimuli. The ogives fit the data well- -the -)2, values ,failed to, approach the
5.0 value k.2 range . 0.0 -3.8) that would denote, significant deviation between
obtained data and fitted ogive at the :05 alpha level, with one iinor
exception for the least experienced subject in the Experienced group (S11: )(.2
= 5.21). .

; , ,

, .
'

. - ,

The slopes of these ogives Wero determined as a reflection c4. the
abruptness and direction of the perceptual: category change. Slope values
range from :a theoretical minimum of 0.0, a perfectly vertical shift from 100%

1 to 0%4; /rctk/ identification to a'jmaximum of '0, an equally abrupt but,
phoneticallycinappropriate shift frod4iito 1po% / cik/, responses. Very small
slopa'Values thus reflect a'"Isharp acid phone c411y- appropriate category
boundary, whereasvalues;at .5 represent aflat 'Slope (no true boundary), and
values greater- than ,a5 '.would, represent a,phonetically incorrect* category .-.
shift. ,

.
-t ...(, ,qe,,

,
. ,

t.,The boundary slopes for the Experienced Japan se were nearly as snall-(M
angeci= 0016 toip.082) as for the ,AmerdOlas (M = 0.016; range =

0,01- 5 , :while thOsek. /lor the NOP Experienced, Japanese--were noticeably
larger, :.-,,,0.546)- range = 0.098 fo 0.708). Ifthere were a significant,-. -,

. ,

positive effecst of Etig1iskconversatiev.experience tpon, the development of
clear /r/:-,./1/ Pfionettucategories by,t11 Japanese.sAjects, a strong -negative
correlation should be foUniL.,,between the bouifdary: slope and the amount of
experience. All threeil]nglielkeXperierice factors listed in Table 1 showed a
moderate-to-substantial negati,porielation with bo nary'slopes, but Factor
B (# hr/wk Englph conversation,-,,i0trudfion;',by"tviiVe-..apeaker) showed the
strongest negative correlation OrQ=i.-.'6TY: ,,FagtOrrA (1 day speaking English
in U.S.) showed the snallesttdorFelatioa,(r-#0"-.0; --and the correlation for

4 Factor C (# mo. experience speaking 1141440.71(rith pericans) was -.41.' Factr
B, which is an indicant of the intensity of,Coliversation instruction over an.

(indeterminate period, was more strongly vilegatiiiery,:tPorrelated wit boundary
slopes than was even the total numberyof hours,iperit in English conversation
instruction hr/wk X # wks instructed). lei3 ,

,

,

,

0.,-- ----

,

An Anomaly: Subject M.X.,.
.

,

4.:1', .

After completion of the above data analy10E,Ife had the opportunity to '
test. an ,additional Japanese subject, wttoselnglish,,experience placed him in
the NOT Experienced.group.

. He los a newly-auive postdoctoral associate at
Yale, and had only been in, the U.S: //for two the time of testing.: He. .

spole English less than 25% of
eks

the day, and had no English conversation
1 training' by a native speiker, nor-was he conversant in any other language %

besides Japanese. His performance on the three tests, surprisingly, was more
similar in many respects to the Experienced Japanese ,than it was to the NOT.
Experienced group (see Figure 7).' His identifiEation function shpweh a sharp
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shift near the American boundary ;(intercept = 5.28), and his discrimination
performance was higher even than several of the Experienced The
major distinction between his data and those @f' the Experienced Japanese was
that both his discrimination functions were bimodal; neither of the peaks
fell at his /r/-/l/ boundary, Eta would have been expected had his ability to
discriminate the stimuli been limited` in a direct way by his phonetic
Classificatiofis of them, and as it was foil the Americees and the Experienced
Japanese.

Relatives Performances on AXB vs. Oddity Tests

Both discrimination tests were included in our etudy because of claims
that AXB comparisons are less demanding on memory than are oddity comparis ns,,
and provide less of a bias toward phonetic categorization. It has been ar d

that these circumstances allow subjects to have bette4meccess to nonphonetic,
pre-Categorical stimulus information under AXB conditions than under oddity
conditions (for fuller discussion of this, see Best, MOrrongiello, A Robson,'
1981 -- Experiment 2). These'claims lead to the prediction that AXB perfor-

, mance will be better than oddity performance, especially for the 4.10T Experi-
enced Japanese, since they could use, honphonetic auditory 'memory: to aid
performance on the AXB test- more than on the oddity test. In addition, the
oddity boundary-related peak should be sharper than the AXB boundary peak,
especially for the Amertcans and probably for the Experienced Japanese. That
is, an auditory memory-plated improvement in AXB over oddity performance

4 would affect the within-category judgments more than the between-category
judgme s.

In orddr to make a direct AXMddity performance comparison, it was
necessary to adjust for the difference in chance level performance on the two
tests (50% for AXB and 33.3% for oddity). Therefore, performance on the two
discrimination tests was re-calculated as percentage'of above-chance perfor-
mance._ These above-chance performance data were an lyzed separately for each
group in two-way Test (AXB vs. oddity) x Stimul Pairs (1-4 through 7-10)
ANOVAs.

./2

As can be seen in Figure 8, AXB performance was better than oddity
performance or the AmeriCans, according to their significant Test effect,
F(1,4)=14.90, < .05. However, the Test x Stimulus .Pairs eff for this
group did not reach significance, suggesting that, contrary t the auditory

. memory/phonetic bias predictions, their oddity peak was no consistently
sharper than their AXB peak. Their between-category performance was no less
affected by thetest format 'than was theinkwithin-category performance.
Moreover, again in contradiction to the auditory memory/Vtonetic bias predic-
tions, the est effect and the Test x StiMulus Pairs interactions failed to
rdach sig cance either for the NOT Experienced Japanese, or for the
Experienced Japanese. It is especially surprising that the oddity discrimina-
tion performance of this latte* group is closer in form to the ideal picture
of categorical discrimination than is their AXB' function, in light of
suggestions that the oddity paradigm biases subjects toward phonetic categori-
zatio, rather than discrimination of auditory properties. That- is, for these
adults, who are learning. a non-native contrast, a bias toward phonetic
categorization (oddity test) leads to better discrimination of between-
category comparisons than does a task with a prevumably reduced bias toward
phonetic categorization and a lower memory demand (AXB).
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The sum of the results from tile. comparison of discrimination tasks does
not lend support to the notion that the reason that An performance exceeds-
oddity perfdrmance is because the former task allows subjects beaer access to
pre-categoricaa, ( nonphoneti&, or auditory) information, at least not when
judgment's are being made on stimuli whose characteristics approach the
acoustic properties found in natural speech. If the auditory memory /phonetic
bias picture were correct, all three groups should have fared better on AXB
than'onn oddity judgments. Also, a significant Test Stimulus Pairs interac-
tion should have been found' for the Americans and the Experienced Japanese,
indicating that within-category judgments were !Improved on tq,e AXB task
relative to between ;category judgments. Furthermore, the NOT Experienced
Japanese Should have shown even greater task effects-. than the other two
groups, since, they could use nonphonetic auditory memory but could not rely on
phonetic categoriFation. Instead of the predictions being supported, the
pattern of AXB- oddity comparisons across the three groups suggests that
performance on both tests re ects the effects of phonetic perception. The
only group that showed sig ficantly higher AXB than oddity performance was
the group that was most perienced within/ and /1/ as a phonemic contrast--
the Americans. Recall also that this was the only group whose obtained
performance on both di criminition tests was better than predicted by their
identification data, and, that they only showed better than predicted perfor-
mance'oithin-category comparisons that differed in "category goodnesp." In
addition, the nonsignificant Test x Stimulus Pairs interaction for the
Americans indicates that their AXB advantage was not due to better accessing
of nonphonetic auditory information, but rather that it derived from some
improvement in access to specifically phonetic informatiOn.

DISCUSSION

This study investigated categorical perception of /r/ and /1/ by native
Japanese speakers residing lft the U.S. who had had varying amounts of
experience in English conversation with native speakers. Bilingual Japanese
speakers who were not experienced in English conversation with natives showed,
with one 'exception, near-chance performance across the /r/-/1/ series in the
identification task and correspondingly low performance on the discrimination
tests. These results corroborate and,'for the Oddity discrimination test,
replicate the. earlier Miyawaki, et al. (1975) findings with a'new stimulus
series that provided redundant cues for-the phonetic contrasto

The group of focal interest, those bilingual Japanese spekers with
relatively intensive conversational experience,- performed more 'similarly to
the American-English controls than to their less, experienced Japanese Counter-
parts. The identification function for each of the Experienced -'Japanese
showed a sharp category boundary tha:k was nearly indistinguishable from those
of the American-English controls (see e-Figure 6). Discriminatitcresults were
well predicted from the identification data, showing -significant pealtS in

performance at the category boundary for.both tests. Theae'results are most
encouraging, for they demonstrate that native Japanese speakers learning to
converse in English as adults can achieve ghOile4ic cstegorigation'Of In and
/1/ that approximates the categorization behavior of native English speakers.

C
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It is _appropriate at this point to discuss the unusually excellent
performance of one nonexperienced Japanese subject, M. K. Much to our
surprise, his performance on the three tests was more similar to the
Experienced Japanese group than to the NOT Experienced. group (see Figure 1) .
The major distinction between his data and those of the Experienced Japanese
was that the form of his discrimination functions were not predicted by his
/r/-/1/ identification results, suggesting that his ability to discriminate
the stimuli may not have been directly tied to his phonetic classification of t
them. However, an alternative explanation, to his uncorrelated discrimination
responses has not been ruled out. During the identification testeonly one
stimulus is presented and a categorization. response is noted/ immediately. In
contrast, the discrimination tasks require that two or three sounds be held in
memory over several. seconds, before discrimination judgments are made. Under'
these memory demands, unstable phonetic representations for these sounds might
be disrupted easily, resulting in less consistent performance. We. suspect
that M. K.' s consistent identification of In and /1/ shows an unusual
sensitivity to phonetic distinctions; however, without additional measures of
his perceptual behaviorT his performance remains an interesting anomaly.

This study has demonstrated that some native Japanese speakers learning
English as adults are capable of categorically perceiving In and /1/ in a
manner similar to native English speakers. Differences performance between
the Eiperienced and NOT 4perienced groups were correlated. with differences in
conversational experience; however,' we cannot rule ont a host of variables
(e.s.', motivation, to learn) that might account for ifferences, in performance
between the two Japanese groups.. Because. this study was not designed to test
the longitudinal effects of experipce, with pre- and t-testing of the same
subject on perception of Jr/ and /1/, we must infer, A

e Experienced group
represented -typical native Japanese spedkers, and that they at one time failed
to perceive /r /; and /1/* categbrically. We are fairly confident that this is
the case since ..eaoh subj-ect was asked about previous problems with In and
/1/ , and they. all reported haying great difficulty with this contrast
initially, as well-as .reporting- a gradual improvement over time.

The design used here- canno.t directly answer qu,estions about whether and
what kinds of experience produce the' change toward _categorical perception.of.
phonetic Contrasts.. Laboratory training stUdieS have had some success in
improving /r/-/11 perception by native speakers of Oriental languages in-which,
the contrast' is not phonological. For example, Gillette (Note 4) reports
significant improvement to natural in and /1/. identifications by.. Japanese and
Korean native speakers following several weeks of intensive training with
natural speech.- Dittmann. and Strange '(Note 5) have Used a same-different
discrimination task .with- feedback, and produced a change in perception of a
synthetic /r/-/1/ series from uniformly pool. discrimination ..to ,categorical
perception by native Japanese speakers.

Future research should be _directed toward .disc.overing the perceptual
strategies speakers use..,in their acquisition of this contrast, and determining
the conditions that best fadilitate acquisition of this .contrast by second
language learners. Some lattolitory, training studies currently employ repeti-
tions of minimal pairs of wor'ds,' natural or synthetic, in listening tasks that
require- subjects to perform, highly. differeatiated analyses- at ,the level of-
distinctive features. In accordance with results from firbt language learners
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(cf. Menyuk & Menn, 1979), it may be more efficacious, in initial learning of
a non-native contrast by adults,, to approximate the first language learning
situation in which words are presented in natural speech in sentence contexts
and related to objects and events, thus maximizing information at a number of
linguistic levels. Following experience with4X and /1/ under these condi-
tions, redundant information could be reduced systematically until subjects
are required to perform under the most demanding situation, that of making a
perceptual distinction 15btween minimal pairs.
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FOOTNOTES

1

The steps were not exactly equal because of the hardware limitations.of
trthe OVE/IIIc synthesizer. In all cases, the deviations from exact equality in
step sizes were only a few Hz.
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Appendix A. Nominal parametealues for the /r4k/41dk/ stimulus series.

Numbers repreSent the duration (in milliseconds) of the initial steady
state (SS) and the transition (Tran) of the first formant (F1), thd-center
frequencies of..the second (F2) sand third (13) formants at the beginning of the
syllables (start) , and the center frequency of F3 at the point of inflecti9n
35 ms into the syllable (T = 35)./

Stimulus
number

F1 Duration (ms)
SS Iran

Formant 'Center Frequencies (Hz)
F2 Start F3 Start F3 (T=35)

1 14 49 1067 14/7 1576
2 14 49 1083 1611 1694
3 21 42 1099 1731 1808
4 '21 42 1115 1847 1915
5 28 35 1131 1972 2029
6 28 35 1147 2104 2135
7 35 28 1156 142229 22 62

8 35 28 1172 2345 23 62

9 42 21 1189 2466 2484
10 42 21 1207 2594 2594

.e.

,Constant Portion of Stimuli

ormant Center Frequdncies (in Hz).

Start Vowel final Closure
F1 . F2. F3 F1 F2 F3

349 621-707 1198-1233 2557 621 1288 2104
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INFLUENCE OF VOCALIC CONTEXT ON PERCEPTION OF THE [5]-(sYDISTINCTION:
V. TWO WAYS OF AVOIDING IT

Bruno H. Repp

Abstract. -Three experiments investigated the conditions under which
fricative perception is .influenced by following'vocalic context. In
Experiment 1, a reaction-time task, listeners.showed no such influ-
epces, suggesting that they reached decisionb about the fricative
category before processing the vocalic context. In Experiment 42, a
fixed-standard AX discrimination task employing synthetic fricative
noises from a [S]-[s] continuum, listeners successfull disqriminat-
ed fricative noises in isolation but shifted to a phonetic (categor-
ical) mode of perception when vocalic context was added. Their
response patterns changed systematically with the nature of the
context. In ExPerlInt 3, the subjects listened first to pairs of
isolated noises bum iately followed by the same noises in context.
When, subsequently, only 'noises in context were presented for
discrimination, most of the subjects performed noncategorically and
were no longer influenced by different vocalic contexts. These
experiments demonstrate 'the availability of different perceptual
strategies in listening to speech.-

In a recent study (Repp,'1980a), I used synthetic noises from a [S] -[s]
continuum, followed by vocalic portions known to influence tie location of the
[5]-[s] boundary.in an identification test. The stimuli werepresented in AXB
and fixed-standard AX discrimination tasks. The majority of 's:naive subject
perceived these fricative-vowel syllables fairly categorically in both tasks;
that is, discrimination functions followed the patterns predicted from identi-
fication scores and showed shifts contingent on the nature of the vocalic
portion. However, two subjects achieved much better discrimination scores
than the rest, and so did three experienced listeners who' participated in,the
AX task. These,listeners, who (judging from their higher accuracy, pattern of
responses, and subjective reports) successfully followed the nonphonetic
strategy of restricting attention to the spectral properties of the Oicative
noise, werenot influenced by different vocalic contexts. These results
supported the hypothesis that influences of vocalic, context on fricative
identification are tied to a phonetic mode of perception.

EXPERIMENT 1

The experiment just summarized suggests that, when listenin4 to fricative=
vowel syllables in a phonetic mode, subjects process the vocalic portion

.4
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before making a decision about the fricative category. However, this observa-
tion may have.onlylimited generakity. On one hand, the fricative noises used
weremhighly' ambiguous, and. the desulting uncertainty may have delayed- the
phqnetic decision, thus permitting it to be influenced by* thelifollowing
context; on thd other hand, the discrimination tasks did not demand rapid
phonetic decisions'. It was the purpose of the present Experiment 1 to
investigate whether vocalic context effects would be obtained in a reaction-
time task with.unambiguous fricative noises. It is known that, in a standard
identification task, natural [sJ and [S] noises are fairly. immune to contextu-,
',al effects, i.e., they are generally sufficient cues 'for accurate identifica-°,
tion of the fricative consonant (Harris, 1958; LaWiere,. Winitztic Herriman,,,
1975). However, if listeners follow a strategy of waiting for the end of the
fricative noise before making a decision, context effects Bright be revealed in
an analysis of response latencies.

As a further test of whether listeners wait for the vocalic, stimulus
portion before* making a decision aboUt fricative ident y, the duration of the
fricative noise portion was varied. The hypothesis hat listeners do wait
would be supported if an increase in noise duration ed to an equivalent
increase in reaction time, regardless of whether or no vocalic context has
any effect (cf. Repp, 1980b, for a similar, Aesign),

Method

Subjects. Ten paid student volunteers participated,. Some of them bade
been subjects, in earlier, similar experiments, while others were relatively
naive.

Stimuli. The utterances [sc.1, [Sa] , [su], [Su] were recorded by a female
speaker (FBB). Three different tokens of each syllable were selected,
digitized at 20 kHz, .and low-pass'filtered at 9.8 kHz. Within each of the
ree sets of four syllables, the apentodic and periodic stithulus portions
e separated and recombined in all possible ways, leading frthree sets of

1 stimuli, 48 in all. A second set of 48 stimuli was obtained by shprtening
each fricative noise by msec.F The 96 stimuli were recorded on tape in
three randomized sequences with'interstimulus interva s of 1.5 sec. Each
sequence was preceded by fours warm-up stimuli that were ignored in data
analysis.

Procedure. Subjects were seated in a sound-insulated booth and rested
their'index fingers on two telegraph keys labeled "s".and "sh". They listened
over Telephonics TDH-39 earphones and'were instructed to identify the frica-
tive consonants as quickly as passible by pressing one of.the keys. The hand-
response assignment was counterbalanced between subjects. The stimulus tape
was played back twice on aCrown 800 tape recorder located in an adjacent
room; thus, the subjects listened to 6 blocks of 100 stimuli, each lasting
about 3 minutes. Subjects were permitted to stop the tape by remote control
and take a rest between blocks, if desired. Reaction times were measured by a
Hewlett-Packard 5302A 50MHz universal counter and printed out on a Hewlett-
Packard 5150A thermal printer. The timer was triggered.by a tone recorded on
the other tape channel and synchronized with fribative noise onset.
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Analysis. The first block served as practice; only the data from blocks

2-6 wereconsidered. Each subject gave)5 mesponseto each of the 3 tokens of
each of 32 stimuli: Medians of the 5 response times were calculated

: (exclpding 'errors) before computing means across tokens. These means were
analyzed in a 5way ANOVA with the factors.: (A) fricative noise duration, (B)
fricative category, (C) vowel category, (D) Original fricative (i.e., the
category of the fricative that originally preceded the periodic stimulus
portion), and .(E) original vowel (i.e., the category of the vowel that .

originally followed the fricative noise).

Results and Discussion 4

As expected, errors were rare; they ranged from 0.6 to-6.3 percent across
subjects. Thus, the aperiodic stimulus portions provided sufficient inflame

tion for fricative identification., The'average reaction. times of individual
subjects ranged from 334 to 59,0 msec; the grand mean-was 449 msec.

If vocalic context had any effect, 'decision times should have been slowed
down when a fricative noise was followed by either a vowel from a different
original fricative Context, i.e., by a vowel containing foment transitions
appropriate, for the other fricative categoryO reflected in the BxD interaction
of the'ANOVA) or by a vowel from a category different' from that of the
original vocalic context of the fricatiire,noise (..CxE interaction). However,
neither interaction was significant, F(i,9) ...1.,

3,The effect of "fricative noise duration readied significance, F(1,9) =
7.6, .2 < .05. ong fricatiye noises took longer to respond to than short 1.,

/et
noises, but j; average difference was only 8 msec, insteadof the expected 50
msec. This -uggests that the listeners did not wait for the vocalic portion.
before making a decision%

The only highly reliable .effect wasAa main effect of factor E (original
vowelY, F(1,9) = 44.6, .2 < .001: Noises from original [0.] context were
responded to faster (by 14 msec) tan noises from original [u] context. There
was a Aurational difference between noises' from the two context: On the
average;] noises from [o.] context were 34 msec longer' than noises from [u]
context.- Again, however, there is a mismatch in the magnitudes of the two

Of differences, -suggesting that the effept of original vowel was not 'an
of ct of noise duration. Perhaps, fricative noises from [u] context were
perceived' as., less typical of ,their respective categories because their
spectruarcias lowered by anticipatory lip rounding.

,

Another way of looking at effects of fricative noise duration, which was
not confounded with any experimental manipulations, was to examine differences
in reaction time to'the three individual tokens of the fricative noises from
the four original utterances. Combining all contexts in which a given noise
occurred, as well as its long anil short versions, Oetweenrtbken differencei
were tested .for significance in'four separate analyses of variance. The token
effect was significant only for noises deriving from [500, F(2,18) = 6.8, ,p <
.01. This was also the only case of a monotonic and positive relation between
noise duration and reaction time; but, once again, the latency difference
between the two extreme noises (33 msec) was smaller than the difference in
noise duration (56 Mee).

Oe
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Thus; this study doe's not support the hypothesis that listeners wait for
the onset of the vocalic portion; oh the contrary, they apparently based their
decitns'on the fricative noise alone and ignored the vocalic context. There
are' t possible explanations. One is that the subjects adopted an auditory
'rather than a phonetic criterion and based their decisions on the pitch
quality of th'e 'noise, Which does not seed to beeffepted by vocalic context
(Rein), 1980a,iend Exp..3 below). The Other possibility is that, the subjects
were in a phonetics mode but accumulated information right from the beginning
of eacb.stimulus'and initiated a decision' as soon as this information was
sufficient, which occurred some time before the vocalic portion came on. The
second explanation is more plausible on the following grounds. First, the
task demanded identifigation-of the fricative consonants as "s" or "sh", which
furthered- a phonetic mode of, perception. Second all ten subjects of the
present- study also participated Experiment 2, described below, which
required discrimination of--fricative noises. in coi4ext, and .all subjects
perceived these stimuli categorically, i.e., they were not able to pay
attention to the spectral qualities, of the noise and to ignore the vocalic
context. Third, Whalen (Note 1) recently demonstrated that effects of vocalic
context on fricative' identification latencies do emerge Alen identification of
the fricative and of the,,. lowing vowel is required 'in a four-choice task,
i.e., Airhen listeners are forced to Wait for the vocalic pdrtion.

k. .

Thus, the tentative conclusion from Experiment 1 is that -listeners

accumulate phonetic' information continuously, , and if the task requires that
decisiOns be made at the phonetic level;, such decisiOns can. be initiatedivas4
soon as sufficient information has been collected (cf.''RePp, 1-9-80b).2 Presum-
ably, every listener possesses this ability, whibill is dstrhet from the
ability to gain access to auditory properties of a signal portion such as the
pitch of the.tricative noise. My earlier experiments (Repp, 1980a) showed
thalt this latter ability is not immediately present ip,most.listeners.'-iTlie
foftowing two studies exadined what sort of training might enable listeners to
acquire it. . .y

EXPE'RIMENIF 2

In Experiments 2 and 3, I attempted to teach a group 'of naiv subjects to 40'

discriminate fricative noises in context, i.e., to abandon the: phonetic
(categorical) mode of perception in 'favorlof an auditory (n ncategorical)
strategy. Because of the relative accessibility of the audito y differences
involved, it was expected that little training would be necessary to transform
categorical listeners into noncategorical listeners. In fact, the ability to
focus attention on the noise ,portion of fricative-vowel stimuli might be
discovered rather than slowly learned, as suggested by the extremely accurate
performance of two naive listeners in my earlier study (Repp,,1980a), The
first study examined whether it would be sufficient for subjects to hear,and
discriminate the fricative noise stimuli in isolation.

Method t

41
N - Subject4. The same ten subjects as in Experiment 1 participated.

Stimuli. The stimulus tapes were the same as in Experiment 2 Of Repp
(1980a), and the reader is referred to that earlier report for details. TI e
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stimuli were synthetic noises from a 71member%01-ts] continuum, .followed
one of two natural-speech periodic portions, ((S )(1.] or,[(s)u). The-first Of
these (an [41-] with formant transitions appropriate for [5])-biased t-icative
identification towards "sh", whereas the sec d (an [u] with formant transi=
tions appropriate' for [s]) biased fricative entirication towards "3".. The
stimuli were presented in a fixed-standard AX °mat. Stimulus 4 on the noise

_continuum.served as the standard. Ih each stimulus pair, it was followed by a
comparison stimulus which could be any of the seven stimuli, with equal
probability. There were four different- conditions. In two(6conditions, the
standard and the comparison always had the*same periodic portion-4(5)a] din
one condition and C(s)u] in the other. In the other two conditions, the
periodic portions were always different-4(5)m] for the standard and [(s)u]
for the comparison in one condition, -and die reverse assignment in the other.
Each condition contained 24 repetitions of the 7 possible stimul$1-4eirs, of
which the first 4 served as practice and were not scored. In addition to
these four tapes, a tape containing isolated noise stimuli in the same fixed-
standard AX format was prepared.:

Procedure. All subjects listened first to the two cond tions (order
counterbalanced across subjects) in which standard and com ardson noise
stimuli were followed by the same periodic portio 3.. Subsequently, they
listened to the isolated noises. Finally, the t conditions in which
different periodic portions followed the standard and comparison noises were
presented (order counterbalanced across subjects), to test whether anything
had been leatned from discriminating the noises in isolation. All tapes were
presented. in» a single session, and the responses were, "s" and "d". The
subjects were fully informed about the nature of the stimuli and were
instructed to pay attention to differences in the noise portion only and to
ignore the vowel. ea

Results and Discussion

The results are displayed in Figure 1. In the left-hand panel, the
functions for the first two conditions replicate the pattern found for title
categorical listeners in Experiment 2 of Repp (1980a). In fact, all ten
subjects 'fit that 'pattern; there were no noncategorical listeners in the
present study.,; In the right-hand panel of Figure 1, we see that the subjeCts
did' rather well with the, isolated noises; clearly, these stimuli were not
categorically perceived. Despite thissuccess, however, all subjects appar-
ently reverted to a' phonetic mode of perception in the remaining two
conditions, whose patternsof results again resembles that found in Experiment
2 of Repp (19800'lfor categorical listeners.. .

,The statistical .analysis of the .four vocalic-context conditions confirmed

thatt as in iXpertment 2 of Repp (4180a), the periodic portion of the standard
stimulus had a significant effect on the shape of the discrimination function,
F(6,54) = 14.7, 2.< ..001, and that theft were more" different" responses to
pairs of stimuli differing in their periodic portions than to .pairs that had
the periodic portion in Common., F(1,9) = 13.0, 2,,< .01. The latter effect was
confounded with pra4f6e and may reflect some slight improvement in the course
of the experiment, in addition to a response bias induced by the relationship
between the irrelevant stimulus portions. Clearly, howeyer, the subjects did
not become noncategorical listeners.
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The pattern of the data is to be interpreted as follows: When both
noisestLin a pair were followed by [(5)4P-]; the standardatimulus'was categor
ized as "sh"; consequently,, it was difficult to discriminate from more [5]
like noises (stimuli 1-3), but discrimination from more [s]like noises
(stimuli 5-7) improved with their physical distance from the standard because
they crossed the phonetic category boundary. Conversely, when both noises.
were followed by [(s)u], the standard was categorized as "s"; .conseq$ently,
discriminbtion from more [s]like noises (stimuli 5-7) was poor, but dfscrimi
natin from more [5]-1kke noises (stimuli 1L3) improved with their physical
distance from the standard because they crossed the phonetic categbry boundary
(cf. lefthand panel of Fig. 1). In the two conditions where standard and
comparison noises were followed by different periodic portions (righthand
panel of Fig. 1), the situa is similarf but the mini um percentage of

expected to shift avwf from the center
us followed by [s(u)1 must be more [5]like

t be more [s]like) than the 'standard to sound
eresting to note that this'latter effect was

odic tion of the standard, but not that of the
ad any i nee on listeners' responses. (This was
er data -o Repp, 1980a.) This finding is reminiscent of

the npe of vocali context effects in Experiment 1: Subjects may have
been to initiate the phon> is decision and comparison before processing,
the pe iodic portion o the comparison stimulus, but they could not ignore the
periodic portion of t e standard stimulus, which had to be held in memory
until the,bomparison st ulus arrived.

"different" responses mi
,.(stiMulus 4): A comparis
(and one followed by [(
most similar to it. It

absent: Only the per
comparison stimulus,
also true in the earl

EXPERIMENT 3 d

The subjects in ExperimeDt 2 were not able to transfer the discriminatory
skill exhibited with isolat6d noises to the e noises in vocalic context.iThis suggests that a better awareness of the itory dimension on which the
noises differ is not sufficient to accomplish the task. What may be required,
in addition, is the ability to segregate the noise from the followi periodic C
portion and thereby to escape from the phonetic mode of percepti n. The
Present study tried out one of several posSible methods that migh teach
listeners this skill. I

Method

Seven of the pen subjects in Experiment 2 returned for this experiment.
In addition, two new volunteers participated. All subjects listened first to
a training tape. On this tape, two of the previous conditions were inter
leaved: On each trial, a pair of isolated noises was followed, after 2 sec,
by a pair of exactly the same noises in the [(s)u] context. The subjects were
instructed to listen to the isolated noises, to determine the nature of. the
difference (if any), and then to verify for themselves that exactly the same
difference existed between the noises in the syllabl,es. During the first
block of 28 trials, the subjects looked` at an answer sheet that specified
exactly which noise stimuli occurred on.each trial. (The nature and arrange
ment of stimuli was first explained in detail.) _During the remaining five

% _blocks, the subjects responded "s" or--"d" after listening to bdth pairs on
each trial. They were urged to continue to compare the noise differences in
the two pairs.
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Following this training condition the subjects listened to three of the

tapes used earlier, in a fixed order.) On the first tape, both noise stimuli
were followed by [(s)u]; thus, this condition was identical with the ,training
condition, except that pairs of syllables' were no longer preceded by pairs of.

isolated noises. Next, subjects listened to the condition in which the

standard was followed by [(s)u] and the comparison stimulus by [(S)0.] , and

finally to,the condition in which the standard was followed by [(5)a) apd the
comparison stimulus by ((s)u).

Results and Discussion

Preliminary inspection of the results indicated that' the new txaintng
method was quite successful,'but three subjects seemed to benefit mi.Z11 less
than the other six (who included the two newcomers). .Therefore, the results

are displayed separately for "poor" and "good" subjects irk Figure 2.

It is evident that the three spoor subjects had some trouble in the

training task; in particular, they missed out on identical pairs, producing
almoSt 50 percent false alarms (i.e., incorrect ",different" responses). Their

perfoimance in the three subsequent tests was 'extremely poor, due to the even
higher falsealarm rates (over 70 percent). However., there were no clear
effects of vocalic context. The high falsealarm rates were almost certainly
due to the subjects' knowledge (from the training task and from the preceding
instructions) of the true proportion of "same" trials (viz., only one out-of
seven). However, they also indicate that these subjects found it more

difficult tlian the others to discrilinate isolated noises.3 For this reason,
they giRefited less from the training task, which served its purpose only to
the eltUnt that the differences between isolated nokses could be detected. On

the other hand, the apparent absence of vocalic contekt effects suggests that,
rather' than persisting in a phonetic mode, these subjects perhaps did learn to
segregate the noise portions from their vocalic contexts but then could not
easily detect the spectral differences between them (or, rather, their
spectral identity). In other words, the epithet "poor," rather than "categor
ical," seems to be apgropriate for these subjects in this experiment.

D
The six good subjects, on the other hand, were obviously very aecurate in

the taining task and benefited from that experience. 'Although their false
alarm rates in the vocaliccontext conditions were higheipthaA those of the
noncategorical subjects in Experiment 2 of Repp (1980a) (prestimably because

the present subjects knew about the infrequent occurrence of "same" trials),
the discrimination functions were Vshaped and (clearly different from those of
the categorical subjects in previous experiments. (Nbte that four of the six
good subjects had -participated and produced categorical results in Exp. 2.) In
fact, when the average scores were converted into d' values, they were,
slightly higher than those of the noncategorical subjects in Experiment 2 of
Repp (1950a) (who included the 4uthor and two'other investigators), indicating
remarkable success in the task. There was no clear effect of vocalic context.
This was confirmed in an analysis of variance of the scores in the two
conditions with unequal periodic portions (lower righthand panel of Fig: 2),
F(6,30) = 2.1, 2 > .05. There was no indication here of any reversed context
effect, as.in Experiment 2 of Repp (1980a), although three of the six subjects
showed a tendency in that direction. There was no significant effect of
vocalic context in a combined analysis of all nine subjects in the ,present
experiment, F(6,48) = 1.5.4
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3 "POOR" SUBJECTS

1

S C
isolated noises

1.4-[(s)u] -[(s)u]

- -[(s)u] =-[(s)u]
2 3 4. 5 6 7

6 ."GOOD" SUBJEC

e

%.44"

S C

-1(i).013 [(s
-[(s:Iu] -[CM]

3 4 5 6 7

2

1 2 4 5 6 7 -I, 2' 3 4 5 6 7
S.

COMPARISON ST I MU1..U$'

Fixedstandard AX discrimination- wformance of three "poor"
six ".good" subjects afterlistening to a. training tape (Exp.. .3) :

Figure 2.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

The training task in Experiment 3-Qas effeetiv,,e td sufficient to convert
most listeners from a catedorical (phonetic)1A, ainoncategorical (nonphonetic
or auditory) mode of listening. The fact thai the majority of subjects became
as accurate as experienced listeners'after only1.25 minutes of self-training Is
-consistenbwwith the suggestion, made above, that the skill of segregating and

dfsOriminating fricative noise.ri vocalic contekp is discovered rather than
slowly learned; that is, 'it reflects 1 qualitativeC,Change in perceptual
processing. Quantitative inproxements% aS occur with further

In support of this claim, it should .be hooted' that the.distribution of
accuracy levels across subjects was quite.himcAlal:--Liskepers-were either very
accurate or very poor-tn discriminating fricative nois in context; there was
not. a single subject who performed ,at man- intermediate level. '(Such a level'
would be expected only if a listener alterAtted,b etweensthe two strategies.)
Also, one of the categorical listeners in Eiperiment -2,apparently switched
strategies ("caught on") between the last two condttions, which reiulted in a

%sudden and dramatic improvement in performance.

,The present data provide further supportfor the hypothesis that effects
Of vocalic context on fricative identification are tied to a phonetic mode of
perception. ..,They suggest strongly that there are twodifferent strategies of
ligtening tolfricative-vowel syllables, one auditory (noncategorical) and the
other phonetic (categorical). Regular vocalilecontekt effects occur only in
the phonetic mode; however, they may not be manifest when stimuli and task
permit subjects to make a rapid phonetic decision before processing the
context (Exp. 1). Contextual effects reflect implicit knowledge of articulp-

/ tion and coarticuration and/or theli.r acoustic consequences. To bring this
knowledge to bear on some auditory input is tantamount to being in a phonetic
mode of perception: We perceive speech in terms of what our brain knows about
it. Similarly, we'perceive nonlinguisti# auditory attributes of speech with
reference to what we know about nonspeech sounds. The frame of reference
adopted for a 'particular stimulus is a joint function of stimulus structure
and listener strategy.

practice,-are contingent on that change.,

The phonetic and 'auditory modes are available, in principle, for any
speechlike stimuluS. They may' even be used simultaneoUsly. However, since
the phonetic mode is the' natural, way of. dealing with speech, and since the
auditory properties of speech are often unfamiliar and require the listener to

*pay attentionto fine 'detail,-special laboratory tasks may be necessary to
elicit the .auditory listening strategy. Fricative-vowel syllables differ
from,' say, stop- onsonant-vowel sylljles ,in that some of their auditory
properties (e. the pitch of the fficative noise) are easier to access and
discriminate as compared to, e.g., the "pitch" of formant onsets or the
dUration of-a piration). The relabive accessibility of an, auditory property
is largely gove ned by stimulus factors: Auditory .judgments of the pitch of
fricative noises are easiest to make when the noises occur in isolation, more

,difficult in fricative-vowel syllables, and probably even more difficult when
the fricatives occur intgrvocilically or are embedded in fluent'speech. (Tge
fact that the fricative noises in the present studiei were synthetic may also
have been a facilitating circumstance.) Task factori, such as'interstimulus
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intervals and stimulus uncertainty, naturally play a role, too. In.principle,
any auditory property of speech can be deteoted and discriminated within the
limits set by the auditory system, but listeners.may have to learn how to gain
access%to the relevant property. They may have_tb reorganize their percept in
the process (e.g., "segregate" the noise portion,from.the following vocalic
portion), which involves 'perceptual skills that need to be acquired or
elicited by appropriate instructions.

. .
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FOOTNOTES

1 These 50msec <segments were-TemOved from the 'center of each noise
portion, so as not to interfere with its onset or offsets ,Th origfnal noise
durations ranged from. 170 to 244 msec, toe reduced durations frOm,120 to. 194
msec. The shortest noises had a somewhat' affricatelike uality, but it is
unlikely that this influenced reaction times:

2The data leaye open the possibility, that subjects waited for the
fricative noise to end (but not for the periodic portiOn to begin) before
initiating a decision. The increase in latencies Occasioned by a long noise
may have been partially offset by a reduction in uncertainty due to the larger
amount of information carried by a longer noise. The resulting faster
decisions may .have attenuated the 44anifest effects of .noise- duration.
However,-this possibility remains rather implausible.

3These three subjects did not do very well either in the isolatednoise
condition of Experiment 2. This seems to rule out the alternative explanation
that they tended to base their judgments on the syllables rather than on the
isolated noises in the present training condition. .1

4There was probably a general-effect of vocalic context: Performance was
more accurate with isolated noises than with noises in any vocalic context.
This difference may be-ascribed in part to interference between stimulus

O
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portions in auditory memory. HoweSier, perfordance in the training condition
was also favored by shorter noise-to-noise intervals in pairs of isolated--,
noises (the interstimulus interval was 2 sec in all conditions) and by the
opportunity to extract additional information !from the following pair of
syllables.
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GRAMMATICAL PRIMING OF INFLECTED NOUNS

G. Lukate A.,,KostiC+.4 and M. T. Turvey+++

Abstract. In normal linguistic usage,-the inflected nouns of Serbo-
CroatiAn are usually preceded by prepositions that help to specify
whick particular grammatical case is intended and' to stress the
noun's function:in the sentence. In a lexical decision task it was
demonstrated that lexical decision times to nouns in a grammatical
case that demands a preposition were faster when the'preposition,was
appropriate -to the case than when it was either inappropriate to the
case or a nonsense syllable This result lends support to the
intuition that priming can ocou 'among sentential components.

It is easily demonstrated A aming a word is facilitated by the prior
occurrence of the word itself or a semantically Belated word (for example,
'Fischler, 1977; Meyer, Schvaneveldt, & Ruddy, 1975; Scarborough, Gortese,.&
Scarborough, 1977), but it is debatable whether such facilitatiOn'occurs in
normal linguistic usage. Semantic priming-`9f lexical items is most commonly'
demonstrated in the context of. word lists, and in the view of Forster (1976)
it is a phenomenon that may well be restricted to this-context. Forster sees
related.words as interconnected or cross-referenced in the lexicon and this
cross- referencing is the basis foe semantic facilitation effects. .,Given this
,view, Forter (1976) is dubious that -sentence, fragments can provide the
semantic context that primes lexical entries? rarely are individual words in
sentences of English semanOically related. Forster reports that words that
were predictable from a sentence context were not named faster than words that
were less predictable. But there are some-strong hints to the contrary (e.g.,
Blank & Foss, 1978; Morton,& Long, 1976; Schuberth & Eimas, 1977; Underwood,
'1977). - .4

41.0

A procedure that has ,proVed extremely sensitive to ,short-term
facilitatory--and inhibitory (see Neely, 1977)--effects of one linguistic item
on another is the lexical decision task. Quite simply, in this task a subject
is Alaown a string of letters and is required to respond as quickly as possible
to itsilexical status; that is, the subject decides whether the letter stringj
is a word. The lexicaltdecision task is used in the experiment reported here,/
which_ looks *at,, the possibility of facilitating the. processing of inflected
nouns through the prioi presentation of an appropriate preposition,

+University of Belgrade.
++Also University of 'Belgrade and University of Connect.

+++Also University of Connecticut.
-
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Inflection is the major grammatical deviCe of SerboCroatian,
Yugoslavia's principal language. A noun 'system' in SerboCroatian consists
of seven cases, both in the "'singular and in the plural. Excluding the

nominative and vocative cases, each grammatical case has a number:4...f possible
e-meanings. The particular meaning is specified either by a pre. ,Mr ion or by

'qh ,the sentence context. The - grammatical cases of a SerboCroa noun are

formed by adding to the root form an inflectional morpheme, namely a suffix

consisting of one syllable of the vowel or vowelconsonant type. 'nflecting

the noun may also involve deleting a vowel and palatalizing a c -onant. At

all events, in normal linguistic usa e the grammatical c- -es formed are

preceded by a preposition that serves (1) to specify ich particular
--grammatical .case is intended (where re than one gr-umatical case is

represented by a given orthographic and phonological struc ure) and (2) to

specify which particular meaning of the .grammatical case is intended (where
more titian one .meaning is associated with a given grammatical case). In other

words the relationship of a preposition to a grammatical case is one7-of

Complementation. .In isolation the grammatical information revealed by a

particular case (with the exception of the nominative and vocative) is

equivocal. This equivocality is reduced through a preposition that specifies
the case and clarifies its role in the sentence, pointing to the particular
meaning it is to assume. And it is reduced further by the overall context of
the sentence. `

I

Significantly, the preposition/inflected noun relation is more properly

described as a grammatical or functional relation rather ,than as a semantic
association. We would not, in short, expect prepositions and inflected nouns
to be crossreferenced in the lexicon in the sane manner that Forster (1976)
conceives semantic relatives to be crossreferenced. Indeed, there is some

reason to believe that for EngliSh the internal representation of function
words (prepositions and the like) is not common with the internal representa
tion of content words. Thus, phonemic dyslexics who are generally unable of

read pseudowords are generally successful at reading words, with the curious
exception of function words. Appirently, phonemic dyslexics, relate to func
tion words as if they were, like pseudowords, without repres4ntation in the
lexicon and, therefore (given the inability to derive phonology rulefully from
script) unreadable (Pattersoii & Marqel, 1977). In a related observation
Bradley (197&) notes that whereas lexical decision on content words is faster
the .highero the frequency of the word, lexical decision on function words is
independent of frequency of occurrence.

9

The preposition/inflected noun relationship issignificant in another
way. As noted, the inflected" nouns of SerboCroatian ,are most 'usually

preceded in normal .spoken and written discourse by an appropriate preposition.
A preposition, therefore, is quite legitimately a "sentence fragment," and if
a facilitation of the lexicon by prepositional primes can be demonstrated,
then it is reasonable to assume that in the more natural setting of sentence
perception (as contrasted with wordlist. perception) , parts 'of a sentence

perceptually facilitate other parts. There is already good reason to believe
that the preposition/inflected noun relation is significant in auditory
sentence processing by reducing the reliance on preserving or attending to

word order. filn SerboCroatian, prepositions and inflected ending serve as
local markers of a' word' s role and, appear to contribute to the m e rapid
acquisition of sentence processing strategies by, young. listeners or Seibo
Croati'an as compared to young listeners of alglish (Ammon & Slobin, 19.79).

2, ....
...., ,,,
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We chose to investigate- the effect of appropriate, inappri)priate, and
nonsense prepositions on lexical decision to SerboCroatian nouns in three
grammatical cases--the nominative singular, the locative singular, and the
instrumental singular. The nominative singular form of the noun is thoroughly
independent of prepositions; there are none by which it is prefaced. In
contrast, the locative singular depends solely and fully on a preposition for
the specification of both meaning and case. There are six meanings associated
with the locative singular end its orthographic form is not unique, since
.other grammatical cases of the noun are spelled the same way (for example, the
dative singular) . For each of the six locative singular meanings there is a
preposition and that prepositiOn necessarily and sufficiently_ specifies the
meaning. The sentence context is superflpous. With regard to the instrumen
tal singular case, it i in one sense-simpler than the locative singular case,

;viz., there -are no oth oases with which it is orthographically identical.
t In another sense, howeve , the instrumental singular is more complex. It has

sixteen possible meaning (Ivid, Note 1) where a meaning depends either on a
preposition or on the sentence context. A preposition, therefore, is only
occasionally necessary and sufficienItto specify the meaning of, a noun in the
instrumental singular and is never nieded to identify the case. To draw the
contrast lierply: .Fot a word in the locative singular an appropriate
prepositiag indidates (1),that the word is in the locative singular case and
not in some other case (ohe that is spelled -identically); and (2) which one of
six potential meanings is to be ascribed to the locatlive singular. For a word
in the instrumental singular, an appropriqte preposition does not perform the
role described in (1) -but only a role similar .'Co but weaker than that
identified 'in (2).

One wOuld-intuit from he foregoing discussion that In everyday sentence
comprehension an appropria e' preposition would 4arkedly facilitate, and an'

inappropriate preposition would likely hinder, the grammatical and semantic
evaluation of a noun in the locative singular form. And in comparison, the
positive contribution of an appropriate preposition to the evaluation of a
noun in the instrumental singular form would be generally lvs marked, and the
negative contribution of an inappropriate preposition would be. negligible.
Carrying this intuition over into the lexical decision 'task we would expect:
(1) 'lexical) decision to locative singular forts to be facilitated and
inhibited by appropriate and inappropriate prepositional primes respectively;
(2) lexical decision to instrumental singular forms to be facili ted less and
inhibited not at all `by appropriate and inappropriate prepositional primes,
respectively; and (3) lexical decision to nominative -singular forms to be
unaffected by prepositional primeS of eithef- kind.

METHOD'

Subjects

Ninetynine students from the Department of Psychology, University of
Belgrade, received academic credit for participation in the experiment. A
subject was 'assigned to one of nine subgroups, according to the subject's
appearande at the labOratory, for a total of eleven subjects per subgroup.

A s
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Materials

Two types.of slides were constructed. In one type, a string of Letraset
lowercase Roman letters (Helvetia Light,(12 points) was arranged horizontally
in the upper half of a 35-mmwslide and in the other type, letters of the same
kind ,were arranged horizontally in the lower half of a 35-mm slide. Letter

strings in the first type of slide were always prepositions (or pseudoword
analogues) and letter strings in the second type of slide were always

inflected nouns (or pseudoword analogues). Altogether there were 120 "prepo-
sition" slides and 120 4linflected noun" slides with each set evenly divided
into words and pseudowords. The 60 inflected noun slides that were words
consisted of three sets of twenty representing the nouns, respectively, in__
nominative singular, locative singular, and instrumental singular. The twenty
nouns were selected from the middle frequency range of a corpus of one million
Serbo-Croatian words (Kosti6;.Note 2). A different set of twenty nouns of the
same frequ cy was used to generate the pstudowords. ThiS was done by simply
changing th first letter of the nouns in the nominative singular and locative
singular an by changing either the first letter or the final one or two
letters for th nouns in instrumental singular,

Across genders the nominative singular form either ends in a vowel or a
consonant, the locative singular always ends in°a vowel, and the instrumental
singular arrays ends in a consonant. Importantly, apart from the instrumental

singular form and the occasional nominative singular form, the grammatical
cases of Serbo-Croatian nouns end in a vowel. We wished to arrange matters so
that both beginnings and endings of letter strings contributed to negative
decisions. We also wished to do as little deMage_ as possible to the root
morphemes and to make the pseudoword versions of the nominative singular,
locative singular, and. instrumental singular cases of a given word form a

coherent set. Wd would not substitute the vowel ending of a locative singular
by another vowel, ending because Fiat would only generate the Same word/ in
another grammatical, case. We could substitute another consonant for the
terminal consonant of a nominative singular, but that would render the overall
set ofderived pseddowords less coherent than we desired because the nomina-
tive singular of nouns in the masculine is the root morpheme. We chose,
therefOfe, to modify the endings of some of the nouns in instrumental
singular. All things considered that seemed to us the most prudent manipula-
tion.

The prepositiqp slides and the inflected noun-alpes were grouped into
pairs.such that (1).the inflected noun slides contained a word in one half of
the pairs and a pseuddword in the other half, and (2) the preposftiOn slides
contained a preposition specific to locative singular (one of na, 2,Sri), or
a preposition specific to instrumental singular (one of.sa, nad, pred), or a
moribsyllabic pseudoword' (twelvepseudowords were used: uk, af, nu, fe, for

tir, dri, Irak, knid, pler, tev). In total, there were 1,080 different
pairs of slides, of which a given subject saw 120 pairs.

Design

As remarked, each word (and pseudoword appeared' in three gra atical
cases. The major constraint On the tesign of the experiment was that a given
subject never encountered a given word or pseudoword in, any grammatical case
mord-than once: This was achieved in the followinumanner.

266
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Of the 120 word and pseudoword stimuli, 12 stimuli (six words and six
pseudowords) were used for pPactice. The remaining 108 words and pseudowords
were divided into three groups (A,B,C) with 36 items in each group. Each of
these three groups was further divided into three subgroups (a,b,c) of 12
items each4six words and six pseudowords) .

Ninety-nine subjects were divided into three groups (1,2,3) with 33
subjects in each group. Further division was undertaken where each group of
subjects was-divided into three subgroups (I,II,III) with 11 subjects each.

Note that there were six parameters in the designthree groups of words
(A,B,C) with three subgroups each (a,b,c); three preposiilog types (locative-
specific, instrumental- specific, and nonsense); three grammatical cases (nomi-

native singular, locative singular, instrumental singular), and three, groups
of subjects (1,2,3), each divided into three subgroups (I,II,III). In short,
each subject in each subgroup of eleven subjects saw each grammatical case-
preposition type combination.; but across the nine subgroups of eleven sub-
jects, the nine grammatical case-preposition type combinations were defined on
different subsets of twelve nouns (that is, six words and six pseudowords).
Therefore, an individual subject, while seeing all grammatical case-
preposition type combinations, never saw the same noun twice but all subjects
did see all 108 bas -stimuli. Put differently, each su ject savi the same 4
nouns as every of subject but not necessarily in the same grammatical case
nor necessarily receded by the same preposition type.

IProcedure
.

Two slides were presented an each trial. The subject's task was to
decid as rapidly as possible whether the letter string contained in a slide

chap 1 tachistoscope (Scientific Prototype, Model GB) illuminated at 10.3C
was word or a pseudoword. Each slide was exposed in one channel of a three

cd/m2 Both hands were used in responding to-the stimuli. Both thumbs were
placed on a telegraph key button close to the subject and both, forefingers on
another telegTaph key button two inches farther away. The closer button was
depressed,for.iv"No" response (the string of letters was not a word), and the
farther buttoeiras depressed for a "Yes" response (the string of letters was a

yword). , ,,k Or
,

...

,.:
.

LateAcy was measured from slide onset. The subject's respotise to the \
first slide terminated its duration and initiated the second slide unless the \
latency :exceeded 1,300 msec, in which case the second slide was initiated
automatically. The duration of the Second slide, like that of the first, was
terminated by the key press.

.

i

tIESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Before ,considering the data of- major interest, namely, the positive
decision times for'-the noun, targets, we give a brief summary of the decision
times for the other letter-strings in the.first and.seeond lists of a pair. .

.Average decision latencies for the pseudowords in nominative singular-, loca-,
tive singular, and instrumental singular were 711 msec, 706 msec, and 774
msec, respectively, when preceded by the instrumental prepositions; 713 msec,

t
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726 msec, and 750 msec, respectively, whenzireded by the locative preposi-
'tions, and 727 msec, 721 msec, and 784 , respectively, when preceded by
theqlonsense prepositions. The longer times for rejecting pseudowords in the

instrumental 'singular are probably owing to their greater length (on average
they were about'one letter longer). The overall pattern of negative decision
latencies for the three grammatical casea is similar to that reported by
Lukatela, Mandid, Gligorijevid, Kostid, Savid, and Turvey (1978).
Importantly, regular and nonsense prepositions do not appear to have influ-
enced decision times on pseudowords. With regard to the regular prepositions,
the average latencies were 512 msec for the prepositions appropriate to the
locative case and 514 msec for the prepositions appropriate to the instrumen-
tal case. The nonsense prepositions were rejected at an aver -:e latency of
682 msec.

Figure 1 presents mean positive decision times ammatical case
and preposition. The figure is based on 52 words rather than the original54;
two words were aligned with the wrong prepositions and had to be discarded.
Inspection of Figure 1--suggests that, as conjectured, preposition type did not
affect deciiion times to nouns in the nominative singular, but did affect
decision times to the same nouns in the locative singular and instrumental
singular, particularly the former. This suggestion was 'substantiated by
statistical analyses. In one analysis, a mean reaction time was computed for
each subject by averaging over (approximately) six words (recall that two of
the fifty-four words were discarded) in each combination of grammatical case
and preposition type (locative specific, instrumental specificnd.nonsense).
An analysis of variance on these subjects' means revealed that preposition
type was significant, F(2,196)=18.9, MSe=62910, p < .001, as was 'grammatical
case, F(2,196)=41.0, MSe=4904, p < .001. Additionally, there was a signifi-
cant interaction between grammatical case and preposition type: F(4,3921=3.3,
MSe=2027, p < .02.

In another analysis, a mean reaction time was computed for each word by
averaging over eleven subjects in each combination of grammatical case and
preposition type. An analysis of variance on the means of these words f

revealed that preposition type and grammatical case were significant:
F(2,102)=10.66, MSe=29147; p < .001 and F(2,102)=28.191 MSe=3872, .001,

respectively: The interaction of preposition type and gramm tic case,
however, missed significance: F(4,204)=1:51, MSe=3297, p > .05.

. Focusing now on the specific predictions, it was supposed that of the
three forms the aocative singular should be most affected by appropriate and
inappropriate prepositions, the instrumental singular should be affected
considerably less so and the nominative singular should not be affected at
all. Inspection of Figure 1 confirms the predicted insensitivity of the
nominative singular. T-tests computed over subjects and over words were used
to compare the decision times to thellocative singular form when that form was
preceded by (1) a locative - specific preposition, (2) an instrumental-specific

preposition, and (3) by nonsense. 'A comparison of (1) with (2) proved
significant over subjects, t(10)=6.27, p < .01, and over words, t(5)=4.20, p <
.01, as did a comparison of (1.) with (3), t(10)=4.27, p < .01; t(5)=2.87, p <

.01. A comparison of (2) with (3), however, revealed no significance either
over subjects, t(10)=1.99, p > .1, or over'words, t(5)=1.34, p > .2. Similar
comparisons conducted for the instrumental singular form showed that the
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Figure 1. Poliive lexical decision times for three grammatical cases preceded

by 1-costive-spec-Inc Prepositions (striped), instrumental-specific
prepositions (black) and nonsense (white) prepositions.
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appropriate peepositionp did not facilitate lexical decision in comparison to
the inappropriate prepositions (over 'subjects, t(10)=1.85, > .1; over words,
t(5)=1.24, .>' .3). There was, evidence, however, that appro riot% preppsi-
tions facilitated lexical decision in comparison to nonsense prepositions
(over subject's, t(10)=3.70, < .01; over words, t(5)=2.49, < .02).

*

Lexical decision times were not always significantly slbwed by inappro-
priate prepositions. Inspection of Figure 1 and the pattern of the t-tests
reveal that the effect of inappropriate prepositions was not the some for the
locative singular and .the instrumental singular forms. Consistent with our
suppositions, the data point to a-detrimental. effect of inappropriate preposi-
tions on lexical decision=only for the locative singular.0

In sum, the results .of the preseni. experiment extend previous obser4-
tions 11 the priming of the internal. lexicon by demonstrating that such
priming can occur for words that are not so .much related semantically %s they
are related grammatically? Additionally, the outcome of the experiment lends
suppvt to the intuition that, in the reading of,sentences, lexical facilita-
tion occurs among sentential component's.

. /
/
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AN EVALUATIONS OF THE "BASIC ORTHOGRAPHIC SYLLABIC STRUCTURE" IN A
PHONOLOGICALLY SHALLOW ORTHOGRAPHY
I

Laurie B. Feldman, A. KcistiC,+ G. Lukatelai++ 'alid M. T..Turvey+++

4t

Abstract. The notion of a "Basic Orthographic Syllabic Structure" *
(BOSS) (Taft, 1979a) was examined in the phonologically shallow
orthography of Serbo-Croatian, which is a highly infledted language
written in two alphabets--Roman' and-,Cyrilli6. Some characters are
shared by both alphabets and retain the same pronunciation in 'each,.
some are unique to one alphabet-, and some are ambiguous, i.e.,
receive different readings in the two alphabets. Thus, a letter
string composed of common and ambiguous characters might be pro-
nounced in one way' if read in Roman and in a different way if read
in Iprtllic. Lexical decisions.were made on a set of words that met
the following-criteriai When written in Cyrillic, .the nominative

,m16,.. singular Dorm of the 4111brd was phonologically ambiguOui while the
dative, singular form of the word was unambiguous; when written in
Roman-Mboth grammatical forms of the word had only one possible
pronunciation. Thy elation between the lexical decisions to the
nominative singular 'and dative singular forms olio' the same word
`depended upon thee alphabet in which the words were - written.
Decision times for the Cyrillic nominative singular forms were very
slow relative to those for the Ratan nominative singular; in
contrast, the decision times 'for 'the Roman and the Cyrillic dative
11)Igular ns =were virtually identical. The BOSS perspective,
anticipates the same relationship between grammatical forms in both
alphabets; since inflected fortis' of the same word must share the
same BOSS and their,affixes must occur with the same frequency. In
addition, the results showed that the number of embigUous characters
is a significant, determinant of the decision ,latencies when no
unique characters are present. The BOSS perspective was dismissed'
in favor of nib view" that/the lexical, representatihn Of Serbo-,
Croatian words is phonological and not purely orthographic.

How does a-reader determine that a string of letters is a word? The
words a read knows are' said to be represented in a special memory
conventionally termed the internaflexicon. Roughly, a representation is a
structure whose elements (symbols, predicates, or whatever) putatively corrbs-

,

-
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pond to the significant aspects of 'the thing repreSented; words are, things
that are heard, seen, spoken, and written; and to represent a word is tor

capture (aside from its semantic evaluation) the essential dgtails of one or
more (perhaps all) of its physical embo'diments. Whatever might be the nature
of such details, it is generally conceded that the vocabulary*. -in terms- lof

W4h a word is describes in lexical memory will be nonidentical with the
vocabulary' in terms of which a word is described as a 8t4pulua for a,listener_,
or viewer or as an activity of a speaker or writer. A noble example of xrEir,
contrast of vocabularies is given in the contemporary analysis of speech
perception: -The descriptors of the acoustic embodiment of a word are dynamic,
continuous, and context-dependent, whereas the descriptors of the -word in

memory are static, discrete, and context-independent. At all events, given
distinct vocabularies, the answer to the above question, roughly speaking, is-
that the reader must internally translate the letter string into a vocabulary
identical to that in which lexical entries are described so that the matching
of stimulus and memory can be effected; if a match is made, the stimulus is a
word. This brings us to the main question of the present paper: What is this
proprietary vocabulary?

In response to this question students of reacting, have generally
entertained two options: (1) that the proprietary'vocabulary is one whose
predicates are referential of the visual form of words; (2) that the

proprietary vocabulary is one whose predicates are refObential of the speech
form of words. The first, option could be pursued indifferent to any

linguistic concerns. That is, one could imagine that the vocabulary consists
o,f predicates that refer strictly to visual thingssucn as individual letter
shapes, transgraphemic4eatures, or a word's Fourier spectrum. An alternative
tack is one in which the visually referential predicates are linguistically,
constrained. For example, if the predicates are referential pf letter
clusters, the letter clusters might conform to the morphology of the language.
The predicate types, therefore, would, refer'.to free stems, prefixes,

inflections, and so onliOnlike'the Atual option, the speech option cannot
relate arbitrarily to frhguistic considerations.", The predicates it Andatesr
are referential of the significant phonolOgical dimensionS of speaking and%of
hearing speechphonemes, featural decompositions of phonemes, syllable's, etc.

\\\\
In short, the two options emphasiie two different physical embodCents of

-
.

words:' things produced by printing and writing and known by 'eye, and things
produced by speaking and known by ear. Now it is of course a fact that all
'orthographies transcribe language and that all alphabetic orthographies are
phonographic--they specify, mare or less directly, how a word sounds!'
Nonetheless, _argpments have been given for supposing, that the proprletary

hkvocabulary for descri g the lexical Sentries of the fluent reader% is not.

speech- related - -at leas not principally speech - related. The empirically
based arguments have been_ ably reviewed (0e.g., Coltheart, 1979). These
arguments, by and large, are' extensions and elaborations of an often-voiced
claim that the linkage between the English orthography and the phonemic (and
phonetic) 'struciure'it conveys is overly abstract (in the sense of involving
many successive transformations) for the purposes of fluent reading. Given
the expected difficulty (and, thus, the slowness), of recovering the (abstract)
speech form of a wo1011; from its orthographic form, it has seemed better to
assume that the lexicon's entries relate more /closely to the written form than
to the spoken form of the,language.

.
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a.

Recently, Taft (1979a, 1979b) has characterized the English lexicon in
terms of a predicate that is, referential of both orthographic and morphologic
factqrs. Thisoredleate is termed the "Basic Orthographic Syllabic Structure"

or or. "BOSS."' Given nonprefixed) word, the BOSS is that part of the first
nforphemethat includes after its first vowel all consonants that do not
violate rules of orthographic co-occurrence. BOSSes are said to be stored in
a peripheral orthographic file that is distinguished from the main file in
which all the information about a word is to be found..

The BOSS.perspective exemplifies the' class of visual options. It answers
the question with whiCh we began--of how a reader determines that a string of
letters is ,a word-L-as follows; A presented word is first analyzed into
affixes ale stem, presumably by a. procedure that refers to a lexical list,Ing
in .which -there are .predicates referential of these morphemes. The acceOing
proper now begins in which -.a search is ,made of the orthographic file of
successive letter groupings that begin with the first letter of the word
(subsequent to any prertkes) . Consider CANDLE as an -example. . The BOSS of
CANDLE is CAND. The initial searbh of the orthographic file is for CA. This
`search wdrilli fail (that is, be exhaustive) and a second searcfi would be
initiated with CAN. This search would be successful but the specified address
in the main file would 'prove to tie inappropriate, precipitating yet a further
searytchof the orthographic file--this time .with CAND. Acces;ing CAND in the
or ()graphic file would .lead to the requisite entry in the main file where
complete information on CANDLE is stored. In sun, whereas the representation; \
of a ward in memory, is accordineto'the BOSS principle, the. means' by which V \\
word is retrieved is not; on tke. Contrary, retrieval proceeds as a 'reiterative
left-to-right search sting 0th the first letter of the root morpheine.

f -.
Nt' .

There is another aspect:of lexica'l access' to be remarked'? upon. BOSSes
are arranged in the orthagraPhic file . according. to their frequency of ..
occurrence in the written language. Consequently, fcetiD B.OSTes of identical
length (neither: of which includes a word within itsei, .tk Taft, 1979a), the
BOSS that occurs more frequently will be found. more r 7.,: As noted, \then a
BOSS is found -ir4 the orthographic file, it gives an address- in theteain file.
The word' s stem gal legal affixes in the main file ale represented in a

,fashion that reflects the individual fre9uencies with which the stem and each
of its given legal affixes co- occur. For WO words with-the sane stem (and,
therefre ,' the same BOSS) but with diffe fakes, the affixed form thatds
t'he more frequent' will , be detected irristte:;as time. According, to, the, _BOSS ..
predicate view, the time taken to decide that a, word is a word depenWs on both ''' ,

the .frequency 6r'' the word's }BOSS and the 'frequency '9-btheword.. -
- .

*

<:

While Taft' s principle for deriving lexical 'structure may be apOropria-te
for the English orthography', it is.nclear whether the principle is .applicable
to an orthography that is less distant from the (clasrical) phonemic (and
phonetic) structures that it conveys, such as the orthography of., Serb°-

, -Croatian.

In contrast to English, which is morphophonemic in its referent Chansky,
1970) , the writing system of Serbo-Croatian preserves a very close relation,to
(classical) phonemics and, only reflects a common morphology when phonology is

- preserved. In Serbo- Croatian, all similar orthographic patterns sill sound
alike., Even fully systematic phonological alternation in surface forms is
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represented in the ortibgraphy 'so that visual. or orthographic similarity of
morphologically related toms may be obscured, for example, nominative singu-
lar RUK+A, dative singular RUC+I; nominative singular SNAH+A, dative singular
SNAS+I. (Note: Inflection is the major grammatical device of Serbo-Croatian
and the preceding are Ronan transcriptions (see below] of theEl=tish words
arm and daughter-in-law, respectively.) In addition, as a of the

tendency toward open syllables in Serbo-Croatian, the possible patterning of
consonants and vowels is much more restricted in "Serbo-Croatian than in
English. Not only do the orthotactic (Taft, 1979a) rules fully mimic the
phonotactic rules, but the possibility for ambiguous syllable boundaries due
to sequences of consonants is greatly reduced.

, In sun,. the Serbo-Croatian orthography relative to the, English
orthography permits less variability in its Orthographic patterning, is more
closely related to the spoken language, and is less concerned with preserving
morphological invariance. Collectively, the inference is that BOSSes are less
likely to be elemental predicates in the proprietary (internal) vocabulary of
Serbo-Croatian and this will be evaluated in the present experiment.

Serbo-Croatian is written in two alphabets, Roman and Cyrillic, both of
which were constructed in the last century according to the simple rule:
"Write as you speak and speak as it is written." Both the Roman and Cyrillic
orthographies transcribe the sounds of the Serbo-Croatian language in a

.regulq and straiTntforward fashion, and there are no (nontriyial) derivation
l/rbiTs to speak of.

a.
.

The Roman and. Cyrillic alphabets,map onto'the same set of-phonemes but
.4comicrise two sets of lett.e5S that ire, with certain exceptiOns, mutually
eX'clusive (see Figure 1 anatable 1). Most of the Roman and Cyrillic letters
are unique to their respective alphabets. There art, 'however, a number of
letters that the two alphabets have in common. The phonemic interpretation of
some of these shared letters is the same whether they are read as Cyrillic or
as Roman letters; these are referred to as common letters. Other members of
the shared letters have distinct phonemic "values -in Roman reading and in
CyrilliC these are referred to as ambiguous letters. Within each category,
the individual letters of the trAo Opphabets have phonemic values that are
virtually-invariant over letter contexts. Moreover, -all the individual.
letters. in a string of letters, be it. 'a word or nonsense, are, alw0s
pronounced--there areno letters made silent by conteii.. Finally, but not
least in importance, we should note that a large portion of the population
uses both alphabets competently. This is due, in part, to an educational
requirement that both alphabets be taught within the first two grades. Roman,

q.

is taught, first in the western part of Yugoslavia and -Cyrillic in the eastern
. part of Yugoslavia.

.

Given the nature of and the relation between the two Serbo-Croatian
alphabets, it is possible td construct a variety of type6 of letter 'strings.
A letter string of unquely Roman letters or of uniquely Cyrillic letters
would be read in only one way and could be either a word or nonsense. A

.letter string composed of the common and ambiguous letters could be pronounced
one way if read as *Roman and pronounced in a distinctively different way if
read.as Byrirlic; moreover, it could be a word in one alphabet and nonsense in.
the other, or it could represedtstwo different words, one in one alphabet and
one in the other, or it could be nonsense in both alphabets.
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SerbO-Croatian Alphabet
Uppercase..

"Common
letters"-

BILL

1,1cPrXlilihrb

w Y3>K

HPC

B

quejy

Cyrillic letters

,AEO

JKM-

T

.C:aD{)F

,GIL14 RS §

uvz2

H PC '`,

-Ambiguous .7

letters

Figure 1. The uppercase characters of the
Serbo-Croatian.
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TABL 1

*

Ir

SERBO-CROATIAN .

MAN. CYRILLIdI
-, LETTER

PRINTED PRINTED NAME
UPPER CASE LOWER CASE UPPER CASE LOWER CASE IN I.P.A. :

A a A. a a.-
B b 6 t be

.
C c LI -\Lt tsa
a 6 LI

T1

4 . VG
,e. :6

,
h .., tfja.

D d 4 A de
fl, d b b d3ia
D2 .c.li 0 v. d3a

f E e . ...... ,---4.---_ E.
..

F. f cp
CID .

' f a

G g r r ga '
H h 'X x -' xe

I I 1,1 H i- 4

J
1 J . i

. ja
K .k : l< K ka

,.L' I . Iv, A. A° . la
_

lj , it, - fp . lie
MJ m M m ma

-N . H ---- .. H fie.
NJ 'ii ht) it, nia

i; .7. 0-. , o m. Q o b

P p. n n Pa

IR r -. P .1) ra
/ §" ----- s C c

6 . w 'in . fa
, T''' t T° -r' fa

U , if 'V - y ll 1
I

V v B' 8 , ye
/,

.3 3 . - za
)4( 3e.
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Consider letter strings of the following type: VENA and BEHA, TONA and
TOHA. The first letter string of each pair is the nominative singular form of
a noun (English vein for the first pair and tone,-for the second pair) written.
in its Roman form, and the 'second letter string of each pair is the dame
grammatical case of the same noun as it is written in its Cyrillic form. The
Roman form of both pairs is written in a mixture of common letters and
uniquely Roman letters, whereas the Cyrillic form of both pairs is mixture
of common letters and ambiguous letters (two in the Cyrillic' member, of the
first 'pair and one in the Cyrilliic.member of the second pair). Importantly,
the Cyrillic form of each pair Sontains no unique (Cyrillic) letters--that
nothing that marks it as a letter string to be read specifically in one.,
alphabet or the other; additionally, the Cyrillic form of each pair is
nonsense'il'ilven a Roman readtng. Let us now extend. the above short( list of
letter strings to include their respective dative singular, cases: VEA, VENT:
BEHA,M114 : TONA, TONI4 TOHA, TOM. What is important to note here is that
in the dative case, the Cyrillic form nowcludes a uniquely Cyrillic
character that would specify the particular alphabet in which the letter
string is to be read. Table 2 summarizes the foregoing contrasts.

Examples of Serbo-Croatian Words in Two Grammatical Cases:
Writ;en in Two Alphabets

:

Meaning' Alphabetic Nominative
Singular

Tone

-Vein

Transcription

Cyrillic

Roman

Cyrillic

-Roman 14,

Dative
Singular

TOHA TCHH

TONA TONI

'BEHA BEHR

VENA VBNI

.

he present. experiment 'latiks.at,the following Special versio n , the
questfon, asked at the, outset: How. does a'bi-alphabetical reader of Serbo=
Croatian determine that a letter' string 'of the - kind depicted in Table 2 is g
word? We,. identify beloW the ,'five hyppthetiaal answers ,to this qua n,
'toget er Ath the partiOular predictions,that fol from them. Four of ese ,

. .

T4e?'

'' ^
.
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hypotheses assume that the proprietary vocabulary for ,d cribing access to the
lexical representations of Serbo-Croatian wards 'is. orthographic._ More_ pre-,_
cisely, these hypotheses derive from the LOSS perspectIO';-wi?th the first two

' adhering- strictly,to Taft's (1979a, 1979b) original formulation and with the
third and fourth being modifications of that formulation to accommodate the
two-alphabet nature)of the Serbo-Croatian orthography. The fifth hypothesis
contrasts with the previous four in that it assumes that the lexical
representations of Serbo-Croatian words Are written in a speech-related
vocabulary. This fifth hypothesis follow 24 in part, from A consideration ofiv,,`
the design of the Serbo-Croatian orthography and, in part, trom.tiT-data of.
various lexical decision experiments conducted with the orthography (Feldman,
1980; Lukatela, Savid, Gligorijevid, Ognjenovie, & Turvey, 1978; ,Lukatela,
Popadid,2pOnovio, & Turvey, 1980).

1. The Roman-bias Hypothesis. 6

In a list of words respectlpg the contrasts of Roman and Cyrillic forms
identified above,- -only the Ratan forms are- always unambiguous; and in the
experiment to be reported that examines such Asts, three quarters of the
presented stimuli arein the Roman forms. The first hypothesis underscores
this Roman bias in-the materials by assuming that it similarly characterizes
the readers themselves. That is, it makes the assumption'that the readers, in
their past, have primarily (but far from exclusively) encountered the Serbo-
Croatian JAnguage transcribed in Roman. We woulddtxpect, therefore, that

formed from Roman BOSSes will generally incur shorter search times than
the equivalent Cyrillic BOSSes--VENA, VENI, TONA, ,TONI should be associated
with shorter- lexical decision times than BEHA, BEHR, TOHA, TOM, respectively'.
Mgreover, because the declension affixes for the Roman and for the Cyrillic
forms of the same-word must relate among tiOmselves in the same way ( th

regard to their relative degree of attachment to the stem) , we would ex ct

that the decision latenciei.for VENA and BEHA, and TONA and TOHA, will be less
than those for VENI and BIM, TONI and TOM. This latter prediction_is based'
on the fact that the -.nominative singular for any given. Serbo-Croatian noun
()cools much more frAuently than the dative singular4(Dj. Kdstid, Note 1;°

Luka elao G14;rijevi6, A,'Kosti;d, & Turvey, 1980) .1 Finally, by" the present
_by hesis, latencies, should not depend in any way on the number of ambiguSus
,c aracters.

2. 'The Noylphabet-bias Hypothesis A

9

The assumption here is that the reader has experienced the Serbo-Croatian
langua e equally in the two alphabets. ' Thus the- overall frequencies with

h15
whic he orthographic forts' BEHA. and VENA, RIEBH and UNI: TOHA and TONAL, T9HW,.
and T ave been experienced will beat least equal. .But.it may wekl be ther
case that the overall ere4uency of the.Cynillic stems (Aind BOSSes) , for
example-, BEII, will be greater than the overall, frequencyof the Roman stems4
(and BOS a), fdr example, VEN, because BEH is the orthographic form not only
.of /beta /'. rh Cyrillic but also of /vena/ in Raman, whereas- VEN, is the
.orthograp is form only, of /vena/. Thus the search time for the BOSSes Hof the
Cyrillic orms and of the Roman forms off' the same wort will either be ;equal or
differen in` favor Of% the Cyrillic '. forms, -AS with the previvius hypothesis,

-however, the laten#ies for nomin4ive singular cases.should.be sh6rter than
for their respective dative singular,s and the'number.oranibiguods characters

'-should be, irrelevant. .
. . .

A_ .
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3. Two Distinct Orthographic Files: Ite Parallel Search' Hypothesis

- Let usassume that there are two orthographic files, one f
and one for Cyrillic BOSSes. An individual b3- alphabetical rea
;more experience with the BOSSes of onealphabet than with those
but this should not alter the lative orderings BOSSes
files; thaeis, ttie"BOSS of VENA ) and the BOSS of B
should be located .in exactly th- same places in 'the RoMan

Roman BOSSes
er mi ht have
of th other,

thin he two
A (vi , BEH)
and Cyrillic

orthographic files; respectively (eve ugh in the Raiam file, VEN and BEH
may occupy very different locations) . Similarly, the relative frequencies
with 'Which inflected endings are affixed to stems in the main file should not
differ; that is, thgpe should be no difference between the relative attach-
ments of A and I to VEN and tht'relative attachments of A and 14 to BEH. Let
us now consider that the two fileS.are accesssed in parallel. For any given
letter strIng, the inflected ending is stripped off and the left-to-right
reiterative retrieval procedure is conducted simultaneously in both ortho-
graphic files.," Thus, VENA would be parsed into VEN + A and the retrieval
would prOceed first 'with VE (unsuccessfully in both jiles)' then with VEJI
(uns6cessfullY in the Cyrillic files, successfully in ,the' Roman file) .

Similarly BEHA would be,pars6 BEH.+ A and the retrieval would proceed
first with, BE (unsuccessfully in both files) then with BEH (possibly suc-
cessfully in both files but always faster in the Cyrillic fge).. Given that
BOSSes of the same Serbo-CrOatian word are located at virtually identical
sites in the two files, the times to find VEN and TON in Ole Ronan ale should
be roughly equal to t,ht times to elnd BEH and TOH, .respectively, in the
'Cyrillic file. And, likewise, the time to confirm" e legality of the BOSS

, and affix combination should 'bp roughly'eqUal or e Ramah and Cyrillic
transcription#. Thus, by the present hypothesi , lexical decision, times to
the Cyrillic and Raman transcriptions of the same)Word in the nominative
singular (BEHA, VENA and TOHA, JONA) should not differ; nor,should lexical
decision .times to the CyrilltcAlki- Roman transcriptions. of the same word in
the dative singular (BEHR, VENI and TOMAA TONI); but aswith the previous two
hypotheses, decision times should be shorter to the nominative singular case
of a word than to the dative singular case and the number of ambiguous
characters should not be a determinant of decisioh times in either grammaticalpease.

.

: 4. Two Distin Orthographic Files: The' Successive Search Hypothesis

et .

There are two versions of this hypothesis because there are two, stages
prior to retrieval proper that must be proposed--parsing and alphabet determi-
nation--and the pred ctions differ depending on' how he-two stages are
ordered. Let the p sing occur,first. Then, having. emi Ved the grammatical
affix fran"the stem, a search is made of the stem 'to etermine whether it
includes a unique character. If the search is positive, en the first unique

, character fand.is evaluated for its alphabet status: i it is Roman; the
search for the appropriate BOSS unit is directed to the Roman orthographic
*file; if it is Cyrillic, the search for the appropriate BOSS unit is directed
to the Gynillic orthographic file. HoWever, if no unique character is found
.in the stem, then the choide whether to direct the search for the appropriate
BOSS unit to the Roman file or to the Cyrillic file is randan.4".1hus, whereas
a stem such as VEN specifies its file (viz., Romab), a stem such as B H d es

.1

not. Therefore, on average, on,t,half of the times that they occur, 1 er
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strings such as BEHA, BIEHM, TO TOHM, will involve a successive search of
both files, so that overall e left-to-right BOSS search and associated
decision latency will be s than the left-to-right BOSS search and

decision latency. associated ith le4er strings such as VENA, VENI, TONA,

TONI. There are, therefore, wo predictions of the parsing-first successive
search hypothesis: one pre ction is the same as that for parallel search,
nameliy, that the latency difference between gramma cal cases of the same word

should not differ as a function of the alphabet in ich the word is written;

'the other prediction is that the decision latency for a word transcribed in
Roman should be less than the decision latency for the same word transcribed
in Cyrillic,

Assume now that alphabet determination precedes parsing. This means that

BEHA and TOHA will be treated differently from BEM and TCHE. The first stage

will determine that the BOSSes of BEHM and TOHM, isolated in the_ next and

parsing stage, are to be searched for in the Cyrillic orthographic file; as

before, however, where the BOSSes of BEHA and TOHA are to be found remains
ambiguous. This variant of successive search makes a very different predic-
rItn from either the 'parallel search hypothesis or the parsing-first, succeSi

sive search hypothesis: it predicts that the lexical decisions on BEHA and
TOHA should be ,slower, respectively, than the lexical decisions on BEHM and,
TOHH; and that the lexical decisions on'BEHM and TOHM should not differ from
the lexical decisions on their Roman equivalents, VENI and TONI. It also

predicts, consonant wi h each of the preceding hypotheses, that VENA will be
faster than VENI, and T NA faster than TONI; and that the number of ambiguous
characters is irrelevant to lexical decision.

.
.

5. The Speech-related Hypothesis /

. .

In this last hypothesis, the previAusly assured orthographic of the
lexicon is dismissed in favor of the assumption that the lexical representa-
tion of Serbo-Croatian words is phonological. Th641.ore, any given letter

string .must be encoded "phonemically" to effect a lexical search and a

possible match, and this is achieved presumably by.the transparent correspon-
dences that define the orthography's relation to.the phonemes of the language.
The ambiguous character2:,-are an exception of sorts to this transparency. In

the atisfnce of.a uniqueOcharacter in 'a stripg of letters, any ambiguous

chars ter is necessarily equivocal with respect to the phonemic reading it

will be give : Let us assume here Sy
i

here,. gp we did with the previous, hypothesis,

that there is a'preceding stage of alphabet determination. The detection of a

unique character and of.its alphabetic allegiance identifies the requisite set
of grapheme-tp-phoneme correspondences to be .applied to the ambiguous char-
acters. (We are pot yet convinced that this is the best way of expressing the
means by whiCh arkigilous characters are disambiguated, but it will suffice for

our present purposes.) For a letter string such as BEM, therefore, the

presence of H spe'cif'ies that B is to be read as. /v/ and H is 'to be read as

/n/; thus BEM (and, of course, VENA, VENT, TOHM, TONI, TONA) would receive a
unique phonemic inscription and, generally, speaking, entail a single search
of the lexicon. (As is conventional, search time is conceived as an inverse
function of a word's frequency.) ,

.7 1
In contrast, BEHA, which has no unique characters, can be transcribed

phonemically in more than one way and could, therefore, involve more than one
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search- of the lexicon. Importantly, it is assumed that the assignment of a
phoneme to an individual character in a letter string is a process that occurs
independently of the assignment of phonemes to its neighbors; more fundamen-
tally, it is a process that operates without knowledge as to the alphabet
"rationalizing" any individual phonemic interpretation. Thus BEHA can be
transcribed phonemically as /bena/, /vexa /, /bexa/ and /vena/, and if lexical
search is with respect to one such phonemic transcription at a time, 'BEHA
could entail, in principle, four successive searche's of the lexicon until a

r'patch is found (with /vena/) . (But see Lukatela, Popadid, Ognjenovid, &
urvey [ 1980] for a parel-search interpretation consonant with Morton's
[1969] logogen theory.) Words with two ambiguous characters and no unique
characters would contrast, by the foregoing argument, with' words with one
ambiguous character ank11'a\unique characters. TOHA can be ascribed only two

h/13

phonemic readings-4 4e017 and itOnatr,affd, therefore, should entail'at ost
two successive searches of the lexicon. In sum, by the p sent hypot esis:
(1) the lexical deOsio times for BEHA and TOHA should. be re pectively longer

-.than the lexical decisi times for BEHR and TOHH; (2) the lexical decision
times for VENA and TON should be respectively short than the lexical
decision times for VENI and TONI (by the standard argument based on the
different frequencies of the two grammatical cases); (3) the lexical decision
times for TCHH and TONI should not differ nor should the lexical decision
times for BERM and VENI; and (4) the lexical decision times for BEHA relative
to VENA should be longer than the lexical decision time for TOHA relative to
TONA.

METHOD

Subjects

Sixty-eight first year students of psychology at the University of
Belgrade participated in this experiment in partial fulfillment of course
requirements. Eight .subjects' data were eliminated from the statistical
analysis because their error rate on the critical test stimuli exceeded 40%.
As there were only seven such sqmulilia which the criterion for eliminating'ejects. was applied, 40% correspond` to missing only three items. The
'overall error rate prOved to be extremely low less than 1%.

Stimuli

All stimuli in the experiment Ansisted of letter strings that contained
four characters patterned as CVCV. Each of the word stimuli was a noun andl
each of the pseudowerlstimuli was.deri ey changing one or two letters in a
(different) CVCV wordy ''Consonant with he examples of,..Table 1, seven words
were hosen (Set A), which in the nami ative singular c'se, written in the
Cyril is form, contained only thpse letter strings shared by both alphabets.
As la esu t, these letter strings that are words in Cyrillic cap- also bb-- read

s as pseudowords in Roman, e.g .% TOO can be. /tona/, a word, or itoxai, a

pseudoword. 'Four of these words had two ambiguous letter:s and two common
letters and three of these words contained one ambiguous letter and three
common letters. In their Romadranscription,,all of thes word's contained at
leaAt 'one unique letter! In Contrast to the dominative s ngular declension
ending, theldative s4ngular ending gill always uniquely spec fy the appropri-

,-/
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ate alphabet. The dative singular form for words presented in this experiment
requires either' M or Y in Cyrillic or their equivalent, I or U, in Roman. All

four of these characters are unique to one alphabet, For these words (Set A),
alphabetic ambiguity occurs in the Cyrillic nomintaive singular. It is
resolved in the dative singular form and it never occurs in the-Roman versions
of the same word. ye,

t '

Another grail) of seven words with CVCV pattern (Set B) was also presented
in Romin and in Cyrillic and in the nominative and the dative singular
declensions. In contrast to the Set A'words, _these words contained unique
letters in bo declined forms of both alphabetic transcriptions; in short, no
letter strip in the Set B stimuli was ever ambiguous.

It spould be underscored that the small sizesevenof.the critical word
Set A (and therefore of its control,'Set Bo) is a necessary consequence of the
criteriathat had to be met in order to produce the kinds of contrasts between
Cyrillic' and Roman forks of the same words that the experimental hypotheses
required.

In the experiment, four groups of- subjects saw Mne iDorm of the sane 28
words and 28 pseudowords'On which they performed a lexical decision judgment.
The two sets of experimental words were each presented in complementary
ccmbinations'of''noninative/dative and Cyrillic/Roman to the four groups of
subjects. If Set A words were presented in Roman dative, singular form to one
group of subjects, then Set B words were- presented to that 'same group in
Cyrillic nominative singular form. In addition, all Nur groups saw the sane
seven words that could be read in the same way in, either Cyrillic or Roman
(comion words) and the same seven words that could be read only in Roman. The
pseudouvrd set, constant. across the four subject groups, consisted of seven
Roman (pseudo) dative singular, seven Cyrillic (pseudo) nominative singular
and fourteen Ronan (pseudo) nominative singular forms. This variability was
introduced in ordeO to make'the pseudowords analogous to the word forms.

In summary, each of four groups' of fifteen subjects saw seven words in
dative singular word form, seven Cyrillic words, seven common words, and seven
Roman words, as well as seven Cyrillic and fourteen Roman pseudowords in
nominative singular form and seven Roman pse9dOwords in dative singblar form.
Set A and B both appeared (between subject groups) in all four combinations of
Roman /Cyrfillic and nominative/dative, btit these two sets differed in one
important respect: The nominative Cyrillic form of Set A words contained on
common and Ambiguous letters. As a result, these strings, Which' are words in
Cyrillic, can alSo be read as Roman pseudowords, MEPA can be /mera/ or
/mepa/. Note that this alphabetic ambiguity is resolved in the dative
,singular-form of these words, e.g., MilopM, and never occurs in the Roman
version of the same word. By contrast, all forms of the Set B words are
always unambiguous in their reading. That is, the words include unique
cha?acters in both nominative singular and in dative singular, for both the
Roman and Cyrillic transcriptions (e.g., AMEAL, MA,AMEK, ZABI).

10

Procedure

In the instructions to ple subject that preceded the experimental
session, the variety of stimulus forms (nominative/dative singular,
Cyrillic/Roman) was noted. °
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Ea'oh- Stimulus was presented for 500 msec in one field of a scientific
Prototype MOdel GB tachistoscope and reaction time was measured .from a counter
that -began with the stimulus onset. The blank field preceded the presentation
of each stimulus and reappeared immediately after each response. Thee inter -
'stimulus interval was about.3 Seconds 'and- a short practi,ce session, preceded
the experiment,. All stimuli were typed on Prima U filmoand Cyrillic and Roman
typeface were closely matched for size and form. (common letters were
identical in the ctwo typefaces.)

:
Subjects perfOrmed a lexical

telegraph keys. They depressed the
was a pieudoword and the further key
word. Subjects were infOrmed by the
of the test stimuli.. A practice'
experimental session."

..°

..,

#

. ..

RESULTS

,

' An analysis oTyariance performed on all it"imull revealed no significant
ddifference between the d'ou'r groups of subjects, F(3,56) =. 0...13, but signifi-

_._. _,..
. c-ant-rtwiin- effects of lexicality ( word-pseudoword`r, F( 1 ,.56) = 12.9, MS r:-

.
11981, p < .001, Pn'd word set, F(3:168) =1.'82.9? MSe = 3544, p. < .001. The
word-set-by-experimental-group interaction was significant, F(9,468) = 12.143,

MSe = 3544, p < .001, as were the word-set-by-lexicality and the word-set-bj-
.

. lexicality-by-group interactions, F(3, 168)- =' 99.6, MSe = 2533, p < .001, and
F(9,168) = ,18.1, MSe = 25334.p < .12101, respectively. Mean latencies for types

,

'of words were 795 (averaiged; over all, forms; for Set A ambiguous words) , 708
(for all forms Of Set B unambiguous words), 616 (for common wOrds),' and 630
(for Roman nominative controls) . ''or the- pseudowords, mean latencies were 7A59
Roman pseudo datives) , 870 (Cyrillic psetido nominative), and 778 (for Roman'..4

pseudo nominative controls) ,., r.
.

# * .
Two subsequent analyses of variance were performed including (1) only the

four forms of the words in critical `§et A and (2) only the four forma of the ,_

words is critical Set B. Table3 summarizes the data for Set B and Table 4
summarizes the data for Set A. In these two tables, alphabet (Roman/Cyrillic)
and case (nominative/dative singular) combine to define the four groups of --*
subjects who saw different forms of the same seven words. For Set B (words
chosen so as to contain unique letters both in Roman and in Cyrillic? 18 Roman
alphabet is faster than Cyrillic, F(1,56) = 4.58# MSe = 12715, p < .05," and
'nominative case is faster than dative, F(.1,56) =" 11.0, MSe = 12715, p -8<- .005.
(This is consistent with Lukatelp et, al . , 1978; Luke tele , G1 igor ij ey id,

is KOSti'd, & Turvey, 1980.) There is no alphabet -by -case interaction, F(1,56) -::

.-. 0.44. - i`
r. ,4 v

The Set A (ambiguous Cyrillic. .form) words present a' very, diffe ent
pattern, however. Here again, the main effects ,-or caseand Alphabet are
significant, F(1,56) = 4.60, MSe =.,12565,, p < .05 -aryd F(4-5'6-) L- 22'.95, Ilse .=
12505, 'p < .001, respectively. In addition, the c.ase by,alphaqet interaction

means by protected t sts revealed no difference for Cyrillic- and Roman

is significant, F(1.,t)! 29.25, MSe = .12565, p. < .001. An exwihation -of

versions of the dative singular case, and a -very significant difference
..,

decision teak and

closer keY (thu'ribs)

( forefing'ers: if the

experimenter if they
sequence' of eight

tapped one of two
if he letter string
le, ter string was a
made-1n error on one
items. Ireceded the
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Table

.0
4

. %

Mean Lexical Decision Response Ia 4ncies for Unambiguous '
Wo.rds (Set B). ,

v. .,
. .

..

.
0 "0 A

Nomiqative- Dative

Cyrillic . 701 , 778

Roman 619, . 73

°,r

Table 4

Mean Lexical Decision Response Latencies for Ambiguous
Words (Set A)

Cyrillic

Nominative Dative

921 805

Roman 617 833
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between the Cyrillic and Roman 'nominative singular forms, t(14) = .44, p < 1,.
and t(14) = 7.2,-p <..01, respectively. Relativesitto the Roman 'nominative

"singular and to both Roman. and Cyrillic d,atiye singular forms, the Cyrillic
nominative singular is slqw.

Finally, a t-test, was conducted-on the difference between a subject's
mean latency for' words with one and. Words with two ambiguous letters as
compared with the same difference for the.unaQbiguous forms of the same words.
This test (with one subject deleted due to excessively long latencies relative
to his mean reaction time) revealed that the degree of impairment duet. to
'phonological ambiguity, that is, the difference between the Roman nominative
and the Cyrillic n inative singular forms, depends on the number of ambiguous
letters, t(27) = 2. 0, p < .05 (See Table 5).

Table 5

Mean Latencies for Lexical Decision to Words with One and
with Two Ambiguous Letts in Their Cyrillic Form as Comparg&

with the Roman Form of the Same Word
1*

Number of .

Ambiguous Alphabet Nominative,
Characters Transcription Singular

1

e

Difference
Between
Nominative Dative'
Singulars Singular

Cyrillic TOHA 86 6 T6114 815 .

(unamnguous Roman TONA 633
"control)

2

Ns

229

Difference..

Between

Nominative
Singularly
arid Dative

Singulars

47

TONI 855 2 -222

Cyrilltc BEHA 979 ,BEHM 794' 185
379

(unambiguous. Roman VENA 600 VENI 811, -211
contrb-IA,

DISCUSSION

In the introduction, five hypotheses were tdentifled,that mapped the word
forms in Table 2 onto a pattern of lexical decision °times. The first two
hypotheses assumed that BOSSesof,45erbo-Croatian words were stored indifferent
to alphabet in a single orthographic file. The fundamental prediction of
these two hypotheses was that a latency' difference between the nominative,

4
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`4 1
singular and the dative singular cases of the same word should not differ as a
function of the alphabet in which the word is written. Inspection of Table 3
and the allied analysis of variance verify this predictibn_for the words of
Set B, which were composed solely from common ind unique characters tn either
the Roman or Cyrillic transcription. The plifdiction, jloWeii-, is not con-
firmed for the words of Set A (words that are exemplified in Table 4) , which,
when written in Cyrillic, are composed of common,and ambiguous characters in
the nominative singular case and of common, ambiguous and unique characters in
the.dative singular case; and which, when 'written in Roman, are=written solely
in common and °unique characters for both cases. For words of this latter
kind, latencies for the Cyrillic transcription and for the Roman transcription
of the nominativ-e-singular case were, respectively, stgnificantly longer and
significantly shorter than the latencies for their:ntive %singular equiva-
lents. This interaction can be seen in Tables 4 and 5 and_wasverified by the
,analysis of variance and protected 1,-tests. We therefore reject the first two
hypotheses, that is, the hypotheses that follow lust ditectly from the
relation among entries formulated by Taft (1 79a, 1974,6)

t
The third and fourth hypotheses adhered to the conceptions of the BOSS

unit and, the orthographic file, but allowed that there might be two ortho-
graphic files--one fonLthe Cyrillic transcription of words and one for the
Roman transcription of words. On the assumption that these two files could be
searched in parallel, it was predicted that the Cyrillic and Roman transcrip-
tions of the same word in the same grammatical case would be associated with
the same decision latency. This prediction was not confinned,, Mich, of
itself, is not a very seripus indictment of the hypothesis. The analysis of
both Set A and Set B words revealed an alphabpt difference; Roman words, were
generally responded to faster than Cyrillic words. A variety of reasons can
be given for the Roman superiority that would not impugn the hypothesis. For
example, perhaps the feature set of,pyrillic..4characters is -less compact-than

its Roman equivalent and therefore ,enb-dted with greater difficulty; or, that
subjects of the experiment were more facile.at)earching the Roman file.

Of larger significance is the faillure of the prediftion that the parallel
Search hypothesis' shares with the first, two hypotheses', namely, that the
various grammatical cases of the same word shouLd4beorganized in the same way
when transcribed by the Roman and Cyrillic alphabets. Again, Set B words
confirmed the prediction but the 6'ritical 4ords, those of Set A, gave strong
evidence of an alphabet-induced interaction. .The parallel search (of trio
orthographic files) hypothesis-is therefore'rejected.

1
The fourth hypothesis, which assumed a successive search of the two

orthographic files, took two forms. The parsing-first form can be rejected
fore the same reason that we have rejected the first three hypotheses--because,
like then, it predicts a non-interaction for Set A words with alphabet:,,
Additionally, but less importantly, it can be rejected becaus it predicti
that .for Set A words, all Roman transcriptions would be 'a sociated with
shorter decision latencies than their Cyrillic equivalents. This was not so

. for the dative case. The parsing = versidn/pf-the successive search
hypothesis is, however, much less easily dismissed. It successfully predicts
the alphabet-dependent relation of grammatical cases that was observed for Set.
A words and it successfully predicts (but, again, of lesser importance) the
absence of a difference between Roman and Cyrillic transcriptions of the
dative singular case of Set A words. Of course, it4 also ,predicts the pattern
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'of latencies for Set B words. What the parsing-second version of the
successive Search hypothesis does not predict, in concert with the first three
hypotheses,- is that the number of ambiguous characters in the Cyrillic
transcription' of a Set A'wprd should make a difference.

Let us now consider the fifth hypothesis, which departs from the other
Nur in that it assumes a phonological vocabulary for describing lexical
entries rather than an orthographic vocabulary. This hypothesis predicted the
interaction 'observed in the-Set A words, the absence of a differenc6between
Roman and Cyrillic transcriptions of the dative singular case of Set A'words,
and that the number of ambiguous characters, should significantly affect
lexical decision on words that are written only in common and ambiguous
characters. Finally, congruent with the four preceding hypotheses, it

predicted the results for Set B words, viz., that the nominative singular of a
word should be responded to faster than the dative singular of the same word
when those words, in either Roman or Cyrillic form, are not solely composed of
common and ambiguous characters.

Patently, only the speech related hypothesis. and the parsing-second,
successive search hypothesis (the former emphasizing phonology and the latter
emphasizing orthography) emerge es potential answers to the question of how a
bi-alphabetical reader of Serbo-Croatian determines that a letter string is a
word. The two hypotheses are distinguished in the data of the present
experiment by one fact: That two ambiguous characters slow lexical- decision
More than one ambiguous character slows lexical decision when there are no

.'unique characters to resolve the ambiguity. This fact is predicted by the
speech-related hypothesis but not by the succeisive-search . hypothesis.
Admittedly, resolution of theoretical.issues in science sometimes turns on
"small" empirical findings. Is there license to assume that the present
"small" finding, a difference established on seven words, is one to which we
can grant such. status? The reader is_reminded-that the seven-words of the
critical set, Set A, probably constitute a majority of the words that meet the
criteria needed to evaluate the, hypotheses. Moreover, the difference under
consideration is within- words: it is a difference between ttio values, each of
Which.is, a measure of the degree to which a .sord transcribed in Cyrillic
differs from itself transcribed in Roman. Therefore the comparison of the
difference between BEHA and VENA and the difference between TOHA and TONA is
not contaminated by variability in word frequency, orthographic regularity,
pronounceability, __etc. All the standard confounding factors -are removed by
taking the diffefence betweep a word and itself as the unit of comparison; and
yet the latency difference Onder consideration is of the order of 150 msec
(see Table 5) .. To these points we add tat in another experiment that has
'looked, more generally at the influence of number of ambiguous characters,
significant effects have been found. Two and three syllable words written
solely in commdh;and ambiguous characters were compared with themselves; that
is, with the same4bord written solely in common and unique characters. The
lexical decision times for the two syllable words differed by 255 msec for one
ambiguous character and by 325 msec for two' ambiguous characters. Similar,y,
the lexical decision times -for the three syllable words differed by 245-sec
for two ambiguous characters and by 349 msec for three ambiguous characters
(Feldman, 1980, 1981). In sun, it seems fair to conclude that the number of
ambiguous characters in a word that .has no unique characters is a significant
deterdinent of the time required to evaluate the word's lexical status.-



It wo uld be a mistake, however, to focus on the significance of the
number of ambiguous characters to the detriment of the observation that the

% relation among the nominative singular and. dative. singular cases of Set A
,words was alphabet-dependent. That, observation is sufficient to disarm a
BOSS/orthographic file interpretation of the Serbo-Croatian (internal) lexi-
con. Only a very special concession, viz., that there are, two orthographic
files', each of which is sensitive to the alphabet determination of any
grammatical affix, makes the observation on the number of ambiguous characters
critical. While it is possible to interpret the present data with respect to
a successive search of two orthographic files, each of which is effectively'
organized in a different fashion, this successive'search interpretation would,
not hold for previous results. Pseudowords composed of entirely common
letters (that are alphabetically bivalent but phonologically unique) were no
slower than pseudowords containing unique letters '( Lukatela, Popadid, Ognjeno-
vid,& Turvey, 1980)

290

All things considered, the present experiment is consistent with the
claim that word recognition in Serbo-Croatian is necessarily phonological and
further, it extends that claim. In previous experiments, a between -words
effect of phonologically bivalent letter strings was assessed relative to
different letter strings (Lukatela, Popadid, Ognjenovid, & Turvey, 1980;
Lukatela et al., 1978) and a within-words effect of bivalent phonology was
demonstrated relative to an unambiguous transcription of the same letter
string (Feldman, 1980, '1981). In the present experiment, phonologically
ambiguoug BOSS units were evaluated relative to the-unique alphabet transcrip-
tion of the 'same BOSS. Results indicate that the effect of bivalence was
obtained only when the BOSS unit as well as its grammatical affix were
ambiguous.

How then does a reader determine that a string of letters is a word? For
the Serbo-Croatian ,orthography.we wish to conclude that he or she does so by
encoding the written word into. an internal speech-related vocabulary; in
short, we conclude that the prOprietary vocabulary 'for the internal lexicon in
Serbo- Croatian is phonological.
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